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Abstract
The causal relationship between entrepreneurial marketing (EM) and organisational performance has produced
mixed findings in the developed context. This study examined the impact of EM on the organisational performance
of small business enterprises (SBEs) in Yola, a region in Northeast Nigeria grappling with the onslaughts of Boko
Haram insurgency. This quantitative research adopted a descriptive survey research design as the most appropriate
and relevant strategy while relying on the primary data. Primary data were collected through a structured
questionnaire. In the absence of a sample frame in the target population, a sample size of 400 SBEs was selected
purposively based on the research eligibility criteria. Out of this sample, 257 SBEs filled and returned the
questionnaires. Descriptive statistics, factor analysis and regression analysis were undertaken to analyse the data
collected. Based on the four hypotheses tested, the results indicated significant positive impacts of entrepreneurial
orientation (EO), market orientation (MO) and innovation orientation (IO) on the organizational performance of
SBEs, while customer orientation (CO) had an insignificant negative impact. The study concludes that EM
practices have a significant positive impact on the overall organisational performance of SBEs in Yola, Nigeria.
The study recommends that SBE managers or owners review their implemented entrepreneurship-oriented
strategy measures, formulate and implement effective measures, place increased emphasis on the CO measure and
engage all their employees in EO and CO to increase the effectiveness of EM practice.
Keywords: Entrepreneurial Marketing, Entrepreneurship Orientation, Market Orientation, Innovation
Orientation, Organisational Performance and Small Business Enterprises.
JEL classification: M21, M31, L25, L26, L32.

1. Introduction
Globally, small business enterprises (SBEs) have been recognised as key drivers of
economic growth and development. They contribute more than 50% of the total employment
and represent approximately 90% of the total businesses (Worldbank, 2019). In emerging
economies, registered small businesses contribute up to 40% of gross domestic product (GDP),
and 7 out of 10 jobs are created by SBEs (Worldbank, 2019). In Nigeria, the crucial roles of
SBEs are undeniable, as they represent the hub for job opportunities and contribute a large
component to GDP (Eniola and Entebang, 2015). According to the 2013 collaborative survey
of the Small and Medium Enterprises Development Agency of Nigeria (SMEDAN) and
National Bureau of Statistics, 48% of Nigeria’s GDP is from SBEs, and they contributed up to
7.27% of export earnings. According to Price Waterhouse and Coopers (2019), SBEs represent
96% of businesses and 84% of employment in Nigeria. These facts signify the need to focus
on small business enterprises, as they have not only been providing social needs but also been
the key drivers of entrepreneurship end enterprise development. This may be the reason
governments and private institutions are focusing much attention on SBEs. According to the
World Bank report (2019), the Development Bank of Nigeria (DBN) funded small businesses
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with US $243.7 million, and 70% of the beneficiaries were women in 2019. These trends
explain why the interventions and policies of the federal government of Nigeria are geared
towards developing more SBEs and improving the performance of the established SBEs. SBEs
are considered independent and non-subsidiary organisations or firms that engage fewer
employees. The number of employees for SBEs varies across nations and contexts. The
European Union (EU) defines SBEs as enterprises with fewer than 250 persons and an annual
sales turnover not above 50 million Euros. According to the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN),
SBEs are enterprises with an annual turnover not exceeding ₦500,000. All SMEs are generally
categorised based on assets, employment and annual turnover.
Entrepreneurial marketing (EM) is one of the strategies used by SBEs to achieve
organisational performance through the implementation and improvement of EM dimensions,
namely, entrepreneurial orientation (EO), market orientation (MO), innovation orientation (IO)
and customer orientation (CO) practices (Rowley and Jones, 2009; Kowalik and Danik, 2019).
According to Schindehutte and Morris (2010), entrepreneurial marketing (EM) refers to the
proactive identification and exploitation of opportunities by entrepreneurial marketers for the
purpose of acquiring and retaining profitable customers (including prospects) through the
deployment of innovative approaches to risk management, resource leveraging and value
creation. Therefore, EM can be seen as a new marketing approach that emphasizes that
opportunities are continually co-created by entrepreneurs through the development and
communication of value propositions (Whalen and Akaka., 2015) or marketing aimed at
growth and innovation (Mwangi and Bwisa, 2013). From the different perspectives above, EM
is an entrepreneurial practice and acts that does not conform to traditional marketing practices;
rather, it is change-focused, proactive, and does not just react to change; it also initiates change.
EM deals with several issues, such as severe resource constraints, a limited geographic market
presence, lack of economies of scale, a limited market image, little market share or brand
loyalty, inadequate specialized management expertise, time scarcity with a given task, and a
mixture of personal and business goals, which traditional marketing does not take into
consideration (Whalen and Akaka, 2015). As important as the above EM features are, they are
the major challenges for SBEs in developing contexts because marketing is performed
differently by firms.
It has been found that EM research involves large firms receiving less attention than
SBEs because it is believed that established large enterprises face stronger and more important
internal issues than marketing-related issues (Bettiol et al., 2011). Comparatively, the concept
of EM is linked with marketing activities that challenge established market conventions (Babor
and Robaina, 2013). However, traditional marketing is more customer-centered than
opportunity-driven, such as entrepreneurial marketing (Crick, 2018). In EM, marketing is
integrated with innovativeness, and this is the hallmark of entrepreneurship. Therefore, the
mechanisms for EM value creation are regarded as innovative and deviate from traditional
marketing practices. Additionally, EM takes risk-taking, customer interfaces and resource
leveraging into consideration (Morrish et al., 2010).
According to Kraus et al. (2012), researchers have established a strong foundation for
EM from its conceptualization stage to birth, and the debate is still ongoing even though
scholars have yet to come up with a common consensus on EM. Additionally, marketers need
deeper knowledge and skills on how to redefine their marketing strategy, leveraging EM as an
alternative technique for improving the effectiveness of traditional marketing (Ahmadi and
O'Cass, 2015). EM is also very useful for SBEs because they face more intense entrepreneurial
challenges. Specifically, SBEs operate in a very dynamic environment consisting of a
decreased ability to forecast, increased risk, and small business enterprise boundaries
(Schmengler and Kraus, 2010). Traditional marketing is therefore inappropriate for
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entrepreneurial firms, especially small business enterprise competitiveness amidst rivalry. EM
can be seen as a new paradigm that assimilates critical aspects of entrepreneurship and
marketing into a comprehensive concept, thereby allowing SBEs to carry out marketing
entrepreneurially. It has been argued that firms with EM practices are advantaged
competitively. Therefore, it is critical for small business enterprises to understand which EM
practices are most effective for improved performance.
SBEs today in Nigeria are gaining much attention in business ecosystems because of
their vital contribution to the national economy. The managers and employees within SBEs use
innovative and creative marketing as strategies to compete in the product and service markets.
Thus, it is expedient for business managers to adopt a marketing strategy that ensures the
development and application of entrepreneurial innovativeness, proactiveness, and
entrepreneurial opportunity recognition. Based on the above, this research examines the impact
of entrepreneurial marketing on the performance of SBEs in Yola, northeastern Nigeria.
Despite the fact that EM research is still at its birth stage, more than 95% of the relevant
studies reviewed have been conducted in developed countries. However, in developing
countries such as Nigeria, research on EM at both the national and organisational levels is still
very limited but is emerging. The findings from this research will be of immense benefits to
governments, interested private sectors, especially SBE managers and owners, to understand
and improve the EM of SBEs. The key research problem, stated in a broad question, is: What
is the impact of entrepreneurial marketing on organisational performance of SBEs in Nigeria?
In this study, the dimensions of EM and their impact on organisational performance were
examined.
2. Review of Literature
2.1. EM and small business enterprises performance
EM is important for the survival of SBEs in the competitive global business environment.
A number of studies have confirmed that EM is being adopted by SBEs to create value for
customers. The significant positive impact of EM on SBEs was affirmed in Bangladesh (Hoque
and Awang, 2019). In a study in Saudi Arabia, the EM dimensions were found to have a
positive effect on organisational performance (Rashad, 2018). Luo (2014) stated that the shift
by SBEs from traditional marketing strategy to EM is because the latter impacts performance.
Considering that marketing is a strategic issue of importance to the success and growth of
SBEs, EM was introduced as a modified marketing theory to help SBEs overcome issues
related to opportunities, resources, innovation, and risk (Hoque and Awang, 2019). From the
foregoing, there is a consensus among scholars that EM is a potent strategy for SBEs to gain
competitive advantage and improve performance. Therefore, it could be hypothesised that there
is a significant positive impact of EM on SBE performance in Yola, Nigeria.
2.2. Entrepreneurial orientation (EO) and organisational performance
A number of scholarly articles have focused on the impact of EO components on
organisational performance. For instance, Osei-Bonsu (2020) found that innovations,
proactiveness and risk-taking help firms to attract and retain loyal customers and lead the
market. Due to the positive influence of EO on the effectiveness and efficiency of an
organization, different organizations encourage entrepreneurial attitudes among their
employees to exploit opportunities in the operating environment (Brettel et al, 2014).
Furthermore, Azharet et al. (2010) stated that proactiveness, innovativeness, and readiness to
take risks are vital factors for an organization to gain a competitive advantage. The need for
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EO strategy is becoming more serious, as it can be seen as one of the main aptitudes for
business enterprises to cope with numerous challenges in the dynamic, uncertain and turbulent
business environment (Verma and Sarkar, 2018). Despite the fact that most studies have
confirmed that EO has a positive impact on the organization outcome and growth, very few
studies have reported contrary findings (Kim and Khoe, 2009). Based on the previous findings
and arguments, it could be hypothesised that H0: There is no significant impact of
entrepreneurial orientation on organisational performance of small business enterprises in
Yola, Nigeria.
2.3. Innovation orientation (IO) and organisational performance
Different studies on the relationship between organisational performance and
performance have been carried out in both developing and developed countries, but few have
been found in developing countries. The higher the IO of an organization is, the higher the
growth, customer satisfaction, and profitability/return on investment (Dobni, 2010). Similarly,
Azar and Ciabuschi (2017) also found a significant positive impact of technological innovation,
market and distribution innovation on product innovation, sales performance and profit level.
Talke et al. (2011) reported that new products with higher technologies and market newness
have the highest performance. In Chinese manufacturing firms, it was found that innovation
orientation has a positive moderating impact on new product performance (Zhang and Duan,
2010). Based on the outcomes of the empirical studies above, it could be hypothesised that H0:
There is no significant impact of innovation orientation on organisational performance of
small business enterprises in Yola, Nigeria.
2.4. Market orientation (MO) and organisational performance
Different studies have emphasised how crucial MO is to organisational performance. The
findings are mixed and inconclusive, but most researchers agree that MO has a significant
positive impact on performance. Some studies found that MO had no significant positive
impact on return on investment, market share or return on equity (Wurjaningrum and Hartami,
2020). However, some recent studies found a significant positive impact of different measures
of MO on organisational performance. Osuagwu (2015) stated that in other African developing
countries other than Nigeria, MO is one of the strategies implemented by SBEs for leveraging
and achieving efficiency and effectiveness. He added that MO is used in developed countries
to access relevant global markets, reduce product development periods and beneficial
interactions with relevant stakeholders, especially clients/customers, and to improve their
productivity. In Indonesia, Azizi and Sudhartio (2020) found that competitor orientation,
customer orientation and inter-functional coordination have a significant impact on ventures’
performance. Based on the insightful findings from previous studies, it could be hypothesised
that H0: There is no significant impact of market orientation on organisational performance
of small business enterprises in Yola, Nigeria.
2.5. Customer orientation (CO) and organisational performance
MO and CO seem to be one concept, but many researchers, such as Rowley and Jones
(2009) and Yadav and Bansal (2020), argued that there is a clear entrepreneurial distinction
between the two concepts. CO is an important factor that is taken seriously by marketers.
Several decades back, Christensen and Bower (1996) reported that customer power has
significantly contributed to the failure of leading firms during a period of industry discontinuity
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(innovation). In other words, CO inhibits innovation because research and development (R&D)
departments listen too closely and carefully to their customers (customer-led marketing philosophy),
thereby leading firms to maintain the status quo and not benefit from emergent technologies and
new materials (Matsuo, 2006). Despite the limitations and cautions, CO has been acknowledged to
influence organisational performance and long-term profitability (Mateias and Brettel, 2016).
Conceptually, CO is defined as the process of identifying customers’ needs, acting accordingly and
making sure it is visible. Organisations adopt a customer-oriented approach to merely gain
customers’ trust and loyalty, which leads to organisational comfort and growth (Mukerjee, 2013).
Organisational capabilities that are associated with the application of a CO are customer response,
customer relating and market sensing. Many empirical studies have examined the relationship
between CO and organisational performance. Wang et al. (2019) found that effective organisational
leadership instils CO, which enhances organisational performance. For organizations to achieve
strong customer relationship management (CRM), entrepreneurial managers should enhance CO.
Moreover, Mateias and Brettel (2016) found a positive impact of CO on firm performance. In
Nigeria, Asikhia (2010) found a significant positive impact of CO on organisational performance in
the SBEs. Based on these empirical findings, it could be hypothesised that H0: There is no
significant impact of customer innovation on the organisational performance of small business
enterprises in Yola, Nigeria.
3. Research methods
For the purpose of this study, the selected SBEs are full-time operating and registered
businesses under the Corporate Affairs Commission (CAC) with less than 50 paid employees
and not exceeding 2 million naira of annual turnover. This definition is specific to Yola, NorthEast of Nigeria; it does not reflect the characteristics of typical Nigerian SBEs in terms of their
capital base and number of employees. This research adopts a quantitative research method to
generate objective findings from practitioners (SBEs). In the absence of a sample frame in the
target population of SBEs, a sample size of 400 registered and full-time operating SBEs were
considered using a random sampling technique. Thereafter, questionnaires were selfadministered physically and using the Google form. A total of 257 responses were obtained
from SBEs’ owners, managers, marketers and any other personnel who fully understood their
marketing activities. Data collected in a quantitative manner using Likert scale measurement
through structured questionnaires were analysed using descriptive and inferential statistics. The
reliability coefficients of the study measures of EM practices and OP measures were 0.817 and
0.803, respectively. Similarly, Kaiser Meyer Olkin (KMO) and Bartlett’s test of sphericity
coefficients showed alpha coefficients of 0.817 for EM practices and 0.803 for EM
performance, which indicated good internal consistency. Structural equation modeling (SEM)
was finally used to explicate the relationships.
4. Findings and discussion
4.1. Factor analysis
The research identified twelve EM factors from fifteen components. These include (EO:
pro-activeness, risk-taking, autonomy, and competitive aggressiveness; IO: product
innovation, technology innovation, processes innovation channels/networks distribution
innovation; MO: competitor orientation, inter-functional coordination, market intelligence
generation and networks and relationship; and CO: customer responsiveness, customer
intensity and customer value creation). The performance of EM practices of the selected SBEs
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were grouped into non-financial performance (NFP) with 7 components (market share,
marketing effectiveness, employee commitment, competitive image/reputation, job
satisfaction, competitive position, and customer satisfaction) and financial performance (FP)
with 5 components (profitability, customer growth, turnover, return on assets and efficiency).
Relevant questions were framed around the 12 EM factors and 12 performance metrics.
4.2. Regression analysis
4.2.1. EM practices, Financial and Non-Financial Performance
The R-values for entrepreneurial marketing and financial performance on one hand and
non-financial performance on the other were 0.32 and 0.409, respectively, which is a good
indication that the level of prediction depends on the statistical significance results. The
ANOVA result also showed a good fit for the data. F (1, 254) = 29.015 and p-value (0.00) <
0.05 for EM and financial performance (FP); F (1, 254) = 51.113 and p-value (0.00) < 0.05 for
EM and Non-Financial Performance (NFP) indicate that EM practices statistically and
significantly predict SBEs’ FP and NFP measures. The unstandardized coefficient B shows
that FP and NFP increase by 0.245 and 0.649, respectively, when SBEs improve EM by one.
Therefore, the regression equation is FP = 0.245 EM and NFP = 0.649EM. It can, therefore, be
concluded that there is a significant positive impact of EM practices on the financial and nonfinancial organisational performance of SBEs in Yola, and this finding is supported by previous
studies, such as the study of Hoque and Awang (2019).
4.2.2. Customer Orientation, Entrepreneurial Orientation, Market Orientation,
Innovation Orientation and Financial Performance
The ANOVA test for CO, EO, MO and IO and financial performance showed a good fit
for the data (where F (4, 250) = 14.49 and p-value (0.00) < 0.05), which indicates that EM
practices statistically predict SBEs’ financial performance measures significantly. The
unstandardized coefficient, B, for CO, EO, MO and IO was equal to -0.060, 0.020, 0.90 and
0.152, respectively (Table 1). This means that for each effort made by SBE to improve its EO,
MO and IO, there is an increase in financial performance of 0.020, 0.90 and 0.152, while FP
decreases by 0.060 (although it is not significant sig (0.126) > 0.05 due to CO. Respondents
who are mostly managers indicated strong customer orientation in their organizations. This
negative impact of CO may be due to ineffective implementation of CO by employees resulting
in poor customer responsiveness and customer intensity. SBEs’ management is, therefore,
advised to formulate customer-oriented strategies and review the implementation of customeroriented activities to ensure their effectiveness. Based on this factor analysis of CO, EO, MO
and IO and FP, the following is the regression equation:
V = 12.778 – 0.060x + 0.02y + 0.90z + 0.152w
where V = financial performance, X = CO, Y = EO, Z = MO and W = IO.
Table.1 Coefficients for Financial performance
Model

(Constant)
CO
EO
MO
IO

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
12.778
-.060
.020
.090
.152

1.469
.039
.013
.033
.042

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta

t

8.697
-.123 -1.536
.117 1.518
.186 2.741
.254 3.637
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Sig.

95.0% Confidence Interval for B
Lower Bound

.000
.126
.130
.007
.000

9.884
-.138
-.006
.025
.070

Upper Bound
15.671
.017
.047
.154
.235
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4.2.3. Customer Orientation, Entrepreneurial Orientation, Market Orientation,
Innovation Orientation and Nonfinancial Performance
ANOVA shows that CO, EO, MO, and IO statistically predict nonfinancial performance
measures (NFP), F (4, 250) = 46.547 and p-value (0.00) < 0.05. It can, therefore, be seen that
the regression model is a good fit for data. The unstandardized coefficients show how NFP
varies with EM practices. The unstandardized coefficients, B, (Table 2) for CO, EO, MO, and
IO were equal to -0.216, -0.047, 0.236, and 0.446, respectively. This means that, for each effort
made by SBE to improve its MO and IO, there is an increase in NFP of 0.236 and 0.446,
respectively, while NFP decreases by -0.216 and -0.047 as a result of CO and EO, respectively.
Respondents who are mostly managers indicated strong commitment towards CO and EO in
their organizations. This simply shows that SBEs in Yola have serious challenges in
implementing CO and EO. SBEs’ management is, therefore, advised not only to formulate
customer-oriented strategies but also to follow up with their implementation by employees.
Based on this factor analysis of CO, EO, MO, and IO and financial performance, the following
is the regression equation:
V = 12.778 – 0.060x + 0.02y + 0.90z + 0.152w
Where, V = NFP, X = CO, Y = EO, Z = MO and W = IO.
Model

(Constant)
CO
EO
MO
IO

Table 2. Coefficients for non-financial performance
Unstandardized
Standardized
t
Sig.
95.0% Confidence Interval for B
Coefficients
Coefficients
B
Std.
Beta
Lower Bound
Upper Bound
Error
30.557
2.561
11.930 .000
25.512
35.601
-.216
.069
-.211 -3.152 .002
-.351
-.081
-.047
.023
-.130 -2.002 .046
-.093
-.001
.236
.057
.236
4.149 .000
.124
.348
.446
.073
.359
6.112 .000
.303
.590

4.3. Test of Hypotheses
Table 3. Hypotheses testing
Research Hypotheses
H0: There is no significant impact
of Entrepreneurial Orientation (EO)
on organisational performance of
small business enterprises (SBEs) in
Yola, Nigeria.
H0: There is no significant impact
of Innovation Orientation (IO) on
organisational performance of SBEs
in Yola, Nigeria
H0: There is no significant impact
of Market Orientation (MO) on
organisational performance of SBEs
in Yola, Nigeria.
H0: There is no significant impact
of Customer Orientation (CO) on
organisational performance of SBEs
in Yola, Nigeria.

H0 (a): There is no significant impact of EO
on the financial performance of SBEs
H0 (b): There is no significant impact of EO
on non-financial performance of SBEs
H0 (a): There is no significant impact of IO
on the financial performance of SBEs
H0 (b): There is no significant impact of IO
on non-financial performance of SBEs.
H0 (a): There is no significant impact of MO
on the financial performance of SBEs
H0 (b): There is no significant impact of MO
on non-financial performance of SBEs
H0 (a): There is no significant impact of CO
on the financial performance of SBEs.
H0 (b): There is no significant impact of CO
on non-financial performance of SBEs.
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P- Value
0.130 >5%)
0.046 <5%)

0.000 <5%
0.000 < 5%
0.007< 5%
0.000 < 5%
0.126 >5%
0.002 < 5%

Conclusions
H0 (a) was
supported.
H0 (b) was not
supported.
H0 (a) was not
supported
H0 (b) was not
supported.
H0 (a) was not
supported.
H0 (b) was not
supported.
H0 (a) was
supported.
H0 (b) was not
supported.
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4.4. Discussions
Generally, it was found that there is a significant positive impact of entrepreneurial
marketing (EM) on overall organisational performance and that it also has a significant positive
impact on both the financial and non-financial performance of selected SBEs. It can, therefore,
be stated that SBEs, in their EM practices based on EO, MO, IO, and CO, have twelve dominant
components among fifteen components in achieving efficiency and effectiveness. Specifically,
MO and IO had a significant positive impact on both the financial and nonfinancial
performance of the selected SBEs. This implies that SBEs in Yola are more market- and
innovation-oriented than entrepreneurial- and customer-oriented SBEs. EO had no significant
positive impact on financial performance and a significant negative impact on nonfinancial
performance. The descriptive analysis indicates that proactiveness, risk-taking and competitive
aggressiveness in their marketing activities are at average extent, which results in poor financial
performance measures (such as profitability, growth, turnover, return on assets) and nonfinancial performance measures (such as market share, marketing effectiveness, employee
commitment, competitive image/reputation, job satisfaction, competitive position, and
customer satisfaction). CO has a significant impact on the organisational performance of the
selected SBE. It has no significant negative impact on financial performance, while it has a
significant negative impact on non-financial performance. This result on CO is shown in the
descriptive analysis, which indicates that the objectives of SBEs in Yola are driven primarily
by customer satisfaction to an above average extent, but their strategy for competitive
advantage based on the understanding of customers’ needs and their proactiveness in
measuring satisfaction are below the average extent. Eibe Sørensen. (2009) found a negative
impact of CO on enterprise performance as a result of high cost for CO implementation, while
the descriptive findings of SBEs in Yola shows the negative impact is the result of poor
implementation or negligence of customer responsiveness, customer intensity, and customer
value creation in their marketing activities, which are on average below the average extent.
Generally, the findings of this study have support from different findings, as reviewed. Filser
et al. (2014) and Rank et al. (2013) found a positive influence of EO on the effectiveness and
efficiency of organizations because managers imbibed entrepreneurial attitudes in their
employees, which helped to explore and exploit opportunities around them. Zhang and Duan
(2010) found a significant positive impact of IO on the organisational performance of SBEs.
The result of this study is also in line with Osuagwu's (2015) argument that market orientation
is one of the strategies used by small business enterprises to achieve effectiveness and
efficiency.
The structural equation modeling results show that efforts made by SBEs in Yola to
improve its EO, MO, and IO dimensions increase financial performance by 0.020, 0.90 and
0.152, respectively, and decrease financial performance by 0.060 due to weak CO. Moreover,
the efforts made by SBEs to improve their MO and IO dimensions, increase non-financial
performance by 0.236 and 0.446, respectively, and decrease non-financial performance by 0.216 and -0.047 due to poor formulation and implementation of the CO dimension of the
marketing strategy.
5. Conclusions, Implications and Limitations
The study that sets out to investigate the impact of EM on the organisational performance
of SBEs in Yola, a region in Northeast Nigeria, found that EM practices have a significant
positive impact on the overall organisational performance. Of the eight formulated null
hypotheses, two were accepted, while six were rejected. Specifically, it was found that EO, IO
and MO have a significant positive impact on non-financial performance of SBEs. Similarly,
IO and MO have a significant positive impact on the financial performance of SBEs. However,
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EO and CO do not have a significant positive impact on the financial performance of SBEs.
The reasons for the negative impact of EO and CO on financial performance may be context
specific.
The divergence between EO and financial performance presumes that the SBEs in Yola
are less entrepreneurial-oriented in their marketing activities. The implication of this is that the
EO strategy of SBEs is poorly formulated. The managers of SBEs need to focus on EO
measures, namely, proactiveness, risk-taking, competitive aggressiveness in their marketing
activities for the purpose of boosting their financial performance parameters (such as
profitability, growth, turnover, return on assets, and efficiency). At present, the EO strategy
non-financial performance is good and sound. The divergence between CO and financial
performance presumes that the SBEs in Yola are less customer-oriented in their marketing
activities. The implication of this is that the CO strategy of SBEs is poorly formulated in
relation to financial performance. The managers of SBEs need to focus on CO measures,
namely, customer responsiveness, customer intensity and customer value creation. Despite the
insightful practical and managerial implications, this study has three research limitations. First,
the study focused solely on SBEs in Yola, Adamawa; hence, the scope of the data is limited
because it leaves out micro and large businesses; hence, the findings cannot be generalised as
representative of micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs), as the term MSMEs has its
own unique definition and measurement. Second, the finding on the impact of EM on the
organisational performance of SBEs in Yola, Northeast Nigeria, cannot be generalised as
representing the trends in Nigeria. Finally, the use of purposive sampling constitutes another
limitation because it is often viewed as non-random and subjective. This study is appropriate
and preferred because of the lack of a sampling frame for SBEs in Yola, and the study required
practitioner opinions from the managers of SBEs who are knowledgeable and experienced
about the phenomenon of the EM-organizational performance nexus being investigated.
Despite the three limitations explicated, the study is unique and distinct, as it opens space for
further studies on the impact of EM on organisational performance.
6. Recommendations
In view of the foregoing findings, the following recommendations are critical for
improving the entrepreneurial marketing practices of SBEs in Yola, North-East of Nigeria.
i.

ii.

iii.

The managers of SBEs should review their EO strategy measures (proactiveness, risktaking, competitive aggressiveness) in relation to financial performance measures to
keep their businesses afloat and competitive.
Managers are advised to place more emphasis on CO measures (especially customer
responsiveness, customer intensity and customer value creation in its marketing
activities) in relation to both financial and non-financial performance for business
continuity.
It expedient managers of SBEs to train all employees on EM, including empowering
them on how to leverage EO and CO to boost financial and non-financial performance.
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Abstract
Climate change is one of the greatest threats to the environment and life on Earth. Extreme weather and climate
events, such as wildlife fires, heatwaves or flooding are becoming increasingly common both in Europe and the
rest of the world. Therefore, the main goal of this study is to investigate citizens’ perceptions and awareness of
climate change across Europe in the wake of this global climate crisis. The main items analysed are awareness of
climate change, perceived seriousness of climate change and pro-environmental behaviour. The main results
highlighted that almost 8 in 10 Europeans consider climate change to be a very serious problem and the majority
of them ranked it as the 2nd most serious global issue below poverty and hunger and above international terrorism.
Data analysis also revealed that people are taking more individual actions to fight climate change compared to
previous years. The data analysed is part of the Eurobarometer 91.3 survey from 2019. Main similarities and
differences are explored between countries revealing the heterogeneous nature of public attitudes towards climate
change. Comparisons are drawn based on various factors, including socio-economic context and level of exposure
to extreme weather events. These findings have important implications for policy makers and can be used as
support for developing specific European and local initiatives aimed at raising awareness and education on climate
change topics.
Keywords: Climate change, awareness, Europe, global warming, environmental crisis.
JEL classification: M31.

1. Introduction
Considering the on-going environmental degradation, many social activists (Klein, 2019;
Thunberg, 2019), natural researchers (Attenborough, 2020) or experts in social marketing and
consumer behaviour (Martinez et al., 2021) believe that the Earth can no longer sustain
humanity. The past decade was the hottest ever recorded globally while 2020 represented the
warmest year on record until present (Brown, 2021). The impact of climate change is already
observed across the world and extreme weather and climate events, such as wildlife fires,
heatwaves, floods or droughts are expected to become even more frequent and intense in the
near future. Many of the problems associated with climate change are considered to be the
negative consequences of human activity. Therefore, considering that our daily habits are
causing the extinction of life on Earth, it is both vital and useful to understand people’s attitudes
and perceptions towards climate change. As highlighted by Baiardi and Morana (2021),
“understanding climate change attitudes is an important and urgent task, since in democratic
systems the legitimacy of political decisions on climate change mitigation actions relies on the
support of public opinion” (p. 2).
There are two main limitations when it comes to the current consumer studies on climate
change awareness. First of all, most of these papers focus on individual country analyses, while
cross-national differences in climate change awareness are not studied sufficiently. Second of
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all, environmental studies tend to cover general green issues, without discussing specific
problems such as climate change or global warming. Therefore, the main goal of this paper is
to cover these overlooked areas in the literature by offering a fresh and cross-cultural
comparative outlook on the topic of climate change awareness in Europe. The paper is arranged
in the following way. It starts with a discussion on climate change implications in Europe and
a literature review on current research regarding climate change awareness. Following that, the
research methodology is presented and key findings are discussed. Finally, the study ends with
a conclusion highlighting study limitations and recommendations for future studies.
2. Literature review
2.1. Climate change implications in Europe
Climate change is a global phenomenon that can be explained as a significant change in
the measures of climate, such as temperature, rainfall or wind, lasting for an extended period,
decades or longer (Environment Protection Agency, 2020). Scientists attribute the global
warming trend associated with climate change and observed since the mid-20th century to the
human expansion of the greenhouse effect, defined as warming that results when the
atmosphere traps heat radiating from Earth toward space (NASA, 2020). According to the latest
data from the European Environment Agency (2020), greenhouse gas emissions in the
European Union decreased by 24% between 1990 and 2019, exceeding the target of a 20%
reduction from 1990 levels by 2020. To add more, as highlighted by the European Green Deal,
European Union (next EU) aims to be climate-neutral by 2050 (European Commission, 2020).
Therefore, Europe is considered to be the leader in the global fight against climate change.
At the same time, Europe is one of the most affected regions by climate change.
Unfortunately, the European State of the Climate for 2019 revealed that Europe is warming up
at a higher rate than the global average (Euronews, 2020). Countries in the Mediterranean area
are particularly affected by global warming, with rising temperatures above average and
droughts which threaten agricultural and water resources. The rest of Europe has also suffered
from heatwaves, considering for example the 2019 extreme high temperatures in Germany or
Poland, the 2018 wildfires in Sweden and other Nordic countries or the recent toxic algae
invasion in the Baltic Sea. There are many factors that influence these extreme weather events
and although human activity is not the only cause, it can definitely make climate change worse.
Although vulnerability varies across regions, most citizens are not fully prepared to adapt to
these extreme meteorological changes. For instance, the 2019 heatwave in France killed almost
1500 people (Agence France-Presse, 2019).
2.2. Climate change awareness and main factors affecting it
Environmental problems such as global warming, climate change, biodiversity loss or
pollution have taken a global perspective and are mainly seen as the negative consequences of
human activities. As a response, many researchers have made valuable scientific contributions,
addressing topics such as green marketing, sustainable development and environmental
protection in their studies (Peattie, 1990; Prothero, 1990). Moreover, according to Lorenzoni
and Pidgeon (2006), “public views on climate change have been of interest to many researchers
and policy makers for several years now and have been elicited through a range of different
methods, primarily quantitative social surveys and more recently in-depth qualitative studies”
(p. 74).
All in all, most recent studies have found that people across the world are becoming more
aware and concerned about current environmental issues. However, most of these studies have
focused on America (Bord et al., 1998; Brulle et al., 2012) or individual countries in Europe,
such as United Kingdom (Whitmarsh, 2011) or Germany (Metag et al., 2015; Ratter et al.,
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2012). Unfortunately, research regarding cross-national comparisons in climate change
awareness across Europe or outside the Western world is lacking. To add more, most papers
have studied climate change awareness from the point of view of managers or producers,
without taking into consideration individual consumers. For instance, Halady and Rao’s (2010)
analysis of Indian managers demonstrated that “awareness does in fact impact behavioural
change towards strengthening the environment and alleviating the potential and existing threats
of the climate change phenomenon” (p. 15). However, the authors also added that “the
importance of climate change is often superseded by other pressing issues in people’s lives
such as family, safety and finances” (Halady and Rao, 2010, p. 9). Similarly, other specialists
have argued that although climate change is a key consumer issue, this is not reflected in
consumer behaviour (Rettie et al., 2014). This view is supported by Ratter et al. (2012), who
concluded that “there is a decline in the public attention and concern about climate change” (p.
7).
When addressing the main social and economic factors that influence climate change
awareness, most studies have examined the role of extreme meteorological events such as
storms and droughts (Borick and Rabe, 2010), citizens’ level of knowledge on the causes of
global warming (Bord et al., 2000), patterns of media use and communicative behaviour
(Metag et al., 2015), social movement organizations including both believers and deniers
groups (Andrews and Caren, 2010), elite opinion leadership (Yin, 1999) and political forces
such an unemployment rate (Kahn and Kotchen, 2010). According to Lorenzoni and Pidgeon
(2006), cultural and geographical factors can also influence perceptions of climate change.
Interestingly, Lee et al. (2015) found that “worldwide, educational attainment is the single
strongest predictor of climate change awareness” based on an unprecedented sample of 119
countries (p. 1014). The authors also highlighted that “levels of climate change awareness,
knowledge, perceived risk and support for mitigation or adaptation vary greatly across the
world” (Lee et al., 2015, p. 1014). Other researchers have attempted to segment individuals
based on their climate change or environmental awareness (Kuthe et al., 2019). For instance,
teenagers from Germany and Austria were clustered “into four different groups that differ as
to cognitive, affective and conative aspects of climate change: the Paralyzed, the Charitables,
the Concerned Activists and the Disengaged” (Kuthe et al., 2019, p. 178).
3. Methodology
The data analysed is part of the Eurobarometer 91.3 survey undertaken in April 2019. A
total of 27.655 respondents (15.021 women and 12.634 men) aged 15 years old or over were
interviewed face-to-face in their homes and native languages. Respondents were recruited
through multi-staged random sampling from the 28 EU Member States (United Kingdom was
still part of EU at the time of the survey). Study participants were questioned about their
awareness of climate change, perceived seriousness of climate change and pro-environmental
behaviour. With the help of SPSS, descriptive statistics were used to explore these variables
in-depth. Eurobarometer studies are commissioned by the EU and provide useful data regarding
public opinion on different relevant socio-economic themes, including the environment.
However, although Eurobarometer surveys can provide an accurate view of climate change
attitudes, “they have been neglected in the literature so far” (Baiardi and Morana, 2021, p. 3).
Climate change is a serious global challenge that requires a global response. The current
study focuses on Europe because of the on-going commitment of EU to raise global ambition
and set an example for the rest of the world. EU leaders have set the aspiring goal of making
Europe climate-neutral by 2050, in line with the Paris Agreement (European Commission,
2020). At the same time, European countries are “the biggest contributor to climate change
through unstainable high-carbon lifestyles” (Ortega-Egea et al., 2014, p. 1). Therefore, because
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Europeans play a key role in addressing the risks of climate change, understanding their
concerns and opinions is crucial. Key results of the data analysis are discussed next.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Level of climate change awareness in Europe
First of all, respondents were asked to pick what they consider to be the single most
serious global problem from a list of issues currently in the world today. Climate change was
ranked as the 2nd highest most serious problem (23%), considered less serious than poverty,
hunger and lack of drinking water (27%), but more serious that international terrorism (15%)
or the economic situation (12%). However, when comparing results with previous
Eurobarometer studies, it is evident that the number of people who consider climate change to
be the most significant problem has the highest increase since 2017 from all answers, rising
from 12% in 2017 to almost doubling in 2019 (23%). It would be useful to replicate this study
in the current pandemic context in order to see if these opinions have changed for European
citizens.

Figure 1. Percentage of citizens by country who declared climate change is the most serious global problem
Source: Eurobarometer 91.3, 2019, p. 7

As seen in Figure 1 below, results vary considerably across countries. Sweden and
Denmark citizens are almost 5 times more likely to consider climate change as the most
important global issue compared to those living in Bulgaria, Latvia, Greece, Croatia and
Romania where only 1 in 10 people ranked climate change as the most significant problem
facing the world today. When comparing these results based on the countries’ level of exposure
to climate-related extreme events, no significant changes can be observed. For instance,
according to Green Match’s study on 32 European countries, Lithuania and Latvia were the
most affected European countries by climate change in 2019 (the same year when the
Eurobarometer study was taken) based on their surface temperatures, sea temperatures, sea
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levels and precipitation (Schlechtriem, 2019). But according to the present data analysis,
Lithuanians and Latvians seem to be less aware of climate change compared to the European
average. In a similar way, somewhat counterintuitively, Kvaloy et al.’s (2012) found that
“people from countries relatively more exposed to climate-related natural disasters are less
concerned about global warming” (p. 11). The authors’ explanation is that “disaster-prone
countries are typically countries with other and perhaps more acute problems worrying the
public” (Kvaloy et al., 2012, p. 18).
4.2. Perceived seriousness of climate change
Following that, respondents were asked to rate the seriousness of climate change on a
scale from 1 to 10, where 1 means ‘not at all a serious problem’ and 10 means ‘an extremely
serious problem’. The 10-point scale was grouped so that scale points 1-4 represent ‘not a
serious problem’, 5-6 are ‘a fairly serious problem’ and 7-10 are ‘a very serious problem’. As
seen in Figure 2 below, almost 80% of all respondents consider that climate change is a very
serious issue, ranking it between 7 and 10 on the 10-point scale.
1%
6%
14%

TOTAL 'NOT A SERIOUS
PROBLEM' (1-4)
TOTAL 'A FAIRLY
SERIOUS PROBLEM' (5-6)
TOTAL 'A VERY SERIOUS
PROBLEM' (7-10)
DON'T KNOW

79%

Figure 2. Perceived seriousness of climate change by percentage

Across EU countries, the majority of respondents in each country say that climate change
is a very serious problem, ranging from around 9 in 10 respondents in Malta, Greece and Spain
and around 6 in 10 respondents in Estonia, Latvia and Romania. When comparing the average
between countries, no major differences were identified. Results are also similar when looking
at the socio-demographic characteristics of respondents, however women (81%) are slightly
more likely than men (78%) to perceive climate change as a very serious problem. This finding
supports previous research into perceived seriousness of environmental problems which
reported that women tend to be more concerned about environmental issues compared to men
(Diamantopoulos et al., 2003).
4.3. Individual actions taken to combat climate change
Next, in order to measure pro-environmental behaviour, respondents were asked if they
have taken any personal action to fight climate change in the last 6 months. Overall, results are
promising with 1 in 6 Europeans declaring they have taken actions to fight climate change in
the last 6 months, an increase of 11% since 2017 survey, also reaching the highest value since
the first Eurobarometer study on climate change in 2011. To add more, the percentage of those
who said they have not taken any action decreased from 47% in 2017 to 37% in 2019.
At national level, Malta (88%), Sweden (84%) and Finland (82%) are the countries where
most people have taken actions to fight climate change, at least at declarative level. To contrast,
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Romania (29%) and Bulgaria (30%) are the countries in Europe where people are least likely
to have taken actions against climate change. Moreover, almost 1 in 7 (67%) Romanians
mentioned that they have not taken any climate change action in the last 6 months, compared
to the EU average of 37%. These discrepancies may be related to the fact that Romania is
currently lacking an efficient national action plan for reducing greenhouse gases and combating
climate change. Furthermore, by living in one of the mildest climate types with 4 seasons
throughout the year, Romanians may lack the direct personal experience of severe weather
events.
Finally, Europeans were interviewed about the types of individual actions taken to fight
climate change. From a list of 13 actions, respondents were asked to choose which ones they
have taken. The top 3 most common actions taken by European citizens are reducing waste and
separate it for recycling (75%), cutting down consumption of disposable items or plastics
(62%) and lowering energy consumption (48%). To compare, people in Europe are less likely
to make more significant changes due to environmental concerns, such as install solar panels
in their home (6%), invest in a low-energy home (5%) or buy an electric car (1%). However, it
is worth highlighting that the number of people who regularly use environmentally friendly
alternatives of transport such as walking or cycling has almost doubled from 26% in 2017
survey to 37% in 2019.
When comparing results at country-level, it can be argued that recycling rates vary
considerably across Europe. For instance, 91% of people living in Luxembourg and Sweden
declared they reduce waste and regularly separate it for recycling. At the other end of the scale,
the number drops by almost 60% in Romania and Bulgaria, where only 33% and 30% of
respondents declared they have taken this action (versus 75% EU average). Unfortunately,
garbage is a major problem for these two neighbouring countries and solving this issue should
be a top priority for country leaders.
The data analysis also revealed that respondents who perceive climate change as a very
serious problem are also more likely to engage in pro-environmental behaviour. Moreover,
when comparing study variables, it is evident that countries where citizens are more aware of
climate change are also more likely to take individual actions. Therefore, it can be concluded
that perceived seriousness and climate change awareness can push people to action.
Interestingly, this finding tends to contradict Lee’s study (2008). The author found that “the
more serious the environmental problems the subjects perceived, the less likely they were to
buy green products, concluding that perceived seriousness of environmental problems is the
least important factor in affecting green purchasing behaviour” (Lee, 2008, p. 582). This
discrepancy might happen due to the desensitization of citizens towards environmental
problems.
5. Conclusion
The risks of climate change will continue to amplify and endanger the environment and
humanity. Therefore, understanding people’s opinions and attitudes towards this global
challenge is important in guiding the right actions forward. On a positive note, it can be
concluded that more Europeans are taking actions to tackle climate change compared to
previous years. Furthermore, the number of citizens who consider climate change the most
serious global problem also increased significantly compared to past Eurobarometer studies,
maybe as a consequence of higher media coverage of the latest news on the topic such as
America leaving the Paris Climate Agreement and Greta Thunberg’s interventions as well as
recent citizens’ climate strikes and protests around the world. At the same time, the study also
highlighted that perceptions around climate change can be country and culture-specific, which
means that each nation deals differently with climate change.
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Taking into consideration that the perceived seriousness of climate change is increasing
in Europe, local and EU initiatives should continue to highlight the seriousness and urgency of
climate change in order to be efficient. However, even if policies and efforts to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions are effective, some forms of climate change are inevitable.
Therefore, policy makers should also develop climate change adaptation strategies for Europe,
especially in the more vulnerable countries with less financial and technological capabilities.
At the same time, given the heterogeneous nature of public attitudes towards climate change,
“national and regional programmes aiming to increase citizen engagement with climate change
must be tailored to the unique context of each country” (Lee at al., 2015, p. 1019).
Finally, a number of important limitations need to be considered, mainly the use of
secondary data analysis which can limit statistical measurement; the research method that may
influence participants to offer socially accepted responses, and the variables and self-declared
scales utilized. Therefore, more research on public opinion on climate change is needed. Given
the multiple factors that can affect climate change awareness, it would be useful to further
understand the role of religion and culture on pro-environmental attitudes. To add more, given
the fact that climate change can be a very ambiguous term, future studies should also look at
what people understand by climate change or the main barriers to climate change action.
Finally, it would also be useful to use other qualitative methods to further advance this topic,
for instance, focus groups with citizens from different countries.
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Abstract
According to Grunig (2009), social media offer companies the potential to communicate with their various
stakeholders in a two-way and interactive, symmetrical and dialogical manner. However, there is the possibility
that communicators use new media in the same way as old media and that the potential of interactivity is not
exploited through a one-sided use of the channels. Zerfaß & Piwinger (2014) also express this fear and emphasize
that corporate social media channels often simply fulfill a showcase function. So how does this play out in reality?
This study uses a four-stage model to examine the intensity of interactions on individual posts. A distinction is
made between low interaction (reactions/likes/shares), increased interaction (comments), dialog (users
communicate with each other or the company communicates with users) and digital network structure (the
company enters into a communicative exchange with users and the users communicate with each other). The
object of the study was 1,993 posts of the 20 largest listed Austrian companies (ATX companies) on the social
media platforms Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and Twitter. The study period was three months. On all four
social media platforms, all forms of interaction could be identified. However, the main functions of social media
channels, enabling dialogue and networking, could only be observed to a small extent.
Keywords: Social media, interaction, network structure, dialogue, ATX company.
JEL classification: M31.

1. Introduction
Social media are now firmly integrated into our everyday lives. Be it to get information,
to get in touch with other people, to be entertained or simply to distract ourselves. They have a
lasting influence on society and the communication that goes with it. Companies want to take
advantage of this fact and offer their customers a platform to get in touch with them. The goal
of companies is also to provide customers with information and news regarding their company.
A company must ask itself several questions in advance, such as which channels do I want to
use to reach my target group, should one channel or several be used or with which content
should the channels be used? However, the focus of social media use should always be on the
dialog element, the interaction with the recipients. If this is not desired, other channels of oneway communication, such as newsletters or websites, will take effect. Today, almost every
company tries to use social media channels for its own purposes. But do these channels also
fulfill their functions of dialogic communication?
In the context of this work, this question is examined. In doing so, the theoretical
perspective of communication in connection with social media will first be addressed and a
basic definition of interaction stages will be provided. Based on this structure, it will be
analyzed how the 20 ATX companies (as of October 2019) use their social media channels.
Another goal of this work is to serve as a basis for further research and to highlight possible
new areas of research.
2. Relevance and research questions
Social media have permanently changed society and communication. The Social Internet
(Web 2.0) makes every person potentially a communicator - agenda-setting and gatekeeper
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functions are shifting from journalists to users of social channels. As a result, corporate
communicators also face an increasingly diverse, self-aware and critical public. To strengthen
credibility, companies should therefore establish themselves as dialogue-ready interlocutors in
social networks (Fieseler, Fleck, & Meckel, 2010). Social media activities of companies, as
well as their interactions on platforms such as Facebook, Instagram or Twitter, are classified
as symmetric communication (Grunig & Hunt 1984; Gunig 2009). Grunig (2009) predicts that
if the full potential of social media is exploited, corporate public relations will become more
global, strategic, two-way and interactive, symmetrical or dialogical, and socially responsible.
However, he sees a danger in the fact that communicators in principle use new media in the
same way as old media and the potential of interactivity, through a one-sided playing of the
channels, is not used accordingly. Zerfaß & Piwinger (2014) also express this fear and
emphasize that social media channels of companies often simply fulfill a showcase function.
The aim of this scientific paper is to analyze whether or to what extent interaction with
or among users takes place, what the level of interaction is, and whether a classic digital
network structure, as suggested by Meffert, Burmann, & Kirchgeorg (2015), can also be
observed in practice. Or do social media actually fulfill only a showcase function, as assumed
by Zerfaß & Piwinger (2014)? Based on these considerations, the following research questions
arise:
How developed is the level of interaction in the social media channels of the 20 ATX
companies?
Do social media channels serve the companies as instruments of dialogic communication
or are these channels merely used as one-way communication tools comparable to showcases?
3. Theoretical background
3.1. Definition of Social Media and Social Web
Social media refers to media technologies that enable users to get in touch with other
users via the Internet. Or as Kaplan and Haenlein ((2010, p.61) define it: "Social Media is a
group of internet based applications that build on the ideological and technological foundations
of Web 2.0 and that allow the creation and exchange of user-generated content." The classic
sender-receiver model has been replaced by social media at the latest, and a social dimension
now comes to the fore due to the possibility of interaction and networking (Fieseler, Fleck &
Meckel, 2010). Today, social media have not only proven to be powerful communication tools,
but have also brought about a significant democratization of corporate communication. Never
before has it been so easy to get in touch with companies, never before has it been so easy to
contact a specific company representative directly. Social networks have the characteristic of
connecting users with each other.
Social media describe communication channels and communication platforms on which
not only private individuals but also companies are active. Moreover, social media can be
defined as an accumulation of relationships, behaviors, feelings, empiricism, and interactions
between consumers and brands, where two-way communication takes place (Mróz-Gorgoń &
Peszko, 2016). The benefit of these digital technologies is to provide people with a way to
connect, interact, and produce content (Lewis, 2010). The difference between social media and
traditional mass media is the possibility to communicate "one-to-many" as well as "one-toone" at the same time. The focus of social media is therefore also on dialog, disputes and
discussion - the publication of information is only the beginning of the communication process.
Social media are closely related to the term social web. Social web refers to the place in
which users reside and in which interactions between stakeholders take place. Gruber (2008,
p.4) refers to the social web as an "ecosystem of participation, where value is created by the
aggregation of many individual user contributions."
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Social media are most effective tools when it comes to interaction and establishing a
connection between communicators and recipients. The posted information can be modified,
forwarded, added to, shared and commented on (Mróz-Gorgoń & Peszko, 2016). Social media
thus characterize themselves as relational (Neuberger, 2017), networked (Pleil & Zerfaß,
2014), multimedia (Issing & Klimsa, 2002), interactive (Neuberger, 2017) online media that
favor open access and the use of a global language (Tewes, 2016).
3.2. Interaction
Interaction is understood as a social action context in which at least two or more
participants must be present. These use a certain symbolism (language, non-verbal means, etc.)
and try to influence the other actors or the situation. There is a reciprocal reference to each
other. The basic prerequisite for this is a common context, as well as a uniform symbolism and
self-revelation (Mróz-Gorgoń & Peszko, 2016). In relation to social media, interaction is
understood as an engagement of the user with the brand or the channel in question on social
media platforms, for example, following, replying, tweeting, sharing, liking, or participating.
Interaction is also reaction. Interaction on social media occurs on cognitive, emotional, and
behavioral levels (Hudson, Huang, Roth, & Madden, 2016). The interaction spectrum is broad.
Starting from context-independent user utterances (e.g., "First!") to the use of pictorial signs
(e.g., emojis) to dialogic expressions, it covers a wide range of different utterance
representations. For better differentiation, the concept of interaction is divided into four levels
of expression for this paper.
3.2.1. Low interaction
Elter (2013) refers to the likes or shares of a contribution as minor interaction on the
grounds that this is already an expression of will and thus more than just passive reception.
Neuberger (2017) sees "[...] interaction as a subset of communication [...]" and communication
is seen as interactive or reciprocal "[...] when a human counterpart responds individually to a
request and a more or less long chain of interactions results." In the case of a share, an external
contribution is shared with one's own network and thus an expression of will takes place, which
can still be commented on if necessary. In the case of a Like, a post is reacted to; a follow-up
reaction by the company or another user, however, is not possible. The five Facebook Reactions
"Love", "Haha", "Wow", "Sad" and "Angry" serve as an extension of the Like button and give
users more options for expressing their reaction to a post. However, Reactions are not
equivalent to emojis or individual icons (Facebook Brand Resource Center - Reactions, 2018)
and therefore are not considered individual reactions. Based on this reasoning, Likes, Shares,
and Reactions are defined as low interactions in this study.
3.2.2. Increased interaction
According to Neuberger (2017), an interaction is characterized by the reference to the
initial message. The factual reference to the initial message (context) can only occur if the
messages are created and disseminated one after the other, which also makes the temporal
sequence crucial for an interaction. In addition, the social relationship distinguishes an
interaction from classic mass communication. A message is targeted to an individual or a group
of recipients and not to an indefinite mass (Neuberger, 2017). If we assume Neuberger's (2017)
definition of interaction as an individual context related reaction to posts with the possibility
of a follow-up reaction, we can speak of increased interaction in the case of a user comment.
3.2.3. Dialogue
A dialog is a communication process whose goal is to mutually influence the
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participating communication partners through interrelated acts of communication and
understanding (Röttger, Kobusch, & Preusse, 2018). According to Pleil & Zerfaß (2014),
Weigand (2012), and Lies (2015), one speaks of a dialogue when a "turntaking" or role change
takes place or is at least possible between communicator and recipient. Röttger et al. (2018)
define a dialogue as a linguistic interaction based on reciprocity. At least two persons or groups
of persons alternate between speech and counter-speech. This does not necessarily have to
happen "face-to-face." In the context of corporate communication in social media, a dialog thus
takes place when a company responds to a user's comment on a post by the company and thus
a change of roles between communicator and recipient takes place (Zerfaß & Pleil, 2012).
However, dialog can also be a communication process among the recipients, i.e., when the
users communicate with each other (without the influence of the company).
3.2.4. Network structure
According to Meffert et al. (2015), a network structure exists in the context of social
media when all participants in an interaction come into contact with each other without
restriction. This then includes both the interaction between the company and the user, as well
as the interaction between the recipients themselves. The potential for network-oriented
interaction is a characteristic of social media, as it bypasses the showcase function of media
(for example, the company's own homepage) and thus enables active participation.
3.3. Communication model according to Grunig and Hunt (1984)
In 1984, Grunig and Hunt divided public relations into four stages. Stage 1 is publicity.
Its primary goal is to generate attention. The disadvantage of this level is the absence of the
truth criterion. This means that although one understands how to reach the public, little value
is placed on truthful content. In the next stage, the information factor is added. The goal
changes from attention to the transfer of content. Stage 1 and 2 both still use exclusively oneway communication. Stage 3 switches to two-way communication. Stage 3, called Asymmetric
Communication, is about persuasion. To influence and convince your stakeholders is in the
focus. However, one does not try to generate feedback and create improvements from it. In
stage 4, one actively implements two-way communication. The new goal is called dialogue
between stakeholders and the company. The advantage is that the feedback might even be
implemented and thus continuous improvement would be possible for the company. The stages
influence each other. More specifically, stage 4 cannot be obtained without stage 1, as attention
must first be created in order to move to dialogue (Röttger et al., 2018). In the age of widespread
social media, entry into stage four is easier and also more widespread according to the GrunigHunt model of communication described above. This symmetrical communication, which is
perceived as ideal, is virtually fundamental and style-forming for social media.
4. Methodology
The basis of the quantitative research is the presented structure of interaction. It was
determined when there is low interaction (shares/likes), increased interaction (written
comments), dialogue (company interacts with user or user interacts with user) or network
structure (company interacts with users and users interact with each other). The interaction
structure was examined per post. The highest interaction level in each case was attributed to
the post. For example, if a post was followed by 20 likes and a written comment, then that post
was categorized as "increased interaction" according to the highest level of interaction
"comment". In addition, we analyzed the interactions related to the posts and channels. This
was also done purely quantitatively.
At the beginning of the study, all 20 ATX companies as of October 2019 were examined
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to determine on which social media channels they are represented and whether these are
publicly accessible. Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and Instagram were identified as the relevant
social media channels for this study. The research period of the posts extended from April 01,
2019 to June 30, 2019. A total of 1,993 posts were evaluated and categorized. Thereby, 835
posts on Twitter, 246 posts on Instagram, 755 posts on Facebook and 157 posts on YouTube
were analyzed.
5. Findings
Most interactions (Figure 1) - a total of 119,523 - were observed on the respective
Facebook pages of the ATX companies. This corresponds to a share of 78% of the total number
of responses surveyed. If the view is further differentiated, this result is reinforced: Facebook
posts accounted for 41% of the total.
However, the interaction share is 78% of the total interactions. This means that Facebook
was by far the most interactive social media channel among the ATX companies during the
study period. Instagram follows with 24,744 reactions (16%) and Twitter with 7720 (5%). It is
worth noting that the total share of posts on Twitter was 40 percent. However, the interaction
level was only 5 percent. The data show that Twitter is thus used by some companies, but that
there are hardly any reactions to the tweets from the users. Bringing up the rear in terms of the
share of total interactions was YouTube with 965 reactions (7 percent).

Figure 1. All interactions per channel. Facebook is the medium with the most interactions in external
communications. At 78 percent, this social media channel is well ahead of Instagram, Twitter and YouTube.

1,993 posts in four different social media channels were analyzed and categorized in this
study on the basis of an interaction structure. However, as the results of the analysis show
(Figure 2), there is little symmetrical two-way communication on the social media channels of
the 20 ATX companies. Only 4.72% of the posts were found to have the interaction level
"network structure". Even the posts to which there was no reaction at all, namely 4.92%, were
higher than the network structure percentage. In about 13% of the contributions, dialogue took
place in the reactions. It was noticeable that the dialogue took place exclusively among the
users. Corporate communicators mostly remained passive after a posting. Dialogue and
network structure were thus found in only 18.2% of all posts, i.e., symmetrical two-way
communication and thus the actual strength of social media functionalities.
Increased interactions such as comments occurred in 17.52% of all posts. However, the
"low interaction" category accounted for the largest share of reactions. Almost 60% of all posts
had likes, shares or emojis as the highest interaction feature and were thus assigned to the "low
interaction" category.
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Figure 2. Reaction types of all posts. Of the 1,993 posts examined, almost 60 percent had a low level of
interaction. A network structure developed in only 4.72 percent of all posts.

A closer look at FACEBOOK shows that 15 of the 20 ATX companies in Austria were
represented on Facebook during the survey period. On the Facebook page of Raiffeisen
International AG, the reactions could not be measured, as the comments were not displayed,
but only the number. Immofinanz AG, Sparkassen Immobilien, AT & S Austria Technologie
& Systemtechnik AG and Schoeller Beckmann Oilfield Equipment AG were not represented
on Facebook during the research period. Andritz AG did have a Facebook presence, but the
last entry was in 2018.
Verbund AG was the most active on Facebook with 168 posts during the survey period,
followed by Telekom Austria AG (149), Bawag Group (102), Erste Bank (95) and
Raiffeisenbank International AG (61). However, Raiffeisenbank's posts could not be
categorized because user comments were not visible. A total of 755 Facebook posts were rated
according to their level of interactivity. Table 1 shows the detailed categorization of the 755
Facebook posts analyzed.
Table 1. Categorization of all Facebook posts in the survey period. A network communication structure has
developed in 23 percent of all Telekom posts.
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Telekom, Post, Erste Bank and Voestalpine probably manage their social media channels
professionally. At least that is what the data suggests. At Telekom, for example, network
structures were observed in 25 percent of all Facebook posts. This means that Telekom
responded to user reactions and that users also communicated with each other. However, the
table shows that this is the exception among the ATX companies. The categories low or
increased interaction predominate.
In the evaluation of the social media channel INSTAGRAM, of the 20 ATX companies,
only 9 were represented on Instagram, of which seven were really active. Activity in this
context means that at least one post was made online per week. The three most active
companies were Bawag Group AG (43 posts), Post AG (43), Verbund AG (41) and
Raiffeisenbank International (35). On Instagram, it was revealed that with a total of 246 posts,
network communication had occurred in only four posts. In 20 posts, there was a dialogue
elements.
Eight of the 20 ATX companies use YOUTUBE as a communication channel, with the
frequency of use ranging from 2 posts to 51 posts during the three-month period under review.
The 3 most active companies were Andritz AG (51 posts), OMV AG (42 posts) and Voestalpine
(23 posts). Also active on YouTube are Österreichische Post AG, Verbund AG, Raiffeisen
International AG, Bawag Group AG and FACC AG. For example, DO & CO Rest & Catering,
Uniqa Insurance AG, Telekom Austria AG and Sparkassen Immobilien did not post anything
in the three-month period surveyed. At Immofinanz AG, the comment function is deactivated.
Overall, the level of interaction on YouTube was predominantly low. 127 posts out of 157 had
only a low interaction level. This channel is therefore one of the channels with the lowest level
of interaction.
Likewise, only a low level of interaction was found on TWITTER. Of the more than 800
posts examined, 583 could be assigned to a low interaction level. Of the 20 ATX companies
surveyed, 11 were active on Twitter. Uniqa Insurance AG used Twitter most intensively with
248 posts, followed by Voestalpine with 144 and OMV AG with 142.
6. Results
The results show that symmetrical two-way communication with dialog and network
communication takes place only to a small extent in the social media posts analyzed. The level
of interaction remains mostly low. By far the most reactions to postings are generally found on
Facebook. In terms of the level of interaction, Instagram also seems to be a good instrument
for corporate communications to initiate communication processes. YouTube and Twitter are
used more for one-way communication. These channels thus correspond to the classic
showcase function. Posts are made, but reactions and interactions of the users hardly take place.
It also often became apparent that social media channels are predominantly used by ATX
companies as one-way communication media, similar to "old" media channels. Only a few
companies can be said to professionally manage individual social media channels. These
include Telekom, Austrian Post and also Voestalpine AG. In summary, it can be stated that the
potential of possible two-way communication between recipient and company is far from being
exploited.
7. Limitations and further research
The research presented here is a quantitative analysis. The content of the individual
postings was not considered in this research. For further research in this area, a qualitative
survey of the postings can generate added scientific value. In particular, the topic area of
contextual/context-independent content could be the focus here. In addition, the survey period
should be extended to an even longer period in order to obtain more meaningful values. The
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level of interaction between user and company could become even more important too. The
interaction model presented here could therefore be further differentiated. The research could
also be enriched with interviews of the communication managers from the companies studied.
After all, we do not know the communication goal that is to be achieved through the use of
social media channels.
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Abstract
The global wearable medical device (WMD) sector has been alluring for businesses with a market value of $13
billion in 2019 and is expected to witness an annual growth rate of 27.9% by reaching $93.19 billion in 2027.
Rising demand for advanced and continuous monitoring products fueled by health consciousness is encouraging
people to adopt wearable medical devices. Due to high pervasiveness of lifestyle-associated disorders, such as
diabetes and hypertension; continuous monitoring of several physiological parameters such as blood sugar levels
and blood pressure have been required. WMDs allow merging of healthcare data with portable devices, which can
be forwarded to physicians for real-time access to data with minimal errors. Furthermore, focus on personalized
monitoring and care is demanded, since rising mortality rates due to non-communicable diseases are a major
concern. Therefore, it becomes crucial to understand the role of data privacy related issues on the intention to use
WMDs. This study aims to explore the impact of perceived benefits of WMDs, data accuracy of WMDs, and trust
in the medical provider who has access to the health data collected by the WMD on intention to use WMDs. It is
revealed that perceived benefits and data accuracy both have significant impact on usage intention of WMDs
while trust in the medical provider does not have such an effect. These findings have crucial implications regarding
the relation amongst patients/users, medical providers and WMD producers.
Keywords: Healthcare, Wearable health technology, Wearable medical device.
JEL classification: M31.

1. Introduction
Information privacy in the MIS literature has been defined as individuals’ desire to
control how their personal information is collected and used (Bélanger and Crossler, 2011).
Among all types of personal information, health information has been regarded as the most
confidential one (Mehraeen et al., 2017). As suggested in a study (Montgomery et al. 2018),
data collected from multiple sources, such as wearable devices and electronic health records,
would in the future provide a complete overview of the health status of the individual. As a
result, a portion of the users have been concerned that they would not have control over what
data would be collected, when the data would be collected and how the data would be used
(Katurura and Cilliers, 2017).
Users’ concerns related to privacy is one of the most important barriers against the
adoption of WMDs. Individuals’ adoption of WMDs has been investigated from a privacy
perspective in prior studies (Angst and Agarwal, 2009; Li et al., 2014). Health information
privacy concerns (HIPC) have been commonly cited as important barriers to the adoption of
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WMDs (Becker, 2018). Health information privacy is an individual’s right to control the
acquisition, uses, or disclosures of his or her identifiable health data (Cohn, 2006). Bansal and
Gefen (2010) have found that personal health information is more sensitive for individuals than
transaction or demographic information. According to Li et al. (2014) the user would accept to
adopt the technology if the benefit of the technology is more than the loss. In contrast, Charness
et al. (2016) found that privacy concerns related to WMDs were unlikely to be significant
barriers to adoption for older adults. However, in another study that aimed to assess older
adults’ perceptions of WMDs, after cost and safety, the greatest concern was privacy, and most
of the older adults were mostly anxious about sharing personal health data with their healthcare
providers (Wang et al., 2019). In another study, in which fitness wearable device users were
compared against medical wearable device users, it was found that privacy risk was more
important for fitness wearable device users (Wang et al., 2015). This study asserted that
younger and healthy users had more interest in fitness wearable devices, and they cared more
about social networks and privacy protection (Wang et al., 2015).
On another note, some studies have found that people have been unaware of HIPC
concerns related to WMDs. In the study that investigated the privacy and information security
issues to which users were exposed to when using wearable health devices, Cilliers (2020)
found out that half of the respondents did not understand the need to protect health information
and were unaware of the security issues that might potentially come up with respect to the data
collected by their WMDs. This led to the conclusion that users were neither knowledgeable
about the privacy risks that their data was exposed to nor did they have any idea as to how their
data would be protected once collected (Cilliers, 2020). There is a relation between the need of
privacy and the consequential need of trust for the person or things that handle private data,
since the need for privacy increases when untrusted parties are involved (Daubert et al., 2015).
Considering the demand in the wearable medical device market accompanied with an
increased attention from scholars, the topic has become a crucial area to investigate. In light of
this, the objective of this study is to discover the impact of perceived benefit, data accuracy
and trust in medical provider on the intention to use WMDs.
2. Theoretical Model of the Study
2.1. Perceived Benefit
Perceived benefit is the benefit that the individual expects to receive from using the
WMD. This can be regarding the distinctive features of the WMD such as data recording, better
communication with the medical provider or continuous monitoring of health statistics.
Benefits can be cited as extrinsic and intrinsic, where extrinsic benefits are functional and
utilitarian, and intrinsic benefits are the results of the inherent fun and playfulness (Holbrook,
1999). Perceived usefulness and enjoyment are found to be representative benefits in adopting
innovative IT products (Park and Chen, 2007). Also, the social image or how much others in a
user’s social network respect and admire the user due to a specific IT usage (Lin and
Bhattacherjee, 2010), can be regarded as another important component of perceived benefit.
Perceived benefit has proven to affect intention to use a service or device in previous studies.
For example, perceived benefit had a positive effect on the intention to use online banking
(Lee, 2009).
In another study, perceived benefit was part of the personalization privacy paradox in
that to achieve some benefit one had to give up a lot of information (Sheng et al., 2008). In
Yang et al.’s study (2016) perceived value which sourced itself from perceived benefit, had a
significant influence on both potential and actual customers’ intention to use wearable devices.
In the same study where the results show that perceived value is a clear antecedent of adoption
intention; perceived benefit which is a combination of perceived usefulness, perceived
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enjoyment and social image has a greater impact on perceived value than perceived risk (Yang
et al., 2016). The study of Wang et al. (2015) showed that individual decisions to adopt
healthcare wearable devices were determined by their risk benefit analysis or privacy calculus
and individuals’ perceived benefits positively affected their adoption intention in the healthcare
wearable device context.
Therefore, the following is hypothesized:
Hypothesis 1: Perceived benefits of WMD technology has a positive impact on WMD
usage intention.
2.2. Trust in the Medical Provider
Trust can be regarded as an informal control mechanism that reduces friction, limits
opportunistic behaviors, minimizes the need for bureaucratic structures, encourages future
transactions, and helps build long-term relationships. More importantly, trust encourages
persuasion that one party will not take advantage of the vulnerability of the other during or
after the transaction (Bhattacherjee, 2002). According to the trust-risk literature, beliefs related
to the trust and risk combination are expected to apply a significant direct effect on behavioral
intention and that risk perception influenced the willingness to buy books from websites
(Jarvenpaa et al., 1999; Malhotra et al., 2004).
It is worthwhile to mention The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) in this context. GDPR demands significant data protection safeguards and poses both
new challenges and potential opportunities to organizations around the world. Conroy et al.
(2014) found that gaining consumer trust around data privacy and security could lead to more
sales and translate into competitive advantage (Conroy et al., 2014) Thus, for those companies
which have commercial or scientific relationship with the EU, building on user trust can greatly
reduce GDPR-related complaints and showing transparency and honest privacy practice to
users is an effective way to improve trust and reputation ( Li et al., 2019) Thus, trust related to
the medical providers that have access to the health related data seems to have an important
effect on the intention to use health data collecting devices.
Therefore, the following is hypothesized:
Hypothesis 2: Trust in medical provider has a positive impact on WMD usage intention.
2.3 Accuracy of Health Data
In contexts such as voting systems for example, accuracy has been a key performance
expectancy and thus would affect participation intention (Yao and Murphy, 2007). When using
wearable devices to effectively promote health behavior, change is a complex, multistep
process and hence the device must be able to accurately track its targeted behavior (Patel et al.,
2015). Studies have mentioned the inaccuracies as disadvantages in the usage of monitoring
devices (Lee et al., 2014).
In the study of wearable information systems Benbunan-Fich (2019) did a thematic
analysis of the affordances that come up amongst users and state that accuracy is among the
most recurrent themes. Among the features that give a user to trust a wearable device to provide
reliable and actionable information, accuracy and quality of feedback are important (Piwek et
al., 2016; Sharma and Biros, 2019). In addition, e-commerce research has showed that
perception of information quality, system quality and information presentation are among the
factors causing satisfaction towards the decision making (Bharati and Chaudhury, 2004;
DeLone and McLean, 1992).
Therefore, the following is hypothesized:
Hypothesis 3: Data accuracy has a positive impact on WMD usage intention.
Ultimately, the research model of the study is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Research model

3. Research Methodology
3.1. Sampling and Data Collection
Data for the study was mainly collected through a web survey done through Surveyswap.
Students and academics in universities all around the world use Surveyswap, however usage
had not been limited to them, since opening an account at Surveyswap was free. At the
beginning of the questionnaire, a brief definition of a WMD was provided and the pictures of
various WMDs were shown to clarify the context of the study and to make sure that all
respondents had the same understanding of what the devices were. Two outlier responses were
eliminated from the data set. Overall, a total of 201 fully completed questionnaires were
collected.
3.2 Measurement of Constructs
In developing the theoretical model to explain the intention to use WMDs, items about
‘trust in medical providers’ and ‘data accuracy’ were taken from Becker (2018) whereas
‘perceived benefit’ construct items were adopted from Runkle et al. (2019). The items were
measured on a 5-point Likert scale (ranging from 1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree).
3.3 Measurement Model
The covariance base structural equation model (CB-SEM) is used along with AMOS 23
to conduct first a confirmatory factor analysis to evaluate all items and then structural equation
modeling. In the analysis, some items were eliminated either due to their low factor loadings
or low communalities. As a result of the initial step, when the factor loadings were checked, it
is found that they all exceed 0.50, as suggested by Hair et al. (2010). The constructs, indicators,
sources, and their loadings can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1: Constructs, Indicators and Loadings
Constructs

Indicators

Sources

PB1: Better communication and better care coordination by my medical
provider
Perceived
Benefits

PB2: More efficient and measurable medical care as a result of data
recording
PB3:I could share my continuous health statistics easily with my doctor
T1:I am concerned that my medical provider could use my data for
secondary purposes
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(Runkle
et al.
2019)
(Runkle
et al.
2019)
(Becker
2018)
(Becker
2018)

Loading
s
0.761

0.829
0.644
0.717
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Trust in
Medical
Provider

Data
Accuracy

WMD
Usage
intention

T2:I am concerned that apps and devices might be communicating and
exchanging my health data through my WMD
T3:I am concerned that the medical providers will favor their economic
stances over the privacy of patients
T4: Due to providers' insufficient investment in data protection my health
data could be illegally accessed by third parties
T5: As more data is collected from all of the patients by the medical
provider, he/she becomes more susceptible to hacking attacks
DA1:I would be worried that my WMD mistakenly indicated that
something was wrong with me due to flawed data
DA2:I would be worried that the WMD could miss important symptoms
of a disease and overlook a critical medical condition
WUI1:If the condition of my health were such that, using a WMD would
improve my quality of life, I would do my best to obtain one and use it
WUI2:If a negative situation arose with my health, which would even
slightly be rectified through WMD usage, I would do my best to use it
WUI3:I would absolutely prefer to use the WMD compared to traditional
alternatives

(Becker
2018)
(Becker
2018)
(Becker
2018)
(Becker
2018)
(Becker
2018)
(Becker
2018)

0.748
0.751
0.711
0.701
0.701
0.864

Authors

0.816

Authors

0.796

Authors

0.552

Table 2 gives an outline of the goodness of fit values for the measurement model, the
acceptable fit interval along with their references. The Comparative Fit Index (CFI), root mean
square error of approximation (RMSR), the normed fit index (NFI) and the incremental fit
index (IFI) were chosen for this study. All the resultant fit indices of the model are at acceptable
levels. The (χ2)/d.f. value was 1.655, which is below 3 as advised (Hair et. al, 2010), CFI was
0.96 thus higher than 0.95 as advised (Hair et. al, 2010), RMSEA was 0.057, lower than 0.08
as advised (Hair et. al, 2010) and NFI was 0.905, higher than 0.9 as advised (Awang, 2012)
Index
(χ2)/d.f.

Table 2.The summary of model fit indices
Observed value
Threshold value
References
1.655
Less than 3
Hair et. al (2010)

CFI

0.96

>0.95

Hair et. al (2010)

RMSEA
NFI

0.057
0.905

<0.08
>0.90

Hair et. al (2010)
Awang (2012)

All measures exhibited high convergent validity. The average variance extracted AVE,
the construct reliability CR and Cronbach’s Alpha can be seen in Table 3. As per Hair et al.
(2010) AVE should be 0.5 or higher and CR should be 0.7 or higher. The α of 0.6-0.7 is an
acceptable level of reliability (Hulin et al., 2001; Nunnally and Bernstein, 1967). Thus, all the
constructs can be deemed valid and reliable.

Perceived Benefit
Trust in medical
provider
Data accuracy
WMD Usage
intention

Table 3. AVE, CR and Cronbach's α
AVE
CR
(> 0.50)
(> 0.70)
0.56
0.791

Cronbach's α
(> 0.70)
0.780

0.531

0.85

0.849

0.619

0.763

0.752

0.535

0.77

0.762
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Discriminant validity gives us the extent to which a construct is distinct from other
constructs. It is suggested that the square of the correlation estimate between each pair of
constructs should be lower than the minimum of the AVEs of the two compared constructs to
establish adequate discriminant validity (Hair et. al, 2010(Hair et. al, 2010), All pairs of
constructs fit the suggested rule for discriminant validity as can be seen in Table 4. Therefore,
it is suitable to move on to the evaluation of the structural model.
Construct 1
Perceived Benefit
Perceived Benefit
WMD Usage intention
Trust in medical
provider
WMD Usage intention
WMD Usage intention

Table 4.Assessment of discriminant validity
Construct 2
Correlation Estimate
Trust in medical
0.206
provider
Data accuracy
0.294
Perceived Benefit
0.592
Data accuracy
Trust in medical
provider
Data accuracy

Sqrt(AVE 1 / AVE 2)
0.749/0.729
0.749/0.787
0.731/0.749

0.484

0.729/0.787

0.33

0.731/0.729

0.455

0.731/0.787

3.4 Structural Model Results
After the validity of the measurement model is confirmed, it is transformed into a
structural model. The structural model results can be seen in Table 4. The computation yielded
59 degrees of freedom. Of the three proposed hypotheses, two are supported. H1 is supported
at the 0.001 level and H3 is supported at the 0.01 level. H2 is not supported. According to these
results, perceived benefits of WMD technology positively affect usage intention with a
coefficient of 0.546 (H1) whereas trust in medical provider does not have any statistically
significant effect (H2). Finally, data accuracy positively affects WMD usage intention with a
coefficient of 0.307 (H3). In addition, the effect sizes are calculated for perceived benefit, trust,
and data accuracy. They are respectively 0.192, 0.0, 0.029. Thus, the effect size of the perceived
benefits is considered moderate, and the effect size of data accuracy is considered weak (Cohen
et al., 2013). The post-hoc statistical power test run at 99%, with R-squared value of 0.445,
sample size of 201 and total predictors of 3 gives an observed statistical power of 1, which is
over 0.80, thus, perfectly acceptable (Cohen et al., 2013).
Table 4. SEM Results (Standardized path coefficients are reported, ** p<0.01 ***p<0.001)

H2

Hypothesized Path
Perceived benefit of WMD technology -> WMD usage
intention
Trust in medical provider -> WMD usage intention

H3

Data accuracy -> WMD usage intention

H1

Significance

Effect Size

0.546***

0.192

n.s.

0

0.307**

0.029

4. Conclusion and Managerial Implications
The results of the SEM have shown that two of the three hypotheses of the study were
supported. It is worthwhile to note that perceived benefit has a stronger and larger effect on the
intention to use WMD then data accuracy. This means that it is crucial for WMD producers to
communicate the value-added consumers will benefit from by adopting these technologies.
Efficient and measurable data recording, better communication and care coordination and
continuity of conveying health statistics are the major benefits that consumers find valuable.
Additionally, data accuracy is especially critical since consumers are worried that misleading
information might lead their medical provider to take incorrect and risky actions. On the other
hand, contrary to expectations, trust in medical providers about maintaining the security and
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privacy of personal health data has not played a role on WMD usage intention. This might be
attributed to the fact that users of these technologies assume that their data is kept proprietary
and safe because of existing laws and regulations and cannot be accessed without permission.
5. Limitations
The main limitation of this study is the relatively small sample size selected with a nonprobabilistic approach. Future research may be done on larger sample sizes and/or more
specific cohorts and subgroups such as different age groups or people with distinct medical
backgrounds. Another area of improvement in future studies is investigating actual usage
behavior rather than intention. In this study, intention has been preferred since the market is
currently at the early stages of the product life cycle.
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Abstract
This paper aimed to study the moderating role of perceived risk on the relationship between initial trust on an
unknown brand and its antecedents. To achieve this structural equation modelling was used. The results show that
perceived risk has a moderating effect on the aforementioned relationship. Indeed, in the case of high perceived
risk, the positive perception of some signals (advertising, word of mouth and country of origin) has a positive
effect on I.T. Whereas in the case of low perceived risk, it is rather the positive perception of packaging, point of
sale and word of mouth that has a positive effect on I.T. These results indicate that, when trying to build initial
trust for their brand, brand owner should consider perceived risk.
Keywords: Perceived risk, Initial trust, Brand.
JEL classification: M31.

Introduction
Initial trust (I.T.) has been subject to abundant literature in a variety of contexts such as
organizational context, electronic commerce context, service context, consumer goods context
and consumer-brand relationship context. (Kim and Tadisina, 2007; Li, Hess and Valacich,
2008; Wood, Boles and Babin, 2008; Michaelis and al. 2008; Ebende and Gurviez, 2017). A
close look at the literature makes us realise extant studies focused more on the antecedents of
initial trust and its consequences. A review of the literature on the antecedents helps us
highlight the following groups of factors: factors that relate to the seller, factors that relate to
the site or the brand, factors that relate to the consumer, third party factors, institutional or
structural factors and cognitive factors.
However, only a few works have focused on the role of perceived risk as a situational
factor in building initial especially in contexts such as service and electronic commerce
(Chouk, 2005; Michaelis and al., 2008; Johansen, Selart and Gronhaug, 2013). In the
consumer-brand relationship context, the work of Ebende and Gurviez (2017) identified
antecedents of initial trust for an unknown brand. But the role of perceived risk was not taken
into account, no matter the fact that, according previous works, it is likely to moderate the
relationship between initial trust and its antecedents.
This paper therefore aims to fill this gap by assessing the moderating role of perceived
risk on the relationship between initial trust and its antecedents. After we have presented the
concept of initial trust and its antecedents in the consumer-unknown brand relationship, we
will analyse the moderating role of perceived risk. Thereafter we will detail the methodology.
And, we will end up with the presentation and discussion of the main findings.
1. The concept of initial trust (I.T.) in consumer-unknown brand relationship
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Occuring in the initial phase of the relationship, I.T. is a trust that emerges without prior
direct experience with the product. It relies primarily on signals from the other party and is
therefore fragile (McKnight, Kacmar & Choudhury, 2004; Wang, Beatty & Foxx, 2004;
Robert, Dennis & Hung, 2009).
Several conceptualizations of I.T. have emerged from the literature including: I.T. as a
will (Kim, Shin and Lee, 2009), I.T. as a belief, expectation or presumption (Kim and Tadisina,
2007; Ebende and Gurviez, 2017) and I.T. as a belief and a will (Eastlick & Lotz, 2011).
Using the conceptualization of Ebende and Gurviez (2017), we define I.T. on an
unknown brand as trust in a brand with which the consumer has not had direct consumption or
purchase experience. It reflects a presumption by the consumer that the unknown brand is
credible (i.e. able to meet his needs and keep its promises).
2. Antecedents of I.T. in consumer-unknown brand relationship
The extant literature shows that I.T. towards an unknown brand results from the
consumer’s positive perception of two types of signals: the signals coming from the unknown
brand and the signals coming from third parties (Ebende and Gurviez, 2017).
2.1. Signals coming from the unknown brand
Many signals come from the unknown brand and include:
• Advertisement
Some works suggest a positive relationship between advertising and I.T. (McKnight,
Kacmar & Choudhury, 2004; Ebende & Gurviez, 2017). In particular, McKnight, Kacmar and
Choudhury (2004) show that the provision by an unknown party of positive information
through advertising positively influences I.T. towards that party. Likewise, Ebende and
Gurviez (2017) think that, when advertising for an unknown brand is well designed and
attractive, it increases the consumer's I.T. on the brand. Hence the following hypothesis:
H1: Positive perception of advertising for an unknown brand positively influences
I.T. on the brand.
• Point of sale
Several studies find a positive relationship between perception of point of sale and
perceived quality (e.g. Dodds, Monroe and Grewal, 1991). Others arrive at the conclusion that,
when the consumer perceives the point of sale of an unknown brand positively, he is reassured
on the brand’s level of quality and this contributes to an improvement in I.T. on the brand
(Ebende and Gurviez, 2017). Therefore, we formulate the following hypothesis:
H2: Positive perception of the point of sale of an unknown brand positively
influences I.T. on that brand.
• Country of origin
Lala, Allred and Chakraborty (2009) found a positive relationship between perception of
the country of origin and perceived quality. Other authors assume that country of origin has a
positive influence on I.T. (Michaelis and al., 2008; Ebende and Gurviez, 2017). Indeed, this
second group assumes that, when the consumer perceives the country of origin of an unknown
brand positively, he tends to perceive the quality of this brand as good and also develops I.T.
on it (Ebende and Gurviez , 2017). The following hypothesis can therefore be formulated:
H3: Positive perception of the country of origin of an unknown brand positively
influences I.T. on that brand.
• Price
Researchers have established a positive relationship between price perception and
perceived quality (Teas, Agarwal, 2000). For a huge number of consumers, price is an indicator
of quality. Within the context of I.T, Ebende and Gurviez (2017) reveal a negative relationship
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between price and I.T. Thus, we assume that, when consumers perceive the price of an
unknown brand as high, they perceive the brand high quality brand. This likely improves their
I.T. on the brand. Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:
H4: Perception of high price for an unknown brand positively influences I.T. on
that brand.
• Packaging
Underwood and Klein (2002) consider that, when consumers are unfamiliar with the
intrinsic attributes of a product (e.g. the quality of a the product), packaging provides accessible
information on which their evaluations is based. Thus, when the consumer perceives the
packaging of an unknown brand as attractive and conveying useful information about the
product, he feels reassured about the quality of this brand. This encourages him to develop I.T.
on the brand (Ebende and Gurviez, 2017). Hence the following hypothesis:
H5: Positive perception of the packaging of an unknown brand positively influences
I.T. on that brand.
2.2. Signals from third parties
Previous research shows that word of mouth (classical and electronic) is an antecedent
to I.T. on the other party (Kim, Prabhakar, 2000; Chouk, 2005; Ebende and Gurviez, 2017).
Moreover, Ebende and Gurviez (2017) conclude that, in the absence of prior direct experience
with an unknown brand, the consumer can only resort to the opinions of third parties (family,
friends, colleagues, experts in the field, etc.) to issue a judgment on the brand’s credibility.
When he perceives these opinions as positive, he will be tempted to assume that the unknown
brand is credible and develop I.T. on the brand. Thus, we formulate the following hypothesis:
H6: Positive perception of word of mouth for an unknown brand positively
influences I.T. on that brand.
3. The moderating role of perceived risk in the relationship between I.T on an unknown
brand and its antecedents
Chouk (2005) and Michaelis and al. (2008) found that perceived risk moderates the
relationship between signals from the other party and I.T. on that party, since the higher the
perceived risk, the more the consumer will be looking for clues to ascertain the reliability of
the other party. The effect of the signal on I.T. will therefore be more amplified the higher the
perceived risk. That’s why the following assumptions are made:
H7: Perceived risk has a moderating effect on the relationship between perception
of signals from the unknown brand and I.T. on that brand.
H8: Perceived risk has a moderating effect on the relationship between perception
of signals from third parties and I.T. on the unknown brand.
Figure 1 summarizes the links we postulate between the perception of signals from
unknown brand and third parties, I.T. and perceived risk.
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Figure 1. Research model
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- Packaging
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4. Methodology
This study focuses on anti-wrinkle creams which are experience products, since their
quality can only be assessed after purchase and use (Nelson, 1970). Indeed, the literature has
shown that the use of signals is particularly effective for such products (Kirmani and Rao,
2000). Thus, to test the conceptual model, an experiment which led us to offering consumers
an anti-wrinkle cream brand (the “Revival” brand) that was unknown to them to date, was
carried out. We put at their disposal signals from the brand which include: price, point of sale,
advertising, packaging and country of origin. We also showed opinions of other customers and
arelative to them on the page of an independent website (Ciao.fr). Finally, a built-up scenario
which integrates these different signals was offered.
To measure the concepts in our model, scales from the literature were adapted they
include: the perceived price of Yoo, Donthu and Lee (2000); Martin and Eroglu's perceived
country of origin (1993); Lee's perceived publicity (2004); the perceived packaging of Chung,
Yu and Pysarchik (2006); Wu and Petroshius' perceived point of sale (1987); the I.T. scale of
Michaelis et al. (2008); the perceived risk on the Sempels product category (2005); perceived
word- of-mouth from Lim and Beatty (2005) and Lee and Youn (2009). These measures are
presented in. Also, reliability and validity tests were carried out to verify their psychometric
qualities.
The survey was administered to a panel of online consumers selected on a convenience
basis. Overall, 421 women from Europe, residing in France, aged at least 30, and who were
still yet to purchase or use anti-wrinkle creams was considered. The choice of this sample is
justified by the fact that it is homogeneous in its origin, it has not developed expertise in antiwrinkle creams yet (according to Kirmani and Rao (2000), people who are not experts in a
product category are an appropriate target for a signaling strategy), but it is likely to buy and
use the product.
5. Results
5.1. The links between signals perception and I.T.
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The structural equations method (SEM) was used to test the hypotheses. In general, the
adjustment indices obtained are satisfactory, eventhough the GFI and the AGFI are below the
thresholds recommended (that is 0.821 and 0.796 respectively). This is probably because of the
low variance of most of the variables included in the model. The results of the structural model
test are summarized in Table 1 below.
According to them, the positive perception of the country of origin, the point of sale, the
packaging and word of mouth of the unknown brand positively influences the I.T. on the brand.
By contrast, the perception of high price negatively influences I.T., whereas advertising seems
not to influence I.T.
Table 1. Structural model test

Structural relations
Perceived price
I.T
Country of origine image
Perceived point of sale
Perceived packaging
Perceived advertising
Perceived word-of-mouth

Standardised
coefficients
-0.183
0.145
0.115
0.277
0.160
0.280

I.T.
I.T.
I.T.
I.T.
I.T.

t Test

P

-4.253
2.741
2.217
3.008
1.941
5.997

***
***
**
***
ns
***

ns : non significant ; ** : significant at 5% ; *** : significant at 1%

5.2. The moderating role of perceived risk
In order to test the moderating effect of perceived risk, a multigroup analysis was carried
out. To this effect, we built up groups of individuals according to their level of perceived risk
(n = 171 for the low perceived risk group; and n = 250 for the high perceived risk group). The
results presented in table 3 reveal that, the difference in Chi-square between the unconstrained
model and the constrained model is significant. Thus, perceived risk seems to have a
moderating effect on the structural relationships between positive perception of the signals
from the unknown brand and third parties and I.T.
Table 2. Structural non-variance test between the two groups of perceived risk

Unconstrained
model
Constrained
model

χ2
2068.70

Ddl
1516

∆χ2
_

∆ddl
_

p.
_

RMSEA
0.03

CFI
0.95

2088.27

1524

19.57

8

0.012

0.03

0.95

The overall fit of the multigroup model to the data is satisfactory. Indeed, the RMSEA,
NNFI and CFI are within the thresholds recommended.
Table 3. Multi-group analysis of the effects of perceived risk

Structural relations
Perceived price
I.T.
Country of origin image
I.T.
Perceived point of sale
I.T.
Perceived packaging
I.T
Perceived advertising
I.T.
Perceived word-of-mouth
I.T.

Low perceived risk
γ std.
t Test
P
-0.224 -3.326 ***
-0.004 -0.053
ns
0.304
3.302 ***
0.583
3.643 ***
-0.222 -1.774
ns
0.275
4.125 ***

ns : non significant ; ** : significant at 5% ; *** : significant at 1%
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High perceived risk
γ std.
t Test
P
-0.106 -1.941 ns
0.253
3.602 ***
-0,089 -1.375 ns
-0.011 -0.091 ns
0.499
4.502 ***
0.293
4.579 ***
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Table 3 shows differences in terms of the strength of the structural links between the two
perceived risk groups. Indeed, when we move from low perceived risk to high perceived risk,
the strength of some links between perception of signals and I.T. improves. This is the case for
the links between positive perception of the country of origin and advertising with I.T. while
the strength of other links between perception of signals and I.T. decreases. This is the case for
the links between high price perception, positive perception of the point of sale and the
packaging and I.T. Likewise, the movement from a low perceived risk to high perceived risk
strengthens the link between positive perception of the signals from third parties (word of
mouth on an unknown brand) and I.T. These results clearly describe the moderating effect of
perceived risk.
6. Discussion of the results
- The multigroup analysis shows that perceived risk has a moderating effect on the
relationship between perception of the signals from the unknown brand and I.T. More
specifically, when moving from low perceived risk to high perceived risk, the strength of some
links between the perception of signals from the unknown brand and I.T. increases. We refer
to links between the positive perception of the country of origin and advertising and I.T. This
finding confirms the conclusions of Michaelis et al. (2008). Indeed, these authors show that in
the case of low perceived risk, the positive perception of the country of origin has no influence
on I.T. Also, when perceived risk is high, the positive perception of the country of origin
positively influences I.T. Moreover, the strength of other links between the perception of
signals from the unknown brand and I.T. diminishes. This is the case with links between the
perception of high price, the positive perception of the point of sale and the packaging and I.T.
This last result is surprising since one would have expected the strength of these links to
increase as perceived risk increases. However, it can be explained as follows:
- When the perceived risk is high, the consumer needs to be reassured on the reliability
and integrity of the unknown brand. To this effect, he uses, among others sources of
information experts’ advice (e.g. pharmacists). Unfortunately, however, there are usually no
experts in drugstores. This undoubtedly explains the decrease in the strength of the link
between positive perception of the point of sale and I.T. during the movement from low
perceived risk to high perceived risk.
- The reasoning is the same as regards the link between positive perception of
packaging and I.T. Indeed, when the risk perceived is high, the consumer is looking for the
opinions of those who have already consumed the unknown brand in order to feel reassured
about the reliability and integrity of this brand. As such, he will be less inclined to relying on
packaging which is perceived instead as a marketing tool that the company uses to convey
information that may likely be inaccurate (especially with regard to anti-wrinkle creams). This
may explain the decrease in the strength of the relationship between positive perception of
packaging and I.T. when moving from low to high perceived risk.
- The link between perception of high price and I.T. decreases for the same reason.
Indeed, in a situation of high perceived risk, the consumer will be more likely to refer to the
opinions of third parties than to the high price which can be perceived more as a marketing
strategy rather than an indicator of reliability and integrity. Hence the decrease in the strength
of the link between these two variables when moving from low to high perceived risk.
- The results of the multigroup analysis also reveal that the perceived risk related to the
product category has a moderating effect on the relationship between perception of signals
from third parties and I.T. More specifically, the shift from low to high perceived risk
strengthens the link between positive perception of word of mouth and I.T. This result is in
agreement with the work of Chouk (2005) which shows that when the perceived risk inherent
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to purchase on the Internet is high (low), the presence of testimonials on the site has a stronger
(less stronger) positive impact for this seller.
Conclusion
This paper explored the moderating role of perceived risk in the relationship between I.T.
towards an unknown brand and its antecedents. The results obtained show that perceived risk
has a moderating effect on this relationship. Indeed, in a situation of high perceived risk, the
positive perception of certain signals has a positive impact on I.T. on the unknown brand: the
positive perception of advertising, word of mouth and the country of origin of this brand. On
the other hand, in the case of perceived low risk, it is rather the positive perception of the
packaging, point of sale and word of mouth that has a positive impact on the I.T. towards that
brand.
For managers, these results imply that they must assess the level of risk perceived by
potential consumers in the product category; generate recommendation of the unknown brand
by third parties regardless of the level of risk perceived in the product category; communicate
the quality of the unknown brand through advertising and country of origin when the perceived
risk in the product category is high; or packaging and point of sale when perceived risk is low.
Ultimately, although the study has highlighted the moderating role of perceived risk in
the construction of I.T. on an unknown brand, it carries some theoretical and methodology
limitations which are avenues for future research. At the theoretical level, the main limitation
is failure to take into account certain variables in the conceptual model. In particular, we think
of variables such as labels, opinions of consumers’ associations and information reported on
the unknown brand by the media. We also think of individual factors such as age, gender,
innovativeness, risk aversion and the regulatory orientation of the consumer. It would therefore
be interesting to enrich the conceptual model by including these variables. At Methodology
level, the choice of a product category (anti-wrinkle creams) limits the generalization of the
results. Consequently, it would be relevant to extend the study to other product categories
(slimming food products, durable products (e.g., vehicles and televisions), etc.) in order to test
the model again and find out whether the same results are achieved. Furthermore, although
appropriate for a signaling strategy in the field of anti-wrinkle creams, our target population is,
however, not representative of the French population enough. This limits the external validity
of the research. A future avenue would therefore be to test the study’s model with a
representative sample from the French population.
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Abstract
The current reality of social distancing and isolation brings big cities in front of a new reality. The investigated
purpose of the article is to identify recent opportunities and challenges of cities. As well as understanding the
efficiency and effectiveness of marketing strategies for Bucharest marketing. The basic experimental design of
the study is organized in three chapters. The first part of the study analyzes integrated marketing communication
and marketing strategies. In the second part, the marketing process of the city is evaluated, while in the third part
the case study for Bucharest is researched. The basic methodology of the article is exploratory research and a
survey of 459 respondents who know about Bucharest. Its purpose is to understand the phenomena and marketing
processes of the city in order to know their essence. This is a crucial period for all big cities and metropolitans.
Cities need to review their strategies and marketing to find a way to makes a difference or to get back to the usual
pace of life they had before social, economic and health crises at least. The major findings of this paper are
assessments of the impact of marketing on city image. Findings of research identify trends of successful marketing
strategy for the Bucharest. The implication of the study results represents a basis for future studies in the
improvement of marketing strategies in metropolitan regions. The added value of the paper is the identification
of options for the marketing strategy that lead to the strategic development in Bucharest. The original contribution
of the authors is discussing the degree of involvement that marketing plays in the image of cities in this period of
restrictions.
Keywords: City marketing, integrated marketing communication, marketing strategy, Bucharest.
JEL classification: M00, M30, M31, M39.

Introduction
In present time cities become visible worldwide and global competitiveness requires to
adopt new strategies. The process of digitalization and globalization proposes the challenge to
develop new methods with an effect on international scale. (Palasca, Enea, Jaba & Roman,
2014) Integrated marketing communication is one of easily perceptible tools of marketing
activity with the goal to increase added value to country, city, company, products or brand
image. The manner of marketing communication is an important factor. City marketing
requires reckoning with "the functioning of cities" such as spatially, socially, administratively,
economically, politically etc. The city marketing concept is described as a process "aiming to
meet" the needs of city population also creating a favorable image of the city. (Zikiene and
Gagiskyet, 2020)
The basic methodology of the article is exploratory research and a opinion poll results.
Its purpose is to understand the phenomena and marketing processes of the city in order to
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know their essence. The study design is organized in three chapters. The first part of the study
analyzes integrated marketing communication and marketing strategies. In the second part, the
marketing process of the city is evaluated, while in the third part the case study for Bucharest
is researched. Romania's capital Bucharest has experienced a series of communication
campaigns with a common message "a genuine appeal to the pride of being a Bucharest
inhabitant". (Pînzaru, 2012)
The major findings of this paper are assessments of the impact of marketing on city
image. The added value of the paper is the identification of options for the marketing strategy
that lead to the strategic development in Bucharest.
1. Integrated Marketing Communication and Marketing Strategies
Marketing is a means to “think ahead” and to develop pro-active strategies with a core,
vital philosophy in understanding people. Marketing offers cities target strategies, a set of tools
that can develop approach for citizens groups. Can be mentioned tools as segmentation,
branding, account management, product development, marketing communication, etc.
Marketing tools "have an effect" also on the city’s images. (Braun, 2008) Integrated marketing
communication is "a holistic concept using marketing mix elements to create and strengthen
relationship with consumers, it could be outlined a synergistic action of product, price,
placement and marketing communications, focused on the consumer behavior". (Mihart, 2012)
Integrated marketing communication subordinates the so-called communication effects
hierarchy, mainly all elements of the company messages sends to the target audience. People
are assessing information from all known sources in order to choose the optimal option, in
decision process. Integrated marketing communication is one of "the most visible and easily
perceptible tools" of marketing activity. (Durlia, 2018) Integrated marketing communication
process into city strategic approach represents interest among researchers from the field. The
goal is an add value to city image, company or population.
Strategy is required to be based on coherent theory of "effective internal coordination
and resource allocation, of entrepreneurship and technical progress". It was noted the best
strategy for company that is "to emphasize the successful explorations of others". (Williamson,
1999) Such a strategy may be implemented in a city marketing too. As an applying brand
strategy was also mentioned place branding with other marketing techniques, disciplines to
"the economic, social, political and cultural development" of cities, regions and countries.
(Kasapi, 2017) Also, as effective strategies that can be implemented as city marketing, can be
named cause related marketing campaigns (Anghel, Grigore & Rosca, 2011), product
leadership with an innovative superior quality (Stancu, et al., 2020), the stores merchandising
techniques that increase the sustainable products visibility (Balan, 2021), price fairness
(Catoiu, Vranceanu and Filip, 2010) and network implementation (Catoiu & Veghes, 2009) in
city's marketing activities.
The manner of marketing communication is an important factor for a city, company,
product or service. For effectively promotion process it is required a marketing strategy.
Customer focus is a major strategy in order to understand, satisfy the customer needs when
expanding both "client base and profit margin"(Bunghez, 2020), that can be extended on city
population focus. The city community strategy of development is a form of "creative coproduction" linked to receptive, engaged citizens and attuned to enrolling those outside of
industry, also policy circles. Music can be enrolled in "a creative-class strategy" to distinguish
cities in “an environment of intense global competition” where “the world’s top talent is highly
mobile”. (Bennett, 2020)
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2. The Marketing Process of the City
Cities must find a balance between "the needs and wants" of different groups of the city’s
customers. City marketing can be as an instrumental in this way to promote a better match
"between demand from the city’s customers and the supply of cities". City marketing is defined
as the coordinated use of "marketing tools supported by a shared customer-oriented
philosophy", in order to create, communicate, delivery, and exchange urban offerings that
"have value for the city’s customers and the city’s community at large". City marketing require
to reckon with "the functioning of cities" such as spatially, socially, administratively,
economically, politically etc. City marketing also was reladed in researches to the societal
marketing concept. (Braun, 2008)
Zikiene and Gagiskyet (2020) suggested that city marketing register a significantly
interest in the last decades, the prevailing concepts of city marketing is systemized as follow:
Geo marketing - the characteristics and data of a geographical area for "the
planning and implementation" of marketing activities.
Place marketing - activities aimed "to create a positive opinion" about a place
or region.
Territorial marketing - marketing activities with plan that promotes "both
tangible and intangible, quantitative and qualitative, features of the territory" promoting
the competitive and advantages of the area in order to attract "external capital and
businesses".
Regional marketing - individual regions integration into common structures,
mainly as "regional associations, regional cooperation, urban networks".
Urban/city marketing - an overall strategy "covering urban development" and
the object is groups of people as the general city audience, that can be described by the
interest in the city culture.
These concepts of city marketing are single out elements that "unite" them all as concepts
are connected by "the main element of the city’s marketing – location". Another one is that it
is described as a process "aiming to meet" the needs of city population also creating a favorable
image of the city. City marketing is also defined as the creation of "a place that meets the needs
of targeted markets". (Zikiene and Gagiskyet, 2020) People's lack of trust or convenience and
availability, of choosing online payment are suggested as some barriers in implementing these
marketing strategies in a post-pandemic period in Romania. (Constantinesu, Orindaru, Ionita
and Caescu, 2020)
According to recent data from the www.worldometers.info 54.6 % of the Romania
population is urban (in 2020). Population of the country is estimated at 19,122,546 as of May
25, 2021,” based on Worldometer elaboration of the latest United Nations data” and is
“equivalent to 0.25%” of the total world population. After conducted a study at the level of
"the urban agglomerations" mainly Bucharest and Chisinau was described several categories
of "multi-scale land-use conflicts”, as for example "the exaggerate size of the newly built
constructions” or others. (Ianos, Sirodoev and Pascariu, 2012) Migration is directly influenced
by the achievement of "the sustainable development goals". (Istudor, Dinu, Gogu, Prada, and
Petrescu, 2020)
3. The Case Study for Bucharest
According to recent data from the www.citymayors.com website Bucharest is the 9th
Europe's largest cities with a population for city with legally defined boundaries of 2,016,000.
According to a study based on a comparison of ranks Europe’s largest cities based assets and
attractions in repot to the strength of cities brands in 2008 Bucharest was on 61 position while,
Paris the French capital emerges as Europe’s number one city brand. As an important marketing
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strategy can be implemented Romanian cultural heritage as "a proud remembrance of the
heritage conveyed" (Veghes and Popescu, 2018) or a cultural economy marketing (Cetina and
Badin, 2019)
The editorial aims to conduct research on the case study in Bucharest. The research
method of this editorial is an exploratory research based on secondary dates and a survey of
459 respondents, 43.9% male and 56.1% female. From which 60.9% are Bucharest residents
while 39.1% know about the city as visitors, investors or entrepreneurs. In this study a 7-point
Linker scale item defined as is respondents “are proud to name the country where they live - at
home” and "city / country most efficient communicators" was analyzed. The design of our
study allows a measurement of respondents’ perception of city marketing.
Table 1. Marital status: * Affirmation - I am proud to name the country where I live - at home
Crosstabulation
Count
Proud of residence country
neither agree neither

Marital status:

celibate

disagree

disagree

agree

Total

12

25

110 (74,82%)

(8,18%)

(17%)

147 (100%)

married

8 (8,26%)

10 (10,3%)

79 (81,44%)

97 (100%)

I live with my partner, but we

10 (18%)

14 (24,56%)

33 (57%)

57 (100%)

1 (4%)

4 (16%)

20 (80%)

25 (100%)

31

53

242

326

are not married
divorced / widowed
Total

A sustainable urban development argues for increased citizen participation, with impact
on city green areas, as parks, in the decision-making process (Constantinescu, Orindaru,
Caescu & Pachitanu, 2019), also requires an environmental marketing strategy designed to
support employee training campaigns, waste management and energy saving (Aceleanu,
Serban, Suciu & Bițoiu, 2017). After an SPSS analysis (see table 1), the value of the "Pearson
Chi-Square" test (see table 2) tends to confirm the hypothesis that marital status is related to
citizens' feelings of pride regard to the country where they live. Mostly married respondents
(81,44%) and divorced/widowed (80%) affirmed that are proud to name the country where I
live - at home. Based on the results obtained, it is proposed to create information campaigns at
city level to increase the awareness of citizens and their role to play in city marketing, namely
that the city as well as the country is mostly needed for its citizens.
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Table 2. Chi-Square Tests
Asymptotic Significance (2Value

df

sided)

Pearson Chi-Square

12,538a

6

,051

Likelihood Ratio

12,138

6

,059

Linear-by-Linear Association

,983

1

,321

N of Valid Cases

326

a. 2 cells (16,7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2,38.

Romania's capital Bucharest has experienced a series of communication campaigns with
a common message "a genuine appeal to the pride of being a Bucharest inhabitant". All these
marketing communication campaign, actions and advertiser showed mainly the story of
yesterday and today Bucharest. City has rather a confusing image which explains the fact that
"it is not included in the annual monitoring report Anholt-Gfk Roper City Brands Index". This
Index is establishing international hierarchies of city brand. (Pinzaru, 2012) As a response to
"the local versus global debate" was highlighted Romania city branding status from the
European perspective comparatively other countries’ strategies. (Popescu, 2017) According to
http://countrybrandingwiki.org/index.php/Rankings_by_City portal Washington D.C. was in
top 10 "Anholt – Gfk City Brands Index”, mainly in 2013 it was on 6 position while in 2015
were already on 10 rank. In 2013 also Vienna was positioned on 9 ranks. In present time, from
2016 it was adopted a holistic city marketing strategies perspective that include all the four
target-markets (residents, visitors, investors and entrepreneurs) within the city. The goals of
Vienna marketing communication is based on top quality of life, also as a cultural metropolis,
“a hub for Central European businesses and finance, center for education science and research,
city of excellence in medicine". (Tsafka-Tsotskou, 2014)
Using powerful marketing techniques (Popescu, 2001; Onisor, 2015) Bucharest can
identify the latest opportunities for their residents. City has a potential to be capitalized in the
future in order to become "an influent city" in the fields of business, culture, ecology, tourism
and event planning. The city marketing activity is required to include: "diversity, cosmopolite
and vibrant culture, the ambitious city, willing and capable of developing itself, the welcoming
city etc". (Popescu, 2009) The creation of "an image with resonance for the public" is required
for Bucharest city marketing. The local authorities need to chose realistic values that propel
Bucharest which are addresses to residents, foreign tourists, national and international actors
from the business area also, creative sector (marketing, design, mass-media companies etc.) in
order to promote a co-operation climate. "That could create and sustain on long term” the city
marketing strategy, that will allow people to empathize and be proud of Bucharest. City
marketing is known as be "built in the minds of people" and efficiency of strategies is regard
to target group as visitors, investors and residents. It is recommended also to imply people as
those who "make the city” in the urban marketing. In this purpose may be created "the
communication platform opened to all the residents". (Popescu and Corbos, 2010)
Few mobile apps "have been specifically developed for the tourists" visiting the city. The
website www.booking.com in may 2021 present Bucharest, with its "café culture and
neoclassical monuments", as "a cosmopolitan vibe sits alongside an intense national pride.
Explore the grand halls and marble rooms of ‘People’s House’, the largest parliament building
in the world, climb the Arcul de Triumf for panoramic views, or find a quiet spot in the old
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Lipscani quarter to take in the vibrant mood." The Parliament Palace from Bucharest is well
known tourist site. While tripadvisor.com portal in May 2021 are mentioning about Bucharest:
"Vlad the Impaler stated his claim to Bucharest in 1459. His citadel on the Dambovita was the
first of flotillas of palaces, many of which still stand. Four subway lines and a modern bus
network transport visitors and commuters. Nicknamed "Little Paris", Bucharest's elegant early
20th-century architecture shows French influences. Don't miss the Village Museum, Romanian
Athenaeum and the Peasant Museum. You can't miss the Palace of Parliament, the secondlargest building in the world (after the Pentagon)." The research noted about the necessity to
develop marketing and communication tools of Bucharest metropolis via social media
networks, websites, or mobile applications. (Surugiu et al., n.d.) At the digitalization era
beginning, companies are willing differently to invest in this field (Tala & State, 2020) as well
as cities. As the communication marketing approaches that may be initiated by the authorities
in order to build the image of the city of Bucharest is suggested to create a city web portal, as
foe example Amsterdam (https://www.iamsterdam.com/en) where all the amenities including
"hospitals, education, entrainment, tourism, hotel services and transportation" are available.
(Somayya & Ramaswamy, 2016)
Ecological marketing is not representative in Bucharest and after a researcher resulted
that did not represent an opportunity for city business development. Even if many of city
citizens declared themselves as being ecologists and oriented for sustainable development their
ecological behavior is still low. This although citizens consider that they "live in a polluted
city". (Popescu, Corbos, Comanescu and Bunea, 2017) After a research of Bucharest residents
and tourists perception to present practices and the city level of promotion was suggested that
city "lacks an appropriate promoting strategy and a strong urban brand". In order to improve
the effectiveness of this marketing activity was mentioned that public authorities should initiate
activities "for promoting the city, by developing a complex and long-term urban marketing
strategy". Also was noted that private initiatives prove to be "the most successful". (Popescu
and Mina-Raiu, 2019) After a research Tigu et al. (2018) mentioned that people agreed that
Bucharest has no coherent official marketing strategy and only initiatives from private actors
(major events, online environment, word of mouth, airlines operators or other). Moreover, it
was suggested that city "is sometimes promoted by chance” or casually through national and
international events and fairs. Even if people consider city as "safe, green and clean" they
mentioned the weaknesses of Bucharest promotion as the lack of an organization and of a
coherent marketing strategy. Bucharest due to a well organized marketing strategy has the
potential to develop its image on the international level.
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something else. 0.3%
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Figure 1. City / country most efficient communicators

After preliminary results of the survey it is indicated as the city/ country most efficient
communicators by the most of respondents (15,4%) tourism, followed by tradition (12,8%),
known institutions, as universities, medical centers (12%), personalities (11,8%), history
(9.2%), sports achievements (8,8%), residents (7,6%) and others (local companies,
architectural heritage, public diplomacy, infrastructure, diasporas, others). As a result of the
case study it is suggested a holistic strategic marketing action of the authorities in order to build
the image of the city of Bucharest based on traditional, digital as well as mixed marketing
communication. Another strategic marketing approaches that may be initiated by the
authorities in order to build the image of the city of Bucharest may be similar of the Danish
government’s within "a framework of nation branding the focus on risk reduction" with public
diplomacy that maintain a function to link transnational publics to national security. It is
suggested that the public relations of states will be transformed to the state marketing
(Rasmussena & Merkelsenb, 2012) or city marketing. Bucharest needs to pay more attention
among "the elements of reputation management" as place branding, cultural and public
diplomacy in order to acquire an identity and positive image. In order to improve city
distinction it is suggested to Bucharest authorities a strategic coordination, collaboration and
communication with institutions and actors erratically involved. (Dumbrăveanua, 2010)
Conclusions
The city community strategy of development is a form of "creative co-production" linked
to receptive, engaged citizens and attuned to enrolling those outside of industry, also policy
circles. For effectively promotion process it is required a marketing strategy. City marketing
also was related in researches to the societal marketing concept. City marketing is also defined
as the creation of "a place that meets the needs of targeted markets". Bucharest is one of the
Europe's largest cities while based on a comparison of ranks Europe’s largest cities from 2008
as it was on only on 61 positions. In order to improve city distinction it is suggested to
Bucharest authorities a strategic coordination, collaboration and communication with
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institutions and actors erratically involved. It is also recommended to involve residents, such
as those who "make the city", in urban marketing through local authorities educational
programs that will develop of the bilateral link. This is a crucial period for all big cities and
metropolitans. Cities need to review their strategies and marketing to find a way to makes a
difference or at least to get back to the usual pace of life they had before social, economic and
health crises.
As a result of the case study presented in paper are suggested communication actions
based on communication techniques as advertising (at local, regional, national and international
level) for the purpose of information communication, which have as objectives pursued besides
the commercial and corporate form, the socio-humanitarian one; with a focus on public
relations to promote the image of the city that indirectly contributes to increasing future results;
communication through events to enhance the image of the city due to the organization of fairs,
exhibitions; also various sponsorships (such as US and China sponsorships related to Cov19
vaccines) and patrons. Bucharest, as an European metropolis, tend to be a society multiracial,
multi-religious, multiethnic democratic society information and education campaigns are
needed regarding the people role and value within the city and abroad in order to create a city
brand. The importance of the theoretical notions regarding the marketing and communication
strategy is huge in order to be adopted to improve the image of Bucharest. This can create a
link between residents, visitors, investors and entrepreneurs within the city with the goals of
Bucharest marketing communication to improve the top quality of life, to ensures security, also
to lays the foundations as metropolis of culture, businesses, finance, education, science,
research and excellence in sports, medicine or value other performance. Also are suggested
holistic communication actions based on the typology of the marketing strategy as traditional,
mix and online programs.
Findings of research identify trends of successful marketing strategy for the Bucharest.
The implication of the study results represents a basis for future studies in the improvement of
marketing strategies in metropolitan regions. The original contribution of the authors is
discussing the degree of involvement that marketing plays in the image of cities in this period
of restrictions. Even if people consider city as "safe, green and clean" they mentioned the
weaknesses of Bucharest promotion as the lack of an organization and of a coherent marketing
strategy. Bucharest due to a well organized marketing strategy has the potential to develop its
image on the international level.
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Abstract
This article is devoted to the study of the Russian inclusive environment state, as well as the analysis of the market
for rehabilitation equipment for people with disabilities. The emphasis is placed on the possibility of using a
Russian technological product in the field of disabled people rehabilitation. The purpose of the study is to analyze
expert opinions on the Russian market of goods for rehabilitation, to identify the level of potential demand for a
technological novelty of the NEUROCHAT hardware and software complex, as well as to develop
recommendations for promoting Russian-made rehabilitation equipment on the market. The research methods
were the secondary analysis of metadata on the rehabilitation goods market and the state of the inclusive
environment of the Russian Federation from open Russian and foreign sources, the use of the snowball-technic
method to obtain statistical data, as well as conducting primary research in the form of in-depth interviews and an
Internet survey of representatives of target groups. The relevance lies in the reflection of the trends emerging in
the Russian inclusive environment and in the rehabilitation equipment market. The development of innovative
products aimed at integrating people with disabilities into the social environment makes it possible to implement
government programs, which will improve the life of this category of Russians. The practical significance lies in
the potential of using the new rehabilitation equipment - the NEUROCHAT hardware and software complex,
which has a wide potential in the areas of rehabilitation, socialization, employment and education of disabled
people. The novelty lies in the use of modern marketing tools to promote the product on the market of
rehabilitation equipment in the Russian Federation. As a result, recommendations were developed for promoting
Russian-made rehabilitation equipment on the market using the example of the NEUROCHAT hardware and
software complex technological novelty.
Keywords: Rehabilitation equipment market, people with disabilities, inclusive environment, Russian
technologies, hardware and software complex, promotion tools.
JEL classification: M31, I14.

1. INTRODUCTION
Today, increased attention is paid to the issues of the disabled people life in the Russian
Federation. Within the framework of legislative acts adopted at the state level, measures are
being taken to create and develop an inclusive environment. These include the reconstruction
of buildings for the capabilities of people with mobility disabilities, the adaptation of the
transport system, the allocation of quotas for employers when hiring people with disabilities,
the provision of specialized equipment to educational organizations that implement training
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programs for people with disabilities, subtitling of films to ensure access for full viewing to
hearing-impaired people, employment programs and much more . However, the measures
taken are not enough for the full integration of people with disabilities into the social
environment [15]. So, the effectiveness of the state program "Accessible Environment",
implemented in 2011-2020. in order to improve the standard of living of people with
disabilities, is estimated by experts at a low level (87.5% of the planned 98%) [5].
The state of the rehabilitation equipment market in the Russian Federation should be
especially noted. 20-25 million people are in need of medical rehabilitation. The most active
rehabilitation is developing in large cities such as Moscow and St. Petersburg, however, in the
country as a whole, the rehabilitation sphere is poorly developed. Today the share of Russianmade rehabilitation equipment is 37% of the total market volume. At the same time, the
Strategy for the development of industrial production of rehabilitation products developed by
the Government of the Russian Federation until 2025 determines the target guidelines for the
expansion of this market [16]. This article examines the capabilities of the NEUROCHAT
hardware and software complex, the functionality of which allows us to qualitatively improve
the social life of people with disabilities.
2. BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY
The state of the rehabilitation equipment market
Nowadays, the total volume of the rehabilitation and habilitation goods world market is
estimated by experts at $ 126.5 billion. Most (about 80%) of the rehabilitation and habilitation
goods world market are medical products. Among them are goods for people with voice and
speech impairments - $ 1.2 billion (1.1%); goods for people with hearing impairment - $ 13.4
billion (12.3%); goods for people with visual impairments - $ 29.0 billion (26.8%); goods for
people with mobility impairments - $ 40.87 billion (37.7%); architectural and planning devices
and tools for creating a barrier-free environment - $ 24 billion (22.1%) [9]. In the structure of
the assistive devices world market for people with mobility impairments, prostheses of the
upper and lower extremities occupy a large part, while in the Russian market the largest
segment is occupied by equipment and aids to facilitate movement. The main share of the
rehabilitation products global market is taken by goods for people with visual impairments,
followed by means to create a barrier-free environment, then goods for people with mobility
impairments [10]. Forecasted, taking into account the factors of influence and stimulating
trends, the growth of the world market of rehabilitation and habilitation goods on average by
segments is 3.12% per year.
The volume of the Russian rehabilitation and habilitation market is about 0.5% of the
global one, which once again confirms the low level of domestic production and draws
attention to the high importance of the development of this direction. The share of imported
products in the Russian Federation rehabilitation goods market is about 60% [4]. At the same
time, 74.6% of the total market volume in kind falls on the segment of rehabilitation in state
polyclinic medical institutions, 11.8% - on the segment of rehabilitation in multidisciplinary
commercial clinics, 7.8% is occupied by the segment of medical rehabilitation in specialized
state rehabilitation centers, 5, 9% - segment of rehabilitation in commercial rehabilitation
centers [7]. Over the past decade, the market has shown mixed dynamics: growth since the
beginning of 2010-2012. (17.7-35.2 billion rubles) was replaced by stagnation due to a
reduction in budget funding and the crisis in the Russian economy in 2013-2015. Today the
situation has stabilized. According to BusinesStat forecasts, by 2023 the volume of the medical
rehabilitation services market in the Russian Federation will grow by 2.1% -2.9% per year [12].
Experts refer to the main directions of rehabilitation products innovative development as
the spread of systems for the intellectualization of technical products, including the "Internet
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of Things"; expanding the possibilities of 3D printing; proliferation of sensory systems;
development of artificial intelligence; advances in robotics; research in the field of
neurotechnology and human-machine interfaces; advances in new materials; achievements in
the field of bionic research (biomechanics, bioengineering, etc.) [6]. At the same time, Russian
innovative developments in the field of rehabilitation may be of interest both to the professional
community and to the world community as a whole [14].
Characteristics of the hardware and software complex "Neurochat"
NEUROCHAT – is a communication system that creates the possibility of network
communication for people who are unable to speak and move. The hardware and software
complex developed by Russian specialists is able to qualitatively improve the life of people
with such diagnoses as infantile cerebral palsy, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, stroke, multiple
sclerosis and various types of neurotraumas [2]. The NEUROCHAT system consists of a
headset capable of recording brain signals, as well as software installed on the user's computer.

Figure 1. Hardware and software complex NEUROCHAT
Source: NeuroChat presented modern possibilities of neuro-rehabilitation // inva.tv URL:
http://inva.tv/obzory-i-stati/16464-nejrochat-prezentoval-sovremennye-vozmozhnosti-nejro-reabilitatsii

The convenience of the headset allows people to use NEUROCHAT not only in a hospital
or outpatient setting, but also at home. Moreover, even untrained users (for example, relatives)
can easily install it on the patient's head. The design of the neuro headset assumes comfortable
continuous wearing throughout the day. The software designed to work with the system is also
convenient to use, since the configuration takes place once on the user's computer and in the
future does not require any complex actions: just a simple connection of the headset and
launching the program.
The NEUROCHAT hardware and software complex has the following capabilities:
Typing with the power of thought. NEUROCHAT allows you to type on your computer
screen without using speech or movement. The user, concentrating on the desired letter or
symbol on the virtual keyboard, makes a mental choice of the object. So, letter by letter or by
choosing ready-made words on the screen, a person can type both short messages and whole
sentences.
Communication on social networks. NEUROCHAT was created not only for
communication with the immediate environment, the purpose of the system is to enable wide
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communication on the Internet. Therefore, NEUROCHAT is connected to VKontakte social
network, it is possible to correspond via SMS, and work is in process to add other social
networks and instant messengers.
Internet services. In addition to online communication, NEUROCHAT allows you to use
other services on the Internet that have been integrated into the system. Already, users can read
thematic news blocks (sports, politics, culture, etc.), watch videos, keep notes and a diary.
Device management. The manufacturer of the system - the company "NeuroChat" - is
working on connecting the capabilities of controlling external devices "by the power of
thought", for example, "Smart House" [12].

the software is
installed on the
computer

the neuro
headset is put
on the user's
head

the device is
calibrated
accourding to
thereccomenda
tions in it's
instruction

by mental
effort the user
opens a chat
window
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keyboard
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light up, and
when the headset
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brain signal for a
certain letter, it
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input window

gradually
entering letter
by letter, the
user types
words and
sentences

Figure 2. Sequence of steps when working with NEUROCHAT
Source: About NeuroChat // neurochat.pro URL: http://neurochat.pro/

It is important to note that the NEUROCHAT system not only solves communication
problems, but also has a rehabilitation effect. Patients who regularly use the device note a
significant improvement in cognitive functions, since the user needs to maintain concentration
for a long time while working with NEUROCHAT [3]. Work on one cognitive function
stimulates the work of conjugate functions. The described hardware-software complex can be
used in the process of patients’ rehabilitation with craniocerebral trauma, cerebrovascular
accident, cerebral palsy, various neurotraumas and diseases that cause cognitive impairment,
can be used to prevent dementia, Alheimer's disease, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson's disease,
when working with children with ADHD, as well as to train the cognitive sphere of people
without severe diseases.
The cost of the NEUROCHAT device on the Russian market of rehabilitation products
ranges from 120 to 150 thousand rubles. The manufacturing company also offers the possibility
of renting, the price of which is 10 thousand rubles per month. Today there is a question of the
demand for this technological product among target groups. If there is partial knowledge
among the professional community (B2B sector) about the innovative NEUROCHAT
technology, then the general public (B2C), potentially interested in this rehabilitation product,
has a scant idea of its existence and its capabilities. The manufacturer's task is to position the
NEUROCHAT hardware and software complex in the B2C segment.
Target audience
The target audience of the company are consumers of the B2B and B2C market, where
in the first case these are medical clinics and private rehabilitation centers, and in the second people with speech and movement disorders (with diagnoses: TBI, cerebral palsy, ADHD, MS,
ALS, spinal injuries, various neurotrauma, stroke, cerebrovascular accident and diseases that
cause cognitive impairment) and their relatives. Most potential users of the NEUROCHAT
hardware and software complex are not able to make their own purchasing decisions. For them,
it is done by medical workers (if we are talking about rehabilitation in the center) or close
relatives who care and support them at home. Therefore, in the B2C sector, relatives of the
patient act as buyers, and patients themselves act as consumers. However, patients have a
significant influence on purchasing decisions and are therefore the target audience. The
NEUROCHAT system can help them to fulfill the need to communicate with their loved ones,
increase life motivation through interaction with a large number of people, as well as the
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effectiveness of the rehabilitation process [13].
In the case of the B2C market, the core audience will be the relatives of people with
disabilities. They take care of them every day, take them to the doctor and monitor their health.
They buy medicines, find clinics and specialists, search the Internet for methods that can help
cope with the disease. They live in Moscow; the average income is about 60 thousand rubles
per person per month. The average age is 35-40 years. They sit in groups on social networks
that bring together people facing similar illnesses. They read comments, share their
experiences, give advice and ask for it. They trust people who have similar problems, as well
as a doctor who is involved in the rehabilitation of their relative with disabilities. They are open
to new things, ready to spend financial resources and try different methods to make the life of
their relative with disabilities easier and better. The main difficulties they face are: finding
good clinics and qualified doctors who can help their relative and offer an effective
rehabilitation program; difficulties with the individual selection of effective methods for
recovery; as well as high prices for rehabilitation services [3].
Research methodology
This article is devoted to the study of the Russian inclusive environment state, as well as
the analysis of the market for rehabilitation equipment for people with disabilities. The
emphasis is placed on the possibility of using a Russian technological product in the field of
disabled people rehabilitation.
The purpose of the study is to analyze expert opinions on the Russian market of goods
for rehabilitation, to identify the level of potential demand for a technological novelty of the
NEUROCHAT hardware and software complex, as well as to develop recommendations for
promoting Russian-made rehabilitation equipment on the market.
The research methods were the secondary analysis of metadata on the rehabilitation
goods market and the state of the inclusive environment of the Russian Federation from open
Russian and foreign sources, the use of the snowball-technic method to obtain statistical data,
as well as conducting primary research in the form of in-depth interviews and an Internet survey
of representatives of target groups.
The relevance lies in the reflection of the trends emerging in the Russian inclusive
environment and in the rehabilitation equipment market. The development of innovative
products aimed at integrating people with disabilities into the social environment makes it
possible to implement government programs, which will improve the life of this category of
Russians.
The practical significance lies in the potential of using the new rehabilitation equipment
- the NEUROCHAT hardware and software complex, which has a wide potential in the areas
of rehabilitation, socialization, employment and education of disabled people.
The novelty lies in the use of modern marketing tools to promote the product on the
market of rehabilitation equipment in the Russian Federation.
As a result, recommendations were developed for promoting Russian-made rehabilitation
equipment on the market using the example of the NEUROCHAT hardware and software
complex technological novelty.
To clarify the needs of the target audience and awareness of the NEUROCHAT hardware
and software complex, a study was conducted among representatives of B2B and B2C
segments. The research methods were the secondary analysis of metadata on the market of
rehabilitation goods and the state of the inclusive environment of the Russian Federation from
open Russian and foreign sources, the use of the snowball-technic method to obtain statistical
data, as well as conducting primary research in the form of in-depth interviews and an Internet
survey of representatives of target groups.
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As part of an in-depth interview aimed at identifying the level of awareness and expert
position in relation to the NEUROCHAT rehabilitation product, specialists were questioned
from such medical institutions as the ICR Rehabilitation Center, the ICR-Children Children's
Rehabilitation Center, and N. G.E. Sukhareva, GBUZ MO "Moscow City Clinical Hospital",
"Galileo Center", "Nevromed" and "Alegre".
The study of the needs for the NEUROCHAT hardware and software complex among
the potential audience of the B2C segment was to conduct an online survey among people with
disabilities, as well as among their relatives and friends. 56 people took part in the online
survey, including 28 people diagnosed with cerebral palsy, 13 people with traumatic brain
injury, 7 with the consequences of a stroke, 7 people with a spinal injury and 1 person with
multiple sclerosis. The sample indicators are acceptable for this target audience, taking into
consideration its social closedness and macro-factors of the Russian environment.
3. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS
The results of in-depth interviews showed that none of the interviewed specialists of
medical institutions knows about the NEUROCHAT hardware and software complex.
However, when informing them about the functionality of the device and the effect of its use,
most of them positively assessed its capabilities and expressed an interest. Some of the
specialists who indicated the high potential of the device did not feel the need for it due to the
specifics of the work, which concerned, for example, interaction with young children who
cannot read and are unable to concentrate attention. As for older patients - adolescents and
older people, who have preserved intelligence and know the alphabet, then, according to
experts, the device can help them in the recovery process in conjunction with other methods.
The respondents also mentioned the motivation for buying: the ratio of affordable price and
high quality, the fixed efficiency of the device and the ability to take the device for testing.
Among the main problems in the work, experts pointed out the lack of unified modern methods
for working with patients: basically, each center develops its own methodology, and there is
no single accepted model, as well as problems with relatives who shift all responsibility for the
patient onto a specialist and are not ready to deal with him yourself. Key findings from in-depth
interviews with rehabilitation professionals:
the awareness of the NEUROCHAT hardware and software complex among specialists
is very low;
respondents positively assess the capabilities of the device and admit its high potential
for working with patients;
all specialists noted the need to test the NEUROCHAT hardware and software complex
on themselves before using it when working with patients;
the respondents named the following as the main motivation for buying: the ratio of
affordable price and high quality, scientifically proven efficiency of the device and the
possibility to take it for testing;
As the main sources of obtaining new and relevant information from the professional
field, experts named various specialized events: exhibitions, conferences, round tables, etc.
The results of a representatives’ opinions study (B2C segment with developmental
disabilities at the age from 8 to 18 years) confirmed that the main difficulties that respondents
most often face in life and that significantly complicate their socialization are movement and
speech disorders. At the same time, 85% of respondents do not know about the existence and
capabilities of the NEUROCHAT hardware and software complex, 9% of respondents have a
superficial idea, and only 6% have heard of this device.
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Figure 3. NEUROCHAT functions of interest to the B2B segment target audience
Source: compiled by the authors.

When asked about the functionality of a technological product, most of the respondents
answered that they are interested in NEUROCHAT's ability to improve the efficiency of the
rehabilitation process (46%). This is followed by interest in the possibility of typing text with
the power of thought to communicate with the environment (27% of respondents) and
notification of the user’s basic needs (21%). For half of the respondents, it would be more
convenient to test the NEUROCHAT hardware and software complex at home (50% of
responses). 27% of the study participants spoke in favor of the possibility to test this innovative
product in medical institutions, for 11% of the respondents it is enough to view advertising
messages. The key factors motivating respondents to buy a device almost equally became
several options: a person with disabilities own desire to improve the quality of life (34% of
responses), a recommendation from a doctor or other specialist (32% of responses), free access
to NEUROCHAT testing before purchase (32% of responses). Advice from friends who have
experience using the NEUROCHAT system, as well as information from open sources, will
affect the purchase of a rehabilitation product in 18% and 14% of cases, respectively. For the
majority of respondents (83%), the comfortable price of the device on the market is up to
20,000 rubles. 17% of respondents are ready to pay from 20 to 50 thousand rubles per unit of
product.
The results of the study correspond to the perceptions of the target audience consumer
capabilities in relation to the NEUROCHAT communication system as a new product on the
rehabilitation market.
4. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Based on the research results confirming the low awareness of the product in the B2B
segment, a solution is proposed for holding a series of round tables within the framework of
ongoing industry events (professional exhibitions, specialized conferences, etc.) on the topic
of medicine and rehabilitation. Thanks to the holding of round tables, the manufacturing
company will be able to increase not only the economic, but also, together with participation
in exhibitions, the communicative efficiency of its interaction with the audience within the
framework of specialized events. According to preliminary calculations, the return on
marketing investments in the B2B market will be 631%, while the company's profit will amount
to 7,553,435 rubles. Which is a high performance indicator for a startup company.
The main channels recommended for the NEUROCHAT hardware and software complex
promotion in the B2C segment can be: targeting in social networks and contextual advertising,
advertisements on sites: Avito, Yula, Yandex.Services, YouDo, needspec.ru, profi.ru, and also
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leaflets and posters for placement in the twenty best Moscow rehabilitation centers. Targeting
and contextual advertising will be the best solution for parents who use the Internet (including
in order to find information related to the education of a child with disabilities, habilitation,
rehabilitation, etc., which will help to select the audience when setting up contextual
advertising) and spend significant time on social media. Placing posters and leaflets in
rehabilitation centers should attract parents who visit health facilities with their child.
Today bloggers have a great influence on the opinions and behavior of people. The
audience trusts them, follows their lives, is involved in communication with them, and we can
say that the audience takes bloggers for their acquaintances, and sometimes even for friends.
At the same time, in addition to popular beauty or fitness bloggers, people with disabilities also
conduct their pages on the Instagram social network. They are much smaller in number, and
the number of their subscribers is not so large due to the specifics of the audience, however,
among their subscribers you can find people with disabilities or their relatives. It is important
to note that people who are faced with various serious diagnoses, or their relatives, tend to look
everywhere for information on how to cope with the problem. Most communicate in thematic
groups or on the pages of bloggers, exchange experiences and give advice on which methods
have helped and which ones are better not to try. In the communication of people united by
such a serious problem, trusting warm relations prevail, including with bloggers. Based on this,
close interaction with bloggers based on barter can be used to promote the NEUROCHAT
hardware and software complex: the company provides them with the NEUROCHAT product
for personal use for cognitive training at home, and the blogger regularly studies and writes
about his results, as well as posts in the profile link to the company's website. At the same time,
in order for the blogger to have a motivation to publish posts about the device, and it would be
beneficial for him to interest subscribers in the purchase, he will receive 10% of annual sales.
For the company, such interaction is an opportunity not only to tell the target audience about
the device and cognitive training, but also to build audience trust and increase sales. For a
blogger, this is an opportunity to improve the rehabilitation process and develop the cognitive
sphere using unique technology, increase the number of subscribers and increase an income.
Taken together, the proposed directions for promoting the NEUROCHAT rehabilitation
product are designed to increase both communicative and economic efficiency. The return on
marketing investments will be 146%, and the profit will be 2,016,000 rubles.
In conclusion, it is worth noting that creating an inclusive environment is a timeconsuming and ambitious task that countries around the world are working to solve. People
with severe disabilities have special needs, and states are trying to create for them such living
conditions that will allow them to live comfortably in society. The volume of the Russian
market for rehabilitation and habilitation means is only about 0.5% of the global market. The
share of domestic rehabilitation equipment goods in Russia is small, only 37% of the total
market, while the share of imports is more than 60%. The total volume of rehabilitation goods
imports in Russia, taking into account the segment of architectural and planning devices, is
estimated at 17.7 billion rubles. The state Strategy for the development of industrial production
of rehabilitation products until 2025 is trying to resolve the shortage of domestic
manufacturers’ products. One of the most promising directions for the development of
industrial production is research in the field of neurotechnology and human-machine interfaces.
The Russian company "NEUROCHAT" carries out its activities in this direction and offers the
market a device for communication of people with speech and movement impairments using
the "power of thought", which is also a simulator for the development of the cognitive sphere.
the NEUROCHAT hardware and software complex contributes not only to improving the
quality of patient rehabilitation and their return to the social environment, but also to the
development of an inclusive sphere in Russia as a whole.
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Abstract
Brand touchpoints represent any communicative touchpoints between consumers and brands along the customer
journey and are thus essential for the success of retail brands (Ieva & Ziliani, 2018). However, the current
pandemic crisis is characterized by some severe restrictions on brick-and-mortar retail. It can be assumed that this
has led to a shortage of in-store brand touchpoints and consequently to a weakening of the consumer-brand
relationship which needs to be compensated (Baxendale et al., 2015). In the sense of omnichannel retailing,
combining offline and online touchpoints is being advocated - even before and independently of Covid 19 - to
strengthen the brand relationship of customers (von Briel, 2018; Verhoef et al., 2015). It remains unclear to what
extent this integrated use of online and offline touchpoints can help to compensate for corona-related limitations
by strengthening the consumer-brand relationship. This study investigates the impact of corona-related scarcity
of in-store brand touchpoints on four different dimensions of consumer-brand relationship (trust, satisfaction,
attachment, loyalty). On the example of a shopping mall, we tested consumer responses to two different customer
journeys (solely in-store vs. in-store & online), which represented higher or weaker perceived strength of brand
touchpoints. Findings of a PLS-SEM study (n=281) indicate that consumers‘ perceived strength of brand
touchpoints has an overall positive effect on the single dimensions of consumer-brand relationships. It became
evident that the joint use of online and offline touchpoints has a stronger effect on attachment than focusing
exclusively on analog touchpoints. In our discussion, we highlight the importance of retail brands‘ capability to
build up both, online and offline touchpoints to maintain and secure relationships with customers in times of crisis.
The study contributes to a better understanding of brand-consumer relationships and the importance of a mix of
offline and online brand touchpoints in the retail sector.
Keywords: Touchpoints, Omnichannel Retailing, Consumer-Brand Relationships, Customer Journey, Brand
Experience.
JEL classification: M3, M31, M37.

1. Introduction
In recent years, a paradigm shift affects consumers and companies likewise. An
integrated omnichannel model has replaced the isolated view of different interaction and
communication channels. A seamless brand experience is supposed to be enabled, allowing the
consumer to interact with the brand whenever desired (von Briel, 2018). This requires brands
to be both active and responsive at touchpoints. However, with the myriad of channels and
touchpoints, it is a significant challenge for brand managers to identify the most influential
touchpoints that contribute to the brand's success. However, this no longer involves purely
transaction-based economic goals, but in particular interaction behavior along the entire
purchasing decision process (Grönroos, 2010). Brands can create specific impressions for the
consumer at any touchpoint along the customer journey (Baxendale et al., 2015), affecting not
only the brand experience but also consumer-brand relationships (Xie et al., 2017).
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However, due to the ongoing Covid-19 crisis, several brick-and-mortar retailers are
temporarily closed, limiting in-store touchpoints. As a result, the retail brand cannot interact
with consumers at the point of sale as intended. To date, there has been no clear comparison of
in-store only or the joint use of in-store and online touchpoints (e.g., Giraldi et al., 2016), nor
have shopping malls been significantly considered as retail brands in this research area
(Merrilees et al., 2016). Therefore, this study examines whether the joint use of online and instore touchpoints will impact the consumer-brand relationship more positively compared to
exclusively in-store touchpoints. The goal is to investigate whether this joint deployment of
touchpoints can partially compensate for constrained in-store touchpoints. A shopping mall
serves as the object of study, connecting both research fields of shopping malls and branding.
2. Literature Review and Development of the Conceptual Framework
2.1 Branding and Shopping Malls
Shopping malls are a retail agglomeration format allowing consumers to make tie-in
purchases reducing the cost of shopping and comparative purchases reducing the cost of
obtaining information (Mulligan et al., 2012). Furthermore, mall visits result in multiple needs
being met simultaneously: On the one hand, conventional supplies can be purchased; on the
other hand, consumers can socialize and spend their free time (Das & Varshneya, 2017).
Resulting urbanization and localization economies may lead consumers to prefer shopping
malls over retail stores, although they are more distant (Teller & Elms, 2010). Despite these
benefits, little research has addressed branding in the context of shopping malls (Merrilees et
al., 2016). Although the literature on corporate branding has multiplied (Miller et al., 2014)
and some of the literature on malls has dealt with loyalty (Chebat et al., 2009), an intersection
of these two areas is almost lacking. Therefore, following Myers et al. (2008), who highlighted
the importance of differentiating shopping places by creating shopping place branding, this
study analyzes shopping malls as retail brands in the following.
One of the essential factors in consumers' purchase, involvement, and motivation is
individual experiences (Pine & Gilmore, 1999). These experiences can be evoked by any point
of contact at which the customer interacts with the retail brand. Therefore, by managing brand
experiences effectively, retail brands could achieve a competitive advantage, enhance customer
loyalty and strengthen consumer-brand relationships (Grewal et al., 2009).
2.2. Consumer-brand Relationship Dimensions
One of the first works manifesting consumer-brand relationships (CBR) was Fournier's
(1998), identifying 15 types of CBR and developing the "brand relationship quality" (BRQ) as
an indicator of the strength, consisting of six dimensions: love/passion and self-connection
(affective), intimacy, and partner quality (cognitive) as well as interdependence and
commitment (behavioral). As one of the most comprehensive analyses of CBR, her work serves
as a model for further studies (e. g. Fernandes & Moreira, 2019). In terms of affective
relationship dimensions, Park et al. (2010) extended self-connection to attachment by brand
prominence. Attachment positively effects commitment (Ramaseshan & Stein, 2014) or loyalty
(Khamitov et al., 2019), respectively. According to Thibaut & Kelley's (1959) interdependence
theory and Rusbult's (1980) investment model, satisfaction is central to relationships. Further,
a positive influence of satisfaction on loyalty (Fernandes & Moreira, 2019) and consumer
behavior in the context of shopping malls (Chebat et al., 2014), has been found. Even though
Fournier (1998) equates satisfaction with partner quality, while Huber et al. (2010) incorporate
partner quality as an antecedent, this study focuses on relationship satisfaction, including brand
satisfaction and partner quality, as a cognitive relationship dimension. Within the behavioral
dimensions, Fournier's (1998) study exclusively considers attitudinal, not actual behavioral
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aspects. Alternatively, some studies on CBR examine brand loyalty as a behavioral dimension
(e. g. Khamitov et al., 2019) or focus exclusively on purchase intention (Huber et al., 2010)
and WOM (Hudson et al., 2015). This study adopts loyalty consisting of purchase intention
and WOM, being characterized cognitively and conatively (Delgado-Ballester et al., 2003).
The BRQ does not capture relevant aspects for consumer-brand relationships from a
social psychological perspective. As per Homans' (1961) and Blau's (1964) social exchange
theory and Altman & Taylor's (1973) social penetration theory, trust is central among other
relationship facets. Recent studies have proven a positive influence of trust on loyalty
(Khamitov et al., 2019; Becerra & Badrinarayanan, 2013). Therefore, in the following, trust is
considered as an additional relationship dimension of equal importance.
H1: The CBR dimensions trust (a), satisfaction (b), and attachment (c) have a positive
effect on loyalty.
2.3. Brand Touchpoints in Retail Settings
Brand touchpoints comprise any direct or indirect contact with the brand (Baxendale et
al., 2015). As brand-related stimuli, they evoke a specific brand experience (Brakus et al.,
2009), impacting the quality of consumer-brand relationships (Xie et al., 2017). The
proliferation of channels has led to an increasingly complex purchase decision process, as
consumers have more options to get in touch with a brand (Wind & Hays, 2016). As a result,
managing the customer journey and developing a consistent brand experience across all
touchpoints becomes more challenging (Homburg et al., 2017). To cope with this variety,
touchpoint classifications have been developed (e.g., Lemon & Verhoef, 2016). This study
applies a division into in-store and online touchpoints to analyze the combined use concerning
omnichannel retailing. In-store brand touchpoints have been found to lead to a more positive
change in brand consideration than other brand touchpoints (Baxendale et al., 2015). In terms
of loyalty, both in-store and online touchpoints seem crucial (Ieva & Ziliani, 2018b). This
demonstrates the central role of retail stores, despite the growing omnichannel transformation.
However, this transformation reinforces the importance of providing a holistic brand
experience that not only relates to the physical store but unites all channels (von Briel, 2018).
As a result, we assume combining in-store and online touchpoints will not only influence the
loyalty but also other CBR dimensions more effectively than solely online touchpoints.
H2: The perceived strength of touchpoints (brand experience) has a positive impact on
the CBR dimensions trust (a), satisfaction (b), attachment (c), and loyalty (d).
H3: The joint use of in-store and online brand touchpoints leads to a stronger positive
impact of brand experience on the CBR dimensions trust (a), satisfaction (b), attachment (c),
and loyalty (d) than exclusively online touchpoints.
2.4. Stimulus-Organism-Response Paradigm
Consumer research is characterized by the SOR paradigm, originated by Mehrabian &
Russell (1974) and modified by Jacoby (2002). It assumes that responses arise as external
stimuli lead to unobservable psychological processes. These processes are intervening
variables used as mediators in research (Zhao et al., 2010). In this study, brand touchpoints
constitute the stimuli that are (un-)consciously processed in the course of a brand experience
(Ramaseshan & Stein, 2014), resulting in loyalty as a response. According to Jacoby (2002),
attachment, satisfaction, and trust represent emotional and cognitive sectors of the organism
and thus function as mediators. These relationships form the research model of this study and
as illustrated in Figure 1.
H4: The effect of brand experience on loyalty is mediated by the CBR dimensions trust
(a), satisfaction (b), and attachment (c).
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Figure 1. Conceptual framework

3. Methodology
3.1. Research Design and Sample Characteristics
Conducting an online survey in October 2020, this study used a quantitative explorative
design leading to a total sample size of 281 participants. Customers of a German shopping mall
who had visited the mall at least once filled in the questionnaire. Respondents were directed to
SoSci-Survey through a link shared on the shopping mall's Instagram account, where a brief
overview of the survey was presented. According to a two-dimensional brand touchpoint
division, the website, the Facebook account, the Instagram account, and the newsletter of the
mall represented their online touchpoints. In contrast, personal communication, activities/
events, services, appearance as well as the diversity of shops represented their in-store
touchpoints. After checking the respondents' perceptions of the strength of those brand
touchpoints, they were led to measurement scales to determine their shopping mall relationship.
Participants were asked to provide sociodemographic information at the end of the survey.
Two-thirds of the sample is female, and one-third is male. The average age is 30, with
the largest age groups being under 25 (36%) and 25-34 (44%). Those aged 35-44 (10%) and
45-54 (6%) are much less common, with participants over 55 (4%) making up the smallest age
group. Almost half of all participants are students (47%), a good third are employees (36%),
and the remaining 17% are distributed among the other six groups, with officials standing out
with 6%. Most participants visit the center several times a year (32%) or once (22%) or several
times a month (21%). For conducting a multigroup analysis (MGA), the sample was divided
into two groups based on the perceived brand touchpoints presented in the survey. The
presumed visit to the shopping mall results in the respondents not having had contact
exclusively online. Therefore, the sample is divided into group 1, which has predominantly
perceived the five aforementioned in-store touchpoints (n=141), and group 2, which
additionally perceived at least one of the four online presented touchpoints (n=140).
3.2. Measures and Data Analysis
For measuring the constructs, we used scales that have been proven in research, translated
them into German and slightly modified them for this study. The scale for brand experience
(BE) was measured based on Brakus et al. (2009) and extended by a relational dimension
following Nysveen et al. (2013). To adapt the scale to a shopping mall context, it was adjusted
according to Ong et al. (2018). Trust (TR) was measured using the scale of Koschate-Fischer
& Gärtner (2015). The satisfaction (SA) scale is based on the scale of Yoon & Uysal (2005).
For attachment (AT), the scale of Park et al. (2010) was adopted. WOM and revisit intention
in the context of loyalty were measured following Ong et al. (2018).
The partial least squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM) allows the use of both
reflective and formative latent variables (Rigdon et al., 2017). The constructs BE, SA, AT, and
LO were specified as formative-reflective higher-order constructs (HOC). We used an
embedded two-stage approach for specifying these two-dimensional HOC (Sarstedt et al.,
2019). Trust was the only reflectively measured construct. SmartPLS 3.3.2 was used to conduct
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the analyses of the measurement model and structural model (Ringle et al., 2015) applying a
bootstrap re-sampling procedure with 5000 subsamples (Hair et al., 2019). The
sociodemographics of the sample were analyzed descriptively. To examine the heterogeneity
of the two groups, the Mann-Whitney-U test is applied to the ranks of the data to identify
statistically significant differences using IBM SPSS Statistics 26.
4. Results
4.1. Evaluation of the Measurement Models
The measurement models for the formative constructs of BE, SA, AT, and LO were
evaluated as shown in Table 1. The variance inflation factor (VIF) values were below 5, ruling
out problematic multicollinearity. Further, according to loading-values above 0.5 and p-values
below 0.05, all indicators’ weights (except cognitive BE) were statistically significant. Despite
the lack of significance, cognitive BE is kept as an indicator since the loading is sufficiently
large and its relevance for measuring BE is indicated by theory (Hair et al., 2019).
Table 1. Operationalization of the formative constructs
Item
LOC
VIF
1. The mall appeals to my senses in a positive way, 2. I Sensory
1.693
like the appearance of the mall
3. The mall arouses positive feelings and emotions, 4. The Affective
2.369
contact to the mall improves my mood
BE
5. The mall awakens my curiosity and imagination, 6. The Cognitive
2.192
mall’s performance evokes positive thoughts
7. The mall inspires me about activities, 8. The mall Behavioral 1.725
represents my lifestyle
9. Other mall customers have similar interests, 10. Using Relational
1.455
the mall strengthens my relationships
1. I am absolutely satisfied with the mall, 2. The mall Satisfaction 1.831
exceeded my expectations.
with brand
SA
3. Visiting the mall is worth my time and effort, 4. Partner
1.831
Compared to others, this mall is the better choice.
Quality
1. The mall is like a part of me and who I am, 2. I feel Self1.940
emotionally bonded to the mall
connection
AT
3. Thoughts and feelings towards the mall come to mind Brand
1.940
automatic, 4. Thoughts and feelings towards the mall prominence
come naturally and instantly
1. The next time I'm looking for a place to shop with Revisit
1.77
friends or family, I would visit this mall, 2. I intend to intention
continue to use this mall, 3. If this mall is unavailable, I
will wait until it is open
LO
4. If the mall were mentioned in a conversation, I would WOM
1.77
recommend it, 5. If anyone commented negatively on the
mall, I would defend it
Note: ** represents significance at the 5% level.
HOC

Weight
0.362**

Loading
0.710

0.292**

0.839

0.105

0.787

0.182**

0.697

0.336**

0.759

0.374**

0.852

0.709**

0.961

0.572**

0.930

0.513**

0.912

0.526**

0.904

0.571**

0.919

As shown in Table 2, the reflective construct trust met the criteria for internal
consistency, with composite reliability (CR) values exceeding 0.70. With loadings above 0.708
and average variance extracted (AVE) values above 0.5, convergent validity also was held. The
items TR1 and TR4 are not excluded as their indicator reliability (IR) does not drop below the
0.4 thresholds (IRTR1=0,46; IRTR4=0,41) (Hair et al., 2019). The Fornell-Larcker criteria
support discriminant validity, since the square root of the AVE (0.748) is higher than the
correlations with other latent variables (BE: 0.602; SA: 0.619; AT: 0.436; LO: 0.628).
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Construct
TR

Table 2. Internal consistency validity and convergent validity of the reflective construct
Item
Loading IR
AVE
1. I am confident in the mall’s ability to perform well.
0.676
0.457 0.56
2. I trust the mall.
0.805
0.648
3. I rely on the mall.
0.811
0.657
4. The mall’s staff would help me with a problem.
0.641
0.411
5. I expect the mall to deliver on its promise
0.790
0.624

CR
0.863

4.2. Evaluation of the Structural Model
The Mann-Whitney-U-test reveals significant differences between group 1 and group 2
in terms of age (AG), professional status (PS), and frequency of mall visits (FV) (p < 0.05).
Even though the effect sizes indicate weak differences (rAG = -0.15, rPS = -0.14, rFV = -0.28)
(Dinneen & Blakesley, 1973), they are being eliminated by incorporating these constructs into
the research model as control variables.
VIF values below 5 rule out problematic multicollinearity (Hair et al., 2019). Using 5.000
bootstrap re-samples, the path coefficients’ statistical significance could be determined as
shown in Table 3. TR, SA, and AT have statistically significant (p < 0.05) positive effects on
LO (ßTR-LO = 0.164, ßSA-LO = 0.360, ßAT-LO = 0.194), confirming H1a-c. Moreover, BE has a
statistically significant (p < 0.05) positive effect on the intervening CBR dimensions (ßBE-TR =
0.588, ßBE-SA = 0.640, ßBE-AT = 0.458), indicating that H2a-c is accepted. H2d is verified by the
direct effect of BE on LO, which is positive and statistically significant (ßBE-LO = 0.188, p <
0.05). Moreover, the indirect effects of BE on LO are positive and statistically significant (ßBETR-LO = 0.096, ßBE-SA-LO = 0.231, ßBE-AT-LO = 0.094; p < 0.05), implying partial complementary
mediation (total effect: ßBE-LO = 0.609, p < 0.05), so H4a-c is only partially supported (Zhao et
al., 2010). In terms of the control variables, it was revealed that AG has a statistically significant
positive effect on AT and LO (ßAG-AT = 0.101, ßAG-LO = 0.073; p < 0.05), PS has a statistically
significant positive effect on AT (ßPS-AT = 0.083; p < 0.05), and FV has a statistically significant
negative effect on AT, LO, and SA (ßFV-AT = -0.204, ßFV-LO = -0.157; ßFV-SA = -0.117; p < 0.05),
other relations are not statistically significant.
We conducted a multigroup analysis to support the hypothesis both in-store and online
touchpoints have a more substantial positive impact on the CBR dimensions than exclusively
in-store touchpoints. For testing differences between the group’s path coefficients, the nonparametric approaches of permutation and PLS-MGA were used (Hair et al., 2018), revealing
a significantly greater impact of group 2 than in group 1 in BE influencing AT (∆ß = -0.242, p
< 0.05). Other differences, however, do not exceed the threshold for statistical significance.
Hypothesis
H1a+
H1b+
H1c+
H2d+
H2a+
H2b+
H2c+
Mediating effects
H4a+
H4b+
H4c+
Total indirect effect
Total effect
Multigroup analysis

Table 3. Estimates and results of the structural model
Path
Std. beta (ß)
TR → LO
0.164**
SA → LO
0.360**
AT → LO
0.194**
BE → LO
0.188**
BE → TR
0.588**
BE → SA
0.640**
BE → AT
0.485**
Path
Std. beta (ß)
BE → TR → LO
0.096**
BE → SA → LO
0.231**
BE → AT → LO
0.094**
BE → LO
0.421**
BE → LO
0,609**
Path
Std. beta (ß) ∆ (group 1 - group 2)
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Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Result
Partially supported
Partially supported
Partially supported

Result
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H3a+
BE → LO
H3b+
BE → TR
H3c+
BE → SA
H3d+
BE → AT
Control variables
Path
Age, professional
AG → AT; LO; SA; TR
status, frequency of PS → AT; LO; SA; TR
visits
FV → AT; LO; SA; TR
Note: ** represents significance at the 5% level.

-0,042
-0,025
0,046
-0,242**

Rejected
Rejected
Rejected
Supported

Std. beta (ß)
0.101**; 0.073**; 0; -0.03
0.083**; 0.027; -0.023; 0.061
-0.204**; -0.157**; -0.117**; -0.06

Finally, as shown in Table 4, the adjusted R² values were used to evaluate the predictive
capability. The latent variables regarding loyalty (BE, TR, SA, AT) show a moderate predictive
capability (R²adj. = 0.678), whereas BE only shows weak predictive capabilities. The relative
predictability, based on the contribution of the exogenous variables, varies between small and
large, with f² values ranging from 0.046 (TR → LO) to 0.701 (BE → SA). By the blindfoldingbased Stone-Geisser's Q² value, a small predictive relevance (0.202) was determined for the
reflective construct TR. Nevertheless, trust has a medium relative predictive relevance with a
q²-value of 0.221. (Hair et al., 2019).
Table 4. Assessment of predictive capability and predictive relevance of the structural model
Latent
Exogenous R²adj. (predictive
f² (effect size)
Q² (predictive
q² (effect size)
variable variable
capability)
relevance)
TR
BE
0.364** (weak)
0.510 (large)
0.202 (small)
0.221 (medium)
SA
BE
0.452** (weak)
0.701 (large)
AT
BE
0.354** (weak)
0.342 (medium)
LO
BE
0.678** (moderate) 0.049 (small)
TR
0.046 (small)
SA
0.194 (medium)
AT
0.074 (small)
Note: represents significance at the 5% level.

Discussion and Conclusions
This study aimed to extend the knowledge of the combined use of in-store and online
brand touchpoints in retail and analyze the impact on the consumer-brand relationship.
Precisely, the extent to which this approach can compensate limited touchpoints at the point of
sale has sought to be determined to implications consequently.
From a theoretical perspective, brand touchpoints resulting in an experience, which
affects the consumer’s trust, attachment, satisfaction, loyalty is consistent with prior research.
Nevertheless, since shopping malls have hardly been addressed in this context, we could
expand the present knowledge by linking the areas of experiential branding and consumer
relationships with shopping malls as retail brands. Further, it was discovered that trust,
attachment, and satisfaction partially mediate the impact of brand experience on loyalty. Thus,
the SOR model suits this type of research, partly revealing the process of brand experience
affecting consumers' behavioral responses. Finally, when both in-store and online touchpoints
were perceived, the brand experience had a stronger impact on attachment than exclusively
online touchpoints. This demonstrates the critical difference that online touchpoints offer when
retail brands connect with and become more prominent to consumers.
From a practical perspective, the unique role of online touchpoints in the context of
attachment can probably be explained by the fact that consumers can interact directly with the
brand via social media (Shanahan et al., 2019). Since attachment in turn positively influences
revisit intention and WOM, retail brands should leverage this strength, e.g., through additional
social media channels, both at the time of the current pandemic and in the long term. Following
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on from our findings, according to Guthrie et al. 2021, it can be stated for the Covid 19 crisis
that retail brands do not need to offer usual retail-related content but content that fits the
situation, e.g., by addressing problem- and emotion-oriented behaviors (Lazarus & Folkman,
1984), which represent coping strategies of consumers during this pandemic. Shifting the focus
to retail or mall branding, this study confirmed the presumed ability of brand experiences to
strengthen CBR, thus representing a critical element in achieving a competitive advantage.
For reasons of parsimony, CBR have been modeled with four dimensions, although the
corresponding research area identifies further. These could be incorporated into future research
to depict a complete instead of partial mediations. With several dimensions, possible CBR
types contributing to the typologies found in the literature could also be explored, allowing for
more target group-specific implications. Moreover, other antecedents (e.g., brand personality)
next to brand experience could be considered in following CBR studies. In addition, earned,
shared, and paid touchpoints have been excluded from this study, providing opportunities for
upcoming research. A further limitation results from using standardized rating scales. Jacoby
(2002) emphasizes that emotion, cognition, and biochemical reactions jointly influence
consumer behavior and should not be considered separately. Thus, additional use of magnitude
scaling or psychobiological methods (e.g., priming) could remedy this problem. Ultimately,
the sample represents only a part of the shopping mall's total customer base due to the low
average age and high number of students.
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Abstract
Although much attention has been paid to researching various aspects of management of tourist destinations and
national tourism industries in general, there is still a lack of understanding how tourism projects can be managed
systemically and sustainably. Therefore, the study aims to identify the specificity of tourism projects and highlight
the ways how the project management methodology meets the needs of not just effective but sustainable
management of tourism projects and how project management tools can help improve knowledge management in
tour operating companies to diminish potential risks they face and increase their sustainability. In addition to a
systemic approach to the analysis of tourist destinations, each tourism project can and should be also considered
systemically characterised by a very high degree of variability, since each particular case of its implementation
(i.e. its iteration) differs from the previous and subsequent ones, sometimes in a cardinal way. At the same time,
it is important to understand that this variability is predominantly of anthropogenic nature (except for a majority
of force majeure situations that were left outside the scope of the study). The used methodology is propped by
four pillars – theory adaptation based on a comprehensive literature review and the method of typology, theory
synthesis, and descriptive modelling, thus offering a different perspective for studying tourism projects. The
applied systemic approach has yielded two results: first, it helped to elaborate a descriptive model of a tourism
project, and second, the PM Triangle has been developed into a model that meets the requirements of tourism
projects better and can be used as a fundamental tool for further conceptualisation. The two models suggested as
research results are seen as integral parts of the author’s methodology of tourism project management and
fundamentals of TMBoK with a particular attention to knowledge management and risk management.
Keywords: Sustainable tourism development, systemic management, tourism projects, PM triangle, PM pyramid.
JEL classification: M31.

1. Introduction
The year 2019 saw 1.5 billion international tourist arrivals worldwide. An increase of 4%
over the previous year confirmed the status of tourism as a leading sector of the global
economy, especially given the current uncertainty. The sustained growth in tourist numbers (up
to 1.8 billion international tourists projected for 2030) requires responsible tourism
management in every national economy and in every specific destination to maximize the
opportunities that tourism can create for local and regional communities around the world and
for the global community as a whole.
Tourism is a complex socio-economic phenomenon, partly regulated by national tourism
industries. The sustainable development of tourism in a country, a region, or in a tourist
destination depends on a number of factors (political, economic, social, cultural, legal and
technological), the understanding and correct interpretation of which is invariably
anthropocentric.
The number of tourist destinations earning US$1 billion or more from international
tourism has almost doubled since 1998 (UNWTO, 2020). Every tourist destination is a complex
dynamic system, a combination of various interconnected components: political, economic,
social and environmental. The tourist destination as a system is also characterised by high
riskiness and low predictability, since the factors (both internal and external) that determine
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the development of the system of each tourist destination can throw it out of equilibrium and
even make its further development chaotic (Baggio, 2011; Haugland et al., 2011).
Although the issues of sustainability of tourism as one of the most prominent industries
of the global economy and sustainability of tourist destinations have been thoroughly
discussed, the idea of sustainable tourism projects is still under consideration.
The purpose of the study is to identify the specific characteristics of tourism projects in
the systemic paradigm and develop a project management methodology in accordance with the
needs of sustainable management of tourism projects.
The applied research methodology is based on a systemic approach and includes theory
adaptation (via a substantial literature review) and typological theorising which, according to
George and Bennett (2005), is useful “to address complex phenomena without oversimplifying,
clarify similarities and differences among cases to facilitate comparisons, provide a
comprehensive inventory of all possible kinds of cases, incorporate interactions effects, and
draw attention to... kinds of cases that have not occurred” (George & Bennett, 2005). Also, the
research methodology includes theory synthesis and descriptive modelling. Although theory
synthesis has been previously used by many theorists, the modern research paradigm sees an
increasing interest in a more systemic approach to theory synthesis (Hardeman et al., 2005,
Lorenc et al., 2012, Bonell et al., 2013). As regards to descriptive modelling, it was used to
describe the three dimensional geometric representation of an average tourism project as a
system (Friedenthal et al., 2021).
To understand the concept of tourism project unambiguously, it is necessary to provide
a proper definition. According to the PMBOK® Guide–Fourth edition, a project is “a
temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique project service or result” (PMI, 2008a, p.
434). The tourism project is defined “by a set of characteristics and variables that the project
management team must consider and control throughout the project life cycle in order to ensure
success” (TrainingAid, 2018), including cost, scope and risks.
Like many projects of other types, each tourism project aims to develop and sell a product
(in this case, a tourism product) and / or provide a range of services aimed at meeting the needs
of customers (potential and actual tourists).
As defined by UNWTO, a tourism product is “a combination of tangible and intangible
elements, such as natural, cultural and man-made resources, attractions, facilities, services and
activities around a specific centre of interest which represents the core of the destination
marketing mix and creates an overall visitor experience including emotional aspects for the
potential customers. A tourism product is priced and sold through distribution channels and it
has a life-cycle” (UNWTO, 2021).
Based on the definitions of PMBOK and TrainingAid, the following definition of a
tourism project can be proposed: A tourism project is a temporary endeavour undertaken to
create, sell and provide a unique tourism product and/or service (most often a tourism product
is inseparable from a scope of tourism services), characterised by a set of variables, including
cost, time, labour, risks and iterative changes that need to be monitored throughout the entire
life cycle of the project to ensure its successful implementation in all its iterations.
To analyse the possibility of considering tourism projects as sustainable systems, it is
important to determine the specifics of an average tourism project.
2. Specific features of the tourism project
A component analysis of the definition of the tourism product provided by UNWTO
allowed identifying its key characteristics as follows: availability of natural resources
(environmental domain); availability of cultural and man-made resources including attractions,
facilities, services and activities, as well as visitor experience including emotional aspects
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(social domain); pricing, selling and distributing through specific channels, part of the
destination marketing mix (economic domain). As every tourism project is implemented by
humans for humans and impacts local communities, aims at a commercial success and affects
the local environment considerably, in many case positively, yet in some cases negatively and
sometimes detrimentally (as in the cases of overtourism in Siem Reap and Angkor Wat (Varga,
2020)), the balance between the three domains is of particular importance and in some tourism
destinations it becomes very fragile, with imbalance being not so striking because both positive
and negative impacts are subjective, they are “inextricably linked and not always easily
compartmentalized” (Dubois, 2010).
In addition, given the overwhelming role of the human factor in the implementation of
each tourism project, as well as the perception by clients of its results, the feedback they provide
and its impact on future demand for certain tourism products and services, that determine the
commercial success of tourism projects, and exposure of tourism projects to risks, the following
characteristics of tourism projects were identified: multiple high risks, high changeability /
volatility, low level of controllability / manageability and the highest level of subjectivity.
Besides, proceeding from the idea that a tourism project does not end with the first sale
of a tourism product and a scope of tourism services delivered, but develops in the course of
its ‘delivery’ (in all its iterations), that is, during its provision to the first, second and more
customers, its continuous character was also noted as a specific feature of tourism projects that
is of great importance. The highlighted specificity of tourism projects in a big variety is
reflected in the characteristics model of tourism projects suggested below (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Core characteristics of tourism projects

Therefore, the proposed model of characteristics, highlighting the most important
features of most tourism projects, clearly demonstrates the complexity of project management
in tourism, refuting the idea that everyone can develop tourism products and services and
emphasizing the importance of professionalism, which is no less important in this area than in
civil engineering or information technology, since each tourism project creates two types of
consequences: 1 – immediate, both visible and non-obvious, and 2 – delayed, but inevitable
and even more extensive and profound.
It is logical that for the successful functioning of a tourist destination, it is necessary to
ensure its sustainable development. The notion of sustainability is deemed to be closely
connected to the idea of responsible attitude and responsibility as the state or fact of being
accountable for someone’s actions and their consequences. However, in today’s world, where
the consumer economy spans more and more countries, winning the battle for minds,
responsibility for one’s actions is even easier than before, shifted, minimized or simply ignored,
which is especially striking in the tourism industry.
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3. Responsible and Sustainable Tourism
The idea of sustainable tourism appears to be inseparable from every stakeholder’s
responsibilities. Therefore, the idea of responsible tourism developed by the Center for
Responsible Tourism seems really valuable. The Center for Responsible Tourism (CREST)
defines responsible tourism as “tourism that maximizes the benefits to local communities,
minimizes negative social or environmental impacts, and helps local people to conserve fragile
cultures and habitats or species” (CREST, 2016). Here, responsible tourism is regarded as a
kind of behaviour and not as a socioeconomic phenomenon. According to CREST, responsible
tourism includes not only responsibility for the physical environment, but also an
understanding of economic and social interactions, while sustainable tourism focuses more on
environmental impact. Responsible tourism maximizes the benefits to local communities,
minimizes negative environmental, as well as social and cultural impacts, and helps local
people “conserve fragile cultures and habitats or species” (Leslie, 2012).
The UNESCO World Heritage and Sustainable Tourism Program provides a new
approach based on dialogue and collaboration among stakeholders, in which tourism planning
and heritage management are integrated at the destination level, natural and cultural assets are
valued and protected, and appropriate tourism is developed and promoted (UNESCO, 2012).
According to A Guide for Policymakers (2005), practical tools “for real sustainable
tourism” include (1) measurement tools used to determine tourism levels and impacts, and to
keep abreast of existing or potential changes, (2) governance and control instruments that allow
governments to exercise strict control over certain aspects of development and operation,
backed up by legislation, (3) economic instruments that influence behaviour and impact
through financial means and send signals through the market, (4) voluntary instruments that
provide frameworks or processes that encourage stakeholders to voluntarily adhere to
sustainable approaches and practices, and (5) supporting tools by which governments can
directly or indirectly influence and support businesses and tourists to make their operations and
activities more sustainable (UNWTO, 2005). These tools, when used combined, are capable of
increasing tourism sustainability. However, the initial level of tourism sustainability is the level
of tourism projects.
4. Sustainability of Tourism Projects
The idea of sustainable project management is closely related to the concept of
sustainable management, which should not be confused with sustainability management that
guides the processes and initiatives for sustainable development in companies and
organisations based on the TBL (triple bottom line) theory stating that instead of a single
bottom line – profit, there should be three bottom lines (three Ps): profit, people and planet
(Slaper & Hall, 2011).
4.1. Sustainable Project Management in Tourism
The idea of sustainability in PM is best understood in tourism based on the concept of
continuity of tourism projects, i.e. the understanding that, in contrast to the civil engineering
industry, where the project ends after the commissioning of the construction site; or the IT
industry, where the project ends with the installation of software or the launch of a new
application on the market; in tourism, the project does not end with the sale of a tourist product,
or even with the safe return of the first consumer of the product from a tourist trip.
Therefore, sustainability in the management of tourism projects / tourism project
management can be defined as the organisation’s ability to maintain a tourism project (based
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on the same tourism product and similar tourism services) in all its iterations at a certain
(sufficiently high) quality level with a certain (sufficiently low) level of risks.
According to the definition provided by APM Body of Knowledge 7th edition,
“sustainability in the project profession is an approach to business that balances the
environmental, social, economic aspects of project-based working to meet the current needs of
stakeholders without compromising or overburdening future generations” (APMBOK, 2019).
However, this definition does not sound sufficient for a definition of sustainability management
in the systemic paradigm.
4.2. Knowledge Management in the Tourism Industry
One of the main ideas of project management is that, depending on the type of projects
and the industry in which they are implemented, the amount of information obtained within
each project can be accumulated, stored and transferred from project to project, and can also
be standardised to a greater or lesser extent. The process of storing and communicating project
information helps to transform it into project knowledge, which benefits the organisation as the
subsequent use of that knowledge helps save time, money, and effort.
Knowledge is known to be an organisational asset and an integral component of project
management. The problem with knowledge management in the framework of tourism project
management is seen in the specifics of knowledge obtained within each tourism project, which,
in turn, is due to the specifics of tourism projects considered above.
A distinctive feature of the project knowledge gained in the management of tourism
projects is a combination of both objective knowledge of the physical, geographic, economic
and other characteristics of tourism destinations, their facilities and partners providing certain
services, as well as the specific circumstances of every project and the subjective knowledge
of how they meet requirements and expectations of both project managers and customers.
Therefore, it is highly advisable to continue working with customers after their return
from tourist trips and collect their impressions and opinions using at least a simple
questionnaire, which will help to achieve two goals at the same time – to collect valuable
information, which can be later transferred to the tour operator’s knowledge, and demonstrate
to the customers the importance of their opinions and thus, the importance of their personalities
to a particular company.
5. Systemic Project Management for Tourism Sustainability
The concept of stability is inextricably linked with the systemic approach, since there is
no stability of the system with the instability of its components (even one of them), and it is
impossible to talk about the stability of components outside the stability of the system.
5.1. Systemic Project Management
PM methodology has been developed as a system from the very beginning with a focus
on the project management body of knowledge (PMBoK) as a standardized system of standard
terminology, best practices and process guidelines. Attempts to develop PM tools from a
systemic perspective have been made since the 1950s, with the most widely known and
extensively discussed tool being the “PM triangle” or the “iron triangle”.
The project management triangle (PMT) is known to be “a framework generally used for
controlling three main factors that have proven to affect the total success of a project – time,
cost and scope” (Smith & Magnusson, 2015). The original “PM triangle”, introduced in PM
discourse in the 1950s, had three angles: time, cost and scope, with “quality” added later as a
variable and a kind of consensus entirely dependent on the interactions of the three original
constraints (see Fig. 2 below).
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5.2. The PM Triangle in a Systemic Perspective
However, on analysing the relevance of PMT to a variety of projects, a number of
researchers came to a conclusion that changes should be made to the PMT framework to make
it more suitable (Briner, Hastings & Geddes, 1996; Lester, 2007; Cobb, 2011).
On analysing previous researches, it becomes evident that it is common for a great
number of scholars to suggest a variety of smaller or larger amendments to the PM triangle,
with the three original constraints (cost, time and scope and later added quality) changing their
places inside the “iron triangle” or depicted as sides of the triangle and not its angles.
Also, attempts were made to go beyond the limits of the 2D-model and amend the PM
triangle turning it into a more comprehensive representation of projects, reflecting some of the
processes that occur during their implementation. The PM triangle proposed by Tyler Solutions
Corporation (Fig. 3) appears to be one of the best attempts of its kind.

Figure 2. Project management (triple constraints) triangle.
Source: Harpreet Dhillon, 2018.

Figure 3. Amended PM Triangle.
Source: (C) Tyger Solutions Corporation, 2021.

The PM triangle amended by Tyler Solutions Corporation depicts the three ‘iron
constraints’ as interacting components – with cost and time engaged in “scope matrix”, cost
and quality involved in “configuration management”, and time and quality interacting within
“change management”. Therefore, scope is not depicted as a project component equal to time
and cost as before, but as an area that includes specific characteristics of time and cost. In
addition, this model depicts the processes by which a project progresses from the phase of its
initiation to the final phase of its closure – (1) resource utilization plan, (2) process
customization, (3) communication, and (4) audits.
On comparing the two triangles (Figure 2 and Figure 3), it becomes clear that the idea of
the ‘amended PM triangle’ appears more logical and concise with contemporary projects in
general and tourism projects in particular. However, it is clear that all the versions of the 2D
models resulted from a linear approach, whereas a systemic approach can yield a more holistic
vision – e.g. a 3D model. As a result of the author’s conceptualisation, a 3D model of the
tourism project shaped as a triangular pyramid was under development, when a model
developed by Caccamese & Bragantini (2012) was found in one of their conference papers.
The model suggested by Caccamese & Bragantini (2012) is based on an almost classic
“iron triangle” with the only difference that the quality and scope of the project are reversed,
and the scope, which is traditionally depicted as either an angle of the “PM triangle” or its side,
fills in the basis of the triangle, which underlies the model proposed by the Italian researchers
(see Fig. 4 below).
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Figure 4. “Soft pyramid” by Caccamese & Bragantini, 2012.

At the same time, the categories of time, cost and quality do not lie in the corners of the
Italian “PM triangle” (as is done traditionally), but quite correctly form the sides of the new
version of the “iron triangle”. However, the correlation between the correctly, in our opinion,
improved “PM triangle” and the sides of the pyramid proposed by Caccamese & Bragantini
(2012), namely “motivational space”, “social space” and “analytical / holistic space”, is not
entirely clear. On analysing it, the following questions arise and remain unanswered: why the
researchers chose these three spaces as the sides of their 3D model (pyramid), and most
importantly – why the “motivational space” grows from the “cost” side, “social space” grows
from the “quality” side, and the “analytical / holistic space” grows out of the “time” side.
Therefore, although Caccamese & Bragantini (2012) with their idea of a “PM pyramid”
(3D model of project management) were 9 years ahead of this article and their proposed model
seems to be a valuable alternative to the classic “iron triangle”, it still needs further
development and justification as it does not concern the PM triangle proper.
The 3D model – the tourism project management pyramid proposed in this paper – has a
number of key differences from the “soft pyramid” proposed by Caccamese & Bragantini
(2012). First, already in the classical “PM triangle” the “scope” criterion is not quite clear,
presented either as an angle or even a side in its modified version. The problem is that both the
time criterion and the cost criterion are part of the scope of both any project and project
management, and the “quality” criterion, presented in most variations in the centre of the “iron
triangle”, on the one hand, is really the result of professional and skilful management of the
three project components: cost, time and scope, but on the other hand, the quality of the project
is a category that is highly variable depending on the field of activity.
Thus, in the field of civil engineering or ICT, the quality of the project is regulated by
clear criteria and therefore, it is quite easily measurable, controllable and manageable. But in
those areas where the quality of a project is more dependent on customers’ subjective
perception (for example, in education, in the entertainment industry, the tourism industry and
even hospitality), quality seems to be a more complex category and its management aimed at
100% positive result is more laborious and difficult to achieve.
Independently from the soft skills pyramid suggested by Caccamese & Bragantini (2012),
this paper suggests a ‘tourism project pyramid’. Despite the external similarity of the model
proposed in this article (the idea of a triangular pyramid) to the model proposed by Caccamese
& Bragantini (2012), they are based on two different concepts: the model developed by the
Italian researchers is based on their idea of soft skills priority, while the model proposed in this
paper is underpinned by the concept of the tourism project’s complexity as a system. That was
why the “soft pyramid” developed in 2012 was a scope of three ‘soft’ spaces – namely,
“motivational space”, “social space” and “analytical / holistic space”, while the model
developed as part of this conceptual paper, is a project management system, which traditionally
and logically includes the concepts of ‘cost’ and ‘time’, as well as the concept of ‘quality’.
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Besides, the proposed model takes into account the fact that in project management and
especially in the management of tourism projects, the category of “labour intensity” appears to
be utterly significant, expressed by the amount of labour / effort invested in the development
and implementation of every tourism project. The importance of the category of “labour
intensity” or “labour” has long been recognized in project management methodology and is
reflected in such PM tools as work breakdown structure, Gantt chart, etc. Moreover, since
“labour” is a very important variable most susceptible to changes in tourism projects, it should
be considered and taken into account among most important constraints in the theory and
practice of tourism project management.
Therefore, as the tourism project aims not only at developing and selling a tourism
product but also at implementing it coupled with a number of tourism services provided by the
original developer’s partners (with the original developer being a tour operator company and
its partners being transport companies along with hospitality companies providing
accommodation, catering and entertainment), it is important to note that the category of “labour
intensity” / “labour” is directly related to the categories of cost and time and, obviously, along
with them, is part of the scope of the project, which appears to be a multilevel system (depicted
as a triangular pyramid) having three equally important sides: “cost”, “time” and “labour” (see
Fig. 5 below).

Figure 5. Tourism project management pyramid (3D model).
Source: Developed by the author.

As regards to the concept of scope, it is viewed as filling the whole interior of the pyramid
thus integrating the three components of primary importance – cost, time and labour, as well
as their relationships and quality as the basis and the planned aim of the project. Besides, the
scope of the tourism project is always in close contact and under the impact of a number of
external factors that face it with a variety of challenges and impose from several to many
changes. That is why the concept of scope is depicted as the interior (internal components and
their relationships) of the tourism project influenced by its external space and relationships
with its components (see Fig. 6 below).
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Figure 6. Tourism project management pyramid as a scope of time, cost, and labour data,
coupled with planned and achieved quality and knowledge.
Source: Developed by the author.

The proposed model includes one more concept that is of great importance for tourism
projects – i.e. the concept of knowledge, which plays a special role in the theory of the
sustainability of a tourism project (Musulin & Gamulin, 2011).
6. Conclusions and Discussion
This study is conceptual in nature and aimed to show, on the one hand, the specific
complexity of tourism projects that determine their internal (within every project and each of
their iterations) variability and instability, and on the other hand, to emphasize the applicability
of the project management methodology as a system, which has proven its consistency and
effectiveness, to the management of tourism projects and highlight its potential ability to
increase their sustainability. Particular attention was paid to the aspect of risk management and
the aspect of knowledge management in the framework of tourism projects and their
importance for increasing the sustainability of tourism projects within the framework of the
systemic paradigm. As a result of the analysis of the totality of characteristics of tourism
projects, a component model of a tourism project was developed, which has a descriptive
character.
Although more and more researchers understand the importance of a systemic approach
and sustainability in project management, the tourism project management methodology is still
in the making. In this regard, taking into account the above, it was concluded that the
methodological foundations of project management theory are not fully applicable to the
management of tourism projects, and some clarifications were proposed that need to be
introduced into the “project management triangle” based on a systemic approach. As a result,
a “tourism project management pyramid” was proposed as a basis for further development of
tourism project management methodology.
Therefore, the systemic approach used in the study gave two results: firstly, it helped to
develop a descriptive model of the characteristics of a tourism project, which made it possible
to obtain a more holistic view of tourism projects as a specific type of activity that to a much
greater extent affects all the three types of environment that are vital for humanity: social,
economic and natural, as well as subject to a large number of poorly controlled risks due to the
extremely high subjectivity of perception of tourism products and services, the manner of their
delivery and consumption and the consequences they entail.
Secondly, based on a systemic approach, the classical 2D model – the “iron triangle” of
project management – has been turned into a 3D model that better matches the specifics of
tourism projects and can be used as a fundamental model for project management in tourism
and a tool for further conceptualisation. The two models proposed in the article are believed to
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be integral parts of the tourism project management methodology and TMBoK structure
developed by the author, with a special focus on knowledge management, risk management
and project quality management.
The issues of knowledge management in the management of tourism projects evidently
require further research and development, as the global tourism industry urges improvement,
especially in the face of emergencies and crises in its development at every level, such as the
recent COVID-19 pandemic, which has increased the number of risks and may interrupt the
flow of valuable knowledge within and among tour operators and travel agencies.
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Abstract
When Estonia regained its independence in 1991 after almost a half century of forced from the forced
incorporation into the Soviet Union, a number of major changes occurred. Of these changes, one of the most overt
occurred in the transition from the centrally planned, poor quality or scarce inventory retail sector, to one of free
markets and customer focused products. This study, by way of a case study, examines an exemplar of a retailer
that successfully brokered these changes and continues to lead the retail sector in Estonia. Tallinna Kaubamaja,
(“Tallinn’s Department Store”), was established during Soviet times in 1960, continued to operate throughout
transition, a public offering, domestic and international expansion, and into the world of e-commerce. Utilizing
case study methods, this research provides an historical overview of how Tallinna Kaubamaja pursued the
traditional retailing model of branch expansion, both in Estonia and internationally, and then into retailer brand
extensions into a number of other retail fields, particularly the supermarket and e-commerce sectors. This research
analyzes how a mid-sized retailer, in the smallest of the Baltic States, has met a number of challenges with respect
to retail trade during the 21st Century. The findings were drawn from Tallinna Kaubamaja archives, annual
reports, interviews by the author with former and current employees, and consumer shopping surveys.
Contributions of this study focus on the interrelated roles of retail location, retail format, geography, history, and
country of origin, on retailer brand success.
Keywords: Retail Brand Extension, Estonia, Historical Review.
JEL classification: L8.

Introduction
Estonia, the smallest of the Baltic countries (the others being Latvia and Lithuania), with
a population of approximately 1.5 million, has experienced a history of conflict, and
occupation, up until its restoration of independence with the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991.
As a country that has maintained its distinct language and culture, Estonia has a history of
protecting and promoting what it refers to as ‘it’s own’ (Johnston & Snow, 1998). Modern
examples include the development of the software for SKYPE, and becoming the first
European country where people vote in elections online, ‘i-Voting’ (e-estonia, 2021). In terms
of retailing, one could also consider Estonia’s identity being defined by the iconic department
store Tallinna Kaubamaja. The store opened in the centre of the capital city Tallinn, in 1960.
Tallinna Kaubamaja (literally the ‘Tallinn Trading House’ in Estonian, simply ‘Kaubamaja’ to
most Estonians, and in English, the ‘Tallinn Department Store’) is the oldest department store,
and the largest department store, in terms of sales, in Estonia (McKenzie, 2011).
This research aims to explore two questions. The first is how Tallinna Kaubamaja, as a
Soviet era retail brand has managed to not only succeed through Estonian re-independence,
privatization, joining the EU, the adoption of the Euro, surviving through two major external
events, the 2008 financial crisis and the Covid Pandemic, and still managed to grow and be
successful. The second question presents a more in-depth analysis of Tallinna Kaubamaja’s
expansion success by way of a review of their first major retailer bramd extension, the
supermarket chain Selver. Utilizing a content review of the Tallinna Kaubamaja annual reports
from 2000 – 2020, with respect to the Selver brand, provides insight into how a subsidiary both
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flourished and experienced many challenges, while continuing providing benefit to the
corporate brand (Balakrishnan et al., 2010).
The remainder of the paper is laid out as follows. A brief review of the founding of
Tallinna Kaubamaja in 1960, through its 60th anniversary of continuous operation in 2020 is
discussed. The content is drawn from the author’s extensive research of the department store,
including interviews with former executives and employees of the company, and longitudinal
empirical consumer data as to the performance of the department store. The subsequent section
begins with a brief literature view of the importance to firm success through brand extensions
in general, and in the retail sector specifically. Following the literature review, the analysis of
the twenty years of Tallinna Kaubamaja annual reports, with respect to the Selver brand,
provides support for the role of a major retail brand extension to parent firm success over times
of great turmoil and financial challenges. The paper concludes with contributions of the
research, research limitations, as well as suggestions for future study.
Tallinna Kaubamaja – Tallinn’s Department Store
Tallinna Kaubamaja which is part of the Tallinna Kaubamaja Grupp AS (henceforth
TKG) opened in 1960 as a state enterprise. In order to showcase these changes, there was a call
for the capital cities of all Soviet Republics to open a flagship Department store that would
overtly signal this accomplishment (Howard, 2016). The decision for a state department store
in Estonia began in 1955, and the site chosen for the store was just outside the old walled city.
The location was selected as it was close to both the city and inter-city bus stations, which was
important as few Estonians owned an automobile and were reliant on public transportation
(Pino, 2000). The physical building took approximately five years to complete. The date chosen
for its official opening was to be July 21st, 1960 (Joost, 2009). This date was specifically
selected as it was to coincide with the 20th anniversary of the establishment of the Estonian
Soviet Socialist Republic (or as was often stated by the Soviet authorities, to commemorate the
‘celebration’ of when Estonia joined the USSR.)
Tallinna Kaubamaja continued to survive during the remaining three decades of the
Soviet period, and with Estonia’s independence restored in August, 1991 (Estonia had an initial
period of indepence between the two world wars – see Taagapera, 1993). One of the major
undertakings that began after 1991, was the privatization of previously State-owned
enterprises. Tallinna Kaubamaja one considered one of these prize businesses (Erlanger, 1994).
Thus in 1994, the Soviet era department store was now an independent enterprise, and soon to
be, a publicly traded Estonian retailer. The company, along with ten other firms, was listed on
Estonia’s first stock exchange, the Tallinn Stock Exchange (since 2014, named Nasdaq Tallinn)
in 1996 (Luštšik, 1998).
Acquisition and Expansion
As noted, the name Tallinna Kaubamaja translates into Tallinn Department store. There
also existed other “Kaubamaja’s” in Estonia, but none the size of the one in Tallinn. Even prior
to the opening of Tallinna Kaubamaja in 1960, there was a Tartu Kaubamaja located in Tartu,
the second largest city in Estonia (although arguably the Tartu store was more like a central
market rather than a traditional department store). Tartu Kaubamaja opened in 1954 (Lään,
2008), and in 1996, Tallinna Kaubamaja purchased a majority share ownership of the store.
A second area of growth for TKG was the establishment of the Selver brand of
supermarkets. Although the Tallinna Kaubamaja store had a food shop in the basement of the
store, there was an identified need to expand beyond the department store sector to participate
in the growth of the overall retail sector in Estonia. The first store was located in the Lasnamäe
area in the eastern sector of Tallinn in 1995. This heavily populated area represented one of the
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largest concentrations of ethnic Russians in Tallinn (the ethnic Russian population of Tallinn
consists of approximately one third of the total population).
With the popularity and success of Tallinna Kaubamaja, due to growing Estonian
disposable incomes, particularly for Western quality goods, and a significant influx of shoppers
from much higher income neighbouring countries, Finland and Sweden, there was a decision
to expand internationally (REF). Part of the interest to expand has been attributed to the fact
that also in 1996 saw the entrance of Tallinna Kaubamaja’s first department store competitor
with the arrival of the Finnish store Stockmann (Tohver, 2009).
Perhaps to set out a position that Tallinna Kaubamaja was confident in being able to
compete with Stockmann’s, Helsinki Kaubamaja was opened in central Helsinki, Finland in
1997. This international foyer was historic as it was the first time a former Soviet enterprise
had expanded into the west (Eesti Päevaleht, 1996). The management of Tallinna Kaubamaja
believed that based on the number of Finns that shopped the store in Tallinn, and thus high
brand recognition for the Kaubamaja brand, would also shop the store in Helsinki. The success
of such an endeavour was short lived, as it was almost immediately evident that the reason so
many Finns shopped the Tallinn store, was due to the relative low price of the goods in Estonia.
Costs of operation were much higher in Helsinki, and in addition to Stockmann, department
stores such as SOKOS proved to be too strong for Helsinki Kaubamaja (Heikkinen, 1998).
Since the expansion failure in Finland, TKG looked at other ways to participate in the
growth of the retail sector in Estonia. Demonstrating their confidence in the future, in 2000
TKG joined the Intercontinental Group of Department Stores (IGDS), as the sole department
store member in Estonia and the Baltic States, which it has continued to be today. The flagship
store in Tallinn underwent a number of renovations and expansions during the 1990s and
2000s. In 2003, the Tallinn store was expanded and renovated in order to connect the store with
a new shopping mall, Viru Keskus across the street (a walkway was built to connect the two
structures on the second level). The department store was expanded by 1.5 times in terms of
retail floor space, and a separate grocery store, Kaubamaja Toidumaalim (The World of Food)
was opened, replacing the food store previously located in the basement (Tallinna Kaubamaja,
2004; Vaba Eestlane, 1963). The year 2005 saw the demolition of the original Tartu Kaubamaja
and the building of a completely new store. The last two years of the decade were a challenge
as the financial crises of 2008 and 2009 resulted in a hit to Estonia’s economy, and the
department store division of TKG experienced some of their greatest losses.
Customer Attitude Towards Tallinna Kaubamaja
One of the areas where TKG took great pride was in the respect that was shown towards
the Tallinna Kaubamaja brand. The store received numerous awards as a leading Estonian
brand, as well as being viewed as one of the top places for employment in Estonia (Oja, 2019).
It can be argued that this was not always the case, particularly during the immediate years after
re-independence and once international retailers began to enter the market.
One of the ways in which a retail brand is judged to be successful is how it is viewed in
terms of customers’ perceptions. In order to evaluate this performance, a summary of historical
measures of Tallinna Kaubamaja customers’ attitude towards the retail brand. This data is
drawn from the author’s work in this area, and the findings are from five rounds of customer
surveys collected every five years from 1999 to 2019. Two additional questions are included
that were aimed at determining how Tallinna Kaubamaja customers perceive the level
“Estonianess” or support that the store provides to the community. The summary data is shown
in Table 1
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Table 1: Tallinna Kaubamaja Customer Perceptions: 1999-2019

Source: Author

As can be seen, the overall ratings for each of the five measures was somewhat consistent
over the 20-year period, although not what one may consider as impressive performance. Of
special interest was in 2009 when the measure of Tallinna Kaubamaja’s “Estonianess” was the
lowest of the five rounds of data collection. As the only Estonian department store, one would
interpret this finding that due to the challenges presented from the Economic crisis that
consumers may not have felt that Tallinna Kaubamaja was doing its best for the Estonian
people.
Overall, Tallinna Kaubamaja can be judged to have been a successful department store
over the period of analysis. As noted, Tallinna Kaubamaja remains as one of the very few
(others being TsUM and GUM in Russia) true department stores that was opened during the
Soviet period, and continues to operate today. Although its Soviet origins are not something
most Estonians would reflect upon fondly, that fact that Estonia has its own department store,
when the other two Baltic States, Latvia and Lithuania do not, and the fact that it has had to
compete directly with the much a larger foreign department store Stockmann, can be viewed
as Estonians caring more about the retail brand of the present being much stronger than the
retail brand of the past. The next section of the study looks at TKG’s second largest retail brand,
the supermarket Selver.
Brand Extensions and Success
There exists an extensive field of literature that has examined the questions as to how,
and why a successful brand should undertake brand extensions (Sichtmann, &
Diamantopoulos, 2013). It has been suggested that although brands can provide great value to
a firm (De Asis 2001), if a brand can instill in the target consumer a sense of trust stemming
from past performance and thus familiarity, then both increased revenue and more importantly
in a competitive market, lower operating costs can result (Shankar et al. 2008). Early
researchers in the field of brand extensions (see for example Aaker and Keller, 1990) have
examined the impact that a brand extension can have on the over-all firm success.
Academic research has tended more towards understanding the risks involved to brand
extensions. Examples such as poorly defined and executed brand extension implementations
(Chen & Chen, 2000), and the impact that a poor brand extension strategy has on future
branding efforts also provides cautionary tales for industry practice (John et al, 1998).
Retailer Brand Extensions
There exists significantly less research that has examined the question of retailer brand
extensions (this is not to be confused with the Store brand extensions literature that focuses on
the success/failure of store branded, or private label, products). As noted by Lei, et al. (2008),
consumers perceive greater risk for retailer brand extensions that move upwards in terms of
brand quality from the original brand, versus downwards brand extension. Although these
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perceptions may be moderated by retailer service guarantees and prior customer knowledge of
the parent brand, the suggestion is that a retail brand will have should have more success with
a lower image brand.
A large component of the Retailer brand extension literature has looked at cases where
the extensions are somewhat more distinct than TKG’s movement into the supermarket
business. Literature has looked at retailer brand extensions into online retail channels (Wu, &
Li, 2016) and although arguably the clicks and mortar version of a retailer can be viewed as
distinct from the bricks and mortar, the fact that most leading retailers continue to incorporate
their main brand in the name, if not the products, sold through their online shops.
An interesting area of retailer brand extensions has been in the growth of British
supermarkets moving into the providing financial services (Martinelli, & Sparks, 2003). This
practice has been growing in a number of countries, but depending upon the financial rules and
regulations, a retailer may have to partner with an existing financial institution to enter this
market. A final example of retailer brand extension research has looked at retailers who have
expanded into completely different forms of retailing (Hanover, 1995), which can be seen as
not really retailer brand extensions, but rather corporate diversification.
There appears to be a dearth of research on the study of retailer brand extension in
emerging markets in Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, such as Estonia,
due to the fact that most of these countries did not have a successful transition of a retailer from
the planned communist system to the free market economies. For those retailer brands that
were established after the communist period, few domestic retailers to date have created new
retail brands, or else they themselves had become a brand extension of foreign owned retailers.
As noted, a review of an exemplar of this occurrence was the movement by TKG to the
establishment of the supermarket chain Selver.
Selver – Estonia’s Supermarket
The year 1995 saw the opening of the first Selver store, which as noted, is a traditional
grocery store. By 2020 the number of stores had expanded to 54 as well as the development of
a central fresh food distribution centre, and an online e-commerce store. In order to provide a
framework for analysis of the development of Selver as the first true retailer brand extension
from Tallinna Kaubamaja, a content analysis of sections in the TKG annual reports from 2000
to 2020 was made. The period was broken down into two roughly ten-year, periods, which
beyond convenience, provided an opportunity to compare and contrast two very different
periods in terms of the growth of the Selver brand and its operations.
As alluded to above in the discussion of the department stores, the 2000-2009 period
represented a rapid period of growth of the brand, and a number of great changes to the
Estonian, and European marketplace. This section will discuss Selver’s role in the changing
nature of the retail sector as Estonia became part of the European Union as well as the adoption
of the Euro as their currency of operation. The first period ends with the immense challenges
resulting from the 2008 worldwide economic crisis. This period also reviews Selver’s
expansion, and then retrenchment of operations from Latvia.
The second period, 2010-2020 reviews how Selver managed to re-establish a leading
position within the Estonian supermarket segment while also dealing with increased
competition, mainly international, and the emergence of innovation and technology in
supermarket retailing, including e-commerce. Particular focus is made of how Selver, even
during difficult times, had an important role to play in the overall performance of TKG. The
period ends with the COVID-19 global pandemic, and how Selver has had to adapt to the new
reality of supermarket retailing in Estonia.
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2000-2009 – Expansion, Internationalization, Retrenchment
As noted, the first Selver supermarket store opened in Tallinn in 1995. The next Selver
opened in 1998 and was the first Selver hypermarket. It is suggested that the Selver
hypermarkets in comparison to the supermarkets, mainly differed in terms of size, and early
hypermarkets were two to four times larger than the supermarkets. These differences blurred
over time as depending upon the location/city of where the store was located, a Selver
supermarket could be larger than a Selver hypermarket. By the end of 2009, there were a total
of 31 stores located in Estonia.
As early as 2000, Selver was mirroring the e-Stonia brand, as the use of technology was
permeating through the capital city. Selver introduced an option for customers to order the
products on the Selver website and pick them up at the store (TKG, 2000). The next year
presented an acknowledgement by the management of TKG that Selver would be experiencing
greater competition, due to foreign entrants into Estonia (A Latvian based supermarket, Rimi,
opened its first store in Estonia in 2004, and the Finnish brand Prisma opened its first store in
2000, while the major existing Estonian supermarket chain was part of ETK which was an
Estonian cooperative retail chain).
The first half of the decade saw a steady growth of new Selver stores, and a focus on
increasing product selection, while examining ways to improve in-store staff efficiency (TKG,
2001). In 2002, the first Selver customer loyalty card, “Partner Card”, which provided Selver
customers to benefit from their shopping at both Selver and Tallinna Kaubamaja, and Tartu
Kaubamaja (TK, 2002) was introduced. By the end of 2002 the number of stores had doubled
to 10, and for 2003 there was an increased, overt, focus on the selling of Estonian made goods,
to contrast Selver from the existing and expected foreign competitors (TKG, 2003). The
following year more attention was again devoted for increased productivity, but also to increase
efforts to maintain loyal customers, and attempts to contrast their often-perceived higher prices,
with greater customer service, and a goal of by 2007 to double existing selling space (TKG,
2004).
In expectations of increasing market share, there was a need to open new stores, of which
9 were opened in 2005. Interestingly, in comparison to the focus on the “Estonianess” of Selver,
in 2005 there was a project to partner with foreign based food suppliers, to package and ship
Selver private label goods (TKG, 2005). This was a departure in the Estonian marketplace,
since with re-independence there was a pent-up demand for international brands, and now
Selver believed that the Selver brand was strong enough to warrant its own branded products,
regardless of the fact that the food items would not be from Estonia. This could be attributed
to the aforementioned entrance of Rimi into the Estonian marketplace in 2004.
With Rimi continuing to plan for growth in Estonia, a major initiative occurred in 2006,
with Selver making plans to match that plan, and enter the Latvian marketplace (Larimo, 2013).
A 100% owned subsidiary, Selver Latvia Sia, was established in October, with plans to open
15 stores in Latvia by 2009, and grow to be one of the top three or four supermarket chains in
the country (TKG, 2006). The market share for Selver in Estonia continued to grow and plans
for nine more stores by the end of 2008 was made. The number of agreements for stores to be
opened in Latvia was 14, with 5 of those opening by the end of 2008, mostly in the 4th quarter
(TKG, 2007). The onset of the financial crisis in 2008 had a heavy impact on Selver, as only 8
of the planned for 9 stores were opened in Estonia, and only 2 stores in Latvia (TKG, 2008).
The full impact of the financial crisis impacted Selver greatly during 2009. Not only were
only a total of 5 stores finally opened in Latvia, but the complete exit from Latvia was also
announced, with the last store to be closed in March of 2010 (Tere, 2009). Although revenues
for Selver continued to grow, they were overshadowed by double digit financial losses (TKG,
2009). These losses were directly blamed on the economic downturn as retail prices fell, and
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due to the drop in customer income, the basket of goods moved to less profitable (for Selver)
items. Savings for Selver did result in lower supplier prices, as well as the reduction of
employee wages and the statement, “staff have been optimized according to the economic
situation”, referred to staff terminations (TKG, 2009).
Overall, the period from 2000-2009 saw a solid establishment of the Selver brand as, like
Kaubamaja, “Estonia’s Supermarket”. The fact that the period ended with financial challenges,
a failure to succeed in Latvia, and the slowing of new store growth, resulted in a number of
questions to be addressed moving into 2010.
2010-2020 – Consolidation, Growth and E-stores
The major event to occur during 2010 was the plan for the adoption of the Euro in Estonia
as of the first of January 2011. There was not universal support for the move, as the Estonian
kroon was the first independent currency from the Soviet Union following its collapse in 1991
(Hansson, & Sachs, 1992), and many Estonians did not want to see the elimination of “Estonian
money”. There were greater concerns raised as there was widespread belief that Estonian
retailers saw the switch to the Euro as an opportunity to increase prices (Meriküll, & Rõõm,
2014). This concern was lessened by the fact that retail prices in Estonian needed to continue
to include prices in both Euros and Estonian Kroons. Profitability returned for Selver, as
increased consumer confidence led to increased sales, better managed inventory reduces costs,
and one new stores was opened, resulting in a total of 35 by the end of 2010 (TKG, 2010).
In 2011, a return to focus on customer loyalty was conveyed (TKG, 2011). An admission
of the value to TKG of greater linkages to its various businesses as in addition to the department
stores and supermarkets, TKG had expanded into stand-alone shoe stores, automotive
dealerships, beauty supplies, and security services. Selver touted the fact that is was awarded
first place in terms of service quality in the supermarkets category (Eesti Teeninduse Indeks).
This award was a yearly customer survey study by the leading Estonian marketing research
firm, Emor (https://www.kantaremor.ee/who-we-are/). A number of retail metrics continued to
improve for Selver, as well as an increased focus on the constant work merchandising in terms
of improved product assortments and inventory management (TKG, 2011).
Also, in 2011, a new store design concept was introduced, which proved to be beneficial
for renovating existing stores, as well as design layouts for new stores. No new stores were
opened, and one closed in Narva, the border city with Russia in eastern Estonia. This was also
the final year of revenues from the Latvian operations, and the introduction of a new form of
shopping technology called, SelveEkspress (Puutsa, 2016).
This system allowed Selver loyalty card customers to pick up a device that would scan
products which the shopper then would put into their shopping basket or cart. Instead of going
through the traditional check out, shoppers could go to the automated checkout to self-pay and
collect their receipt (datalogic.com). This use of technology continued to match the focus that
Estonia had on the continuous development of technology-based solutions.
New stores again opened in 2012, with three openings. Selver stores now had a presence
in all parts of Estonia, except for the Narva region where the aforementioned store closed the
previous year. There was a noted focus on labour efficiencies, but not in terms of the number
of employees per store which existed prior to the financial crisis. The efficiencies were a result
of new employee work processes and procedures and the introduction of a multifunctional job
management program (TKG, 2012). Also, SelveEkspress systems continued to be rolled out to
additional stores.
Expansion continued in 2013 with five new stores, and new POS (point of sale) system
and software was introduced, and Selver itself established its own subsidiary, Kulinaaria OÜ,
as supermarket dedicated to retailing organic food, and was Estonia’s first company to market
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organic ready-to-eat foods and salads. By the end of 2013 Selver had 43 stores, and announced
plans for a replacement store in Narva for 2014, thus completing the coverage of all of Estonia
with Selver supermarkets (TKG, 2013). An interesting acknowledgement was that Selver was
having difficulty finding employees with necessary skills due to an overall shortage of labour
in Estonia.
The planned store for Narva did open in 2014, and there was continued voice of the
challenges related to human resources. Selver stated that increased employee wages and
benefits was having an impact on profitability as well as increased competition in the food
sector (TKG, 2014), In addition to the aforementioned foreign supermarkets, Rimi, and Prisma,
the leading Lithuania supermarket, Maxima, had opened its first store in Estoina’s third largest
city, Pärnu, in 2001 with one of its smaller stores Maxima X. By 2008 Maxima had also opened
a XX (larger store) and a XXX (hypermarket) store in Parnu. In 2014, Maxima began plans to
build a logistics and distribution centre in Estonia. By 2014, there were a total of 75 Maxima
stores in Estonia (Maxima, 2015a).
The year 2015 represented the 20th anniversary of Selver (and 55th of Tallinna
Kaubamaja), and there was a continued focus on the use of technology (SelveEkspress was
now in use in almost half the stores) and its positive impact on financial performance and
improved customer service. One new Selver hypermarket was opened and inventory efficiency
increased by way of the need for fewer discount sales, and less shrinkage and write-offs (TKG,
2015). There were also stated plans for Selver to open its first e-Selver service in 2016, it was
Maxima who was the first retailer in Estonia to open an e-commerce store in 2015 (Maxima,
2015b).
An increase in the average customer purchase, tied to increased Estonian spending,
helped to grow Selver in 2016, despite increased competition. Three new stores were opened,
but once again the store in Narva closed (TKG, 2016). The assumption was due to the vast
majority of Estonians living in the Narva area were ethnic Russians, the fact that Selver was an
Estonian brand was attributed for these consumers preferring to shop at Rimi and Maxima,
particularly the latter as it was known to pay attention to most of the smaller cities in Estonia
(Micek, 2016).
In 2017, Selver was the strongest business division of TKG, and five new stores opened.
Although as noted the plan was for the first e-Selver to open in 2016, it did not begin operations
until September 2017 (TKG, 2017). By year end there were 52 Selver stores plus e-Selver.
There were continued discussions as to how to best manage staffing costs, but there was a
stated belief that investments in technology, and in-store expenditures, would continue to drive
profits. There were plans for two new stores in open in 2018 and the year was best financial
year ever for TKG. There was a commitment to roll out SelveEkspress to all stores by the end
of 2019 (TKG, 2018). The continued challenge in finding employees to staff the new stores
resulted in Selver continuing to partner with Estonian vocational institutions in providing cooperative or internship opportunities to encourage younger Estonians to work in the retail sector
(Author, Field Notes, 2015).
During 2019, the acknowledgment of increased competition for Selver was evident as
the German supermarket chain Lidl was making assertions as to expansion into the Baltic
region, and Estonia specifically (ERR, 2020). Although Selver put forth the suggestion that
any new entrants to Estonia in the supermarket segment would face strong existing
competition, and little expectation of short-term profitability due low food margins in the Baltic
region, there was a stated fact that Lidl would likely only be able to gain market share from
existing chains (TKG, 2019). Selver once again included the fact that in a study of Retail Chains
in Estonia in 2019, that the two Estonian chains Selver and Coop (the new name for ETK) were
preferred by shopper over the foreign brands. This seems to be in conflict with the published
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market shares for the sector. Selver planned to extend the e-Selver services to Tartu by 2020
and become the leading Estonian e-retailer in terms of the assortment of foodstuff, and
servicing the greatest area (TKG, 2019). No new stores were opened in 2019.
During 2020, the effects of Covid-19 and the global pandemic, were devasting to retail
sectors. Estonia was no different. There were a number of references to the impact of the
pandemic on TKG performance, and the steps that were undertaken to address the challenges.
There were specific points raised as to the negative impact Covid-19 on the different business
units, but surprisingly there was no mention within the 2020 Annual report with respect to the
supermarket sector. This may be because TKG wished to promote its purchase of the ABC
Supermarket chain, and not highlight the challenge of taking on a new group of stores during
a pandemic. It could also have been that it would be better to focus on other successes such as
the fact that the e-Selver services would now cover 12 out of 15 counties in Estonia (TKG,
2020). Once again, there was acknowledgement of the potential impact of the entrance of Lidl,
now specifically into direct competition with Selver. As in the 2019 Annual Report, these was
a point made that Selver’s position was strong, because Estonian shoppers have a preferences
and awareness of domestic food, and thus Selver would be better positioned with respect to
new entrants such as Lidl, as well as the continued competition from Rimi, and Maxima, as a
domestic retailer.
In comparison to the 2000-2009 period, 2010-2020 saw continued growth in Selver stores
and services, but even greater growth in competition. While still positioning themselves as
“Estonia’s Supermarket”, this may not continue to translate into continued financial stability.
With Lidl having opened a 51,000-square-meter logistics center near Riga, Latvia, which will
be large enough to supply stores in both Estonia and Latvia (ERR, 2021), Selver will continue
to face challenges in terms of sales, but also to attract and retain quality staff.
Conclusions, Research Limitations and Future Study
The focus of this study reviewed two related but contrasting examples of how a retailer
brand can both continue to exist during very different external challenges. From being a Soviet
era department store, to continue to exist and thrive though privatization, unsuccessful foreign
ventures, and domestic and world-wide economic challenges, has demonstrated that “Tallinn’s
Department Store” can continue to be a leading brand from a small nation. Conversely, Selver
as the first major retail brand extension of Tallinna Kaubamaja, provides a case study of how
regardless of the history of the parent retail brand, can both benefit from that association (in
this case being a domestic supermarket brand), also experience expansion failures, while still
expanding and innovating in areas that are of keen interest to Estonian shoppers.
By 2020, the companies of Tallinna Kaubamaja Grupp included the department store
Kaubamaja AS, the supermarket chain Selver AS, REF (Kulinaaria OU, the newly adquired
ABC Supermarkets AS, the security firm Viking Security AS, Tallinna Kaubamaja Kinnisvara
AS, the sister department store Tartu Kaubamaja Kinnisvara OU, and automotive dealerships
in Lithuania and Latvia, as well as Estonia, UAB TKM Lietuva, SIA TKM Latvija, KIA Auto
AS, AS Viking Motors, KIA Auto UAB, Forum Auto SIA, Verte Auto SIA, and TKM Auto
OU, They also own the beauty chains, OU TKM Beauty, and OU TKM Beauty Eesti, plus a
shoe retailing AS TKM King, and a parking lot business Ravala Parkla AS. Thus the TKG has
expanded significantly sine the opening of that first store in June of 1960.
The obvious limitation of this research is that although two retail brands of TKG were
reviewed, this was only one case analysis. Future study that compares and contrasts this type
of research with similar retailers within and outside of Estonia may prove fruitful. A greater
understanding of the history of a retailer, and for publicly traded retailers, the way in which the
company chooses to communicate its successes (and challenges) through its Annual Reports
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can be gained. The fact that Tallinna Kaubamaja and Selver have both now continued to operate
for many years, has resulted in a great deal of materials that can be examined to aid in
addressing a number of questions about retailer brand success.
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Abstract
In an increasingly complex and dynamic business environment, accelerated even further by the coronavirus
pandemic, decision-makers face the challenge of shaping the future of their organizations under uncertainty and
with increasing time pressure. Conventional tools in strategic management are no longer sufficiently suited to
envision preferable future scenarios and enable management to craft winning strategies. With the need for
alternative approaches, practitioners promote design thinking as a novel process to develop innovative business
strategies that gain a competitive advantage. However, the academic discussion concerning what principles and
methods of design thinking may be valuable in strategic management remains scant and scattered. The
contribution of this paper is to show how design thinking as an approach for strategic decision-making has
progressed over time, synthesize the state of knowledge, and structure the findings for further research activities.
Through a semi-systematic review, the texts of 23 articles and three book chapters published between 1995 and
2020 were analyzed. The paper presents an overview of the context in which design thinking may apply to strategic
challenges and it structures the necessary skills, competencies, and tools applying design thinking for strategizing.
The study includes a comprehensive synopsis of the impact of a design-led strategic management as discussed by
academics. Its findings show that applying design thinking for strategic development does not replace traditional
analytical thinking but rather complements strategizing based on a toolset needed to shape future opportunities in
uncertain and complex markets. Hence, design thinking enables an organization to solve multi-faced strategic
challenges by overcoming cognitive limitations, developing deep empathy for end-users, engaging internal and
external partners, and ensuring ongoing learning through iterative prototyping and experimenting. Finally, the
review identifies major streams for future research opportunities to advance the field with more evidence-based
knowledge.
Keywords: Design Thinking, Business Development, Strategic Thinking, Strategizing.
JEL classification: M10, M13, Q31.

1. Introduction
New technologies are being developed ever faster, customer preferences are changing,
and it is becoming increasingly difficult for companies and organizations to sustainably
differentiate products and services. Hence, designing unique value propositions for users, other
stakeholders and by doing so creating value to the company and society at large has become
more challenging today than ever.
Design thinking as an approach to decision-making under uncertainty has gained
considerable attention in both management and academia over the last two decades. Design
thinking is promoted as an iterative, human-centered approach that uses prototyping in
interdisciplinary teams to make multiple solutions tangible (Liedtka, 2018), and it has been
adopted as a novel way of working in many organizations (Brown, 2008).
The origin of design thinking in its current understanding is often seen in the work of
Arnold (1962), who, in his seminar on software development, propagated an interactive
approach in cycles that incorporated user feedback. Later in 1969, Simon described the
character of design as something that is not concerned with how things are, but rather how they
could be. Around the same time, the concept of "wicked problems" was formed, which was
coined by Rittel (1973) and taken up by Churchman (1969). They highlighted that planning
activities – for example, in engineering or even policy-making – are forms of design
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(Churchman, 1969; Rittel & Weber, 1973). Rittel and Webber (1973) described the problems
to be solved in science as "tame", whereas they considered solving socio-political problems as
"wicked". The latter are problems characterized by a context that is not fully graspable, a stated
problem that is unique, and the difficulty that there is no right or wrong solution, but rather
only better or worse solutions (Rittel & Weber, 1973). In his seminal paper “Wicked Problems
in Design Thinking”, Buchanan (1992) created a new conversation around the term, arguing
that designers deal with ill-defined problems and that the creative re-definition of the problem
itself is part of the professional skill set of designers. He stated that design lies in the interface
of possibilities, constraints, and contingencies (Buchanan, 1992).
The concept of design thinking has found its way into the business world in the last 25
years, initiated by the cooperation between IDEO – one of the most prominent design agencies
in the world – and the Design School at Stanford University (d.school). The representatives of
the d.school established design thinking as a specific way of thinking and the application of
design methods by non-designers in the business context (Johansson & Woodilla, 2009).
Accordingly, the focus of design shifted from being a technology-driven discipline to becoming
a human-centered design approach. Design thinking developed into one of the most important
approaches in service design and innovation management (Stickdorn et al., 2011), and various
studies have shown the positive effect on the innovation capabilities of companies (Schweitzer,
Pitsis, & Clegg, 2012).
In order to respond to the increasing complexity of changing market conditions and the
growing digital transformation, managers have to make important strategic decisions in ever
shorter timeframes. Classic strategy approaches are primarily based on analytical thinking and
follow a linear process. First, developments in the environment, industry and among customers
as well as strengths and weaknesses of the company are analyzed. Subsequently, based on these
present- or backward-looking analyses, strategic options are selected and detailed (Pichel &
Müller, 2019). According to a study by Rigby and Bilodeau (2018), this remains the preferred
approach in strategic management. However, these classic strategic management approaches
are not suitable for dealing with the complexity and dynamics of modern market environments
and outlying different future scenarios as a foundation for selecting strategic initiatives
(Vinnakota & Narayana, 2014). The changes observed by the events of the Covid-19 crisis
shed new light on the urgency and need for alternative approaches in strategic consulting even
further.
Strategic management should be the process that enables organizations to create new
futures and engage their people in this important task. Already in 2007, Golsby-Smith pointed
to the need for new methods in strategic work, proposing design thinking as a new management
practice to challenge the status quo:
“We need a new approach to strategy that can unlock fresh energy and make it
more innovative, and less data driven. This is what design thinking can offer.
Design opens a door to a whole new art of thinking that has been suppressed for
centuries by the Western world’s addiction to logic and science as the dominant
thinking paradigm” (Golsby-Smith, 2007).

In his widely cited book "The design of business: Why design thinking is the next
competitive advantage”, Martin supported this view and described design thinking as a novel
practice to address critical strategic challenges (Martin, 2009). Martin highlighted the
important difference between analytical and intuitive thinking and stressed that using both
mindsets is necessary to shape businesses. Brown further supported this statement by
suggesting that design thinking should not only be used to design products, processes, and
services but also to design strategies (Brown, 2009). As design thinking is a mindset that
combines both logical and intuitive thinking to understand the present and design the future,
Diedrich (2020) recently claimed that its use for strategic management processes is inherent.
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Although a large number of scientific resources have been published on the topic of
design thinking regarding product and service innovation, reference to the discussion of the
application of design thinking in strategizing – including implementation-related processes –
remains scant and scattered. The contribution of this paper is to systematically analyze
scientific literature on the subject of design thinking for strategic management.
2. Research method
The review follows four steps as proposed by Snyder (2019): (1) designing the review,
(2) conducting the review, (3) analysis, and (4) writing the review. For an overview of the
process of the literature review, please refer to Figure 1.

Figure 1. Overview of the literature review

2.1. Design of the review and search
The primary research question for the study is: “What are the main principles and
approaches of design thinking in the strategic management process?” The aim is to gain an
overview of the research and understand how the subject has developed over time to recite the
state of knowledge (Snyder, 2019). Hence, the appropriate method for the research is a semisystematic literature review. The review was limited to the timeframe of literature published
between January 1995 and December 2020. This timespan seemed reasonable as publications
about design thinking increased after the mentioned article published by Buchanan on the
subject of “wicked problems”. The following databases were searched for peer-reviewed
English-language publications: Google Scholar, Web of Science, Sage, Springer Link, Science
Direct and Emerald. The main keywords for the database search were “design thinking” in
combination with “strategy” or “strategic” in the title of the articles. Search strategies were
slightly different depending on the search algorithms of the respective databases. The search
returned 258 results. Titles and abstracts were scanned, and sources excluded that discussed
design thinking as a strategy for a certain field of operation (such as innovation management
or environmental problem solving) as the focus of the review is the application of design
thinking on strategic management processes. Such exclusions led to eighteen relevant
publications. In a second scan, applying a backward and forward search (Webster & Watson,
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2002), five additional articles, two book chapters, and one book were added, resulting in a final
sample of 26 resources. The two book chapters, the book, and one article were not peerreviewed, although they were included as they were frequently referenced by author authors
(forward reference).
2.2. Analysis and writing
After the initial search, the abstracts of eighteen initially selected articles were in-vivo
coded with MAXQDA. 210 codes were developed, which were abstracted into eight key
attributes (see Figure 2). These codes were later amended by relevant keywords retrieved
through the in-depth analysis of the sample data. The full text elements of the final resources
were paraphrased using MarginNote 3. To understand the theories, concepts and the
relationships between them, the elements were further condensed into a mind map (Rowley &
Slack, 2004). In a final step, all elements of the mind map were analyzed again, partially
reordered, and connections between the concepts were established.

Figure 2. Level 1 and 2 of the code system

3. Results
This section presents the results from the content analysis of the final sample. The
structure follows the topics and attributes developed and finally assigned to the mind map.
First, we discuss the context in which design thinking for strategizing is claimed to be the
suitable approach. Second, the competencies and capabilities needed for applying design
thinking for strategizing are outlined. Third, the impact of applying design thinking in strategic
management is presented.
3.1. Context of applying design thinking for strategizing
In recent decades, rapid social, technological, and environmental changes have
characterized the business context. Driven by globalization, digitalization, and increasingly
difficult political conditions, companies must secure competitive advantages through ongoing
innovation in ever shorter cycles in a highly networked world that gives easy access to new
entrants in different marketplaces (Buehring & Liedtka, 2018). Managers face increasing
uncertainty and complexity in their strategic decision-making. In a highly regarded article
published in 2007 in the Harvard Business Review, Snowden and Boone introduced the
Cynefin framework to help executives to identify the context in which decisions must be made.
They describe four domains: “simple,” “complicated,” “complex,” and “chaotic.” In simple
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situations, the solution is based on simple cause-and-effect principles. In complicated
situations, the relationship between cause and effect is not immediately apparent but can be
accessed through analysis or expert knowledge. In complex situations, it is no longer possible
to recognize cause-effect relationships in advance, and hence they can only be recognized
retrospectively by searching for patterns and gaining knowledge in small, interactive steps
through experimentation. In chaotic situations, the connection between cause and effect is not
recognizable. Serious crises or catastrophes often fall into this category (Snowden & Boone,
2007).
In the analyzed literature, the strategic challenges faced by decision-makers are described
as new and entangled, and therefore they are best classified as complex situations. Such
complex problems are not simple but very convoluted strategic issues, which are described as
“wicked” by many authors of the analyzed sources (see, for example, Johansson & Woodilla,
2009; Martin, 2009; Vinnakota & Narayana, 2014; Knight, Daymond, & Paroutis, 2020). As
stated in the introduction to this article, the term “wicked problems” was originally coined by
urban planners (Churchman, 1967; Rittel & Webber, 1972) and later taken up and defined by
Buchanan in the context of design issues. As already mentioned, “wicked problems” are
portrayed by the need to involve different stakeholders with different interests, the context
being convoluted and multi-layered, the problem to be addressed being unique, there being no
singular correct answer but a variety of solutions, and the outcome being objectively
unmeasurable (Rittel & Webber, 1972; Buchanan, 1992). The term resonated well with the
business community, and complex decision settings were referred to as a “wicked territory,”
calling for a different way of thinking. Traditional approaches to developing corporate
strategies are based on purely analytical thinking and fall short of designing solutions in a
dynamic environment (Golsby-Smith, 2007). Already decades ago, Liedtka (2000) and Martin
(2009) pointed to the parallels between design and strategic challenges. They proposed more
participative, dialogue-based and iterative approaches to design future visions and
opportunities to draft winning business strategies (Liedtka, 2000; Martin, 2009). Design
thinking brings together divergent thinking with convergent thinking. Martin described this
dynamic of design thinking as the forward appropriation of knowledge that ensures companies’
long-term business advantage (Martin, 2009). Pillai, Vipin, & Abhilash (2020) see the
application of design thinking to strategic thinking processes in “all spheres of economic
activities.” Nowadays, not only established companies but also start-ups, non-profit
organizations, and government departments must ensure continuous innovations by means of
lean processes (Pillai et al., 2020).
3.2. Capabilities and competencies needed for applying design thinking for strategizing
One of the central competencies in successful strategic management is strategic thinking.
Whereas strategic planning is formal and analytical, strategic thinking is more creative,
intuitive, and reflective (Pillai et al., 2020). This ability resembles the designer’s mind, which
understands framing and reframing the problem space, sees the context as being dynamic, and
takes a holistic view, integrating a systems perspective to shape the future (Buehring & Bishop,
2020; Pillai et al., 2020). Cousins (2018) describes design thinking as the ability “to
dynamically integrate the external into an internal process for the purpose of learning as highly
dynamic requiring management interaction.”
The ability to perceive the value of additional information, assimilate it, and apply it for
business use is called absorptive capacity, and it depicts a key component of the broader
concept of dynamic capabilities. Dynamic capabilities describe the ability of a company to
react quickly to changes in its environment by developing its resources (Cohen & Levinthal,
1990). According to many of the analyzed authors, design thinking enables companies to
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integrate external knowledge and assimilate such knowledge through diverse practices of
collaboration (Cousins, 2018; Schweitzer, Pitsis & Clegg, 2012). As the environment is rapidly
changing and the future cannot be analyzed, the authors stress the importance of a continuous
learning process, not only for designing strategies but also for the aspect of strategy execution
(Diderich, 2017).
In the literature, learning through experimenting, prototyping, and testing is described as
a key competence that is obtained by applying design thinking (Liedtka & Kaplan, 2019).
Designers understand the value of going back and forth, making mistakes, learning from those
mistakes, and improving solution sets (Diderich, 2020). Accordingly, design thinking
practitioners address the “wicked” character of the strategic challenges at hand. Through
iterations, solutions are developed, and the problem and solution spaces evolve in parallel and
interdependence (Lund Strøm et al., 2018).
Other competences outlined in many of the analyzed sources are user involvement and
centeredness (Holloway, 2009; Koria, Kotina, & Prendeville, 2017). Building empathy and cocreation with the user are central attributes of design thinking (Micheli et al., 2020) that enable
managers to place the human factor as a pivotal aspect of strategy building and implementation
of strategic initiatives (Lund Strøm et al., 2018). Such an approach not only ensures an in-depth
understanding of the target segment and creating new opportunities to design value
propositions, but it also enables managers to discuss realities and building a common
understanding of the outlined strategy with internal stakeholders (Knight et al., 2020; Lund
Strøm et al., 2018).
Finally, to successfully exploit the potential of new approaches in the strategic process,
managers must build a new mental model of flexibility and adaptability, requiring them to learn
new tools and perform new activities (Cagnin, 2018; Buehring & Bishop, 2020).
3.3. Activities and tools for applying design thinking in strategic processes
Liedtka and Kaplan (2019) highlight the similarities in the skills required to develop
human-centered incremental innovations and disruptive strategies. They even add that the
highest use of design thinking is to help strategists to design, prototype, and commercialize
new business models (Liedtka & Kaplan, 2009). Different approaches to applying design
thinking have been established in the last 20 years. A common element is the basic model of
iterations between an expanding stage of divergent thinking, acquiring data, and generating
possibilities, followed by a synthesizing stage of convergent thinking, consolidating insights,
and selecting the best ideas. Diderich describes the design-led strategy approach as a
“concentration of two creative processes,” namely observing and learning as well as designing
and validating steps (Diderich, 2017). In 2005, the British Design Council introduced its double
diamond method, combining two iterations of divergent and convergent thinking steps, leading
to four main phases: (1) discover, (2) define, (3) develop, and (4) deliver and listen (Ball, n.d.).
Following this view, in the discovery phase (1), scanning the environment and ethnographical
tools are promoted to fully immerse in the target group’s lives and build empathy early in the
strategic process (Camillus, 2008; Liedtka, 2020). In the define phase (2), convergence might
be achieved through journey mapping, framing, and reframing techniques, and building a
narrative; for example, by storytelling (Cagnin, 2018; Liedtka & Kaplan, 2019). In the
subsequent development phase (3), opportunities and ideas are created. Many of the analyzed
resources stress the importance of executives articulating the critical assumptions behind those
ideas and strategies by formulating hypotheses and visualizing the concepts in prototypes
(Camillus, 2008; Liedtka & Kaplan, 2019; Liedtka, 2020). Complex strategic challenges do
not incorporate a single solution but rather many possible ways. Hence, in the final delivery
phase (4), validation through testing prototypes ensures that trade-offs are detected, and ideas
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are retained that have the most potential to succeed (Diderich, 2020). These outlined steps are
performed iteratively and ensure a learning process that is stressed as being a key activity of
successful strategy work.
Buehring and Liedtka show the connection of design techniques in strategic planning to
scenario techniques and strategic foresight. Assumptions about future scenarios are
continuously tested with experiments in the present and adjusted according to the learnings
obtained (Buehring & Liedtka, 2018).
Many authors point to another important activity derived from the design-led strategic
approach. By interacting with prototypes, different stakeholders share the same experience and
uniform understanding of the strategy, which is seen as a prerequisite for a successful
implementation process (Holloway, 2009; Battistella, Biotto, & De Toni, 2012). In other
words, visualizing, sensemaking and communicating the strategy through tangible prototypes
are essential activities to build the necessary emotional connections to deploy effective
strategic measures (Cagnin, 2018).
3.4. Impact of applying design thinking in strategic management
According to the analyzed literature, applying design thinking in strategic work leads to
several areas of impact on the organization. However, it is important to note that some of the
evaluated studies are based on empirical work, while others are conceptual contributions.
Foremost, one of the essential attributes of design thinking is user-centeredness and
involvement (Micheli et al., 2019). Assimilating customer-focused data into the strategy
practice and understanding the user experience from the perspective of the users ensures the
product-market fit of the retrieved strategic solutions (Knight et al., 2020; Martin, 2009). Other
authors confirm that empathy ensures that solutions are designed in line with the needs of the
target markets (Pillai et al., 2020). These design practices establish an outside-in culture of
integrating customer-focused data and insights into strategy practice (Knight et al., 2020).
Applying the tools of design thinking changes the way in which companies engage with
internal and external stakeholders in shaping strategies. Collaboration between different
internal stakeholders creates emotional connections throughout the organization, which is
essential for successful change processes (Pillai et al., 2020). Managers gain confidence in the
results obtained through a first-hand experience and by being actively involved in ideation
activities, prototyping sessions, and experiments (Diderich, 2020). By including key
stakeholders who are not part of the core team, the learning process is even further accelerated
by improving the breadth of insights and ideas generated (Liedtka, 2020). In addition, including
critical players in the larger ecosystems outside the company broadens the access to networks
and resources, leading to additional perspectives (Buehring & Liedtka, 2018).
Another important outcome of design-led collaboration processes is sensemaking and
internal alignment of the envisioned strategies (Battistella et al., 2012). By ensuring a shared
understanding and even experience whereby tactic knowledge is transformed into articulable
knowledge, implementation risks may be reduced (Liedtka, 2020). The latter addresses the
elimination of cognitive biases. Several of the analyzed sources see the reduction of biases in
the strategy process as an essential impact of the application of design-led practices (Buehring
& Bishop, 2020; Camillus, 2008; Korea, Kotina, & Prendeville, 2017; Liedtka, 2015; Pillai et
al., 2020). Behavioral economists have detected dozens of biases that slant managerial
decision-making (Schwenk, 1995). Training in design disciplines and applying design thinking
in strategic management helps to mitigate cognitive biases such as confirmation biases, overoptimism, the inability to see disconfirming data, group thinking, or congeniality biases
(Holloway, 2009; Knight et al., 2020; Liedtka, 2020).
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Several authors conducted in-depth interviews with practitioners or evaluated case
studies. These results show that gaining and applying knowledge through organizational
learning is an often-mentioned area of impact outlined by companies (Cousins, 2018; Jiao &
Zhang, 2015). This view is in line with the discussion concerning the need to build dynamic
capabilities as mentioned above to cope with the dynamics of markets (Cohen & Levinthal,
1990).
According to the results of the literature review, all of these elements of applying design
thinking for strategizing add significant value to ensuring the future of companies, although
academics and practitioners must further investigate the various aspects of a design-led process
in strategic management.
4. Discussion and conclusion
In recent reviews of classic strategic planning processes, the need for strategy as an
emergent rather than a planned activity, the involvement of various stakeholder groups, and
failing to execute strategic initiatives are stressed (for an overview, see Liedtka & Kaplan,
2019). Combined with the increased complexity and multi-layered requirements of modern
markets, there is a demand to accelerate strategic planning cycles and design them more
dynamically and agile (Lund Strøm et al., 2018).
However, considering that many of the analyzed sources are conceptual or draw on
qualitative and explorative methods, more evidence on the concept of design thinking for
strategy must be achieved by academics. The review in this paper has revealed three major
streams for future research.
First, research questions addressing the context, and the activities of applying design
practices. Many of the analyzed articles describe the designers’ ability to cope with failure,
ambiguity, and uncertainty. However, many aspects remain unclear: Can design thinking be
applied to all kinds of strategic questions at all levels (corporate, business, functional)? In
what organizational settings should design thinking be applied to strategic decision-making?
What are the fundamental principles, methods, and tools in applying design thinking in
strategic management?
Second, research questions addressing the embeddedness of design thinking applied for
strategizing. The practices and cultures around ingrained design practices are not well
documented: How is design thinking embedded in corporate strategizing? In what context is
design thinking as practice established? What processes should be applied in a design-led
strategic culture? Who should be involved in applying the design thinking toolset to strategic
challenges?
Finally, research questions dealing with the scant empirical evidence regarding the
impact of design thinking applied to strategic questions. What are the primary advantages and
limitations of design thinking applied to strategic practices? How does the application of
design thinking for strategic management increase the probability that the developed strategy
will be successful? What key performance indicators are being used to evaluate the impact of
design-led strategy initiatives in comparison to traditional strategic management approaches?
The literature examined clearly shows that design thinking has substantially evolved in
recent years, and the toolset can be successfully applied to much more than pure product and
service innovation. Liedtka and Kaplan (2019) stress, that the skill sets required for humancentered innovation management and strategy development are similar. However, they
emphasize that for design thinking to successfully build dynamic capabilities within the firm,
“attention to a disciplined and carefully architected end-to-end system of interacting elements”
is required (Liedtka & Kaplan, 2019). Consequently, both practitioners and academics should
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be encouraged to further explore the potential of a design-led approach to strategizing that aims
to shape organizations that will have a sustainable impact in the future.
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Abstract
The pandemic crisis influenced the whole world and has left its mark not only on the coworkers themselves but
also on the operators of these spaces. The main goal of this work is to characterize various types of coworking
spaces based on regional differences in Slovakia and identifying changes in their business models digitization
during the pandemic crisis. The theoretical part introduces the concept of coworking space and we discuss the
changes in the coworking space business model related to a pandemic crisis. The study is based on primary
qualitative research and secondary data gathered from web pages, online forums, and discussions. Several semistructured interviews were accomplished with the selected coworking spaces in Slovakia. We obtained
information about changes in coworking business models particularly from a digitization point of view related to
the pandemic crisis. The interviews were transcribed and analyzed in the MAXQDA analytics pro-2020. There
have been significant changes in the services provided by coworking spaces as well as there have been changes
in the number of users. There was a significant decrease in revenues in all the coworking spaces. The so-called
hybrid offices are a new trend in coworking spaces, and most respondents agree that coworking spaces have a
bright future and will grow, be attractive, and be demanded by companies.
Keywords: Coworking space, business models, COVID-19, Slovakia, new trends.
JEL classification: L26.

Introduction
Coworking spaces are a modern phenomenon that has not been properly researched so
far. It is the subject of research for many experts and scientists, yet there is little empirical
research. The origin of these spaces dates back to 2005 (Capdevila, 2013, Krause 2019).
Coworking was initially considered a movement that resulted in an attractive concept as a
counterpoint to a classic office space. It has become a trend of offering people flexible shared
workspaces that create an environment that supports collaboration, user interaction,
productivity, and innovation. After the economic crisis in 2008, long-established patterns of
employment shifted from a traditional corporate culture to freelance and self-employed
workforce. These collaborative spaces and related collaborative practices are an example of
new ways of organizing work in a project and predominantly independent professions found in
the cultural and creative industries (Murphy, 2018). According to some authors, coworking
spaces are not only flexible shared office spaces for creative professionals "working alone" (eg
Merkel, 2015), but also for the rest of the community, including entrepreneurs, small and
medium-sized enterprises, and most recently corporate companies. (Bouncken, Clauss,
Reuschl, 2016).
Since 2015, this trend and model of the working environment has been constantly
increasing. In 2015, according to research on statista.com found a total of 8,900 coworking
spaces were created worldwide with 545,000 members (statista.com). The latest research from
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statista.com predicted that in 2020, coworking spaces would increase to 26,300 and the number
of members would increase to 2,680,000 (statista.com). At the time, however, no one knew
that these predictions would be greatly influenced by the massive spread of the new coronavirus
COVID-19. Not only daily-day ordinary activities have changed, but society itself and the
world´s economies have also changed significantly. Before the pandemic situation, trends and
the typology of coworking´s business models were not sufficiently explored and it is clear that
during the pandemic, these models considerably changed in several coworking spaces. As a
result of the pandemic situation, new questions arise about the changes in coworking spaces
business models. So far it is an unexplored topic in literature and therefore our main goal is to
identify the impact of COVID-19 on business models of coworking spaces in Slovakia.
1 Literature review
Coworking spaces and their business models in literature
There are several definitions of coworking spaces, which are created based on their
operations, the characteristics of the spaces, or even the types of their users. Some authors point
to the values that are created in coworking spaces such as cooperation, collaboration,
community creation, or knowledge sharing and networking. Very common and frequently cited
definitions are the following.
Coworking spaces are shared working environments in which independent knowledge
workers gather. (Spinuzzi , Bodrozic , Scaratti , Ivaldi, 2019, Bouncken, Qiu, Clauss, 2020)
Rese et al. and Butcher describe coworking spaces as a globally increasing phenomenon
of new shared work environments used by freelancers, entrepreneurs, and small companies that
often work in information technology and creative industries. (Rese, Kopplin, Nielebock, 2020,
Butcher, 2018).
Bounchen and Aslam describe coworking space as the idea of spatial co-location that
improves communication and knowledge sharing among independent knowledge professionals
(Bouncken, Aslam, 2019).
Gormar et al. define coworking spaces as open creative labs that provide a communitylike environment and the necessary surroundings for their users to build and maintain networks
with different actors inside and outside the CWS (Gormar, Herbig, Rese, 2021).
Tremblay and Scaillerez define coworking spaces as spaces for sharing and collaboration
to improve the work conditions of self-employed workers, but also of entrepreneurs and
salaried workers, although there has been much less study of these (Tremblay, Scaillerez,
2020).
The common basis of all of these definitions is that coworking spaces are shared spaces
that create and support individuals, institutions, or communities for users such as freelancers,
entrepreneurs, while allowing them to cooperate and collaborate on/with each other.
Capdevila characterizes the business model of coworking spaces as an organizational
form that essentially facilitates cooperation between companies (Capdevila, 2014).
Coworking business models and digitization
Researchers generally agree that business models are structural templates for
organizations that can provide a holistic and systemic view of how companies manage and
grow their businesses (Amit & Zott, 2001; Schneider, Clauss, Bouncken, Laudien, Kraus
2019).
Capdevila describe coworking business model as an organizational form that essentially
facilitates cooperation between companies (Capdevila, 2014). Another authors like Spinuzzi,
et al. allege that coworking business model is directly related to community, particularly, the
cooperation that occurs within professional workers and communities (Spinuzzi, Bodrožić,
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Scaratti, Ivaldi, 2019). Furthermore, the coworking business model shows itself through the
fact that innovative business ideas and models are creating whole new branches of business,
fundamentally changing them, or even making some disappear (Schuermann, 2014).
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, flexible business models are needed. Due to that
questions like how coworking spaces can resurge from the ashes and come up with innovative
ways to readjust their business models to better fit new users´ demands.
Remotely, the business model of coworking spaces is no longer valid, as their main
reason and value-add, which was physical and social interactions with other users have been
drastically restricted (Berbegal, 2021). However, some coworking spaces have adopted new
ways to keep supporting the needs of their communities. By reassessing the services and
creating new solutions, the coworking industry has showcased the ability to readapt, remaining
positive about the potential opportunities that may arise from this situation. A new working
paradigm has emerged, not only questioning from where we work but also when, how, and in
which way. The service demand of coworking spaces has changed, being necessary to redefine
the value proposition, placing more emphasis on customization and proximity. Early versions
of coworking spaces were geared towards specific sectors with the absence of a traditional
employee or office model. Berbegal wrote that the pandemic crisis has completely changed
this paradigm and coworking spaces are now seen as an attractive alternative for consultants,
lawyers, other professional services employees (Berbegal, 2021), and also many big
companies.
The other topics related to the changes in business models are digitization. During the
pandemic, crisis digitization played an important role as it helped coworking space to solve
problems more effectively and quickly. Thus, firms have increased their engagement in a
digital transformation and in digitalizing their business models. Firms can apply digital
technologies for improved or novel internal and external processes and integrate them into new
business models (Bouncken, Kraus, Roig-Tierno 2019).
2 Research methodology
We run a primary survey and secondary data collection for our research. The primary
research we run through semi-structured interviews realized among the providers of coworking
spaces. We accomplished the secondary research through internet data gathering. Participants
of these interviews were providers of the coworking spaces, which were from the urban area
as well as rural areas. These coworking spaces differed by the size of the space, the number of
users, profit, or nonprofit orientation. The biggest Slovakian coworking space in our sample is
Campus cowork (https://www.campus-cowork.com/), which has two branches. We also run
our survey in coworking Cvernovka (https://www.coworkingcvernovka.sk/), 365 labb.
(https://365.bank/blog/o-365/spoznajte-365labb/),
Nádvorie
coworking
(https://nadvorie.com/coworking/), and STREDco (https://www.stredco.sk/). More detailed
information on respondents see in attachment table 3. The interviews were structured according
to topics related to innovations in business models.
We have studied such areas as development of the number of clients, digitization,
revenues, products and services, and activities performed.
Interviews collected during these surveys were transcribed to the MAXQDA analytics
pro 2020 and analyzed applying thematic analysis.
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3 Results and Discussion
Current situation of coworking spaces in Slovakia
The history of the coworking spaces development in Slovakia has started 14 years ago.
However, the new openings achieved pick in 2018. According to our research, we have
identified 27 coworkings with available contact information. They are distributed across the
whole of Slovakia (see picture 1) but the highest concentration is in Western Slovakia regions.
Key characteristics of these spaces are presented in Table 1 (in attachments).

Picture 1. Coworking spaces across Slovakia
Source: own elaboration by authors

Chart 1. Openness in coworking spaces during pandemic crisis

Coworking space openness during a pandemic
crisis in Slovakia
Temporarily closed
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Officially not opened
Closed permanently
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Source: own elaboration by authors

Chart 1 describes the number of coworking spaces, which were closed during the
pandemic crisis. From 27 coworking spaces, there were 2 closed of which one has closed
permanently and the other one temporarily.
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Interview results
The interviews were run with providers of coworking spaces (see more in attachment
Table 3. Profile respondents of coworking spaces in Slovakia ) to identify key trends that
occurred in their business models during a pandemic crisis.
Impact on users
The question “Has number of your users changed during Covid 19?” was answered by
providers as follows:
Table 2 The respondents answer on question related to users changing

Coworking Cvernovka
Nádvorie coworking

Campus coworking

365 labb.

STREDco

Definitely yes. In the first wave, almost everyone in the office
exchanged, the vast majority, which was the first time in three years.
During a pandemic, the users have changed quite a bit. At the end of
2020, our occupancy rate decreased sharply, especially the fix desks,
that belong to concrete users. If someone new comes, he/she prefers
part-time occupancy or a flexible desk.

From May to October 2020, when the second COVID – 19
wave started, we kept occupancy at 80-90% in both spaces, and
then, since October especially in November, December – sharp
decrease occurred again, that we had not seen before.
Not during almost the entire pandemic, even users occupied
their places less. They wanted to keep the place so they still
paid for it, of course, we offered them various discounts, etc.
only at the end of the current period we lost two offices for the
reason, that they would very much like to stay there but it
doesn't make sense for them due to business development.
The pandemic impacted them significantly through active
students who used coworking for their activities but due to
virtual teaching at home are no longer use it.

Source: own elaboration by authors

The pandemic crisis had an impact on the change in the number of users in all addressed
coworking spaces. This finding can be justified by the fact that people were forced to stay at
home and work from home. Due to that clients stop to pay membership fee that influenced
financial situation of the coworking spaces.
Impact on products and services
The question “Has products and services you offer to your customer changed due to the
pandemic?”, the respondents answered as follows:
Table 4 The respondents answer on question related to service and product changing

Coworking Cvernovka

Nádvorie coworking

I don't think they changed, we just started to disinfect to a
greater extent, and probably everybody did it, but the portfolio
of services remained the same.
We did not change the products. We just added 3
supplementary services, that are for all new members. We
provide them with web support for free for a year, at the same
time we provide accounting and consultancy services. They
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have free advice here, and if users use them for more than half
an hour than they have to pay for them.
We have created a new product called the hybrid office. It is an office
where for example company with 36 people rent an office for 12
people, in which their rotate, and we call this a hybrid office.
Furthermore, we cope with situations that employees demand from
their employers some alternatives to the home office, and often it is
coworking. This is another product that is being developed and we
want to do another project with the working name “Ps. you go”
which is a credit system. In short, it means offering people the
greatest flexibility available and what we can afford because those
people are in urgent need of it right now. Things are much more
flexible and much shorter.

Campus coworking

365 labb.

Products have not changed.
I don't think anything has changed.

STREDco
Source: own elaboration by authors

Coworking spaces do not feel the high impact of a pandemic crisis on their modification
of products or services. Most of them claim that the products have not changed and rather have
modified their business models with several new services.
Impact on coworking space activities - Online events
The question “How pandemic impacted your coworking space activities? Have you
started to offer online events?” was answered as follows:
Table 5 The respondents answer on question related to activity changing

Coworking Cvernovka
Nádvorie coworking

Campus coworking
365 labb.
STREDco

We always work on online events, which our members have free of
charge.
We did nothing during the pandemic. We froze the whole course of
events. We are members of the coworking association and webinars
were held within them.
We created events on various topics, but the market remained
extremely oversaturated because everything was suddenly online. So
we withdrew them for a while, but we plan to revive them again.
In my opinion, promoting the community online is stupid. We are
completely out of these activities.
Not at all.

Source: own elaboration by authors

Most of the coworking spaces did not create online events during a pandemic.
They believe that the market was too saturated with online events, and they do not think
that creating and maintaining a community depend on the online environment, but rather on
the personal meetings.
Impact on revenues
The question “Did your revenues change during pandemic?” was answered as follows:
Table 6 The respondents answer on question related to impact on revenues

Coworking Cvernovka

Certainly yes. Our main income is from renting space, it is also
our biggest expense, and during the pandemic, we lost revenue
from organizing events, whether external or those we do
internally.
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Nádvorie coworking
Campus coworking
365 labb.
STREDco

Yes, revenues fell down a lot as we very much fewer members.
In numbers, revenues fell by almost half during 2020.
Partly fell but it was balanced by a nice income from events that
we did during the pandemics
Revenues fell extremely as a result of the cancellation of the rent
of certain spaces, which the companies had for private purposes.
Definitely yes, due to lower rent. The second reason is that a few
projects were stopped because of pandemics, so our grants were
canceled.

Source: own elaboration by authors

All coworking spaces expressed drop in revenues as a result of the pandemic crisis. There
are several reasons, and particularly the decline in users and their membership payments and
to stop organization of the events.
Digitization
One of the questions which were related to value creation was as follows: Does
digitalization change your business model during a pandemic? Do digital technologies affect
your value creation, value proposition, and value capture? Most of the respondents agreed that
digitization does not change their business model during a pandemic but helps them to solve
the problems or processes more efficiently. As respondent from Campus cowork said:
Digitization during the pandemic impacted only internal processes. We are more efficient, we
have a better overview, we do better task management, we are more integrated. The other
advantage of digitization is that people can communicate with each other despite the fact they
work remotely. As a respondent from coworking Nádvorie said: Digitization did not have a
significant impact on us, but the communication with members.
Future development and new trends in coworking spaces
The pandemic crisis influenced the employees as well as the entrepreneurs. Most of them
have to work from home. People need to socialize and that’s why the majority of populations
were tired and destroyed of such a system. People who are used to work from offices don’t
want to stay at home and that’s the fact they will always looking for another place to work.
That’s why the coworking spaces will be demanding and start to be even more attractive for
the majority of entrepreneurs or employees. In our interview, all respondents agreed that the
coworking spaces will raise in the future: “In the future of post-pandemic crisis, there will be
a place in the office as a reward. It will be a prestige to be in an office and I think those
coworking spaces will grow and there will be a boom of them. I believe that it will be in great
demand because people and entrepreneurs have learned to work from home or send employees
to be at home. I think that if people are at home all day, it is probable that work performance
will also decrease, so they will look for these coworking spaces.”(STREDco)
Coworking spaces will be used more and will have to expand their spaces. The fact is
that coworking space is still cheaper for employers or entrepreneurs than the classic offices. In
the classic office, there is needed to have own or rented services (cleaning printing, facility
management as such, and so on). As manager from Nádvorie coworking said: “It's much better
to have coworking, and I think a lot of people have realized that, so I expect the increase of
demand for these spaces this year and also the next year.” (Nádvorie coworking)
The new trend of coworking spaces is hybrid offices, which are more flexible to the
clients. As one of our respondent from Campus cowork said: “It's the hybrid offices and hybrid
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models and short-term models of operation, that's more attractive for our clients, and I think
it will stay with us for a while.” (Campus cowork)
The same opinion has got the other respondent from 365labb. : “I think it's nice to have
such a hybrid coworking and I think that those coworkings will be used even more, as in our
bank about 60% of people stay in the home office, which is nice, but I think that these people
stop being comfortable as you need to go somewhere where you have a job and then come
home where you have privacy. And I also know that a lot of companies can already flip into
this segment and already have some shared offices. It's much more efficient, cheaper than to
pay somewhere for full space. So, I think coworking spaces will continue to grow and be
successful.” (365 labb.)
According to our respondent digitization and digital transformation is and will be a trend
that will influence coworkings both in activities, processes, and efficiency.
4 Conclusion
The pandemic crisis had an impact on coworking spaces in Slovakia. We mapped the
current situation of coworking spaces in Slovakia by the method of semi-structured interview
and secondary analysis. We found out that from 27 coworking spaces and only 2 are closed
due to the pandemic crisis.
In the second part, we analyzed the impact of the pandemic crisis on coworking spaces
in Slovakia by semi-structured interview. We studied mainly the areas related to the creation
of the business model, particularly digitization. Based on the interviews, we identified various
changes that occurred in the areas. The results of this analysis suggest a decreasing number of
users in all interviewed coworking spaces. This was mainly due to pandemic measurement shat
forbade people to leave their homes and also they felt threatened and preferred to stay at home.
In the case of changes in services and products, most coworking spaces didn’t change their
products but the services changed. In the case of Campus cowork, they created a new product
called a hybrid office, which is characterized by flexible usage of one office by more users. In
the case of services, there were new consulting services offered with a favorable price model.
Coworking spaces are also characterized by offering high flexibility to their users, and
the current situation with a pandemic crisis has increased this flexibility even more. Most
respondents believe that these coworking spaces will grow in the future as a result of providing
services and products that are both more cost-effective for larger companies and at the same
time offer the flexibility discussed above. This is a big advantage that is not possible to achieve
using traditional offices. Last but not least, it is clear that people need to socialize, which means
that they will always look for a community and society. For this reason, we believe, that the
future of coworking spaces is on the rise.
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Attachments
Table 1. Key characteristic of the coworking spaces in Slovakia

Name
of
coworking
space
STREDco
Coworking
Priestor
365.labb

Openness
during
COVID-19
Open
Open

Region

Year
of Founder
foundation

Zilina
Banska
Bystrica
Banska
Bystrica
Zilina

2 019
2 020

Liptov Hub

Officially
not opened

Coworking
METRO
Baňa
Coworking
Coworking
Poprad

Open

2 019

High school
Entrepreneurs, civic
association
Corporate company

2 020

Entrepreneur

Zilina

2 017

Open

Kosice

2 021

Civic
association
METRO
Civic association

Open

Presov

2017

Entrepreneur

Open
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My
Open
Residence
Showroom &
Coworking
Eastcubator
Open
Prešov
Starport
Open

Presov

2 018

Entrepreneur

Presov

2 016

Entrepreneurs

Kosice

2 018

Cowork
Rovinka
D1
Shared
Office
Coworking
Šaľa
Fleck
coworking
Ponk
Coworking
Collabor8
The Spot
Zarobenô
Dvojbodka
Cowork
Búdka 22
Coworking
Steel Tower
Coolworking

Open

Bratislava

2 017

Freelance
Product
Designer
Entrepreneur

Open

Bratislava

2019

Corporate company

Open

Nitra

2 013

Non-profit activity

Open

Trencin

2019

Entrepreneur

Open

Nitra

2 014

Civic association

Open
Open
Open
Open

Bratislava
Bratislava
Bratislava
Bratislava

2020
2 021
2020
2 013

Entrepreneurs
Entrepreneurs
Entrepreneur
Entrepreneur

Open
Open

Bratislava
Nitra

2 018
2 019

Entrepreneur
Business entity

Temporarily Nitra
closed
Closed
Bratislava
permanently

2 020

Business entity

2018

Civic association

Open
Open

Bratislava
Bratislava

2018
2 017

Entrepreneurs
Entrepreneur

Open

Bratislava

2018

Entrepreneurs

Progressbar
Coworking
Campus City
Coworking
Cvernovka
Nádvorie
coworking

Source: own elaboration by authors
Table 3. Profile respondents of coworking spaces in Slovakia

Respondents number Name of the space

Respondent position

1.

Campus cowork

Chief operations officer Women

2.

Coworking Cvernovka Founder of coworking

Women

3.

The Spot

Head of The Spot

Men

4.

Nádvorie coworking

Community manager

Men
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5.

STREDco

Manager

Men

6.

365 labb.

Community manager

Women

Source: own elaboration by authors
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Abstract
A challenge of the field of neuromarketing is its multidisciplinarity and therefore the knowledge derived from this
field of study. In order to provide a holistic view of the field of neuromarketing in this highly theoretical paper,
we aimed to integrate some of the knowledge that the field of neuroscience delivers and integrate it into several
areas of knowledge for augmenting information that serves neuromarketing. Neuromarketing can help companies
and businesses by identifying and creating brain pathways that positively (and, in some cases, adversely) stimulate
customers' perceptions of brands, products, and basic images of interest that elicit positive emotions. This research
includes a survey of the previously available literature about neuromarketing and its link with other fields of
knowledge. This article aims to increase the perspective of marketing practitioners, who do not have much
information in the field of neuroscience, as the field of neuroscience is much more complex and requires
specialized education. In this direction, we aim to provide a theoretical framework that integrates the syncretism
of the fields of psychology, sociology, anthropology, art and economics that provide us with a holistic view of
consumer behaviour and decisions of interest to the field of neuromarketing.
Keywords: Neuromarketing, neuroscience, marketing, psychology, economy, sociology, art, anthropology.
JEL classification: M31.

Introduction
Measurement of neural and physiological signals to get an insight into the decisions,
motivation, understanding, and preferences of consumers is referred to as 'neuromarketing’.
The most common methods used for neuromarketing are physiological tracking which includes
facial coding and measurements of eye movement (eye-tracking) (Araujo, 2007). Looking
globally, marketing together with sociology, psychology, economics and other fields of
knowledge are social science disciplines or science of society. Jonassen (1959), argues that the
impact of sociological thought and research on economics, psychology and marketing has
brought fundamental changes to the nature of the individual and their marketing behaviour
(Jonassen, 1959). Florescu (1992), argues that marketing has developed extensively in both
practice and theory. Therefore, marketing has moved in the direction of extensive and intensive
development. Extensive development is the extension of the scope of marketing into new fields
of activity, new organisations or new geographical areas (Florescu, 1992). Intensive
development of the marketing field consists in a continuous improvement of techniques and
methods used in organisations, in the development of modern concepts of the role of the
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marketing field in the economy and society. In order to provide a comprehensive knowledge
of the marketing field, neuromarketing applies neuroscientific strategies to examine and
comprehend human conduct comparable to business sectors and showcasing trades (Lee,
2017).
We consider it important to distinguish between consumer neuroscience and
neuromarketing. Plassmann and colleagues (2012), believe that "The goal of consumer
neuroscience is to adapt methods and theories from neuroscience – combined with behavioural
theories, models, and tested experimental designs from consumer psychology and related
disciplines such as behavioural decision sciences – to develop a neuropsychologically sound
theory to understand consumer behaviour. ". On the other hand, “Neuromarketing is a new
marketing discipline that uses medical techniques to understand how our central nervous
system reacts to marketing stimuli.’’ (Orzan, Zara & Purcarea, 2012). Although, consumer
neuroscience and neuromarketing are treated as definitions of neuromarketing (de Oliveira &
Giraldi, 2017), from our point of view there are two different fields of study. At the same time,
the field of neuromarketing is supposed to be “a new marketing discipline” of study, but
Remete and Bacali (2020), believe the field of neuromarketing may have taken shape before it
had a verbal label attached, given that early research (Krugman, 1964) in the 1960s, conduct
pupil dilation studies on subjects exposed to marketing stimuli.
In an interview with the “Marketing” magazine, in 2019, neuroscience researcher Jared
Cooney Horvath of Harvard University believes that neuromarketers have no knowledge of
neuroscience and have not studied neuroscience, but rather marketing. This may be true, but
teams of specialists from both fields can be called upon to conduct neuromarketing studies
(Nelson-Field, 2020).
In pursuit of the purpose of this paper, we aim to make a connection between
neuromarketing and other fields of knowledge, both to increase the research perspective and to
increase information in the field of neuroscience which is the foundation of the field of
neuromarketing.
1. Neuromarketing and sociology
Jonassen (1959), reminds us that population studies have long been a branch of
sociology. Accurate knowledge of the factors that pertain to the nation enables the marketing
practitioner to determine how many and what kind of people there are and where they are. Or
this allows for future predictions in population and provides a grace period for future
requirements for a scientific marketing approach. In terms of consumer motivation, significant
marketing knowledge has emerged from sociological research on class, voluntary association,
leisure activities and attitude measurement. Araujo (2007), informs us that it is well known that
the construction of markets requires the mobilization of bodies of expertise in law, economics,
accounting and marketing. Law helps to provide the regulatory framework under which
property rights, contracts, etc. can be exchanged and enforced by third parties. Accounting
provides calculating agents that allow costs and prices to be determined, providing the
possibility to use money as a means of exchange, make investments and the like. On the other
hand, Diaz Ruiz (2012), argues that the disciplines of sociology of markets and economic
sociology observe markets as social mechanisms, but neoclassical economists consider the
market to be devoid of social interaction. At the same time, Yiannakis (1989), brings to our
attention that, marketing takes place in a variety of environments where both threats and
opportunities are made up of interactions of various forces such as; technology, socio-cultural
changes and attitudes, demographic and political changes and possible effects of legislation.
Evidence from the literature (Burgos, 2013), suggests that meeting needs are learned by
individuals in distinct ways, depending on their socioeconomic and cultural profile. In this
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respect, many communication campaigns aim to achieve desired social goals in order to
persuade young people not to engage in undesirable behaviour, present behaviour that is in line
with societal values. The association of the brand with these behaviours congruent with
society's values gives consumers a strong group affiliation based on the ideology of the group,
strengthening the emotional bond. At the same time, the field of neuromarketing can provide
more precise information, taking into account both sociological and psychological profiles of
customers as well as cognitive profiles.
To study social cognitive processes and the neural systems that support these processes,
Meshi (2015), proposed a framework for using social networks. Based on the idea that
individuals are driven to connect with others and manage their reputation, they gain significant
adaptive advantages. This is explained by the fact that the ways in which we meet our needs to
belong to a social group are of paramount importance to our survival, this being as important
as meeting basic biological needs. Managing one's reputation within a group improves survival
rates by fostering successful social connections. Social connections also enhance psychological
well-being by protecting individuals from negative feelings. In short, social networks provide
individuals with a platform to satisfy fundamental social needs. Activity in brain regions, such
as dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (DMPFC), bilateral temporoparietal junction (TPJ), anterior
temporal lobes (ATL), anterior frontal gyrus (IFG), posterior cingulate/precuneus cortex
(PCC), are linked to the exchange of information and the reception of information shared by
others (Meshi, 2015).
Most sellers resort to direct advertising on social media, investing huge amounts of
money to become recognisable, and sometimes these practices do not generate credibility.
Furthermore, Diehl (2016), demonstrated that the experience individuals have when taking
photos is a positive one. This is explained by the fact that immortalizing the moments forms a
greater commitment to the experience. Individuals who take photographs enjoy the moment
more and are happier. This is based on the focus of attention, in that, pictures lead to increased
attention to visual aspects, relevant to the associated experience (Diehl, 2016). These findings,
lead us to conclude that the benefits of appealing to user-generated content would have a twoway line.
2. Neuromarketing and psychology
As early as 1952, Alderson talks about the need for a psychological perspective in
marketing and economics. The researcher brings to our attention the fact that in the
psychological analysis of human behaviour, in general, there is a main line consistent with
marketing behaviour. Marketer problems stem from uncertainty about the outcome of
established or proposed marketing plans and programs, but a marketing perspective alone
cannot solve this problem (Alderson, 1952).
The field of neuromarketing draws on advanced neuroimaging techniques, which provide
greater precision in identifying certain brain regions that develop specific neural responses of
interest in marketing. Specific brain regions activate certain cognitive and emotional functions,
and an anatomical source localization gives us insight into the representation of certain types
of attitudes consumers may have when interacting with the product (Wilson et al., 2008).
Miclea (1999), points out that both auditory and visual stimuli that have motivational
and/or adaptive value will be the ones that enter our attentional field. The selective processing
of visual stimuli will determine eye movements, and the gaze will be moved according to the
individual's area of interest. In identifying these visual stimuli with motivational value, the field
of neuromarketing uses eye-tracking technology. Moreover, De Martino (2006), concluded that
the attached verbal label produces an emotional response and a corresponding tendency to
accept or avoid buying a product. Increased activity in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) was
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evident when study participants resisted the general behavioural tendency. Also, although there
are significant links between the medial and orbital prefrontal cortex (MOPFC) and the
amygdala, these brain areas have distinct functional roles in decision-making. The OMPFC
incorporates input from the amygdala and is thought to be associated with the motivational
value of choices, integrating emotional and cognitive information that guides our future
behaviours (Miclea, 1999).
It is true that, in marketing campaigns, the consumer may be put in a situation where they
experience a confrontation when they have to make a purchase decision that involves positive
and negative motives at the same time. This confrontation is called motivational conflict, which
occurs at the point of purchase or when we intend to buy a product and choose between several
products (Breiter et al., 2015). Davidson (2004), suggests that the left side of the prefrontal
cortex (PFC) is a salient area of a large circuit that mediates approach behaviour, and the right
side of the PFC forms a cardinal makeup of a neural circuit that instantiates withdrawal.
Studies (Einhorn, 1985; Ellsberg, 1961), show us that decision making and emotionality
are closely related, suggesting that decision making is influenced by affect. The literature
(Barrett, 2017), points out to us that, the anatomical structure of the human brain is designed
such that no decision or action can occur in the absence of interoception and affect, no matter
how rational we are. According to Cherubino (2019), studies conducted in the psychology field
pointed out that a great part of the cognitive process occurs at an unconscious point, as well as
the customers' choices. Because of unconscious actions, people tend to fail when they are
predicting their future choices. In other words, what we think we need has a small impact on
the choices we really make. Bechara (2000) scrutinizes the reality that the part of feelings in
decision-making has been thought little of for a long time, or that information and thinking are
not adequate traits to assist us make great choices. Front cingulate has been related to the
involvement of inner strife between elective choices, and its actuation may reflect the struggle
between cognitive and enthusiastic inspirations (Cherubino, 2019).
Very interestingly, emotions can be transmitted from individual to individual, and this
concept is called emotional contagion. Emotional contagion is multi-determined by
psychophysiological, behavioural and social factors, thus, we refer to a multilevel
phenomenon. Emotional contagion is relatively automatic, occurs in the absence of intention,
cannot be controlled and cannot be accessed at the level of conversational consciousness.
Emotional contagion/Enthusiastic disease has been characterized as the propensity to naturally
mirror and synchronize facial expressions, vocalizations, stances, and developments of another
individual, continuously driving to emotional "conversion"/enthusiastic "change" (Hatfield,
1994). Also, Schoenewolf (1990) defines emotional contagion as the strategy by which one
person or bunch impacts the emotions or hones of another person or assemble through
cognizant or careless acknowledgement of eager states and behavioural states of intellect. This
fact, transposed to the field of marketing, suggests that we are not only attentional and
consciously influenced in the purchase of a product or service, but we also take over the
behaviours of other individuals. These studies are congruent with Zaltman's (2003) studies
which explain that there is a need for modern marketing techniques to at least partially
understand consumer behaviour.
Bechara (2004), demonstrated that in decision making, emotional processing and rewardrelated motivational information, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is the main brain area that
is activated. At the same time, Erk (2002) differentiates primary from secondary rewards.
Secondary rewards are financial and social rewards, entering our area of interest. The authors
suggest that social rewards have specific brain areas that activate the anterior cingulate cortex,
occipital cortex and orbitofrontal cortex. Rewards induce subjective feelings of pleasure and
contribute to the construction of positive emotions. The reward system is important to consider
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because it can convey information about the design of the product or brand preferred by
consumers, and these attributes act as a rewarding stimulus in the consumer's brain triggering
psychological motivations, which in turn will influence buying behaviour.
Mental workload, is an index of interest to cognitive psychologists, referring to mental
activity that is closely related to attention and information processing. This explains that
individuals have a finite capacity to process information, and different tasks require different
degrees of capacity consumption (Reid, 1988). Much of the neural and sensory information is
processed in the unconscious, even when decisions are conscious, the process is heavily
influenced by unconscious factors, or this makes the influence of instinctive and learned
behaviours greater. These truths are based on the literature (Miclea, 1999) which argues that
we are exposed to a huge amount of information (10,000 bits/second), but conscious processing
can absorb a maximum of 100 bits/second. The possibility of activating the pattern depends on
the individual's interest in the stimulus. Information selection is automatic, without the
individual selecting the information to be processed in detail, attention is the effect, not the
cause of information selection. This index, in marketing research, could be measured when
consumers are engaged in a specific operational task; when using websites, when searching for
a landing page, when visiting a store, or generally for any cognitive task relevant to marketing
research (Cherubino, 2019).
The appeal to neuroscientific methods and techniques with applicability to the marketing
field, aims to gain, a better understanding and provide insights into how any process that is a
constituent part of marketing affects the brand systems themselves. The field of
neuromarketing also provides valuable insight into the neural mechanisms and neural correlates
that underlie consumer choice and decision making.
3. Neuromarketing and economics
Plakhin (2018), begins from the thought that in today's economy there's no company or
organization that does not need to coordinate the item with the buyer, attempting to discover
out what consumers' wants are and how they may fulfil them. It isn't sufficient for the sales
representative to get it and oversee estimating arrangement alone, because it is vital to know
the character of a person, counting their feelings. This is often critical, given the reality that
buyer request is expanding. Organizations have caught on to that, the item isn't as it were a
collection of properties and administrations, but moreover, feelings and sentiments that are
included in buy and utilize, or this truth is one of the reasons for financial development. Of
interest is the truth that individuals in Russia are more uncovered to neuromarketing than
Europeans. For case, the use of certain sounds in promotions within the West is anticipated to
extend deals by 10%, whereas in Russian organizations deals are anticipated to extend by a
third. Being touching to neuroeconomics, neuromarketing is based on such areas as
neuroscience, financial matters and brain research (Lee, 2017). Both disciplines have borrowed
a number of strategies, strategies and apparatuses from neuroscience. In this way, in examining
decision-making, a developing number of analysts are turning to a run of apparatuses that
record electrical movement and metabolic movement within the human brain, utilizing
electroencephalography (EEG), transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), etc. These instruments give answers to
questions of intrigue in both the commercial region of showcasing and the scholastic zone.
Through these tools, the neurobiological mechanisms of decision making are understood and
explained objectively (Pradeep, 2010). In this direction, psychology studies (Mehta, 2015),
suggest that testosterone and cortisol fluctuations are associated with social and financial
worry. Thus, when cortisol levels fall and testosterone levels rise, monetary rewards are
maximized. If testosterone and cortisol levels have an inverse trajectory, while individuals are
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involved in a negotiation, social worry entails financial costs. Another study by Boksem
(2014), tests willingness to pay by applying neural (EEG) and declarative measures to see
whether or not they have a contribution in predicting individual behaviour and commercial
success at the population level. The researchers tried subjects' reactions, to film trailers, to
acquire understanding into members' inclinations, just as anticipating film deals in everyone.
Results propose that beta oscillations are identified with singular inclinations past revelatory
inclinations. As for the declarative measures, which were made immediately after viewing
movie sequences, participants were asked how much they were willing to pay for that movie,
and the response was predictive and consistent with the neural measures. The gamma
oscillations evoked by the movie trailers suggest to us that, these movie sequences have the
ability to capture viewers' attention, and this increases the memorability of the material viewed,
leading to an increased likelihood that viewers will go to see the movie, resulting in increased
box office returns. The authors of the study conclude that beta and gamma oscillations of EEG
measurements capture information about individual and populace wide inclinations, and in this
manner can be utilized as a neural marker for anticipating business achievement. Referring to
the principle of loss aversion, Bateman and Willis (1999), call equivalent gain (E.G.) as the
increase in funds that a person treats as equivalent to gaining a certain amount of a certain
good. In other words, we expect that what we pay for is equivalent to what we get in return.
Tversky and Kahneman (1991), on the other hand, refer to the willingness to accept (WTA)
and willingness to pay (WTP). This symmetry refers to the acts of giving up goods when sold
for money and giving up money to buy goods, both of which are considered losses. Nobel
laureate Kahneman and researcher Bateman (2005) join forces to reach a common conclusion,
attempting to answer the question of whether money spent on buying goods is perceived as a
loss or whether the theory of equivalent gain applies. In general terms, the results of the
experiment favour the hypothesis that spending money is treated as a loss.
In the light of these truths, the contribution that neuroscience makes to marketing is
obvious. Through the multidisciplinary approach, which falls under the umbrella of the
neuromarketing field, we could offer consumers products that meet consumer needs and thus
lead to economic growth in several sectors.
4. Neuromarketing and anthropology
Seligman (2010), based on the idea that we have a motivational, charged flow in everyday
life, theorized that fewer neural resources were allocated to attention, culturally important task
compared to a task that was not related to cultural emphases. At the same time, automatic
responses (facial expressions) through activation of the amygdala, that is an inflection given
by the personification of someone in the group. Moreover, socio-cultural influences seem to
affect the style of self or ego, affecting perception. Thus, cognitive priming for independent
self-interpretation is associated with the perception of specific visual targets, whereas
interdependent self-interpretation is associated with a perception of more global visual targets.
Schwarzkopf (2010), supported by Dichter's theories, suggests that the idea of competitive
marketing has cultural anthropology as an important tool, that dates back to 1962. This theory
was predicted when national cultural differences between consumers worldwide were in
terminal decline. This decline was caused by the coming together of individuals from many
worlds, so consumer products moved across borders. Dichter's plan to bring consumers and
citizens together as a global solution led to the development of research on the motivational
component. Lannon (1994) also credits Dichter with major contributions in making the hidden
motivations of consumer behaviour visible and accessible to marketers. Lannon (1994)
explains that anthropology studies symbols, myths, rituals and value systems, psychology
studies individuals and sociology investigate social groups. Referring to symbols, the consumer
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branding process requires an understanding of consumption and exchange rituals. The
fragmentation of the social fabric that is common to modern life has weakened social bonds
and diminished personal obligations and reciprocity, leading to the consequences of emotional
disconnect, which is why companies may exploit relationship building with consumers. It is
claimed that the model underlying many marketing theories is a mental model whereby the
active producer manipulates the passive consumer, whereas goods are symbols of exchange
and not products with utilitarian values. Thus, trade is the premise of the social associations of
people, gatherings, foundations and connection organizations (Lannon, 1994). Reference is
also made to the emotional charge that a brand holds, with brands being referred to as
'charismatic' brands, or these brands act like a cult. Graffam (2010), suggests that design
anthropology contributes to the innovation of goods by exploring functionality in a social and
cultural context. In doing so, it assists designers by highlighting our understanding of the
motivations, through which individuals use technology and the form of technological
innovation, to achieve particular ends. At the same time, ethnographic sites position design
anthropologists in a perspective that provides insights into motivational behaviour and the
central issues that create design success. Losin (2009), brings to our attention the fact that the
literature in anthropology and neuroscience has as a core concept, cultural experiences that
produce patterns in the human brain. Anthropological theories have as their core, cultural
learning through imitative learning which is explained by learning biases, mental state
attribution and reinforcement learning. These discoveries have been made using neuroscience
techniques. This cultural learning is transmitted both intraculturally and interculturally.
Northoff (2010), confirms that different cultural environments have an impact on the brain and
neural activity, but also on the subject itself. The researcher reported that specific cultural
experiences, which are object-targeted, play an important role in modulating perceptual
processes, in the prefrontal cortex. The brain not only provides an interoceptive link and assigns
values, but it also helps us make decisions by imprinting the environment with ways in which
decisions become advantageous. In this sense, the decision refers to motivations, knowledge,
the subject itself, intentions, goals, etc. and not only to stimuli. Through their decisions,
individuals manipulate the environment according to their own needs, creating cultural,
biological, social and linguistic environments that are the subject of anthropology.
Neuroscience has its limitations, and the empirical-experimental approach is complemented by
the social and conceptual methods of anthropology.
5. Neuromarketing and art
Different parts of the brain simultaneously perform specialised tasks, reacting to colour,
shape or movement. The results of these mental processes, by merging, form a unified image.
Thus, different types of art activate different parts of the visual system. The occipital area of
the visual canal V5 perceives movement and guides certain eye movements, and kinetic art is
specialised in this area. Fauve art is specialized in V4, showing a strong modulation of
attention, for frequency, orientation and colour, but also the shape of objects, being an area
positioned in the ventral canal. Mondrian's abstract art will stimulate the primary visual cortex,
area V1, specialized in feature detection, reacting to vertical lines, processing information of
moving or static objects, by recognizing patterns and shapes (Hyman, 2010). Even though the
goals of art and advertising have distinct purposes, both rely on specific elements to stimulate
the production of new meaning. Both advertising and art are more effective if they cognitively
engage the audience in the meaning-making process. This active audience involvement is
associated with an increased level of interest in hedonic consumer behaviour, and products are
increasingly constructed to respond to hedonic, affective and symbolic values (Van Niekerk,
2016). Sometimes, solving the consumer problem involves paying attention to, weighing and
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evaluating the utilitarian attributes of the product. When this is the case, the phenomenon is
often called: rational decision preparation. At other times, interest in so-called hedonic benefits
will dominate, and the object of consumption is seen as a symbol in terms of emotional
responses, sensory pleasures, dreams or aesthetic considerations (Hirschman, 1986). Frequent
purchase and consumption reflect a mixture of both the intended uses of products and services
in terms of satisfying utilitarian and hedonic needs respectively. If the value of the product is
both hedonic and utilitarian there is a possibility that the marketing strategy will work better
and product sales will increase.
The visual arts can provide insight into the importance of essential symbolic capital in
the search for economic efficiencies to attract contemporary consumers and ensure a
sustainable and credible long-term reputation with the brand. In the age of social media, visual
artists aim to canton a brand identity and embrace the necessary flexibility in order to ensure
brand longevity in the open market, given that, brands are not entirely in the control of the
brand owner (Kerrigan, 2014). Also, Crader (2007), talks about the need for marketing to be
like art in order to stand out from the visual clutter of the modern world and to arouse
consumers' senses to activate emotions. Viewing and discussing art, without reference to
marketing, has an impact on the positive attitudes of individuals, leading to lower blood
pressure and increased creativity. Thus, art and its sensory aspects have a positive impact on
consumer attitudes and well-being, helping marketers to actively engage their customers. These
principles would activate emotions that are closely related to decision-making. Emotions such
as happiness, control, well-being and peace of mind can be activated through the sense of touch,
smell, taste, hearing and sight, with the goal of being in the control of the marketer. For
example, the placement of fountains inside shopping malls aims to lift the mood of customers
and calm nervous people. In most cases, consumers are not looking for product information, or
the application of aesthetic qualities in store layouts is important to distinguish products and
attract interest. The importance of visual sense is the most important component of marketing
art, as it is the first aspect that connects the consumer to the product. Visual experience forms
mental images and impressions that lead to the emotional activation of the consumer, and a
first visual impression might be the marketer's only chance to establish a connection with the
consumer (Crader, 2007).
With the literature as a basis, the contribution of art to marketing is obvious. Many
experts (Hagtvedt, 2008; Schroeder, 2004) stress the importance of visual stimuli and the
impact of visible artwork withinside the belief and assessment of consumer products.
Limitations of the paper
One of the limits of this paper is the impossibility of bringing together all the studies of
interest in the field of neuromarketing. At the same time, this paper brings together studies that
cross several decades, because past research and information may no longer be of interest but
it could be useful for the new researches.
This article aims to increase the perspective of marketing practitioners, who do not have
much information in the field of neuroscience, but the field of neuroscience is much more
complex and requires specialized education. The human brain and requires further study about
this field, and the tools that are used in the field of neuromarketing need a different type of
information. Although we may have a solid theoretical basis, in practice it is possible that things
may be different or could lead to unexpected discoveries and not those reported in this article.
Moreover, each field of knowledge, approached in this article, has its limitations, that
could be of an ethical or practical nature. For example, a practical limit is drawn by Remete
and Bacali (2020), that considers that the field of neuromarketing has its limitations, as it is
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possible to find some patterns and perhaps some reactions of attraction or repugnance to certain
stimuli, without identifying brain areas specifically designed for consumer behavior.
Future research directions
Considering that most of the activities have gone online, not to mention the forced
circumstances created by the health context of the pandemic generated by the SARS-Cov-2
virus, we think these studies are of great impact in the marketing field. At the same time, social
networks abound with various advertisements by clicking on a link to the seller. Translating
this evidence into neuromarketing research could give us insight into how user-generated
content about particular products influences consumers. Not infrequently, social media users
advertise various products, places or people, even unintentionally. It would be interesting to
find out whether these posts have a greater impact on consumers compared to advertisements
made by sellers, increasing the credibility of products.
This evidence from anthropology could lead us to some important findings in the field of
neuromarketing. It is possible that the decisions we make, depending on the culture we belong
to different consumer behaviour. At the same time, it could provide us with insights into the
impact of advertising and products in general. Perhaps the failure of some products in some
countries can be explained by these theories. Not infrequently, a product that has been very
well positioned in some countries has failed in others. The culture of the region should be taken
into account when entering the market with products that have been successful in other
countries, as the decision-making process may be influenced by distinct motivations, intentions
and goals that are steeped in the environment.
For clarity of the importance of visual stimuli, neuromarketing can contribute by
identifying and establishing neural mechanisms that positively (and why not negatively)
activate consumers' perceptions of a brand, product, and elementary images of interest that
induce positive emotions. In this direction, gestalt psychology could be useful.
Discussion
Evidence from the literature has demonstrated that the field of neuromarketing is closely
interlinked with other areas of knowledge, which in turn are interlinked with other areas of
interest. Thus, the field of neuromarketing is a conglomerate of scientific fields, which
interweave both common and specific elements, intending to generate new marketing body
knowledge. Marketing processes are classified as social sciences, sui-generis to the fields of
psychology, sociology and economics, and a smaller contribution that is beginning to emerge
is made by anthropology and the creative arts.
Psychology in turn is distinguished by several approaches, bringing together the basic
disciplines of psychology and specialised psychology, resulting in several types of applied
psychology, by providing knowledge on psychological activities and implicitly on behaviours.
The methodology of sociological knowledge has developed several orientations
providing insight into the social structure, with opinion survey, social observation and
interview as the main methods of investigation.
The economy has gone through several successive phases, operating in several sectors,
and the three main sectors of activity of the modern economy being, agriculture in the primary
sector, industry in the secondary sector and services in the secondary sector. Thus, given that,
these three major areas of knowledge, are an important part of the field of marketing, they
cannot be excluded from the field of neuromarketing. Therefore, the relevance of linking the
field of neuromarketing to these areas of knowledge is justified. At the same time, both the
field of marketing and neuromarketing have been differentiated by subfields and areas of
specialisation.
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Examining all facets of a product is a must in modern society, and the development of
the field of neuroscience allows us to see beyond the functionality of a product and go beyond
the propositional attitude we attach to product attractiveness. At the same time, on a conscious
level, we fail to accurately identify our own needs. "The 'rational mind' is often at odds with
the 'emotional mind'. We put these types of thinking in quotation marks because behind them
are embedded several processes that are constructed and are closely linked to various
mechanisms that activate several neural centres to shape decision-making. For these reasons,
we find it difficult to identify products that meet our needs and give us a good feeling.
Main conclusions
As seen, the body of marketing thought does not reside entirely in marketing concepts,
more specifically, marketing's connection to other fields of knowledge through infusion
acquires meaning as one considers the likelihood of marketing research becoming scholarship.
The concept of marketing is built both from other fields of knowledge, having specific
elements, and giving rise to new fields of knowledge.
Marketing is necessary, given the fact that in order to increase the economic level we
must increase consumerism.
The evidence from the specialized literature shows us that the decision making as
consumers is of high complexity. First of all, not all the decisions we make as consumers are
at the conscious level much of the cognitive processing is at the unconscious level. It would be
difficult for us to process so much information on a conscious level. Emotions play a major
role in decision making, especially as they mediate and influence consumers' cognitive and
decision-making processes.
The phenomenon of globalization has offered the opportunity to many companies to
expand their sales area across borders, but it remains to be seen to what extent the same product
is expected to be desired in all these regions and if anthropological factors contribute to a
decrease/increase of sales.
Visual stimuli play an essential role, both in the visual arts and in product branding in
general. It is possible that not only the arrangement of the product in the store or at the place
of sale will be important but also the arrangement of the visual elements on the product
packaging will have an impact at the decision level. As we have seen, the visual has constituent
elements and what we see is a final result of several cognitive processes, which identify their
stimuli separately.
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Abstract
The pandemic period has generated major changes in all sectors, across the globe, and these changes are also felt
in election marketing practices that ramify on political consumer behaviour. The current environment may lead to
permanent changes in election marketing practices, and neuromarketing could be a valuable tool to target the
needs and desires of eligible voters. In this direction, we conducted a fundamental research, from the perspective
of politicians, during the pre-campaign period of the pandemic in Romania. Thematic content analysis was used
to identify themes in the textual dataset based on word content. The themes identified in the data analysis were
the following: (a) Perceptions of election marketing; (b) Perceived changes in election marketing practices over
time in Romania; (c) Perceptions of the politician in terms of marketing; (d) Attributes required of a Romanian
politician; (e) Perceptions of lobbying practices in Romania; (f) Romanian politicians' perceptions/understanding
of neuromarketing techniques; (g) Election marketing strategies during the pandemic period. Politicians want their
messages to reach all segments, or the context generated by SARS-Cov-2 directs the implementation of new
electoral marketing strategies.
Keywords: Election marketing, neuromarketing, political marketing, SARS-Cov-2, marketing.
JEL classification: M31.

Introduction
Evidence from the literature (Gbadeyan, 2011), argues that marketing has been extended
from the field of exchanging services and goods to the distribution of ideas. As for the concept
of political marketing, it is seen as an alliance between political science and marketing. The
direction towards democratic politics is shaped by the application of the marketing concept in
politics. Thus, the election of leaders by voting is a foundation of democratic societies. By
voting, the candidate formally expresses support for a preferred candidate, idea or party. As
countries have undergone social and cultural changes throughout history, the voting system
itself has undergone many changes. It is believed (Johnson, Pollock and Rauhaus, 2020), that
although throughout history several tragic events have led to political changes, in the current
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conjuncture, created by the new coronavirus, the task of nations is to keep people alive, and
this is likely to lead to the reorganization of politics. The perception of leadership, and many
other factors, play a part in specific electoral outcomes. Reid (1988), suggests that most of the
time the election issue is a marketing one, although politicians rarely acknowledge this fact. In
particular, politicians lack knowledge of consumer behaviour and there is little research that
addresses these issues. In this sense, political neuromarketing, which applies neuroscience
technology to politics, could lead to an understanding of public opinion, which is the core of
the democratic system, rather than manipulating the electorate (Lee, Brandes, Chamberlain and
Senior, 2017). At the same time, the field of neuromarketing could provide an objective
understanding as it, "applies neuroscientific methods to analyse and understand human
behaviour in relation to markets and marketing exchanges" (Feenstra and Pallarés-Domínguez,
2017). It is believed (Lock and Harris, 1996), major parties want to attract the electorate to win
elections with the goal of holding power. In achieving this goal, parties need to obtain funding
from companies, trade unions, organisations or individuals, in addition to attracting and
retaining members. These types of funding are not legal in Romania, as the law on lobbying is
not regulated, although (Brinig, Holcombe and Schwartzstein, 1993), it is likely to benefit the
general welfare of legislators rather than private interests.
1.Political marketing and election marketing
Hughes and Dann (2009), believes that political marketing aims to make value-for-vote
offers for the benefit of stakeholders. Whereas, the products offered by political parties are
designed to a target market, the products offered by the political process and the act of
government are made to meet the broader needs of society. Thus, Matei-Sarandi (2020), states
that, "election marketing is a sum of sales strategies combined with effective communication
and mass influence techniques". O'cass (1996), suggests that if the concept of marketing is to
be applied by a party or politician, they must be able to adapt and meet the needs of the people
entitled to vote. Information is distributed by politicians in order to produce behavioural change
and to maintain voter support. To facilitate this process, the candidate must have a sufficient
understanding of the values of the eligible voters. The interpretation of the marketing concept
provides the link between the marketing exchange process and the concept of marketing as a
way to facilitate and create effective exchanges.
1.1. Lobbying as a form of election marketing
The literature, sees political marketing and lobbying as being based on marketing
methods (Harris and McGrath, 2012). Lobbying is based on the principle that voters are rational
in the sense that they vote for the politician (and party) that serves their interest, given the
information available. In politics, lobbying, persuasion or interest representation, is the act of
legally attempting to influence the actions, policies or decisions of government officials, most
often legislators or members of regulatory agencies (Sorensen, 1995). Of interest to the field
of neuromarketing and lobbying is Falk's study, which suggests that the temporoparietal
junction (TPJ) is the only brain region, which differentiated more successful and less successful
social influencers (Falk et al., 2013).
1.2. Personal attributes of the politician
Alsamydai et al. (2013), sees the product (the politician) as a formation comprising
personal and non-personal qualities. Thus, the political product, is seen as "the mixture of
personal and non-personal aspects that should be integrated into the political product in order
to be accepted by the public and to achieve the goals promised by the organization to which
the political candidate belongs". These characteristics distinguish the political product from
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competitors both within the political organisation and within competing political organisations.
Caprara and Vecchione (2013), believes that in the field of politics, due to the influence of the
media and their focus on the personality of politicians, there has been a preoccupation on the
part of candidates, under pressure to convey a favourable personal image, to construct enticing
narratives to attract potential voters. On the other hand, voters' personalities play an equally
important role, and their political preferences depend on their liking or disliking of political
candidates.
1.3. The evolution of electoral marketing
Rojas Carrillo (2014), points out that, with the passage of time, there has been an
evolution in electoral marketing, whereby people have acquired the right to vote, through a
participatory democratic election, and by adding up the majority of votes, the representative is
elected. (Y Patiño and Goldaráz (2014), suggests that the paradigm shift in the political context
and the way political communication is evaluated, i.e. the convergence of public opinion,
changed after the attack in the United States of America on September 11, 2001, with the
emotional component, otherwise unconscious, visible in the evaluations of international
political communication. Communication strategies have the same essence, but political
communication has moved to another level, thanks to the use of market research techniques.
These techniques also refer to the field of neuromarketing, which was partly influenced by the
circumstances created by September 11, 2001.
1.4. Political Neuromarketing
Pop et al. (2014), reports that neuroimaging research is not only demarcated to the
conventional marketing field, as similar studies are conducted in politicians' election
campaigns. This, denotes that as technology progresses, performance is amplified and
information is becoming more accessible. Y Patiño and Goldaráz (2014), believes that
neuromarketing has gained its place in the political arena due to the political and electoral
communication perspective, especially in the international environment. Political
neuromarketing is seen as a new subfield that helps political marketers gain more detailed
insights into the brain mechanisms of the political consumer's mind and their response to
political marketing stimuli, without requiring cognitive or conscious participation, this is made
possible through exposure to MRI and similar neuroimaging technologies, with the aim of
engaging and improving the political marketing mix that blends with the culture of the political
consumer. Tingley (2006), argues us that, one of the great challenges of neuromarketing, has
been given by the lack of familiarity, with medical neuroimaging techniques, of most political
scientists around the world. The second challenge was that most traditional neuromarketing
studies and applications are mainly based on laboratory experiments requiring a group of
volunteers. Arguably, the increasing use of neuromarketing in today's political market has
reduced most of the traditional neuromarketing challenges.
1.5. Election marketing in pandemic
The political scene and beyond has been affected by the SARS-Cov-2 pandemic in
several countries around the world. The political landscape is most likely to undergo changes
in terms of election marketing. In America, it is believed that the 2020 presidential election
will suffer, and the severity of the pandemic situation may have a huge impact on the
presidential election (Johnson, Pollock and Rauhaus, 2020). Johnson et al. (2020), believes that
there has almost never been an event in American history that has reshaped the political
landscape in just a few months. And this could lead to policy changes on education,
immigration, the environment, health care, gun control and other issues.
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In this sense, the clarifying context is not fully known, which could create an opportunity
to do things not thought possible before this crisis. It has also introduced pressing challenges
for societies and democratic systems around the world, transforming some fundamental aspects
of the social life of individuals, or it may impact on the fulfilment of individual and collective
civic responsibility and political rights. In other words, it is a year that has brought
unpredictability and uncertainty across all social spectrums.
1.6. Research objectives
1.6.1. General objectives
This paper will address the field of election marketing, as politics influences and can
exert power over all areas of organizations, institutions, the economic system, health care,
research, etc. Politicians' perceptions could provide valuable information that ultimately
impacts the well-being of society at large.
The aim of the present research is to identify politicians' perceptions of the field of
neuromarketing with applicability in the political context, of electoral marketing and of some
of its criteria, approached through the marketing lens.
1.6.2. Specific objectives
The objectives of the present study are: (1) To identify the perception of politicians on the
concept of electoral marketing; (2) To identify the perceived changes, over time, in electoral marketing
practices in Romania; (3) To identify the perception of the politician in terms of marketing; (4) To
identify the personal attributes necessary for the Romanian politician; (5) The perception of lobbying
practices in Romania; (6) To identify the perceptions/ understanding of Romanian politicians regarding
the use of neuromarketing techniques; (7) To identify electoral marketing strategies in times of
pandemic.

2. Research method
2.1. Participants
The subjects of this study are people who have held political positions and have been or
are involved in an electoral campaign, in several cities and counties of Romania: 3 deputy
mayors (Predeal, Baia Mare, Cluj-Napoca), 1 sub-prefect (Cluj Napoca), 1 councillor in the
Ministry of Labour and Interior (Cluj Napoca), 1 deputy (Cluj Napoca), 1 senator (Cluj
Napoca), 2 mayors (Cluj county), 1 political analyst (Bucharest), 1 vice-president of a county
council (Baia Mare). These participants also held/hold related political positions, such as local
councillor, foreign politician, municipal councillor, press manager in the Romanian Senate,
etc. The sample consists of 11 male participants, aged between 37 and 61.
2.2. Assessment tools
Participants in the study were asked seven main questions in a semi-structured interview,
and an interview guide was formed to achieve this. The questions asked of the politicians were
related to the politicians' experiences, knowledge, behaviours and opinions.
Data were collected between 01.07.2020-30.07.2020 (pre-campaign), by telephone, the
nature of the information is primary, specifically developed to meet the objectives of this study.
2.3. Design and model specification
The present research is a qualitative study and the data obtained was examined through
thematic content analysis to make inferences by identifying specified characteristics of the
message. It began by identifying the main dimensions/characteristics of the interviews and a
coding system was developed for each characteristic. An open coding method was used, so
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after going through the material, codes were attached to each unit of text as it emerged from
the text.
2.4. Research procedure
Participants in the study were contacted by telephone and asked to participate in the
present research, through a telephone interview, on political and electoral marketing.
The important political sampling method was used. The telephone data collection method
was used for epidemiological reasons, as a state of alert has been declared in Romania.
Politicians chose whether to respond immediately or to schedule the interview at a later date,
after a brief presentation of the purpose of this study and the time (approximate) needed to
obtain the interview.
3. Research results
3.1. Data analysis
Dedoose:8.3.35 software was used to first code the questions and then the answers were
coded in an open code format. The coded responses were then developed into themes based on
the interview questions and word frequency was measured based on the number of code
occurrences, relative to the question code in the code co-occurrence list. Similar codes were
grouped together to form initial themes. An iterative process was used to reduce the data by
combining overlapping themes and eliminating redundant themes. Variations within categories
were labeled as subcategories to identify relationships and possible new emerging themes. In
the following, the data will be exposed through a process of abstraction appropriate to each
theme, and the tables are adapted as suggested by the literature (Elo and Kyngäs, 2008).
The themes that emerged from the data analysis were the following: (a) Perceptions of
election marketing; (b) Perceived changes in election marketing practices over time in
Romania; (c) Perceptions of the politician in terms of marketing; (d) Attributes required of a
Romanian politician; (e) Perceptions of lobbying practices in Romania; (f) Romanian
politicians' perception/understanding of neuromarketing techniques; (g) Election marketing
strategies during the pandemic period.
Table 1. Politicians' perception of election marketing.

In achieving the objective of identifying the perception of the concept of election
marketing, some promotion strategies, the purpose of election marketing and the way of
implementing election marketing in Romania have resulted (table 1). Thus, some of the
respondents described electoral marketing as a strategy to create a favourable image of the
politician or a strategy to create programmes for the benefit of the electorate. Other respondents
stated that election marketing is only used during election periods to promote the interest of
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politicians based on their values, or this is wrong. The majority of respondents believe that
election marketing is extremely important as a good mechanism to build a bridge with the
electorate. One of the respondents states that: "Election marketing, has its applicability in
promoting the politician, as plans but also as profile". At the same time, this powerful tool is
used differently, depending on the region, to convey specific information to the electorate and
to optimise the politician's image both inside and outside the party. Inside the party, the
politician uses marketing to promote his own product (the law). Unfortunately, election
marketing is also used to promote interest-based values.
Table 2. Perceived changes in electoral marketing practices over time in Romania.

In terms of perceptions of changes in election marketing practices over time in Romania
(table 2), all survey participants expressed satisfaction with how election marketing strategies
have undergone positive changes. Thus, the implementation of spending limits requires
transparency and technology offers the possibility for opinion polls to be conducted online. At
the same time, respondents described how election marketing campaigns now involve
extensive use of technology to target specific sub-populations, such as young voters. One
respondent noted that, "The digital generation has more access to information, which increases
competitiveness among politicians and this is very good." Moreover, some participants felt that
the increased use of technology in the election campaign has facilitated direct contact between
politicians and the electorate.
Table 3. Perception of the politician in marketing terms.

Participants in the study described the politician as the equivalent of a "packaged
product" in marketing terms, with some descriptions including "party product" as well as
"product presented to the electorate". In building the political product, teams of specialists are
used to optimise their public performance. One respondent said: "Seen from a marketing point
of view, the politician is a product "dressed" in the clothes the electorate wants. The most
important thing for the electorate is that the politician looks like them. The messages are
different and created according to the segment, being adjusted to the level of the citizen." It is
stressed that in order to have a quality content, this political product (the politician) has to be
flexible, in order to respond to the electorate's demands and succeed in being a good manager.
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Table 4. Attributes necessary for the Romanian politician.

The majority of respondents considered that the most important attribute a Romanian
politician needs is charisma. Other attributes mentioned included communication and listening,
empathy, experience, professionalism, sociability and flexibility. These attributes lead the
politician towards a positive image. From one politician's account, "Charisma is indispensable,
although in the digital age the politician can easily be transformed and packaged into what
one wants. If charisma is missing, winning elections will depend on the opponent." Some
participants also mentioned attributes such as integrity, education, access to information and
the ability to manipulate as being of importance. Although the image is a non-personal
characteristic, the image is constructed on the basis of personal characteristics.
Table 5. Perception of lobbying practices in Romania.

Regarding lobbying, most respondents acknowledged that, although lobbying is not
legislated, it still takes place behind closed doors in Romania today. The majority of
respondents believe that regulating lobbying as it currently operates in other democracies
would be beneficial as it would eliminate corrupt practices and make the lobbying process
transparent and within the law. Some respondents believe that lobbying would help
communities, and that this would allow companies and politicians to implement citizenfriendly programs. One respondent said, "Lobbying is imperative, it is hard to get anything
done without being introduced. If you look at American lobbying, many companies can bring
multiple benefits to citizens, by creating jobs, helping with infrastructure, rolling money into
the city, etc." Although most interviewees were of the opinion that regulating lobbying would
benefit the country, some were more sceptical, believing that it was too early to implement this
law due to the high level of corruption in Romania. Some politicians believe that implementing
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lobbying practices for self-interest is unethical. Thus, depending on the politician and the goal
he or she is aiming for, the regulation and application of the lobbying law could be ethical or
less ethical.
Table 6. Romanian politicians' perception/understanding of neuromarketing techniques.

The analysis of the participants' responses regarding their perception of the use of
neuromarketing in politics revealed that it is a truly beneficial and necessary technique for
optimizing the effectiveness of election marketing. Indeed, some of the participants are of the
opinion that, it is a scientific tool that is very powerful and would enhance electoral
manipulation tactics. The following excerpt describes some of the politicians' perception of the
field of neuromarketing with use in a political context: "Applying neuromarketing to political
practice would be beneficial because every politician hires firms to optimize his or her public
performance, and in achieving this goal it is important to identify the emotion that leads to
winning power". Most politicians also consider the use of neuromarketing in election marketing
to be an ethical practice: "The techniques used in neuromarketing being ethical and fair would
be of great help to the politician, who has an interest in doing things for the citizenry, and those
things should be what the voter wants. Neuromarketing has nothing to do with the politician's
good or bad plan, and the target audience often chooses emotionally and not rationally".
However, some respondents believe that neuromarketing is an expensive technique and too
powerful a "weapon" for politicians to use, as it could be used for personal gain. Even though
participants acknowledged that political neuromarketing is the future of election marketing, it
is believed that it is premature to use these techniques in Romania.
Table 7. Election marketing strategies during the pandemic period.

Participants interviewed acknowledged that the current pandemic is having a negative
impact on traditional election marketing strategies and stressed the need to design a new
election marketing campaign adapted to the health context. The strategies suggested by the
politicians involve remote campaigning techniques through TV commercials, online
campaigns, online newspapers and social media platforms. One respondent said: "In the current
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epidemiological context, election marketing needs to move from the physical to the online
environment. [ .........] Subversive methods will be interesting, now the creativity starts". On
the other hand, concern was expressed about the limitations of adapting election marketing
strategies in such a short time, in the online environment, as a result of the pandemic. It is
believed that remote and online campaigning can only cover the youth segment and these
constraints make it easier for some of the dishonest politicians with huge financial backing to
buy media appearances and manipulate young people (because they are the most present in the
online environment). As a solution, it is proposed that the political campaign be extended over
a longer period of time so that it can be implemented remotely, segmented, by technological
methods to ensure transparency.
4. Limits and future research directions
The social distancing limitations imposed by the pandemic did not allow us to interview
politicians face-to-face, and future research would be preferable to take these aspects into
account, so as not to lose sight of non-verbal language issues. Delaying the interviews until the
health context allowed would have led to the completion of the pre- campaign, and politicians
could have been influenced by the strategy of the opponents. At the same time, the precampaign period is a busy time for politicians and time resources are limited. The political
status of the participants in the study, imposes access difficulties for the researchers. Also, a
lack of standardisation in question wording, which is specific to semi-structured interviews,
limits the comparability of information. At the same time, possible inconveniences related to
the study participants' state of tiredness or their psychological or other moods were tried to be
controlled by scheduling the interview on another day or at another time, preferred by the
interviewee. The method of data collection is reactive, so politicians who participated in the
interview may have changed their attitudes and behaviours. Inevitably, with some participants
in the study, there was some discussion about the discrepancy between the political agenda and
what actually happens after winning the election. This topic is not directly relevant to the
objectives of the study, but is of great interest as it weakens trust between political consumers
and the political product. It would be worth investigating in the future, using neuromarketing
methods, to identify to what extent the political agenda formulated in the election campaign as
an election marketing strategy is consistent with what the politician really wants. Future
research could also identify the extent to which new election marketing strategies adapted to
the pandemic period have led to the desired results and whether the adoption of these practices
is desired in the future.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
This paper has managed to identify some common threads that run through a set of
interviews, obtaining data about certain actions and contexts in which some political activities
were undertaken, i.e. the real attitudes and motives of some politicians, which cannot be
explained by the application of questionnaires. As this is qualitative research, which does not
aim to extend data to the whole population. Thus, the sample size is not important and the focus
is on the information received from the interviewees (Onwuegbuzie and Leech, 2007). The
present study, refers to the validity of interpretation through the meaning of actions or
behaviours from the participants' perspective. Fidelity does not refer to the quality or
consistency of the measurements, as we may not get the same result every time, the question
may differ from time to time, or there may be large differences between researchers studying
the same phenomenon. Through open coding, the data were disassembled, conceptualised and
reassembled resulting in new data. The presentation of the data was done in a quantitative style,
for each theme the resulting codes and their frequency were treated as response variants. At the
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same time, the data are presented in a narrative style, by presenting the responses received in
the form of a story, illustrated with quotes from the text, providing a better perspective on the
primary information and a check on the correctness of the interpretations.
The sample was made up exclusively of men, but the situation that can be observed in
Romanian politics is that those political positions that are inaccessible to women are those that
offer real executive power and legitimacy. For example, in 2020, in Romania, female
candidates for local elections accounted for 22.9%, of which less than 10% for mayor,
according to a report published by Expert Forum, with the support of the Canadian Embassy
in Romania (Pârvu, Ioniță and Popescu, 2020). The situation does not seem to have improved
in terms of women's executive power in the Ministry either, with Romania having only one
female minister after the 2020 elections. Thus, there is a significant gender gap in the filling of
non- eligible seats, with women mostly being figureheads in political positions. It is possible
that the trend generated by this gender disproportionality in terms of filling positions with
executive power starts at the base of the political organisations on which Romanian democracy
is based. A correct diagnostic method could lead to the identification of solutions in this
direction.
In line with the objectives, seven themes were identified through thematic content
analysis, which was used to identify themes in the textual dataset based on word content.
Political marketing and election marketing, has come to our attention, given that politics
has a pervasive character in all interactions of human groups, with consequences for the entire
economy and our well-being in general. Identifying the perception of politicians on the issues
that have been dealt with in this study gives us an insight into their thinking and the separation
of their common needs from their individual needs.
Depending on the election marketing strategy the politician adopts, political consumers
can be swayed in one direction or another. Most studies, identify voter perception of election
marketing strategies, but this study aimed to provide an insight into the perception of politicians
that can be used to the benefit of citizens and not the other way around. Obtaining data on
politicians' perceptions of election marketing could lead to knowledge of a judgement that
comes from within the political system.
As regards the use of neuromarketing techniques by politicians, it should be pointed out
that this powerful tool must aim to meet the needs of citizens. The present study has succeeded
in identifying the extent to which neuromarketing methods are seen as ethical and practicable
in Romania in the political context. Like any new field, neuromarketing has both supporters
and opponents, and controversies have not been slow to emerge, but with the emergence of
more studies, confidence in the field has increased (Fisher, Chin and Klitzman, 2010;
Cherubino et al., 2019). At the same time, some politicians do not seem to resort to very ethical
methods in gaining and maintaining power, daring to say that politicians do not always apply
scientific methods nor do they ask permission from the electorate in creating their election
marketing strategy (Thompson, 2013; Cadwalladr and Graham-Harrison, 2018).
By implementing new election marketing strategies, which are required by the pandemic
context, it is hoped that the politician's message will reach all age groups. Moreover, the current
health context may differentiate between capable and less capable politicians, or this could
steer our voting decision towards the politician who will influence at least part of our future.
At the same time, it is possible that new election marketing practices will be adopted in the
future, in the absence of pandemics, perhaps even the abandonment of some old practices, or a
mix of the most effective election marketing practices, could structure future campaigns.
The attributes required of a politician, can have implications in the management of dayto-day problems or in crisis situations, such as pandemics, which require a well-functioning
medical, economic and education system. Furthermore, by identifying the attributes of the
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politician, we could outline a small profile of the politician, which would support the basic
yardstick of our voting decision. It is possible that the attributes that the politician thinks are
necessary are not similar to those of the electorate, so politicians' attempts to attract votes may
fail.
Translating the politician into marketing terms emphasises that the politician is a product
that satisfies the demands of citizens. The literature suggests that analogies in election
campaigns that associate politicians with 'selling candidates like soap' are common (Marland,
2003). This expression is used to highlight the fact that the promotion of political candidates is
done in the same way as the promotion of soap, exposing the side effects of political marketing.
The present study, identified the perception in marketing terms of the politician, from the point
of view of the politician and not the media or a marketing practitioner. The general view of the
electorate is directed towards ideas taken from the media, but the present study provides views
from the 'source'.
Most likely, our reflection is mirrored in the leadership of the state/region we live in. In
this direction, electoral marketing practices have changed over time precisely because the
electorate has changed its voting practices. In Romania, in order to attract votes, in the past,
various goods were offered, nowadays this is no longer possible due to several influencing
forces such as: access to information, age group interested in the political environment,
changing needs and requirements and the evolution of technology. Moreover, the introduction
of the new law, offering money from the Romanian state for election campaigning and
imposing spending limits, is perceived by politicians as positive.
The Lobbying Act, as it works in other countries, brings clarity and transparency to
citizens, as the electorate is made aware of the funding the politician receives from various
companies and the cause the politician is fighting for. After analysing the data, the majority of
participants in the study tend to believe that the Lobbying Law could be regulated in Romania.
Probably, there would be a direct surplus for companies, which would lead to economic growth
and indirect benefits for society in general, through the implementation of new jobs,
infrastructure development, implementation of new projects for the benefit of the whole
community and the relevance of the politician's interes.
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to gain a deeper insight into the interrelatedness between online visibility indicators
(which are the spheres of digital marketing) and business services performance parameters. A conceptual
framework was developed to analyse the online visibility of knowledge-intensive business services (KIBS) using
data triangulation on the service industries. The data were analyzed using both netnographic and correlation
analysis, and a classiﬁcation and regression tree. The research adopted an analytic approach on the business
services (industry) level. The results reveal that services with the highest level of competition on search engines
and strong growth in requests were also those KIBS with the highest profits per employee. Business services with
a high monthly search volume range also had the highest salaries per employee in the industry, while those with
a low average search volume and stable or rising average monthly search volume dynamics also had low
employment levels. This study provides insight into the interrelatedness of the business and digital marketing
spheres of the contemporary service economy. We proved that business services that are most competitive on
search engines and have the highest level of online visibility indicators are among those who achieve the highest
profits.
Keywords: Digital marketing, Search Engine Optimization, online visibility indicators, knowledge-intensive
business services.
JEL classification: M30, L80, L86.

1. Introduction
The development of the Internet has led companies, especially business services, to adopt
digital marketing (DM) to reach potential clients, both among customers (B2C) and other
businesses (B2B). This is of particular importance for knowledge-intensive business services
(KIBS), which while supporting the processes of other small and medium enterprises that lack
internal resources (Miles et al., 1995; Muller & Zenker, 2001; Muller & Doloreux, 2009) must
be visible on the Internet to ensure good business results. DM offers them a precise tool for
target prospective customers (Pandey & Gudipudi, 2019). As the researchers note, this helps
B2B executives (e.g. KIBS managers) optimize their sales productivity, as well as track B2B
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consumer engagement and sales conversions in real-time and allows the dynamic creation of
content that suits a prospective customer’s viewing habits (Pandey, Nayal & Rathore, 2020).
The literature indicates that potential customers prefer to search for information through
search engine platforms rather than going directly to company websites (Kannan & Li, 2017;
Cluley, Green & Owen, 2020). Thus, developing a successful search engine optimization
(SEO) strategy can help attract new customers (Matta, Gupta & Agarwal 2020). SEO has been
an important tool in enabling KIBS to achieve a DM strategy. SEO is defined as a mechanism
which allows the searcher to get the most appropriate results during an online search. It has the
potential to alter multiple marketing variables and improves online visibility (Berman &
Katona, 2013). It has been shown that 93% of Internet traffic is managed by search engines.
Search engines are so significant that search trends can be used to predict sales volumes.
(Chaffey & Ellis-Chadwick, 2016.) It is said that 3.5 billion Google searches are executed daily
(Djuraskovic, 2021).
In fact, until recently, many organizations only perceived online visibility and DM as
useful in B2C relations (Lacka & Chong, 2016). However, the successes of selected KIBS such
as Cisco or IBM (Venkatesh et al., 2019) are gradually changing this perception. KIBS
companies are slowly realizing that DM improves the flow of information between their clients
(Krishna & Singh, 2018). Moreover, the demand for research in the field of online visibility is
still one of the main issues of DM (Pandey, Nayal & Rathore, 2020) due to the continuous
influx of new technologies (Shaltoni, 2017). This research addresses this gap.
Therefore, in this study, the authors focused on the online visibility of KIBS, which, as
the literature shows, have a significant economic impact among other service industries (Huang
& Ji, 2013; Brenner et al., 2018; Mustak, 2019) and are at the forefront in the use of new
technological solutions, including DM (Miles et al., 2017; Bumberova & Milichovsky, 2019;
Chichkanov et al., 2019). KIBS issues are widely covered in the literature, but these studies
often examine the impact of selected KIBS and rarely look at industry-level analyses covering
all services classified as KIBS. Furthermore, Santos-Vijande et al. (2013) noticed that since
the dynamism of KIBS has an impact on the whole economy, optimum management practices
for fostering new technological solutions, including DM spheres and improved performance in
KIBS, are also vital, though relatively few studies have tackled this issue. In this context, KIBS
online visibility seems to be of particular importance. Implementation of DM practices enables
firms to reach new clients and offer them radically new value creation more efficiently
(Markides & Anderson, 2006), and it can increase company efficiency and effectiveness
(Neirotti & Pesce, 2019). No such research has been conducted to date, so this article is an
attempt to fill that gap.
This study aims to gain deeper insight into the interrelatedness between online visibility
indicators and KIBS performance parameters. To research this gap authors applied exploratory
method by implementing the classification and regression trees with research questions instead
of the hypothesis (that can’t be used for that dataset). In view of the significance of online
visibility, the authors performed a netnographic analysis of the Internet presence of KIBS and
an analysis of KIBS performance parameters.
This article has five sections, including this introduction. The second presents a review
of the literature on the topic of DM and online visibility, service industry performance
parameters and the conceptual research framework, with particular emphasis on the online
visibility of service industries. In the third section, the methodology used to achieve the
proposed goal is described. The fourth section outlines the results of the research. Finally, the
fifth section comprises a discussion, conclusions, and an examination of the limitations of the
study and directions for future research.
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2. Literature review
2.1. Digital marketing and online visibility
Use of the Internet has been systematically increasing across the world with digital
becoming a crucial source of competitive advantage in both B2C and B2B marketing
(Leeflang, Verhoef, Dahlström, & Freundt, 2014). The importance of digital marketing (DM)
has been growing and the tools used, including digital technologies, have been improved (
Bakker, 2018; Herhausen, Miočević, Morgan, & Kleijnen, 2020; Drivas, Sakas,
Giannakopoulos, & Kyriaki-Manessi, 2020; ). Saura, Palos-Sánchez, & Cerdá Suárez (2017)
stress that DM is not just a transactional tool, but also generates change at the commercial and
microeconomic level, which in turn demands changes in marketing practice and theory. Thus
the relationship between the digital environment and business performance is noticeable.
Digital technologies reduce information asymmetries between market participants (Kannan &
Li, 2017). The rise in the practical importance of DM has led to more research. An extensive
review of the literature from the years 2005-2012 was performed by Pomirleanu, Schibrowsky,
Peltier, & Nill (2013). They predicted that one of the three most explored research areas would
be Internet analytics. A review of contemporary literature proves the validity of their
conclusion. The number of such publications has been increasing systematically (Lambin,
2013; Stone & Woodcock, 2014; Wang & Vaughan, 2014; Barger, Peltier, & Schultz, 2016;
Bala & Verma, 2018;).
Competition in the digital environment for the provision of relevant information,
encouraging users to stay on a given website, buy something, or submit a query, means that
search engines play a major role in this process (Palamarova, 2018). Stone & Woodcock (2014)
emphasize that companies should pay close attention to search engines as they allow customers
to acquire free information on products and services and identify firms and brands that fit their
search criteria. Kannan & Li (2017) stress that firms have to contend with search engines as
both collaborators and platforms on which they must compete with other firms in acquiring
clients. Kannan & Li (2017) highlight that search engines provide organic (natural) listings of
websites as well as paid search listings in response to the keywords that users type, which is
connected to governance of business intelligence and allows companies to obtain client
insights.
Being present on the Internet at the right time with a relevant search term can represent
a business opportunity. Search engines permit the almost instant generation of millions of
search results for every user query. According to the study by Jansen and Spink (2006), as
many as 73% of search engine users never see the second or subsequent pages of results, so the
ranking is crucial. In the competition for the highest positions in the search engine, the key
factor is SEO (Search Engine Optimization), which is the process of improving the visibility
of a page to search engines in the rankings – as Saura et al. (2017) put it – and increasing the
number of visitors to a website by seeking strong positioning for specific keywords in the
search results (Evans, 2007; Visser and Weideman, 2011; Moreno and Martinez, 2013; Park,
2018).
There are a few research studies concerning the efficiency of search engines. Berman &
Katona (2013) examined the impact of SEO on the competition between advertisers for organic
and sponsored search results. Yang & Ghose (2010) investigated the synergy between organic
search and sponsored search ads. Many research projects have focused on answering these
questions, identifying the factors that make search engines successful (Bifet, et al., 2005;
Moreno and Martinez, 2013) and analyzing the dynamics underlying search engine operation
(Khaki-Sedigh and Roudaki, 2003; Fortunato et al., 2006). There are several factors that
influence the difficulty of achieving high positions in search engine rankings. This is known as
the ‘keyword search difficulty’ (KSD) or ‘keyword difficulty level’ indicator and is frequently
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used (Drivas, Sarlis, Sakas, & Varveris, 2017). Many studies on SEO algorithms give some
idea of the process, but only a few studies examined search engine results in the context of
business performance (Wei and Lai, 2006; Wang and Xu, 2017).
The above-mentioned studies focused mainly on the effectiveness and efficiency of DM
tools. A comprehensive model of the relationship of company marketing strategies, including
DM and their business environment, is presented by Kannan & Li (2017). Their framework
with respect to outcomes achieved through marketing actions and strategies points to: creating
value for customers (through value equity, brand equity, relationship equity and customer
satisfaction), creating customer equity (through strategies for acquisition, retention and higher
margins) and creating firm value (as a function of sales, profits and growth rate).
In this article, the authors consider two issues: online visibility and business services
performance.
Extensive use of the Internet and new technologies have produced the already mentioned
problem of visibility on the Internet (Dreze and Zufryden, 2004; Wolk and Theysohn, 2007;
Cioppi et al. 2019;). Usually, researchers, such as Wang & Vaughan (2014), understood this
term as the visibility of individual company websites. In this paper, the authors intend to adapt
and extend this term to online visibility throughout the B2B industry (taking KIBS into
consideration), adding in some parameters describing this issue in terms of search engine
optimization analytics. Visibility in the services industry is determined by parameters related
to interest in a given service on web search engines, both through organic search and in results
that constitute sponsored search ads (Bala & Verma, 2018). These parameters can be evaluated
on the basis of data available in the public domain from search engines, using appropriate
analytical tools. The visibility of the services industry is a composite variable that can be used
to describe and explain the classification of services on the basis of their characteristics. The
authors selected a number of parameters to define it, first and foremost: Average Search
Volume (monthly) in the last 12 months (ASV) (original variable); Monthly Search Volume
(MSV) (original variable); Keyword Search Engine Optimization Difficulty (SEO DIFF /
KSD) (original variable); Mean ASV (derived variable); Average MSV variance (derived
variable) and Mean MSV range (derived variable). Visibility of industries in the digital
environment has not been explored to date as a research area, and the present study may prove
to be a contribution to the development of analyses of this type.
2.2. Service industry performance indicators
Four variables were taken into consideration in our investigation: number of businesses,
number of employees, net profit, and remuneration at particular KIBS.
The first two variables characterize the supply side of the market. Number of businesses
describes market size and, obviously, is dependent on demand (Ding and Niu, 2019). The
relationship is not a direct one, due to various moderating factors (entrance barriers, life cycle,
size of the target market), but in general the significance of the industry may be assessed on
the basis of the number of companies and employees. The bigger the industry, the more
complex the relationships between market participants. In order to understand them, we need
to examine and identify the similarities and homogeneity of businesses and the inter- and intrarelationships of cooperation and competition between them.
Net profits is the most frequently used category to analyse the performance of both
individual companies (Wall et al., 2004; Ordanini and Parasuraman, 2011; Ndlovu, Mutambara
and Assensoh-Kodua, 2017) and the industry as a whole (Gunarathne, 2015). Profits are a very
good synthetic measure of economic results (Savic, 2016). Remuneration at companies,
especially of their executive members, is closely related to their performance (Achtenhagen et
al., 2010; Ndlovu, Mutambara and Assensoh-Kodua, 2017; Gao, 2019), and thus may be
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treated as a proxy indicator of the quality of their human capital, which is one of a company’s
most valuable assets (Zhuo et al., 2016). Examples can be observed in the whole industry
(Namasivayam and Denizci, 2006; Wojtczuk-Turek, 2017).
2.3. Conceptual framework for research into KIBS’ online visibility
Despite the importance of online visibility for business performance, research on these
relationships is relatively limited. Sonnier, McAlister, & Rutz (2011) focused on the sales
effect of online customer interaction volume. McAlister, Sonnier, & Shively (2012) extended
this analysis to firm value. Stephen & Toubia (2010) investigated the economic value
implications of social commerce in online social networks where sellers are individuals. One
of the important aspects of the above research that links the digital environment and company
activities is the rigor in ensuring that alternative explanations are ruled out (Kannan & Li,
2017).
There were also research attempts that involved the use of data generated in the digital
environment to create metrics related to firm performance. Tirunillai & Tellis (2012) showed
that user generated content (UGC) is related to the stock market performance of a firm.
Tirunillai & Tellis (2014) showed that UGC data can be mined to create dynamic mapping of
competitive brand positions on dimensions deemed important through the analysis of data over
time. Nam & Kannan (2014) used social tagging data and developed tag-based metrics that
worked as proxy measures for customer-based brand equity and explained abnormal returns.
This stream of research shows that digital environment data can contain very useful information
for tracking a firm’s performance.
Literature review leads to the conclusion that some outcomes in the digital environment
have been examined, but mainly in reference to the company, at a micro level. Until now – to
the authors’ best knowledge – there has been no industry-wide research. Moreover, there has
been no attempt to examine the relationship between: 1) online visibility obtained through a
client search for a given type of services and the competitiveness of this segment in the digital
environment as a result of digital marketing and 2) the business performance of a particular
service industry. Having identified this research gap, set out to fill it.
The authors have developed a conceptual framework for research into the online visibility
of KIBS, on the basis of data from multiple sources and CART analysis. To describe this
framework, the researchers identified the specific attributes of KIBS providers, focusing above
all on their digital and technology advancement.
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Figure 1. Conceptual research framework.
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The conceptual model is shown on Figure 1. The parameters used for analysis are
described in the following subsections.
3. Material and methods
3.1. Data collection
The Internet is the key channel for KIBS in acquiring new business clients (Borodako et
al., 2015). In order to extrapolate this result, the authors of this study used a modified version
of the netnography method (Borodako et al., 2018) originally employed to research online
communities (Kozinets, 2010) and consumer behavior, needs, and trends (Belk, 2017). In this
instance, it was used to research key words specific to particular services, as a measure of
interest in those services in the online environment. The relevant data was collected from the
online tools that companies typically use in their Internet marketing activities, above all Google
Trends (GT), Google Adwords (GA), and KeyWords Finder (KF). In the first step, the authors
collected data from the period 2009 to 2017 for all types of KIBS using GT. Then, we used GA
to find the keywords most frequently entered by Internet users looking for particular types of
services. In this second step, GT and KF were used (for data from the preceding 12 months).
These two data sets were compared to confirm that the changes they showed were similar.
Finally, the KF tool was used alone for further study because it offers more detailed, absolute
data on Internet inquiries for analysis. This study employs the data gathered using these tools
(ASV – Average Search Volume, MSV – Monthly Search Volume, and SEO DIFF/KSD –
Keyword SEO Difficulty) as a measure of the industry’s online visibility. Used together, all
these tools enabled the authors to analyze the activities of companies for which online visibility
is important. The data on characteristics of the KIBS industry manifested in particular types of
services in the real economy were purchased from public statistics, which provided the data for
the whole population (thus eliminating the need to take samples to introduce any generalization
at a later stage).
3.2. Methods of analysis
In this article, the researchers present the results of research based on a data set containing
information on 20 types of KIBS. Classification and regression trees (CART) were used to
study the relationship between service providers’ real economy characteristics and their online
industry visibility. Parameters of the digital environment were assumed as the explanatory
variables. Finally, three regression tree models were built for the three dependent variables: Y1
(employee number), Y2 (average remuneration), and Y3 (profit per employee).
The first algorithm for the regression trees was AID (automatic interaction detection),
which was developed in 1963 (Morgan and Sonquist, 1963). In this approach, the data set was
recursively divided into subsets in a way that minimized the variance of the dependent variable
in the child nodes. In 1984, a new algorithm for the construction of regression trees was
developed, called CART (Breiman et al., 1984). What distinguished this approach from the
AID algorithm was above all the notion of pruning, the lack of restrictions on the number of
values of the analyzed variables, the use of surrogate variables in case of missing data, and the
construction of rankings of the importance of given variables. In this approach, the parent node
is split on the basis of the independent variable which most minimizes the weighted variance
in the child nodes. The weights are determined by the proportion of cases that go into the left
and right nodes respectively. The purpose of building a model is to predict a target variable or
– as in this article – to understand the structure of the relationships between a dependent
variable and independent ones. The authors of the algorithm emphasize its advantage over
linear regression, but only when the relationships between the variables are not linear (as in
this research).
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Regression tree models are an interesting alternative to the parametric approach and give
a different view of the data under analysis. Their use when building a regression model is
especially justified in data sets where the assumptions of multiple regression are not met. The
assumptions concern, among others homoscedascity, normally distributed residuals, and linear
relationships between the dependent variable and independent variables. In this study, all
assumptions were violated.
Regression trees have been used, for example, to predict willingness to pay for organic
dairy products (Liu et al., 2013) in order to examine whether declared spending on products in
this category depends on the demographic profile of potential buyers. Other studies in which
the CART algorithm has been used are related to factors affecting subjective well-being
(Galletta, 2016), to predict willingness to pay for ecotourism (Meleddu and Pulina, 2016), and
to examine the relationship between production export levels and per capita GDP increase
(Sheridan, 2014).
4. Results
The empirical data connected with the Internet activity of business services companies
gathered for this study were collated with secondary data from public statistics. The purpose
of this research approach was a deeper insight into the interrelatedness between online visibility
indicators and KIBS performance parameters. This is important because the literature review
revealed that digital marketing (online visibility, SEO) is significant for companies’
development – their image, development, and sales (Dreze and Zufryden, 2004; Kannan and
Li, 2017; Pandey, Nayal and Rathore, 2020). The number of observations is quite small, but
the results concern only the correlation which is significant at the level of 0.05.
4.1. Relationships between numbers of employees and online visibility
The first step of the analysis was to examine the relationships between the number of
employees in companies offering given types of business services (the dependent variable
linked by subject with keywords) and three independent variables. These three variables are as
follows: the mean keyword search indicator for a given type of service, the average MSV
variance, and the mean MSV range. For example, analysis was carried out on the relationship
between employment levels in companies offering accounting and bookkeeping services, and
numbers of keyword searches connected with those services (“accountant’s office”,
“bookkeeper”, and “bookkeeping services”). The values of the correlation coefficients for these
three relationships were relatively high, in the range 0.58-0.61 (p < .05).
The strength of the relationship between these variables may be characterized as
moderate. In empirical terms, it is possible to conclude that a high value of the mean keyword
search indicator for a given type of business service correlates with a large number of people
working in this group of services. This would seem to be justified, since large numbers of
employees generate high turnover for companies, and companies need orders. Variables such
as mean keyword search indicator, but also average MSV variance and mean MSV range, are
also a reflection of online visibility.
As emphasized earlier, the relationships between the dependent variable Y and the
independent variables X1, X2, .., Xn were non-linear and therefore a decision was made to
replace multiple regression with CART regression trees. It is the non-parametric alternative
analytical tool most commonly used to analyse large data sets. Because the purpose of the study
was to describe the relationship between variables, the authors believed this tool would be
appropriate.
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Figure 2. Regression tree for employee numbers in each KIBS industry.

A regression tree analysis was also carried out (Fig. 2). A small number of cases in the
leaves of a regression tree usually indicate overfitting in the predictive model. In this case
(description of dependencies), it allows us to indicate outliers. Where the mean search indicator
was below 53,114, the mean MSV dynamic stable or rising, and the SEO DIFF indicator high
(at over 27.4), mean employment in companies providing business services was 14,000 (ID7).
In companies with a low SEO DIFF indicator (below 27.4), and where the other variables were
identical, mean average employment was 46,500 – ID6 (Architectural and engineering
services). This level was double that of the average employment level across the KIBS industry
nationwide, and the fifth-highest employment level in the KIBS economy overall. Thus
constructed, the tree shows that the business services with the highest average MSV also have
high employment levels. Services with a low mean search volume indicator and stable or rising
average MSV growth have a low level of employment. Of these, services that face strong
competition for positioning (i.e. a high SEO DIFF) tend to be characterized by low employment
levels (on average around 14,000 employees, which is half of the average employment level
for the KIBS industry as a whole). The model adopted for analysis should be considered
appropriate in view of the relatively high variance it explains – around 85% for the strongest
relationship between the three main independent variables (predictors): average MSV growth
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(100), mean MSV variance (76), and the SEO DIFF indicator (74). The numbers in brackets
represent the number of points from variable importance ranging of the regression tree.
4.2. Model of correlation between remuneration (per employee) and online visibility
The next two research models examined the relationship of certain financial values to the
online visibility of given services. The first model focused on the relationships between
independent variables connected with Internet activity and mean remuneration per employee
in various types of business services, while the second explored the relationship of the same
independent variables to mean average profits per employee in various types of business
services. Regression trees were employed in both models.

Figure 3. Regression trees for average remuneration per employee.

Use of the regression tree method enabled us to calculate the mean average annual
remuneration per employee for all KIBS as PLN 75,790 (US $18,051) – the exchange rate
according to the National Bank of Poland as of 1/12/2016: USD 1=PLN 4.1987. However, the
values of this indicator were differentiated by the mean MSV (GT) range, because services
with a higher MSV(GT) level (over 34) also had higher remuneration levels per employee (on
average PLN 89,570, or US $21,333). Analysis of the regression tree revealed that the
statement “the higher the MSV(GT), the higher the remuneration per employee” did not hold
true in all the business service types analyzed. Services with average MSV(GT) levels (in the
range 34–41) had the highest remuneration (per employee), with a mean of PLN 105,350, or
US $25,091. The services with the highest remuneration per employee were Advertising,
Market research, and IT services. One finding worthy of note is that the lowest mean average
remuneration per employee was recorded in the services with the lowest MSV(GT) level
(employment agency services – see Fig. 3). The model adopted for analysis should be
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considered appropriate in view of the relatively high variance it explains – 87.5% for the most
strongly correlated independent variable (predictor), i.e. averaged MSV(GT) range (100).
4.3. Correlation model between profit (per employee) and online visibility
The second model examining financial values looks at the correlation of profits per
employee in a given services industry with the Internet visibility levels of that service type.
The mean average profit in the business services studied was PLN 29,350 (US $6,990) for a
broad spread ranging from a low of PLN 1,740 (US $414) to a high of PLN 99,020 (US
$23,583). Services with an average MSV(KF) growth rate of over 1.028 saw higher profit-peremployee levels (PLN 63,300 or US $15,075), and within this group the highest profits were
generated by groups with the highest SEO DIFF indicator, of over 33.8 (mean profit per
employee: PLN 86,130 (US $20,514 – see Fig. 4)). The group of services with the highest
profits per employee comprised Advertising services and Legal services (ID23).

Figure 4. Regression trees for profit per employee.

Services with high growth in Internet searches for industry-specific keywords and very
strong competition for positioning (high SEO DIFF) have high profits per employee. Although
the accessible data are insufficient to verify this thesis unequivocally, the analyses confirmed
that business services which use the latest in IT enjoy better financial health (if authors take
profit per employee in a given services as a measure of that health). The model adopted for
analysis should be considered appropriate in view of the relatively high variance it explains –
85.5% for the most strongly correlated independent variable (predictor), i.e. average MSV(GT)
variance (100).
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5. Discussion
5.1. Contribution of the research
KIBS providers are an atypical industry in most economies the world over. They are
knowledge advanced, they create and disseminate new solutions, and they enhance their
clients’ competitiveness. The literature review did not reveal any research into ICT in KIBS.
Any studies focusing on the DM were carried out on other types of companies – usually large
corporations (e.g. Lin, et al., 2011).
This study could be treated as an extension of the conceptual framework by Kannan and
Li (2016), who proposed the inclusion of the company and environment perspective of digital
marketing research on the micro (firm) level in the model. The results presented in this paper
connect the digital marketing sphere with the business sphere on the business services industry
level. Using this approach, the differences among services were indicated in digital marketing,
giving deeper insight into the specific online visibility of service providers.
After careful review of the literature, some similarities to this research were discovered
in studies of company online marketing. These findings confirmed that service industries with
high numbers of requests in search engines also had large numbers of employees. More
precisely, services characterized by low levels of requests on search engines and stable or
sluggish MSV (monthly search volume) dynamics also tend to be service industries with low
employment levels. These study results are in line with those of Lin et al. (2011), who claimed
that small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) have a poor understanding of the significance
of websites and the Internet in general. This study also supports the results of recent work by
Ritz, Wolf, & McQuitty (2019), who claimed that small business owners invest time and effort
into fostering customer loyalty by implementing different online marketing tools. For managers
of SMEs, the scale of digital marketing is fragmentary, but it helps to improve customer
satisfaction. The authors studied companies providing knowledge-intensive business services
in considerable depth; for the most part these are very familiar with ICT. The explanation of
this phenomenon is that strong competition on the Internet is an indication of a highly
developed and competitive market, which is reflected in high employment levels in companies.
Analysis make it possible to better understand the nature of the relationship between
strong Internet competition in the service industries (measured as ASV – average search
volume) and industry attributes and performance. The highest ASV scores are achieved by
KIBS with high average profits. According to our analysis, the highest remuneration (per
employee) was paid out in services with high (but not the highest) MSV: Advertising, Market
research, and Information technologies. The evidence showed that services which reported
strong growth in requests via search engines and a high level of competition for positioning of
those keywords on search engines (high SEO DIFF score) – advertisement services and legal
services – also had high profits (per employee). These results could be treated as an extension
of the study by Berman & Katona, (2013), which studied the competition between advertisers
for organic and sponsored research results. These companies can benefit from websites which
are positively evaluated by customers and at the same time lead to better search engine
rankings.
The results also bear some similarity to research by Vaughan and Romero-Frias (2010),
who reported the correlation between a company’s online information visibility and its
revenues or net income. Similar conclusions were proposed by Vaughan and Yang (2012), who
identified a correlation between inlink counts and company revenues and profits in the case of
top US and Chinese companies. Wang and Vaughan (2014) found a positive relationship
between web visibility and company advertising efficiency. These results shed light on KIBS
service industries, which, as mentioned at the beginning of the paper, transfer, create, and
implement new solutions.
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5.2. Limitations and directions for future research
The foremost limitation of this study is the geographic scope of the data gathered, which
were available only on the national level and thus gave a picture of only one country’s market.
This approach can be treated as a case study for this conceptual model. The second limitation
was the availability of the variables, and even certain restraints on researcher access to the
variables in question. Moreover, the analysis was conducted according to the Polish
Classification of Business Activity, which, though compatible with the European Classification
of Activities, may not be entirely comparable to classifications used by authors from other
continents.
The original variables regarding online information visibility were chosen with due
diligence, but nonetheless other authors might suggest variables that give an even better picture
of the online visibility of the KIBS industry. Tools for netnography analysis will likely continue
to be developed, which will increase research precision, creating further incentive to repeat this
study in the future.
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Abstract
In the present paper we have realized a pchychological study that aims to determine how color affects our day-today decisions. The key aspects of the study are drawn by strategically using colors which make the customers feel
in a certain way about a brand which tends to be constantly in trend. The study focuses on how colors define the
image of a brand, representing a sales strategy and it includes 3 main categories: classic colors, trend colors and
gradient colors. Based on a questionnaire, consumers' preferences regarding the influence of colors in choosing a
product were analyzed. Colors are the meaning of a visual perception which create, together or separately, a
harmony in our lives through accents, nuances or shades. A long time ago, the historical periods were identified
through style, architecture, shapes and colors. These are taken as a base for the present period, inspiring the market
in order to recreate the past times in a modern way, also known as a “trend”. Personal involvement and outlined
opinions contribute in creating a personal approach in color analysis on consumers by strengthening already
existing concepts. Through new insights in this segment of colors, many industries could build themselves a
modern strategy in line with consumers' perception.
Keywords: Marketing, trends, consumer behavior, colors.
JEL classification: M31, D15, E32, D47.

1. Introduction
1.1. History of trend colors
This paper aims to conceptually analyze and define based on the analysis, the relationship
between the consumers and their behavior, in terms of color impact. In a specialized marketing
language, we can call this aspect “Color Perception Analysis on Consumers”, which
materialized in the results of this article by conducting a study.
The English art historian John Ruskin said in “The Stones of Venice” that: “The purest
and most thoughtful minds are those which love color the most.” (Ruskin, 1851) Starting from
this quote, we can clearly distinguish the historical perception of colors and its transposition in
the present, by confirming the importance of colors around us.
Luxurious brands are usually the first that give a trend in many industry segments, in line
with a period of time, cyclicity and forecasts. Once they have appeared in showrooms, stores
and promotions by being used as elementary main colors in various aspects of an industry,
these colors became a trend. One of the explanations could be that luxurios brands plan the
trend colors by thinking ahead for a strong artistic strategy with three, four or maybe five years
before something becomes a trend. Sometimes, that aspect could decide the difference between
a normal market and a niche market. The former is usually easily understood by most of the
customers, while the latter is seen as a trigger for the new trend colors.
At present, it has become a fine art to anlyze the color perception on consumers in an
ever-changing market and to notice the preferences in every industry. If colors are important
in consumers’ life, we can become aware of the fact that most people should buy depending of
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the trend colors or they could stay classy, irrespective of the segment. Also, if the strategy
based on colors is strong enough, that can induce the choice for the consumers by making them
buy based on “their intuition”. Therefore, how have trend colors become the colors that define
the consumers?
1.2. Institutes, Industries and multicultural aspects
In 2021, after a year of a historical crisis, challenges and repercussions of global
pandemic changed the way of life and working, giving birth to a theme of interest for many
artists from the creative sector. We have redefined our priorities and have started by cherishing
what we have now more importantly than what we dream to have. Starting from this principle,
artists have improved trends in interior design so that people have more acces to comfort,
beauty and modernity. It can be statistically proven that this period has been more about home
and less about office, because people are envolved in buying more furniture, developing a true
instict for redecorating their homes and making it more than a house. This aspect brought in
the global market a supply for interior designers and advice on it in this niche.
Institutes have also observed the needs of the market and have launched this spring a
totally different color palette. Pantone, one of the most popular global Color Institute had set
the colors of the year: illuminating yellow and ultimate grey. (Pantone, n.d.)
Even if the multicultural aspects should break the trend, the creators have found an
explanation that could help each country to understand the essence of the color in defining
customers choice. Leatrice Eiseman, the executive director of the Pantone Color Institute,
argumented that: “The union of an enduring Ultimate Gray with the vibrant Yellow
Illuminating expresses a message of positivity supported by fortitude. Practical and rock solid
but at the same time warming and optimistic, this is a color combination that gives us resilience
and hope. We need to feel encouraged and uplifted; this is essential to the human spirit.”
By analyzing the historical period of colors named by Pantone, we can notice an
increasing tendency to use color to create a marketing strategy for selling. It’s important to
establish that those colors, known as “trend colors” are present not just in interior design, but
in Fashion, Beauty, Technology and Food Industry by implementing a color in consumer
behavior by using the trend strategy.
Color is a critical and decisive marketing variable in setting an image of a brand in a
market with no standardization. Because the color of a product dosen’t mean functionality, it
is important to establish a balance between design, quality, utility and price.

Image 1, Pantone Colors, 2000-2021
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1.3. The main categories of colors
The study focused on how colors define the image of a brand, representing a sales
strategy, and it includes 3 main categories: classic colors, gradient colors and trend colors.
• classic colors – are those colors which remain unchanged in time and most of the
time they are colors used in a 70% proportion in designing a concept (physical
or digital);
• gradient colors – usually, they are trend colors which are made gradient,
generally used in the digital segment (websites, advertising, sofware);
• trend colors – are the colors which are changing once a year or seasonally,
depending on the trend given by the big color institutions, such as Pantone Color
Institute.
2. Methodology
2.1. Design of the survey
The present article was designed both by the approach and the methodological methods.
The main questions which have constituted the questionary were created to help companies
understand the behavior of the consumers in an analytical way.
We can distinguish:
• What does marketing mean in terms of color perception and how can a brand set
a strategy?
• What is a trend and how is this established in an ever-changing market?
• How can consumer behavior be the key for a brand to develop a strategy?
• Why are colors so important in marketing and how should we understand them?
2.2. Participants
Overall, 126 people who have responded to the questionnaire have different occupations
(35% of them are student, 46% employees, 7% unemployed and 12% entrepreneurs) and most
of them study or work in the economic field.
The age of subjects ranged from 18 to 65 years, with a mean of 41.5. The insights show
us that for this study 87 women and 37 men had responded, while 2 persons had preferred to
not provide their gender.
2.3. Approach
By distinguishing 3 main categories of colors, the survey was created in a practical way
which aims to clarify if people perceive colors as a strategic marketing factor or they tend to
choose them.
The main goal of this research is to examine the influence of various colors panels on
consumers’ perceptions. We investigated 3 different categories of colors including classics,
gradients and trends as well as the most relevant shades, nuances and tones. We created 3
distinguishing panels including typical colors selected in such a way to create a impactful
background with the help of the most used colors in every day life.
3. Results
3.1. Descriptive statistics
In a psychological way, colors can influence people through thoughts, feelings, and
behaviors (Lauren I. Labrecque, et al., 2013). Based on this fact, one of the most relevant
questions of the survey reflected the importance of a color for people in global thinking,
irrespective of the situation, i.e., whether they are customers or not: ‘Is color important?’ – 121
of the respondents consider that color is important while 5 of them said ‘no’.
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By analyzing the responses for this question in relation to the occupation of the
respondents, the people who consider that color is unimportant are students, employees,
unemployed and entrepreneurs. Therefore, there is no rule for preferring colors depending on
the field of work or study, it is more about perception by use, shade, and color, in a different
order for each of them.
In his marketing research, Jill Morton explored the relationship between marketing and
colors, and he concluded that people attribute the most importance to visual factors when they
are purchasing products (Jill Morton, 1995). In this sense, visual perception is a strong factor
in brand recognition, and it involves the way in which people buy depending on the primary
characteristics of a product (colors or shapes that spontaneously affect the passively receiving
mind) (Rudolf Arnheim, 1974).

Table 5, The importance of the
color, source: based on the answer
in the questionnaire

Row Labels
YES

Count of ID
121

NO

5

Grand Total

126

Chart 1, The importance of the color, source: based on the
answers in the questionnaire

The tendency for people to choose the same colors is actually a marketing strategy that
has a major psychological impact by forming the perception of colors. Most of the time, the
fact that people choose instinctively does not mean that they do not perceive the characteristics
of what they have chosen, but rather, they are increasingly influenced by what they see most
often and appear in the form of modern, new, lush. At the question, ‘How often is your
condition influenced by the surrounding colors?’, ‘often’ and ‘sometimes’ are the most
preferred responses.
Table 6, The influence of the
colors, source: based on the
answers in the questionnaire

Chart 2, The influence of the colors, source: based on the answers in
the questionnaire

Row Labels
Often
Sometimes
Always
Rarely
Never
Grand Total

Count of
ID
48
39
23
11
5
126

Because color is an influential element of design (Jansson, C., et al., 2004), we can see it
like a human response to color perception. Being in a multicolor environment every day, people
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are used to choosing colors they see the most. One of the explanations could be the habitude
with which we observe trend colors, gradient or classic in so many things that does not attach
too much importance.
At the question, ‘In which of the following field do you consider color important?’, many
people decided that color is important for them in all the fields. This can have a huge impact in
a marketing approach to create a strategy based on colors.
With a view to understand the consumer's behavior through the decisions he makes, in
the present study, we devised the question: ‘Which of the following types of colors is your
choice?’. The vast majority responded that they prefer classic colors, followed by trendy and
gradient colors. Also, when we talk about colors, we must keep in mind that some people may
prefer purple, but at the same time they may not prefer a faded purple or a gradient purple.
Therefore, it is important as a company to analyze what type of colors customers prefer and
how they could integrate these colors in the products offered.
Table 7, Colors in certain fields, source:
based on the answers in the questionnaire
Row Labels
Count of ID
All the fields
104
Interior Design
11
No answer
5
Fashion
3
Marketing/Advertising
2
Graphic Design
1
Grand Total
126
Chart 3, Colors in certain fields, source: based on the answers in the
questionnaire

To easily identify the characteristics of a color, we could suppose a person prefers purple.
If he has a choice, that person will be able to choose a classic purple, but also, he may not prefer
a fade purple or a gradient purple.
Table 8, The main categories of
colors, source: based on the answers in
the questionnaire
Row Labels
Classic colors
Trend colors
Gradient colors
No answer
Grand Total

Count of ID
76
36
13
1
126

Chart 4, The main categories of colors, source: based on the answers
in the questionnaire

Human senses play an important role in brand awareness through ‘sensory marketing’
which means pleasing the customer’s senses and strategically influencing their perception and
behavior (Hinestroza, et al., 2014).
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The significance of colors depending on the category to which they belong can also be
seen as a response to the factors around us. Although most people are amazed by concepts that
include new, bold colors, they prefer to stay in the comfort zone by choosing a color that they
already associate with certain areas, products, or preferences.
In a broad sense, these color categories are somehow already grouped, so that some
people who are working in fields that do not involve coloristic may not be able to express their
preferences on a certain color category.
Most of the time, what makes consumers choose a variant of a color can be expressed by
the way they visually perceive that color and the symbolism that they associate with it.
Culturally speaking, it has become a true art to define what a color means in a broad sense, but
from a psychological point of view, any statement can make sense, because consumers can
have different color preferences as long as the colors contain specific meanings and
communicate beyond aesthetics (Caivano, José Luis & López, Mabel Amand, 2007).
3.2. Nuances, shades and tones
By creating a color background through shades, nuances and tones, a palette will be
complete, and it will be named a ‘monochromatic scheme color’. One of the easiest ways to
realize harmony in aspect is defined by using monochromatic colors. A monochrome color is
usually perceived as using the same color in design (interiors, products marketing aspect),
while the monochromatic means ‘the same color’ – it refers to the same color that will be
refined in some ways to create a colorful but simple visual perception.
We identify classic, gradient or trend colors by the value of the color, meaning how much
white, black, or grey has been added to create a nuance. Talking about contrasts usually refers
to classic colors, while shades or fades refer to gradient or trend colors.
To understand the differences between the main characteristics of the colors, we should
know:
1. Color (as nuance): is the quality of an object in relation to the light reflected by an
object. Colors are those to which we are referring when we talk about ‘blue’, ‘red’, or
‘orange’. Also, the value of a color is simply its brightness or darkness, and this
constitutes a new aspect of a color. If we are talking about a tint, this refers to the fact
that a nuance was created after white has been added.
2. Shades: refer to a nuance after black has been added. In this case the value of the color
has darkened by adding black.
3. Tone: is a color after grey has been added and in this way the value of the color has
been inactivated with grey.
We can notice that most of the people prefer classic colors with new shades, tones, or
nuances. For example, in this survey, at the question ‘Which of the following classic colors is
your favorite?’, the answers were: ‘bayberry’ and ‘buttercream’. While the former is a dark
one, the latter is a nuance of beige, both being reinterpreted in a modern way to use.
In the last year, we’ve met bayberry as a derived nuance from royal or emerald green and
olive, mixed to bring a new fresh air in many industries.
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Image 2, Pantone Classic Colors

Also, because Art Nouveau and Art Deco are cyclical periods which are again present,
we can see them in many environmental aspects defined by warm and light nuances of colors.
The studies show that various shades of white are often associated with emotional
characteristics based on four factors: flamboyant, elegant, clear, and soft (Nooree Na & Hyeon
Jeong Suk, 2014). This offers a strong argument in support of why ‘buttercream’ was created
and has become a classic choice in a modern era.
4. Conclusions
Colors make the world spin – whether you think about the concept of mixing or the
cyclicity of trends over the ages of humanity. Our daily existence revolves around colors
whether we are aware of it or not. To conclude, in as much as the value of the article is
concerned, personal involvement and outlined opinions contribute in creating a personal
approach in color analysis on consumers by strengthening already existing concepts.
Similarly, through new insights in this segment of colors, many industries could build for
themselves a modern strategy in line with consumers' perception.
In a continuously changing and evolving market, one can notice the importance of the
psychology of colors in relation to consumer conviction among companies to set a future
marketing strategy because colors are certainly the most important nonverbal characteristics
for products (Shaip BYTYÇI, 2020).
Carefully using colors can contribute to a marketing strategy based on competitive
advantage in differentiating a brand’s products from its competition and in the same time to
create feelings and influence moods in a positive or negative way for consumers ( Satyendra
Singh , 2006). Based on this fact, we notice that colors play an important and decisive role in
forming an attitude and a perception for the consumer, an aspect that should be understood by
every company in order to create a brand of the future, adapted to a market always influenced
by the ‘new'.
Color perception in psychologycal terms means a form of associative learning, a
permanent change in consumer’s behavior enhanced by experiences through marketing
strategies implemented by the companies. The classical condition is evident through the
process of associating experiences and senses towards a product, expressed in a form in which
they will be a preference for the consumer. In other words, people are not born with preferences
for certain colors but they perceive them depending on the associations encountered and visual
experiences. This can also be interpreted depending on the association made on the basis of
colors already assigned to certain categories of products (Grossman, R. P. & Wisenblit, J.Z.,
1999).
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The present paper contains a study that has assessed the color perception on consumers
through association with a marketing strategy, which allows for a visual perspective and
forecasts that will improve the companies practice in a ever-changing market.
The results of the study show that most of the respondents prefer classic colors even if
they have a tendency to choose these trend colors which they see most of the time in their
everyday environment. The association between the perception of colors and their meaning
could be interpreted in the form of a contextual analysis of colors as a major factor in the
formation of unique and innovative experiences for consumers.
An interesting way in which a brand can become aware of the perception of colors among
consumers is to pay attention to the trend set in each season and each year, to follow their
cyclical evolution and significantly associated colors, and in this way to later find a way to look
analytically at the influence of a color in choosing a product.
Through its many meanings, color remains the most valuable element of design, offering
a different visual experience for each consumer, uniquely associated with segments delimited
by its simple appearance. Therefore, despite trying to build their sales strategy according to the
color preferences of consumers, it is advisable for companies to understand that each color is
perceived differently and that it can be easily understood due to the trend.
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Abstract
In the fast changing conditions of the external environment imposed by the globalisation and global digitalisation,
as well as the recent COVID19 pandemic, universities worldwide have at a greater extent to rely on something
seemingly more sustainable than the world outside – they have to rely on their internal environment, with its
sustainability directly depending on their internal communication (IC). The paper is conceptual in nature and
presents the author’s concept of the university’s sustainable development primarily depending on its internal
processes and the university internal communication (UIC) being the core of the university’s sustainable
development. The employed methodology is based on a systemic approach and includes an extensive literature
review observing and analysing the prior research on the given topic, and component modelling. The applied
methodology aimed to reduce bias and provide a more comprehensive body of knowledge on the current
developments in UIC in the digitalised environments, and produced systematic research results. The purpose of
this article is to provide an overview and synthesis of ideas regarding IC development of the organisation in the
era of digitalisation, which are discussed in the literature. While focusing primarily on IC in business
organisations, many of the ideas presented in the reviewed research papers, about the increasingly digitalised (ICs)
developed in business organisations, are relevant to universities’ development as well. As part and a result of this
integration, a model of UIC is presented, which highlights the specificity of university internal environment
distinguishing universities from other types of organisations. The paper argues that the digitalised internal
environment should contribute to employees’ inclusion in the UIC at all levels of the university. Finally, the article
lays ground for further development of UIC theory and discusses the necessary developments in research on IC
in general and UIC in particular among both researchers and practitioners.
Keywords: University internal communication, strategic communication management, digital environment,
systemic approach.
JEL classification: M31.

1. Introduction
The importance of organisational communication (OC) has been increasingly recognized
since the 1950s, with IC gaining the attention of researchers in the 1970s and emerging as an
independent research branch in the 2000s (Tariszka-Semegine, 2012). The processes of
globalisation and digitalisation that have swept the world since the end of the 20th century have
contributed to fundamental transformations in human communication in principle and in OC
in particular, transforming IC means and channels and significantly influencing its contexts.
Therefore, OC has been the focus of numerous researchers on all continents, who have
studied to a greater or lesser extent its many aspects, as well as IC relationships and
interdependencies with productivity, power, leadership, interrelatedness of organisational
experiences, identity and many others. To date, the research of OC continues intensively in
several research paradigms simultaneously including post-positive, post-modern, interpretive,
critical, discursive, and systemic paradigms (Jo & Shim, 2004).
This paper is deemed to be of conceptual character and therefore, is supposed to be able
to “bridge existing theories in interesting ways, link work across disciplines, provide multilevel insights, and broaden the scope of our thinking” (Gilson & Goldberg 2015, p. 128).
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The purpose of this article is to provide an overview and synthesis of ideas regarding
UIC development in the era of digitalisation, increasingly discussed in the research literature.
While focusing primarily on the IC in business organisations, many of the ideas presented in
the reviewed research papers, concerning the increasingly digitalised IC, though developed in
business organisations, are relevant to universities’ development as well.
The core idea of the research is the idea of UIC currently developing in an increasingly
digitalised environment influencing the staff both positively and negatively (in the absence of
strategies), both shaping and shaped by its transforming structure and changing relationships
challenged by global shocks and transformations.
The scope of reasons stipulating the need for the research includes the recently shaken
university sustainability, currently changing UIC, advantages and disadvantages of acute
digitalisation, transforming university structures and changing relationships, as well as the
Russian government’s plans for digitally-prompted disruption of the national HE system and
finally, for forced digitally-supported “distantisation” of the Russian HE system, i.e.
transferring it to a distant format to a much larger extent.
As part and a result of this integration, a model of UIC is presented, which highlights the
specificity of university internal environment distinguishing universities from other types of
organisations, and argues that the digitalised internal environment should contribute to
employees’ inclusion in the UIC at all levels of the university. Finally, the article discusses the
necessary developments in research on IC in general and UIC in particular among both
researchers and practitioners.
Taking into account the above considerations, the paper provides a springboard for
further research intending to fill the knowledge gaps identified in the course of the study.
2. The University in the Digital Era
The modern digital era, which has intensified communication interactions between
people, including those between employees of companies, has been affecting the speed,
frequency and efficiency of interaction, changing the channels, formats and contexts of
personal communication and those of OC, primarily including IC.
Digitalisation has transformed the global economy, turning it in large part into digital
through e-commerce, online shopping and the Internet of Things. Universities, to a greater
extent than many other organisations (for example, schools), have undergone digitalisation,
which laid the foundations for a new paradigm for the development of education, Education
4.0, and changed universities’ development strategies.
2.1 Global Digitalisation Affecting Universities
In modern conditions of the highly digitalised external environment, digital
communications are novel and efficient ways to expand IC. Over the past decade, commercial
companies have been actively using social networks, in particular, to attract new customers and
retain old ones. In addition, many commercial companies (for example, banks) develop and
actively use mobile applications.
European universities are increasingly using social networks, but mostly for external
communication – to attract new students, including foreign ones. Some universities develop
and actively use mobile applications, but they often have very narrow functionality, for
example, to control the timetable, which partly facilitates IC between students and teachers.
Also, universities, in addition to the long-established traditional email for IC purposes,
often use instant messengers, with the help of which the heads of departments increase the
effectiveness of IC, quickly spreading information in the groups of their subordinates using
messengers and chats.
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In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, video platforms have acquired greater
relevance, with the help of which not only distance learning is provided, but also research-topractice conferences, department meetings, etc.
2.2 Recent Developments in University Internal Communication
The lockdowns and temporary ‘distantisation’ of higher education imposed by the
COVID-19 pandemic have seriously shaken most national systems of higher education. The
recent changes in the level of university digitalisation, along with recent transformations in the
formats of teaching / learning have affected the IC between and among all the UIC
stakeholders, including teachers → students’ communication, administration → teachers,
teachers → supporting staff, teachers → technical staff, administration → students,
students → supporting staff, students → technical staff, administration → supporting
staff, and administration → technical staff, as well as inside each group of IC stakeholders –
administration → administration, teachers → teachers, etc.
The need for a new approach has been driven by a number of factors, including sporadic
attempts by shaken universities to rapidly digitalise their internal environments, largely
replacing face-to-face communication with distance teaching and learning practices during the
COVID-19 pandemic. It is also due to the dramatically increased importance of students and
university administration, as well as supporting and technical personnel and the declining
importance of teachers in higher education systems in some countries, including Russia,
Ukraine and Belarus, which is associated with the potential threats of ousting many teachers
from universities, up to a strategy of displacement of the majority of teachers from national
university systems, replacing them with recorded lectures and online classes with a large
number of passive listeners.
3. Synthesizing Current Views on University Internal Communication
Much has been written about IC, its developments and changes in the digital age.
However, previous research has largely lacked a systems perspective that would otherwise have
provided wider horizons and different angles of systems vision. Most of the applied research
has focused on the study of IC processes in specific companies, aimed at identifying the
synchronous state of affairs and / or highlighting the problems or achievements of IC.
When it comes to IС in the university environment, oddly enough, research is really
scarce and is following in the footsteps of previous IC research in the corporate environment.
3.1. Literature Review Outline
The study described in the article consists of two parts: the first presents the results of a
systemic literature review based on a content analysis of research articles, monographs and
monograph chapters, as well as Internet resources. The systemic review of the scientific
literature aimed to structure the literature on IC research and especially UIC in order to
highlight the main contributions and gaps of the selected studies, identifying employed
theoretical and practical approaches and the researched theoretical constructs.
In the second part of the article, the author’s component model of UIC is presented, which
aims to emphasize its specific features that distinguish UIC from IC of commercial companies,
the study of which seems to have taken the maximum amount of research efforts.
The worth of publications has been assessed according to three main criteria: the
employment of a systemic approach to research, the adequacy of the methodology applied, and
the contribution of the research to theory and practice (including its novelty & significance).
Both fundamental and recent publications were selected for analysis. The earliest trend-setting
articles on OC in the university setting were written by Gratz & Salem (1981) and Thornhill,
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Lewis, & Saunders (1996), with the latter focusing on the role of employee communication in
achieving both commitment and quality in higher education.
As a result of the preliminary assessment, it was decided to select no more than 30–40
publications that contribute to the theory of IC; and, due to the lack of the research on UIC, it
was decided to analyse as much research as possible developing the IC theory applicable to the
university. As a result of the selection, 137 publications on IC as well as 18 UIC publications
were analysed and evaluated. Finally, 40 publications on IC were selected, including 12
monographs and 5 chapters in monographs, 23 research articles, as well as 10 articles devoted
to UIC.
Limitations of the literature review included personal bias based on the researcher’s
educational background and prior personal and professional experience.
3.2. Conceptual review results
The performed systemic literature review has yielded the following results. First, it
highlighted 3 leading regions in which researchers have made the greatest contribution to the
study of IC – the United States, Western Europe, and South-Eastern Asia (mostly China, India
and South Korea, with South Korean articles exceeding those by other South-Eastern Asian
authors for quality).
Secondly, the literature review has pinpointed 9 theoretical approaches applied in IC
studies in general and UIC studies in particular, namely: a critical perspective (Jakubiec, 2019;
Ruck (Ed.), 2019), a co-creational perspective (Botan, 2018), a systemic approach
(Hoogervorst, 2004; Yue, Men & Ferguson, 2020), a symmetrical communication approach
(Kim & Rhee, 2011; Men, 2014; Men & Stacks, 2014), a strategic approach (Barton, 2014;
Conrad & Poole, 2012; Cowan, 2017; Dewhurst & FitzPatrick, 2019; Hartman & Lenk, 2001;
Johnston & Taylor, 2018, Kim & Rhee, 2011, Quirke, 2008), a comparative approach (Cheney
& Christensen, 2001; Dewhurst & FitzPatrick, 2019; FitzPatrick & Valskov, 2014; Lipiäinen,
Karjaluoto & Nevalainen, 2014; Mazzei, 2014; Whitworth, 2006; Zaremba, 2010), a de facto
communication approach (Keenan & Hazelton, 2006), a stakeholder approach (Neill, 2015;
Welch & Jackson, 2007), and a strategic management approach (Men & Bowen, 2017).
Thirdly, the conducted content analysis based on the conceptual literature review has
identified 17 constructs, including organisational culture (Hoogervorst, 2004; Yue, Men &
Ferguson, 2020); IC leadership ( Ruck (Ed.), 2019), IC value (Levenshus & Lemon, 2017),
effective IC (Ruck & Welch, 2012); employee behaviour (Hoogervorst, 2004; Mazzei, 2010);
employee engagement (Lemon & Macklin, 2021), IC strategic role (Neill & Jiang, 2017),
organisational change (Whitworth, 2006); company leaderships (Men, 2014; Men & Stacks,
2014), employee engagement (Field, 2021; Verčič & Vokic, 2017; Vora & Kishore Patra,
2017), employee advocacy (Thelen & Men, 2020), knowledge & allegiance (Mazzei, 2010),
communication capital (Malmelin, 2007), IC integral function (Lemon & Towery, 2020), IC
influence (Lemon & Towery, 2021), trusting relationships (Jo & Shim, 2004), company
effectiveness & employee job satisfaction (Hargie, 2016), and enhanced performance (Farrent,
2003).
The research on each of the IC constructs seems to have developed in parallel and
independently to a large extent, but the review has highlighted major themes across research
and practices that can be used as standpoints and platforms for further research and
development of the IC domain, both in theory and practice.
The analysis of the selected UIC research, firstly, has revealed the main research trend in
this IC subdomain – that is, following the IC research patterns in the corporate environment,
for example, employee satisfaction (Bakanauskienė et al., 2010), symmetrical communication
(Campbell, 2018), efficiency of communication (Iordache-Platis & Josan, 2009), employee
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engagement (Koszembar-Wiklik & Krannich, 2016), and identified several investigational
constructs that differentiate UIC research from the IC domain, including academic visibility
(Avram, 2015), employee voice & silence and organisational power (Gan, 2020), enablers &
inhibitors of communication process (Gizir & Simsek, 2005), email management (Pignata et
al., 2015), communication satisfaction (Rodrigues et al., 2018), communication channels &
support mechanisms (Uslu, 2018).
Finally, the conceptual review helped to pin down several knowledge gaps, including a
lack of research in UIC, a lack of relevance to the university as a system, the dependence of
research in UIC on corporate IC developments, and a lack of a systemic and comparative
approach to the study of UIC.
4. A Component Model of University Internal Communication
Universities differ from commercial companies in a number of characteristics, including
mission, functions, contribution to the local and regional community, as well as to the national
economy as a whole. But their main difference is the creation of the human and intellectual
capital of the nation, as well as the change in attitudes and priorities in society. These
differences cannot but affect UIC, but within the framework of this article, for a start, it was
decided to identify the specifics of the component composition of UIC, which largely
determines the specifics of universities’ functioning.
A component model is an abstract, generalized view of the structure of a system that
provides an overview of its functionality. Component Models help developers imagine and
understand the big picture of the system, and then design and implement the solution and
understand the big picture of the system design (Walderson, 2009).The value of a component
model lies in simplifying the perception of a complex system and in depicting the dynamic
behaviour of its components, helping to understand how they interact to perform the required
functions. Component models are believed to be useful in companies where systems live for
decades (ibid.), which is considered to be the case of the average university in Europe.
The structure of the developed model contains architecturally significant core elements
as inputs and deems to be stable and coherent, with a focus on the right levels of abstraction,
depicting in parallel relationships and interactions between the elements thus presenting the
researched phenomenon systemically and holistically. The proposed model is believed to be
consistent with the real systems of most universities functioning in a majority of countries.
The purpose of the proposed component model is to present the IC of the university in
the form of a system in the aggregate of all its constituent parts and relations between them, to
help understand the complexity of the system and each of the solutions concerning both the
system as a whole and each of its components, as well as to ensure that complex solutions are
managed properly to successfully achieve the set goals and overcome possible obstacles.
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Figure 1. Component model of university internal communication
Source: the author’s own elaboration.

UIC is viewed as part of university organisational behaviour within its internal
environment, which is largely digitalised in the three universities taken as samples for the
model – the University of Vaasa, Finland, Carinthia university of Applied Sciences, Austria
and Lipetsk State Pedagogical University, Russia.
The scope of the components of UIC includes two basic groups of senders and receivers
uniting administrators (top and linear managers), teachers, students, supporting personnel &
technical staff. Traditionally, administrators occupy a superior position in relation to teachers,
taking decisions about hiring and promoting teachers, and if in Western universities teachers
are positioned inferior to top managers (but comparable in their importance for universities),
then in Russian universities teachers are positioned inferior to both top and linear managers
who do not always strive to facilitate teachers’ life, but are guided by some “superior external
goals.”
According to a number of researchers, the management reforms both implemented at
universities and on-going, that aimed to organise hierarchically decision-making processes,
have questioned “the collegial and academic oriented decision-making that has traditionally
shaped universities” increasing the power of executives and “ultimately enhancing a stronger
leadership” (Bleiklie and Kogan, 2007). However, the latter statement by Bleiklie and Kogan
(2007) does not sound justified, since stronger executives’ power does not mean stronger
leadership. In the opinion of Ljajić & Pirsl (2021), management reforms (including those
sporadically launched during the COVID-19 pandemic) introduce a higher level of
formalisation through reporting duties, accountability requirements, and the strengthening of
administrative offices that oversee and implement central decisions, rather than supporting
individual academic initiatives.
According to Maassen et al. (2017) formalization refers to “the degree to which
communication and procedures are written and filed” (Maassen et al., 2017, p. 245), implying
a continuum between legal requirements and spontaneous intentions and actions. This means
that the higher the level of formalization, the lower is the likelihood of employees’ spontaneous
reactions and initiatives and consequently, the lower the level of voluntary participation of
university subordinates in the processes of the university transformation.
Therefore, in quite a number of European universities, the messages and feedback are
only ideally involved in truly bidirectional processes – top-down and bottom-up coming from
administration including top managers, to teachers, students, supporting and technical staff and
the other way round. In practice, they do not function well enough in both ways at every
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university – at some universities and even in some countries including Russia, the process is
unidirectional only – going top-down from top and linear managers to the other participants in
UIC, with university teachers being the most vulnerable team members having the least rights
and the least opportunity to be heard.
In the opinion of Louise Simpson, director of The Knowledge Partnership, a marketing
and communications consultancy, “universities don’t tend to regularly monitor their internal
communications” (Anyangwe, 2012). The communications between staff and students are
important, but in different ways, so they need to be kept separate. According to research from
world-class universities, staff participation appears to be highly valued by most world-class
universities, but performance is patchy in some unexpected areas, and indicators of best
practice that can improve performance (e.g. regularly assessing communications and having a
strategy for it) are estimated as being of low importance (ibid.). However, depending on the
internal culture of the university and the strategy of top managers, reflecting their attitude to
human capital in a particular university and its further development, teachers may be positioned
inferior even to students and supporting / technical staff.
The subgroup of students constitutes a specific component and stakeholder of both
groups (Senders and Receivers) in the IC of any university. Students, on the one hand, are full
participants in the UIC throughout the entire period of their study (3.5–4 years of Bachelor’s
programmes and/or 2–2.5 years of Master’s programmes) but, on the other hand, their
temporary status in many cases determines their temporary and even partial commitment to the
university and its IC – again, depending of the strategy and communication culture of a
particular university.
Thus, students willingly discuss the university affairs in external (mainly digital) media
exchanging messages and feedback and creating new external contexts. So, students, as well
as teachers, administrators, supporting and technical staff are both senders and receivers of
messages and feedback, creators and contributors of contexts and users of various media –
digital, paper, oral. But, unlike participants in IC in corporate environments, students are
distinguished by their temporary status and tend to behave as members of the external
environment to a lesser or greater extent, in many cases not so much committed to the interests
of the university as an organisation, and sometimes contradicting the interests of the other
participants in UIC – teachers, administrators, and other staff.
Moreover, in the era of growing consumerism, students in many universities around the
world are considered and, therefore, consider themselves to be universities’ ‘main customers’
and ‘trendsetters of taste and custom’ (Pasternak, 1941). Coupled with the increasingly
devalued importance of teachers, UIC may be getting increasingly distorted, and universities
become increasingly vulnerable to both external shocks and challenges and their own internal
instability, as temporary customers, however highly valued, should not determine present and
future strategies for the development of universities, which otherwise become highly
unsustainable from the inside.
6. Conclusions and Discussion
Based on a comprehensive conceptual review, the paper has identified the main trends in
IC research in general and UIC research in particular, aimed at a better understanding of the
highlighted constructs, as well as pinpointing gaps in previous research that need to be
addressed in order to correctly understand the complexity and significance of the university in
modern society and to change the strategies and tactics of the management of many
universities, especially in Russia, where the human, intellectual and communication capital of
universities is deliberately devalued as a result of shifting goals and / or strategic mistakes.
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The original contribution of the author is the proposed component model of UIC based
on a systemic approach, encompassing the variety of its participants and highlighting their
specific character, along with the complexity of their relationships and interactions.
Since component models reflect the structure of researched systems, their value may
decay rapidly enough – with every new component introduced and/or relationships / interaction
changed in some aspects. At some point, component models stops accurately reflecting the
current functional design of the systems they represent. However, to date the proposed model
appears coherent and useful for a systemic representation of UIC and further research of its
stakeholders’ relationships and interactions.
This research also attempted to highlight the importance of studying IC in the
contemporary increasingly digital university environment as UIC is core to universities’
visibility on the national and international markets and its quality is key for universities’
success and competitiveness. Besides, the paper offered new insights on university
sustainability highlighting the core role of UIC for university sustainable development and
aspired to start a conversation on the issues of university sustainability in general and the role
of IC in its maintenance and development.
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Abstract
This study analyses the financial performance of public entities registered in the European Transparency Register
based on their communication patters and use of relationship marketing principles. The main objective of the
article is to establish whether correlations exist between financial performance and the fulfilment of relationship
marketing principles such as trust and commitment, as emphasized in the communication of the analysed
institutions. By using bivariate analysis and multiple linear regression, a series of correlations are found and a
model of prediction is developed. The research thus entails practical recommendations for public institutions, in
view of improved performance and access to finances.
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1. Introduction
This paper studies the financial performance of public entities registered in the European
Transparency Register based on their communication patterns and use of relationship
marketing principles. The objectives of the research are as follows:
Objective 1: Analysis of public entities from the European Transparency Register in
terms of the level at which they operate, their structure and the degree of use of the relationship
marketing principles.
Objective 2: Statistical correlation analyses of the interdependencies between the use of
relationship marketing by the entities analysed and their financial performance.
Objective 3: Performing linear regression analysis to test models based on trust and
commitment for the public entities analysed.
2. Literature Review
Relationship marketing is focused on the relationship, instead of the transaction. Strategic
in nature and endowed with a long-term view and a „win”-„win” perspective (Grönroos, 1994),
relationship marketing contrasts with traditional marketing, as it explores the nature of
relationships and caters to the needs and desires of stakeholders (ibid.). On an imaginary
marketing strategy continuum (Grönroos, 1991), relationship marketing can be placed at one
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end of the continuum and transaction marketing at the other end (Pop, N. Al., Petrescu, E-C.,
2008). The pillars of relationship marketing are primarily trust and commitment (Surej, 2019).
Commitment is at the core of relationship marketing research, as it is able to determine
the success of a relationship marketing campaign (Addison, Lingham, Uslay, & Lee, 2017;
Miquel-Romero, Caplliure-Giner, & Adame-Sánchez, 2014; Moorman, Deshpande, &
Zaltman, 2006; Morgan & Hunt, 1994; Ndubisi, 2007; Verma, Sharma, & Sheth, 2016). Trust,
the delivery and fulfilment of promises, is the second pillar and it is, as such, indispensable for
a healthy public sector climate and for the capacity to develop a relationship and let it mature
(Churchill and Surpernant, 1982; Miquel-Romero et al., 2014; Morgan & Hunt, 1994;
Moorman et al., 2006; Verma et al., 2016).
The authors analyse the variables of ‚trust’ and ‚commitment’ used in the communication
of public institutions in their communication and efforts to relate with the society. Further on,
they inquire into the existence of correlations between these variables and the financial
performance of the said institutions. The bivariate correlation and the multiple linear regression
were used as the tools for this inquiry.
Through the bivariate correlation, the authors researched the interaction between
variables and the impact of variables on each other. This denotes how a variable may increase
or decrease the value of another variable. The correlations presented below were chose based
on the criteria emphasised in specialised literature, namely they have a result assurance level
(‘Sig.’) of less than 0,0001 (i.e. more than 99 % probability), which means that the probability
that these results have been achieved by hazard is particularly low. Sig = 0,05 denotes a 95 %
probability, Sig = 0,03 denotes a probability of 97 %, sig = 0,01 denotes a probability of 99 %
and Sig = 0,0001 a probability of 99.99 %. (Juster & Suzman, 1995; Kessler et al., 2004;
Kreuter & Valliant, 2007)
Correlations were tested through the Spearman range-correlation test, which is known
from specialised literature to be appropriate for non-parametric analyses of the correlation of
variables that are not normally distributed. Spearman’s coefficient is based on the relative
position of one value relative to the others. This coefficient takes values between -1 and + 1
and is read in a special table for this type of coefficient, which does not contain degrees of
freedom. (Angel & Gronfein, 1988; Clogg, 1992; Lee & Forthofer, 1989)
A Spearman coefficient equaling 0 indicated that the two variables do not vary
concurrently (not linked between variables). When the coefficient equals 1,0 the correlation is
positive and perfect and when it equals -1,0 the correlation is perfectly negative. A positive
coefficient in the range 0 > RS > 1 shows that the two variables tend to move together in the
same direction: when one grows, the other increases, or when one decreases, the other
decreases. Conversely, if the coefficient is negative in the range -1 > RS > 0, the two variables
move in the opposite direction. (Heeringa & Liu, 1997; Loayza et al., 2005; Rust, 1985; SAS
Institute, 2008; Skinner, Holt & Smith, 1989; Waksberg, 1995).
Multiple linear regression was further used by the authors as a modelling method. The
term multiple regression was originally used by mathematician Karl Pearson in 1908 to
highlight the relationship between an endogenous (resultant) dependent variable and a
multiplicity of exogenous independent variables (predictors). Thus, regression shows a model
by which the resultant variable can be statistically predicted. In order for a linear regression
model to be valid, the data is required to demonstrate the homoscedasticity quality, according
to which variance of errors is maintained constant, i.e. variations along the regression line
remain similar as they move along the line. (Begu, 2003; Chelcea, 1992; Draper & Smith, 1981;
Graham, 1983; Ioan-Franc & Ristea, 2009; Kish, 1965; Korka & Tusa, 2004; McClave, Benson
& Sincich, 2008; Moser, 1967; Oakes, 1986; Petrisor, 2012; Popa, 2015; Roman, 2003;
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Rotariu, 1991; Rotaru, 1999; Snedecor & Cochran, 1989; Șandor, 2014; Skinner & Smith,
1989).
3. Results and discussion
Public institutions in France, Spain and Belgium are particularly successful in attracting
European funds, whether from tenders or subsidies. The public institutions with the largest
budgets are located in Germany, Spain, Sweden, Italy and France. From the point of view of
the ‘Eastern’ European countries, the institutions that attract most EU funds come, in
descending order, from Romania, Greece, Lithuania, Bulgaria and Poland. These funds come
mostly from subsidies, with Romania being the only exception, with the modest tender contract
of around EUR 90 000. No other public institution from an Eastern European country has
attracted European funds from tenders until the date of the study. Apart from France and
Germany, there is no link between the high absorption rate of European funds and the national
financial performance of the institutions analysed.
The public entities stem from all European countries, however 70.1 % come from
Belgium, Germany, France, Spain, Italy and the Netherlands. The distribution of values is not
normal, as differences between values are large and data is asymmetrical. The dispersion is not
normal because the values that the variable can take are outside the given range of the mean ±
two standard deviations. The median and the mean have strongly distant values for the annual
budget. An average standard deviation of EUR 5 981 972 051 was calculated with SPSS. For
the European funds absorption rate, the standard deviation is 7.5 %.
The Shapiro Wilk normality test has a significance of 0,0001, less than 0,05, in
conclusion the assumption that the data is normally distributed is rejected. The non-gaussian
distribution is economically sound. Budgetary resources and revenues of entities are unevenly
distributed. Grants and tender contracts are distributed unevenly, depending on public
procurement and calls for proposals. In the case of the absorption rate of European funds, the
sample is small, namely 28 values corresponding to the 28 Member States, which reduces the
possibility of a normal distribution.
From the point of view of the categories of the public entities sampled, half of them are
“other public or mixed entities created in the public interest”. 36.2 % of entities are regional
and sub-national structures, while 13.4 % are transnational associations and networks of
regional or sub-national public authorities. There is therefore a lack of purely national
authorities (e.g. governments, parliaments, ministries), which indicates that the analysed
entities are acting in a competitive environment where the need for funding and subsidies is
high. Most of the analysed entities have an impact at regional and European level. More
specifically, 57.9 % of these entities carry out activities with an impact at regional and local
level, 51.6 % with impact at national level, 54.7 % have an impact at European level and 19.7
% of them a global impact.
It is interesting to note the hypothesis that the related European programmes, on which
these institutions depend, deliberately favour the relationship between the European and
regional and local entities, by moving beyond the national level, in order to avoid the tension
of powers and authority. The technical level of project implementation could create the bridge
between the European and regional/local levels, in order to cut red tape, be closer to the citizen,
implement actions faster and avoid tensions of state sovereignty.
A total of 38.4 % of the entities analysed contribute to the production of goods, 96.3 %
contribute to the provision of services and 13.8 % manage financial capital. This shows the
overwhelming predominance of the provision of public or mixed services. It is interesting to
note the extent to which these institutions contribute to green economy and ecology (53.3 %),
social solidarity (56.3 %) and digitalisation (49.6 %). The authors conducted a frequency
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analysis of the number of appearances of different relational marketing concepts in the
descriptions assessed. According to their statements, the majority of institutions have modest
contribution to the development of green economy, which seems disconnected from the current
reality of policy priorities in Europe. The contribution to digitalisation and the degree of
participation in society of the analysed institutions is surprisingly low. On the other hand, an
outstanding performance is observable in terms of learning and innovation and purposeful
action in society. The bivariate correlation analysis revealed a number of significant
correlations, among which the most relevant are set out in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Spearman correlations in descending order.
Value of Spearman
coefficient for 99.9
CORRELATION IDENTIFIED
% significance level
(Sig < 0,01) and
population N = 492
The degree of contribution to green growth and green economy and
the degree of participation in society varies together in the same
.439
direction
Financial performance and the direct reference to the concept of
.174
“image” vary together in the same direction
Income from grants and direct reference to the concept of
.161
‘relationship’ or ‘relational’ vary together in the same direction
Financial performance and the direct reference to the concept of
.157
‘commitment’ vary together in the same sense
Capital management and the direct reference to the concept of trust
.156
vary together in the same sense
Source: Authors’ research.

We note that financial performance varies in the same direction with commitment and
image, while capital management varies in the same direction with trust. Income from grants
varies in the same direction with the mention of relationship and relational aspects, which
include trust and commitment by definition. Network building and networking capacity, as
well as human capital (number of employees) who is able to invest in networking and lobbying
campaigns, seem to bring a benefit in terms of increased access to subsidies. The degree of
participation in society and the degree of contribution to green development and green
economy are also strongly linked in a positive way.
In order to add further depth to the analysis, the authors performed a linear regression,
between the dependent variable of trust and the variables obtained through a variable regression
graph. After running the regression model, insignificant variables, for which Sig> 0,05, were
removed from the analysis and the model was run again to ensure that all factors remain
significant. The model provided a correlation coefficient R = 0,824, which indicates a positive
relationship between the dependent variable and the independent variables, the two moving in
the same direction (Table 2 below). Moreover, the ability of the model to predict the generation
of confidence to the extent of approximately 66.5 % (adjusted correlation coefficient value) is
observed.
Table 2. Description of the multilinear regression model of the confidence variable.

Model Summaryb
Template
R
R Square
.824a
1
.679
Source: Authors’ research.
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The result of the ANOVA test presented in Table 3 below shows that the model has
statistical significance above 99 % because the significance value (‘Sig.’) is 0,0001 and
implicitly below the threshold of 0,05. Note that Sig =.000 in the SPSS programme is requested
to be read as Sig =0,0001, this is the case for all tables in this chapter generated with the SPSS.
Table 3. ANOVA table for the confidence variable model.
ANOVAa
Template
1
Regression
Residual

Sum of squares
206.470
97.497

Overall

DF

Square mean
9.832
.211

21
463

303.967

F
46.691

SGI.
.000b

484

Source: Authors’ research.

We can also see in Table 4 below the independent variables in the model that are
significant (Sig. < 0,05), in order to determine which variables can be used as predictors of
trust generation.
Table 4. Coefficients of the regression model for the variable ‘Trust’.

Coefficientsa
Unstandardised coefficients
Template
1
(constant)

B
.710

STD. Error
.197

Degree of clarity and
conviction of the shared
purpose expressed

.475

.028

The incentive for positive
change in society

.267

Availability for
learning/innovation

.102

Standardised
coefficients
Beta

t
3.603

SGI.
.000

.621

17.135

.000

.030

.304

8.833

.000

.026

.148

4.006

.000

a. dependent Variable: Trust

Source: Authors’ research.

Therefore, in the absence of any other factors, the degree of clarity and conviction of the
common purpose expressed could contribute to generating confidence by up to 48 %, the
degree of stimulus to positive change in society could contribute up to 27 %, and the degree of
willingness to learn and innovate by up to 10 %. These three variables can thus contribute up
to 85 % to increase the level of trust, which was determined to be positvely linked with capital
management and access to grants. No significant negative correlation is observed. An
interesting finding is that these factors found to predict the generation of trust are highly
subjective, depending on the perspective of the message container. Highlighting a ‘common
purpose’ requires knowledge of the interlocutor and its purposes. A “positive” change in
society depends on the mindset, values and political orientation of the individual.
By means of Figure 1 below, the authors checked that the residues (errors) of the
regression line are distributed approximately normally. The overlap between the histogram of
residues and a normal gaussian curve was used to serve as a comparison. It is noted that the
errors are independent and normally distributed. The right side of Figure 1 shows the P-P Plot
plot containing the observed values of the residual variable on the Ox axis and the forecasted
values on the Oy axis. These last two graphs confirm that the errors are homoscedastic, i.e. the
variance of errors is relatively constant, thus confirming the validity of the linear regression
performed.
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Figure 1. Standardised residual graph of the dependent variable ‘Trust’ and P-P Plot.

Source: Authors’ research.

A linear regression was further carried out between the dependent variable
‚Commitment’ and the variables obtained through the variable regression graph. The model
obtained provided a correlation coefficient R of 0,858, which indicates a positive relationship
between the dependent variable and the independent variables, as the two are moving in the
same direction (Table 5). Moreover, the ability of the model to predict the generation of the
commitment to an extent of about 72.8 % (adjusted correlation coefficient value) is observed.
Table 5. Description of the multi-linear regression model for the variable ‘Commitment’.

Model Summaryb
Template
1

R
.858a

R Square Adjusted R Square
.736
.728

STD. Error of the
Estimate
.580

Source: Author’s research.

Table 6. The coefficients of the regression model for the variable ‘Commitment’. Coefficientsa
Unstandardised
coefficients
Template
1
(constant)
Degree of evidence of the
significance of the organisation’s
mission and actions
Degree of contribution to social
solidarity
Degree of awareness of collective
responsibility in the company
Perceived confidence

B

Standardised
coefficients

STD. Error
.057
.171

Beta

SGI.

t
.331

.741

.322

.033

.301

9.688

.000

.052

.026

.060

2.018

.044

.318

.036

.302

8.813

.000

—.175

.052

—.124

— 3.375

.001

Projecting a favourable image

.455

.052

.432

8.754

.000

Degree of clarity and conviction of
the shared purpose expressed
Building good reputation

.132

.043

.123

3.079

.002

—.658

.169

—.164

— 3.895

.000

a. dependent Variable: Level of commitment
Source: Authors’ research.
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The ANOVA test (Table 7 below) shows that the model has statistical significance above
99 % because the significance value (‘Sig.’) is 0,0001.

Table 7. ANOVA table for the model of the varriable ‘Commitment’. ANOVAa
Template
1
Regression

Sum of squares
446.837

DF
15

Square mean
29.789
.337

Residual

160.039

475

Overall

606.876

490

F
88.415

SGI.
.000b

Source: Authors’ research.

As seen in Table 6 above, the projection of a favourable image could help generate up to
46 % commitment, the degree of prominence of the organisation’s mission and actions of up
to 32 %, the awareness of collective responsibility in society could also contribute up to 32 %,
the clarity and conviction of the common goal expressed by up to 13 %. Finally, the degree of
contribution to social solidarity can help generate up to 5 % commitment. These three variables
can thus contribute more than 105 % to the level of commitment requested, implying the
possibility to double the commitment, which was established to be correlated with higher
financial performance and access to grants.
Linear regression shows that the reputation can influence the commitment by 65 %, but
in a negative sense. Therefore, a good reputation does not automatically generate commitment,
but a bad reputation has a considerable negative impact. Also, trust may influence the
commitment in a negative way by up to 18 %, as lack of trust leads to low commitment. The
reverse is not valid, according to these results.
An interesting finding is that the most important factors influencing the increase of the
commitment relate to the image and explanation of the entity’s mission. It is important to
communicate how the field of activity usefully integrates into the societal framework.
The histogram of the residues superimposed on a normal gaussiene curve (Figure 2
below). It is also noted that the errors are independent and normally distributed. As seen also
in the P-P Plot chart (ibid.), the errors are homoscedastic, i.e. the variance of errors is relatively
constant and linear regression is valid.
Figure 2. Standardised residual graph of the dependent variable ‘Commitment’ and P-P Plot Commitment.

Source: Authors’ research.
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4. Conclusions
We identified a positive correlation between financial performance and capacity to
generate commitment, between capital management and trust, and between access to grants
and relationship building. Network building, as well as human capital, together with the
capacity of investing in networking and lobbying campaigns, are capable of bringing an
advantage in terms of increased access to finance. Accountability, including participation in
society is also positively correlated with green growth.
The recommendation for public institutions aiming to improve financial performance and
increase access to funds is to boost their levels of trust and measures to generate commitment
and to contribute to green growth. The trust level can be almost doubled by the following model
predictions for this sample of institutions:
• The degree of clarity and conviction of the expressed common purpose can help generate
trust by up to 48 %;
• The incentive for positive change in society can help generate confidence by up to 27 %;
• Readiness to learn and innovate can help generate trust by up to 10 %.
The subjective nature of trust and its insoluble link with the person or vehicle delivering
the message was apparent. Trust is 75 % in the eyes of the viewer/receiver, therefore in their
perspective. It is thus necessary to align with the interests and perspective of the recipient of
communication, in order to generate trust.
The level of commitment can be doubled by the following model predictions:
• Projecting a favourable image can help increase the commitment by up to 46 %;
• The significance of the organisation’s mission and actions can help increase the
commitment by up to 32 %;
• Awareness of collective responsibility in society can help increase commitment by up to
32 %;
• The degree of clarity and conviction of the shared purpose expressed can help to increase
the commitment by up to 13 %;
• The degree of contribution to social solidarity can help increase commitment by up to 5 %.
The most important factors influencing the increase of the commitment are the image
and explanation of the entity’s mission. It is important to communicate the role fuldilled in
society, bearing in mind that a faulty reputation can have a devastating impact.
A general area of investment and growth for the analysed public institutions is the green
growth, digitalisation and the encouragement of citizens’ participation in society. It is to be
noted that there was no correlation observed between financial performance and the absorbtion
rate of EU funds of the countries where the respective entities operate.
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Abstract
The purpose of this article is to offer an insight into the new learning layout facilitated by digital transformation
in schools in the context of the coronavirus crisis (Covid-19). The digital transformation of schools is a complex
process that involves a significant number of stakeholders that will provide new, unexpected learning experiences
to students over a period of time that may stretch for years and generations. The Covid-19 crisis had a huge impact
on the education industry since it has fostered the development of digital competences of teachers and students,
together with the institutions managers. However, there are raising concerns about how effectively the Covid-19
crisis has accelerated the digital transformation of schools and to what extent it has determined people to adopt
technology as a trustworthy long term tool for both teaching and learning. Based on survey conducted in a
secondary school, this paper presents some of the factors that may influence the development of technology in
educational environments. Also, this article highlights the many ways in which schools can benefit from the digital
transformation, as well as the risks and challenges that one may encounter in using technology for educational
purposes. Another aspect that has been considered was the stakeholders readiness to learn, change and innovate
as well as their access to state-of-the-art equipments, learning platforms, databases, augmented reality, new
educational applications, and even the Internet of Things (IoT). Finally, planning and implementing a digital
strategy is a burning issue that should be dealt with by a modern management that is willing to facilitate and
implement innovative teaching, training and modern evaluation tools in an age where time is a key resource.
Keywords: Digital competences, digital transformation, educational system, coronavirus crisis, learning
experience.
JEL classification: M15, I2.

1. Introduction
The crisis caused by the pandemic due to the Sars Cov-2 virus was a crucial moment for
the evolution of the educational system that had to be reinvented and use all available digital
tools to ensure the continuity of the act of teaching-learning online. Due to the health crisis
almost half of the world’s students are still affected by partial or full school closures and
prioritizing education recovery in this situation is crucial (UNESCO, 2021). It is obvious that
any crisis favors the appearance and manifestation of dysfunctions with major impact both for
the organizations and for the entire social environment in which they operate. However, any
crisis triggers a change that can become positive, as it forces people to step out of their comfort
zone and rediscover, explore human resources and material at a different level, from a different
perspective.
For ancient physicians, the Greek word "krisis" refers to the point where the disease
undergoes a decisive change, for better or worse. Thus, the notion of crisis has various and
sometimes contradictory definitions with a focus either on the severity of the crisis situation or
on the its unpredictable, sudden and exceptional character that can generate positive,
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revolutionary changes in the long run (Cunningham, 2020). The outbreak of Covid-19 brought
on a severe crisis in all educational systems from preschool to higher education because of the
emergency situation which required schools to shit to online and distance learning without any
notice or preparation in advance. Kindergartens, schools, universities, campuses and other sites
were closed on a very short notice in order to avoid the spread of the virus and its deadly effects.
The idea of online learning was still new to some of the schools and many teachers and students
were left with a deep feeling of disorientation and frustration for not being able to ensure
learning as usual. Still this new situation revealed a wide array of technologies (apps, platforms,
software) to improve and extend education and training. The COVID-19 crisis, which has
heavily impacted education and training, has accelerated the change and provided a learning
experience. In this new learning context, digital transformation of schools all over the world
has become a priority that includes major changes at all levels: personal, social and economic.
Driven by innovation and technological evolution, the digital transformation is reshaping
society, the labor market and the future of work (European Commission, 2021).
Education is moving into the online world in a rapidly changing society. This increase
has also been accelerated by Covid-19 pandemic and lockdown situation which forced
worldwide institutions to go online for more than a year. This transformation was perceived as
a natural or abrupt one depending on the digital background and experience of each school
institution and was marked by either breakthroughs or digital exclusion in the field of
education.
2. Literature Review
According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary digitalization represents the
process of changing data into a digital form that can be easily read and processed by a computer
which shall not be confused with digitization, a slightly different and simpler process (Oxford
Dictionary, 2021). Bloomberg (2021) explained that digitalization refers to the ways in which
social life revolves around digital communication and media infrastructure whereas digitization
consists in the process of simply moving from analogue to digital form. He gives the example
of converting handwritten or typed text into digital form or converting the music from a VHS
tape to digital format.
According to Siebel (2019) the digital transformation arises from the intersection of cloud
computing, big data, IoT and AI (artificial intelligence) and it is vital in all fields of activity,
including education. There are two waves that contribute to the digital transformation of the
society: digitalization and the Internet. By using digital technologies organizations and
governments work more effectively and efficiently because they replace human hours with
computing seconds and dramatically streamlined the user experience across many industries.
The benefits of digital transformation will be seen everywhere, improving the lifestyle of
people worldwide by boosting economic growth, promoting inclusiveness, improving the
environment and extend the length and quality of human life (Siebel 2019). The scale of change
will be gigantic in all industries and only those who can come up with new ideas and create a
new era after disruption will survive and thrive. The European Commission (2021) emphasizes
how the digital transition may drastically improve life on our planet.
The digital transformation in education has shed light on the enormous potential of using
technology for educational purposes by enhancing communication for collaborative and
creative learning, and by the use of devices and learning platforms or applications. Including
technology in educational systems had already started decades ago and answers the needs of
the Z generation, of the digital students who have grown up in a digital world that allows them
to better develop themselves. Mark Prensky (2001) identifies two types of digital users: the
digital natives who are described as the native speakers of the digital language of computers,
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video games and Internet. They spend thousands of hours in front of screens in order to read
for school, play video games or socialize. Computer games, email, the Internet, cell phones and
instant messaging are integral parts of their lives. On the other hand, digital immigrants have
adopted, the new technology later on in their life and prefer looking up the information they
need in a printed book first while turning to the Internet second. They are the kind of people
who would print an email in order to better understand it or to make notes on the printed version
instead of editing it on the screen. The single biggest problem facing education today is that
the Digital Immigrant instructors, who speak an outdated language (that of the pre-digital age),
are struggling to teach a population that speaks an entirely new language (Prensky 2001).
Grand Clement et al. (2017) highlight the extent to which digital technology has become
increasingly intertwined with every aspect of our daily life: from education to social, political,
financial and even health management. Corsham Institute in partnership with RAND Europe
Design (Grand-Clement et al., 2017) have explored the challenges of the digital environment
and have assessed how digital technology can best support the development of the individuals
themselves in order to improve the world as Prensky (2001) would have said. They identified
two types of skills: digital skills which correspond to one’s technical skills like coding or
programming and digital navigation skills which are more complex and include a wider set of
skills such as finding information and assessing its quality and reliability. The digital
navigation skills were referred as eternal skills due to the fact that they comprise past basic
skills such as communication and writing, critical thinking, problem solving, teamwork or
resilience.
The education learning systems are also part of the digital transformation and must
harness its benefits at all levels. Educators themselves will move away from the traditional
learning style where the teacher was the source of information and will assume a new role that
of a learning mentor who will motivate, encourage and assess the performance of the students.
There has also been a role reversal as Grand Clement et. al. (2017) point out in the conditions
where the young generation is often more familiar with learning tools and devices such as
interactive whiteboards, computers, digital video projectors, tablets etc.
The educator plays an important role in the process of the digital transformation and will
have to improve their digital skills according to the advances in connectivity; the widespread
use of devices and digital applications. The COVID-19 crisis, has heavily impacted education
and training, has accelerated the change and provided a different learning experience. Savage
and Barnett (2015) analyze the role the digital technologies play in assisting teachers, in the
varied aspects of their role from communicating subject knowledge, assessment, feedback,
administration and extending learning beyond the classroom and school day. The major
challenges for educators who manage the digital change in schools are: developing digital
skills, creating communities on online platforms, planning, organizing, creating a digital
pedagogy, managing change: educational, technological, social.
The crisis caused by the pandemic due to the Sars Cov-2 virus represented a crucial
moment for the evolution of the educational system that had to reinvent itself and ensure the
continuity of the act of teaching-learning in an online system.
The Covid crisis was an X-ray of the world educational systems in the 21st century,
assessing the quality and inclusive education levels. Unfortunately, many countries
experienced shortcomings in the system mainly because of the lack of devices or because of
the poor internet connection (Figure 1). Besides the obvious benefits of using technology in
schools, some students and teachers found themselves helpless when the entire world switched
to online learning because of the lack of digital skills and tools. A great number of learners
faced many challenges when moving online like the lack of available devices, resources, skills,
training or connectivity which deepened the digital education divide. These barriers to
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educational inclusion of all participants led to what Grand Clement et. al. (2017) called digital
exclusion which was reinforced by other types of disadvantages related to parental or family
support, mentoring, being part of a community, as well as social and economic status.
Quality and inclusive education should become a priority for building the future society.
For this, it is important to embed digital technologies into educational practices in a clear,
responsible and effective way. This can be achieved by enabling factors for effective digital
education and training: connectivity and suitable digital equipment for learners, an adapted
pedagogy; leadership; collaboration and the sharing of good practice and innovative teaching
methods. The minimum digital technological architecture required for educational-based units
to ensure that digital education is fair, motivating, relevant, inclusive, does not marginalize
children from disadvantaged backgrounds or those with disabilities (Romanian Ministry of
Education and Research, 2020).

Figure 1. Digital skills of EU citizens living with children
Source (Eurostat, 2021)

The use of technology provides students with better learning opportunities because
technology should not get in the way of technology, but on the contrary it should enhance it,
keeping up with a rapidly changing society. This could also mean a total change of pedagogical
and social paradigm which gives birth to a new type of citizen: the digital citizen.
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Ribble (2015) considers that technology has changed the dynamics of families, schools
and communities, coming along with many opportunities for personal and educational growth,
allowing for a creativity that was not known in the past. The classrooms of students learning
and living in a digital age need to be aware of their rights and responsibilities and also
understand the importance of character and integrity.
The project of digitalization process in school may be a long and complex one because it
requires a significant number of technological changes, pedagogy changes and staff training
under the guidance of a digitalization specialist who is not always available to undertake such
a challenge. The crisis caused by the spread of the virus Covid-19 mobilized everyone to find
a shortcut for this major step forward called Digitalization of Education. Unfortunately, not all
the schools could benefit from the experience and proper guidance of digital specialists because
of the lack of a national strategy for efficiently implementing the process of digital
transformation in schools. In this context many teachers and students were not even aware of
their rights and responsibilities, of the hidden risks of e-learning, not to mention that there were
cases when the mere communication was not achievable because of the lack of devices or
knowledge. The digital transformation in schools was already happening, but the pandemic
accelerated it in 2020 bringing to light the potential benefits and risks of using technology in
schools, and the lack of a common strategy for adopting the digital tools in the classroom, as
can be seen in Figure 2 where the distribution of decision –making responsibilities were mainly
attributed to teachers, the state or central institutions providing a higher support for deciding
the closure-opening of schools or making available various resources for e-learning.

Figure 2 Distribution of decision-making responsibilities
Source: OECD, 2021

In the age of globalization, large communities are being created with the help of digital
tools and that is why a sustainable project management strategy is required in every educational
institution. The distinctive elements of project management in the educational system draw on
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the project management from any business environment. Haugan (2010) gave the following
definition: “project management can be defined as the application of knowledge management
skills, skills, tools and techniques to design activities that meet or exceed the needs and
expectations of stakeholders. Management functions are planning, organizing, staffing,
directing and controlling (and, depending on the school, coordination)”.
3. A new social paradigm, a new type of educational management. The case study of Prof.
Ion Vișoiu Secondary School from Chitila, Romania
It is obvious that the use of technology in educational management is necessary because
it creates improved learning opportunities, accessible, adapted to each learning style, but one
must acknowledge how the phenomenon of digitalization generates a total change of
pedagogical and social paradigm that will give rise to new type of citizen: the digital citizen.
Managing this transition to a digital age requires awareness of the new rights and
responsibilities of the digital citizen, along with managing issues related to this change: GDPR
policy, data protection and security, access to immoral content, malware, privacy, integrity and
ethics or copyright. According to Ribble (2015), the digital world has changed the way people
are and function as citizens of the “real” world because users live, work and interact in a digital,
virtual world that transcends known notions of time and space.
Everard et al. (2004) raises the question of the factors that contribute to the success of
educational change and highlights that no change has a “toolkit” to guarantee success, but
rather, change management requires practical experience, reflection and critical thinking to a
conceptualization and analysis of the change process.
The transformation of schools is a complex process that involves a significant number of
stakeholders over a period of time that may stretch for years and generations. The Covid-19
crisis had a huge impact on the education industry since it has fostered the development of
digital competences of teachers and students, together with the institutions managers. This
crisis came along with a series of benefits and risks as well. Among the benefits it is worth
mentioning the accessibility of time and place, affordability, improved communication and
collaboration, detailed planning and feedback, improved teaching and learning experience
through the use of technology. The technical failures (lack of full technical and administrative
support), the financial restrictions (hardware and software purchases), online security
(malware, threats, privacy, GDPR policies), integrity and copyright and rightful assessments
are amongst the risks
Present paper shows the results of a survey conducted in the Ion Vișoiu Secondary School
from Chitila, Romania, with both primary and secondary students (800), teachers and managers
(82). Its main aim was to assess the digital strategy and the practice of using technology in
school becoming a screenshot of the educational process in the context of Covid-19 crisis.
The report was designed by EDU Networks Romania and was entitled SELFIE (Selfreflection on Effective Learning by Fostering the use of Innovative Educational technologies)
being financed by the European Commission who had designed this free tool to help schools
embed digital technologies into teaching, learning and assessment. Also, SELFIE was
developed in accordance with the European Commission framework on promoting digital-age
learning in educational organizations.
Prof. Ion Vișoiu Secondary School demonstrated a moderate ability to adapt and adopt
the digital tools for teaching, but teachers became aware of the enormous potential of the digital
world and took on training programs. As for students they required more coding and
programming classes. The school managers understood how technology can improve
communication at all levels and decided to adopt more digital platforms for keeping registers,
and giving reports.
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The survey conducted among the digital teachers showed a good level of integration of
digital technologies for teaching and learning and scored 3.6 points out of 5 and, with the
following skills being evaluated: progress analysis, use of technology in pedagogy,
partnerships and remote teaching and learning.
The survey conducted among the digital students focused on questions that assessed their
level of digital literacy, which reached the rate of 3,6/5, including knowledge about: digital
behavior and responsibility, trusted sources for information and copyright, creating digital
content, learning coding or programming and also technical issues.
The survey conducted among the school managers showed a good level of integration of
digital technologies for teaching and learning and scored 3.6 points out of 5, with the following
skills being evaluated: the digital strategy, the relationship with the teachers, modern teaching
methods, time spent for developing the digital teaching, copyright and licenses.
4. Conclusions
The transformation of schools is a complex process that involves a significant number of
stakeholders over a period of time that may stretch for years and generations. The Covid-19
crisis had a huge impact on the education industry since it has fostered the development of
digital competences of teachers and students, together with the institutions managers. Still,
there is place for improvement and there is also a strong need for developing a pedagogy of
digital education in order for teachers and students to find common ground and make proper
use of the advances of technology for their own and others benefit.
The most important benefits that come with the digitalization of the educational process
are communication and collaboration, easy access to a multitude of information available in
digital format, the possibility of adapting teaching content and teaching techniques to the
learning needs of digital natives. On one hand, all these advantages can contribute to the
development of the educational process and the achievement of superior results compared to
traditional education, but there are also certain risks, disadvantages that must be taken into
account and carefully monitored. One of the disadvantages is the diminished physical
interaction, lack of concentration and in-depth understanding as students become dependent on
permanent stimuli, lack of autonomy. This happens because some students develop the habit
of relying exclusively on the Internet to access information and solve problems. Moreover,
schools and parents are confronted with the impossibility of monitoring and intervention in the
case of the phenomenon of cyberbullying or restriction of access to immoral content that may
affect the behavior, personality and development of students.
Overall, the crisis caused by Covid-19 meant a change of the paradigm in the educational
field facilitating an improved communication and a fast access to information, but at the same
time leaving room for problems aimed at the psycho-emotional development of the participants
in the educational process. In this sense, there is a need for careful monitoring of changes and
results generated by abrupt digitization, in a pandemic context, through careful data collection
and collaboration with psycho-educational specialists who can identify optimal solutions for
improving school performance and reducing related risks.
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Abstract
This research examines the mutual commitment in inter-organizational relationships between distributors and
suppliers belonging to a diverse network in which we find integrated distributors and other independents. The
substance of the commitment is analyzed according to the three components of the commitment transposed into
BtoB relationships: normative, calculative and affective commitment. The findings of an exploratory qualitative
study conducted with 10 professionals from the same network show that the intensity of inter-organizational
relationships differs according to these three concepts of commitment, and where trust seems to be a fundamental
part of the relationship in this context of an mixed network. Likewise, the findings reveal the absence of
differences in terms of commitment depending on whether the distributor is integrated or independent.
Keywords: Mixed network, B to B relationships, commitment, trust, qualitative research.
JEL classification: M31.

Introduction
For Nagati, Rebolledo and Cheour (2018), increasing the commitment of distributors is
considered by manufacturers as a fundamental element in the distributor-supplier relationship.
Distributors have always represented a link between consumers and manufacturers, and their
cooperation is essential to achieve the objectives of both parties. Without their cooperation,
manufacturers would have major difficulties in selling their products to final consumer (Lin
and Chen, 2008). In Business to Business (BtoB), the literature distinguishes independent
distributors from integrated distributors. These integrated distributors, unlike independent
distributors, are "members" of a network and often have a close collaboration for the
optimization of supply management with their network suppliers. There is a link of
subordination between the head of the network and the points of sale in an integrated
distribution system, which executes the decisions (Chanut and Poirel, 2012), while the
independents have complete freedom in their decision-making process. Several studies have
shown the superiority of mixed networks over franchised or branch networks in terms of
innovation, cost reduction and network survival (Perrigot, 2009). However, the role of
commitment in these mixed networks remains unexplored. It therefore seems relevant to
question the notion of commitment according to the status of the distributor. The commitment
of distributors is effectively essential to stimulate the efforts of manufacturers to increase their
market share. The behavior of distributors may vary in particular if they belong to a network
or not. Through its dimensions (calculated, normative and affective), the concept of
commitment has been explored in the BtoB literature (Kelly, 2004), but to our knowledge, they
are not studied in a specific mixed network context. This research, purely exploratory and
original because little or not studied, aims to analyze the different dimensions of commitment
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and their relationship to trust (Padgett, Hopkins and Williams, 2020; Gounaris, 2005), between
an industrial complex and his distributors in a mixed network. Thus, the research question is:
Are there differences in the perception of commitment between integrated units and
independent units within the same mixed network and what are the consequences in terms of
trust? The objective of the research is to determine the weight of the different dimensions of
commitment in a mixed network according to the status of the distributor, but also to study
their link to trust in this BtoB context. The results should allow us to make some theoretical
contributions related to the adoption of a mixed type network, depending on the type of
commitment, the status of the distributor and the nature of relationships between suppliers ans
distributors.
Literature review: definition of commitment in a BtoB context
Few researchs formally distinguish commitment according to the BtoC (Business to
Consumer) or BtoB context (Brown, Crosno and Tong, 2019 ; Dwyer, Schurr and Oh, 1987;
Morgan and Hunt, 1994). For example, Dwyer and al. (1987) study the relationship between
buyer and seller in BtoB through 5 phases including commitment. In BtoC marketing,
commitment in reference to the theory of commitment (Kiesler, 1971), has been applied in the
context of sales (Joule and Beauvois, 1989) for transactional episodes or even products; in
relationship marketing (Julienne, 2013) for complaint behaviors (Ladwein and Crié, 2002) and
in a relationship context on the Internet for pre-accepted emails (Yildiz, 2007). In BtoB,
research focuses on the customer - supplier relationship (Bennett and Gabriel, 2001) or even
inter-organizational relationships in distribution chains (Kumar and al., 1995). Zeithaml, Berry
and Parasuraman (1988) highlight in a service-marketing context that "relationships are built
on the basis of mutual commitment". Moorman, Zaltman and Deshpande (1992) define
commitment as “relationships are built on the basis of mutual commitment”. According to
these authors, a relationship remains interesting, even if a competing supplier outperforms the
incumbent supplier's functional value offering. Therefore, the commitment goes beyond simple
financial gain, taking more into account the relational value of this commitment. In a business
relationship, commitment is then considered as a psychological variable, which forms an
attitude in maintaining a relationship with a business partner (Wetzels, Ruyter and Van
Birgelen, 1998) and is manifested by the willingness to invest resources in the relationship.
The willingness of one partner to continue the relationship with the other is so important that
it merits maximum efforts to maintain it indefinitely (Morgan and Hunt, 1994). From these
works cited earlier, we adopt the paradigm according to which the commitment is défined
according to three components: affective commitment, normative commitment and calculated
commitment.
Affective commitment
According to Sharma, Young and Wilkinson (2006), affective commitment includes “the
desire to develop and strengthen a relationship with another person or group because of
familiarity, friendship, and personal confidence built through interpersonal interaction over
time.”. In a BtoB relationship, Geyskens and al. (1996) state that emotionally engaged
customers continue the relationship because they enjoy working with their suppliers. Affective
commitment is also qualified as a desire to improve relationships with partners through the
affection, friendship and trust developed through interactions (Čater and Čater, 2010). For
Lincoln and Kalleberg (1992), this type of commitment is also the state of attachment to a
partner experienced as a feeling of allegiance and loyalty and reflects a strong desire to continue
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the relationship. Highly emotionally engaged clients will stay in the relationship as they wish,
with allegiance taking precedence over economic rationality.
Normative commitment
Sharma, Young and Wilkinson (2006) consider normative commitment as an attachment
due to an obligation informally imposed by the partner. This commitment reflects a strength
that links a customer to the supplier because of a perceived obligation. For Geyskens and al.
(1996), a normatively engaged company continues the relationship because she has to do it due
of moral imperatives. The normative commitment then represents the idea that the relationship
between the customer and the partner would endure through felt obligations (Čater and Čater,
2010). In this case, it is a commitment that would only hold the parties by obligation or by
standard (Fullerton, 2011).
Calculated commitment
This commitment is based on rational motives by emphasizing the costs of termination
or change (Geyskens and al., 1996). It is a kind of binding force that can bind the customer to
his supplier out of necessity (Bansal, Irving and Taylor, 2004). Thus, this commitment is based
on the perceived structural constraints and the opportunism that bind the company to its partner
and not on an examination of the future possibilities offered by the latter (Tse, Wang and
Zhang, 2019). This link with the partner is seen as an understanding of the sacrifices associated
with termination, disruption and difficulty switching partners, as well as the loss of sunk
investments (Padgett, Hopkins and Williams, 2020; Sharma, Young and Wilkinson, 2006).
Kim, Kim, and Lee (2018) add that partners calculate whether the benefits of maintaining the
relationship outweigh the losses from a potential termination in this type of commitment,
Calculated commitment then represents a negative motivation to continue the relationship, as
opposed to emotional commitment according to Roghanian and Gheysari (2013). However, the
calculated commitment is motivated by the rupture constraints between two partners and can
be strategically positive. Finally, the commitment must be mutual and seen from the point of
view of both parties.
Interdependence between Commitment and Trust
Beyond commitment, trust is an important element in describing the nature of a
relationship and is based on three components: credibility, benevolence and integrity (Gurviez
and Korchia, 2002). Credibility promotes a long-term relationship provided the supplier has
the necessary expertise to meet its obligations. Likewise, benevolence only acts if the retailer
believes that the supplier has intentions that will benefit them in the long term. Finally, integrity
represents respect of the company in its promises and commitments. According to Wilson
(1995), trust refers to the belief that one partner in the relationship will act in the best way in
the interest of the other. It represents the basis of a healthy relationship and rewarding
exchanges, while reducing the feeling of insecurity. On the basis of mutual trust, the parties
can achieve a higher level of commitment and more "personal resources" are exchanged.
According to Padgett, Hopkins and Williams (2020), trust and commitment can be seen
as two interrelated concepts. The authors consider that it is essential to consider trust in order
to finely define relational commitment and the dependence that can be established between
distributors and suppliers. Hessling, Åsberg and Roxenhall (2018) add that trust is significantly
associated with commitment if the different parts show a willingness to continue the
relationship. Moreover, in the relational approach to collaboration between companies (Dyer
and Singh, 1998), trust and commitment are considered to be the sine qua non conditions of
collaboration (Brown, Crosno and Tong, 2019 ; Jouny-Rivier and Ngobo, 2016; Morgan and
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Hunt, 1994). Commitment and trust then encourage partners to preserve relational investments
by cooperating and to resist attractive short-term alternatives in favor of long-term expected
benefits with existing partners. Trust tends the different actors to focus more on 'positive'
motivation because of their sense of belonging and identification, which may lead to less focus
on the calculated reasons for attachment to a supplier (De Ruyter, Moorman and Lemmink,
2001).
Methodological Framework
In order to respond to our research question, the methodological framework is based on
a first exploratory qualitative study in order to highlight the importance of the dimensions of
the commitment likely to influence the relationship between a supplier of professional paints
and distributors specialized within the same mixed network. This study can allow the
deepening of knowledge relating to the potential interactions between commitment and trust.
The methodological choice therefore naturally fell on semi-structured interviews, which allow
us to deepen the research axis.
For that, this study is based on interview guide segmented into three themes (Appendix
A): "definition and perception of the network", "influences of the network on BtoB
commitment" and "effects of BtoB commitment within a network". The first theme helps to
understand the particularities of the network studied and understand each respondent’s role
within this network as an independent or integrated distributor. The second theme identifies
the perception these professionals have of BtoB commitment in this specific context of a mixed
network, highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of joining. The last theme tends to
study the effects of commitment on trust, loyalty, satisfaction or even relationships between
members. All the questions are open questions, responding to an ethical approach. And the
semi-directive questioning approach is adopted according to the recommendations of Andréani
and Conchon (2005). The sample has 10 members of the same mixed network on the paint
market: 6 distributors with integrated status and 4 independent distributors (Appendix B).
Although this sample is relatively small, we have a semantic saturation threshold, which is
mainly explained by the BtoB context of our research.
An inductive thematic content analysis was carried out using the Nvivo 11 software. This
method uses a hierarchical classification by theme and subtheme (Bardin, 2003). The
interviews are coded separately and sequentially according to an inductive coding technique
(Miles et al., 2014) making it possible to classify the data by analogy of meaning in the different
categories. The emerging themes of the analysis are thus compared, highlighting the essential
points and reinforcing the validity of the analyzes carried out. This inference process thus
identifies the three dimensions of engagement and their relationship to commitment. The
inductive content analysis commonly used in qualitative and exploratory studies here aims to
establish links between the research objectives and the categories resulting from the analysis
of the raw data, but can also to bring out new emerging categories, thanks to the speeches of
the respondents. This analysis makes it possible to approach the academic literature mobilized
in a specific context of a mixed network, but also to propose perspectives for future research
following emerging categories (Blais and Martineau, 2006).
Findings
The concept of BtoB commitment in this context of a mixed network is indeed strongly
present and several axes should be highlighted. Thus, the three components of commitment are
exposed and particularly their links to the concept of trust.
First, within the framework of the mixed network studied, it seems important to
emphasize that a normative commitment is perceived by the respondents following their
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company's membership in the network. However, this normative commitment is not based on
any written and signed contract, which commits the member to professional and legal
obligations. The member could perceive it as a positive normative commitment: “we don’t
retain them contractually, if someone wants to leave, he leaves […] from the moment they
develop, [we] accompany them in their development, there is no reason for them to stop”(E1).
Thus, membership of this network is considered (in)formal without the need for a contract and
is accepted by all members "to form one": “no contract but by definition, we don’t no longer
ask the question”(E5). Respondents speak of "partners" and not of customers or suppliers. This
normative commitment tends towards "benevolence" (E5) and therefore towards mutual trust
between members: “it’s a relationship of trust” (E10).
This positive normative commitment, linked to trust, will next strongly influence the
calculated commitment, based on the calculation of costs and benefits (Zhao and al, 2008).
In fact, the findings show that with this trust linked to the network, a saving of time is observed
and consequently the utility of the network is increased: “we need to trust them in order to save
time so that we don’t need to discuss what they are doing but rather move forward towards our
customers and develop sales”(E4); ”We are part of a group, to have confidence, [...] I don't
ask myself the question, it's so obvious” (E3). The benefits of this network are then attributable
to both sides, not hesitating to make sacrifices in favor of the well-being of the partner: ”with
a lambda supplier, we have a rather selfish notion. On the other hand, with [a partner], we are
probably more cool from the moment we say to ourselves: it is also in his interest”(E3); “We
are an integrated [mixed] network, compared to independents who perhaps have a little less
scruples where they think more about satisfying their sales; us, we think more about finding
solutions. […] Let it be win-win”(E10).
The concept of network promote a calculated positive commitment in the general interest
of the network (Sharma, Young and Wilkinson, 2006; Čater and Čater, 2010): “with another
industrial, we are less tolerant, we take care of more details that we don’t watch with [our
partner]. For him, we trust, if there is a small problem, we don't necessarily report it” (E4). In
addition, an advantage emerges in terms of calculated commitment, it is the possibility of
exchanging expertise: “Synergy that we intend to develop because there is know-how at [our
partner] that we want to develop here”(E5). Thus, the mixed network influences the
commitment between partners, towards a positive normative and calculated commitment based
on the trust between members to obtain the best of both parties: ”customer commitment is the
trust and development of our two companies, which ultimately form only one, so it’s to make
the other succeed”(E4). We can thus formulate the following proposition:
Proposition 1: The impact of organizational commitment on trust differs according to
the dimensions of the commitment.
In this context of a mixed network, it seems important to question any differences
depending on the status of the distributor, whether it is integrated or independent. Respondents
5, 6, 7 and 9 are independent distributors (Appendix B), and no difference can be noted
compared to integrated distributors, whether for the normative commitment: “we are part of
the same compagny […], there is continuity” (E5); “They do their best so that we can take
business” (E6); ”We don't have a choice, so it's just like that. We work in symbiosis” (E7); or
the commitment calculated: ”with the same payment at the end” (E5); ”It's a partnership […],
sometimes we need them… sometimes they can't organize themselves but they do their best so
that we can take business” (E6); “We commit to buying their products, they commit to quality.
It’s a mutual commitment. Their result matters to me as much as mine.” (E7). Likewise for the
relationship of commitment to trust, the findings of the data analysis point in the same direction
for independent and integrated distributors: ”we have complete trust” (E5, E6); “We work in a
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relationship of trust, their success will make our success” (E7); ”I try to be the perfect partner
for them since they give me their trust” (E9).
The content analysis performed therefore shows no difference in commitment depending
on the status of the distributor (integrated or independent) within the mixed network studied.
This makes it possible to make the following proposition:
Proposition 2: The status of the distributor in a network influence (or not) the intensity
of his commitment to the network.
Regarding the affective component, it appears sparingly in the analysis, and more
precisely the feeling of loyalty between members, according to the definition of Jaros and al.
(1993). Indeed, the commitment is mutualized, necessarily inducing loyalty between partners
and therefore a certain loyalty: “our development of business goes hand in hand with the
turnover of our supplier so we are also committed to [his] development […] I don't ask myself
whether I should be faithful”(E3). The same goes for the notion of coherence in the objectives
and values of the two companies (Lincoln and Kalleberg, 1992) where promoting the
development of the partner company can predominate over economic rationality: “we can’t
always stress our provider; it's logical, like us, we don't like to be stressed by our clients” (E6);
“I try to find solutions internally” (E10). It appears here that despite the specificities of the
mixed network, emotional relationships between customers and suppliers are not very present,
in favor of a positive normative and calculated commitment. On this basis, the following
proposition can be formulated:
Proposition 3: The intensity of commitment and its impact on trust depends on factors
such as the long-term orientation at the head of the network, the interdependence between
actors and the competitive intensity in the sector.
Following the presentation of the findings, we can present a summary diagram of the
proposals resulting from the research (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Synthetic diagram of the proposals resulting from the findings

P2
STATUS
of the distributor
− Independant
− Integrated

COMMITMENT
−
−
−

Calculated commitment
Affective commitment
Normative commitment

P1
TRUST
Inter-organizational

P3
Network lifetime
Interdependence between partners
Competitive intensity of the sector

The findings allow us to formulate some observations linked to the adoption of a mixed
type network, where the alliance is the strength to protect oneself and where no difference is to
be noted according to the status of the distributor. Benevolence - a dimension of trust - towards
the partner appears as an intrinsic characteristic specific to the mixed network studied. The
normative commitment (Čater and Čater, 2010), based on a desire to integrate a network
without any legal constraint, turns out to be positive in the sense that the benevolence between
partners tends towards a “useful” trust, for integrated distributors or independent. This is
consistent with a calculated positive commitment (Kim, Kim and Lee, 2018) where the notion
of sacrifices can be present in favor of the well-being of the entire network. However, affective
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commitment (Sharma, Young and Wilkinson, 2006) is revealed only in terms of loyalty and
well-being between partners. Affect towards the supplier is not in itself "useful", and is
therefore not salient in the customer-supplier relationship within the mixed network studied.
Integrating a mixed network does not represent any inconvenience for members, favoring
positive normative and calculated commitments. Only emotional commitment seems to be
minimized and now less important.
Conclusion - Limits and avenues of research
On a theoretical level, this work contributes to the development of the literature on
commitment in a context of supplier - distributor relationships, a BtoB context and it allows to
deepen the existing interactions between trust and mainly two of the dimensions of
commitment (i.e. normative and calculated). Indeed, this exploratory research provides a better
understanding of the commitment-trust mechanisms in the case of mixed networks. Likewise,
our findings show no difference in perception in terms of commitment depending on whether
the distributor is integrated or independent. It also follows that inter-organizational
commitment within a mixed network does not depend on the status of the members. As in
cooperative and associated networks, we observe a form of solidarity between members,
according to Cassous, Cliquet and Perrigot (2016). According to Roche’s theory (2016), the
performance of one and the performance of the other benefits the overall performance.
Therefore, the common good also applies in mixed networks. From managerial
recommendations, integrating a diverse network makes it possible to have several advantages:
increased trust, time saying, or/and mutualisation of tasks to achieve objectives better.
Therefore, this research shows that commitment and trust are at the center of the supplierdistributor relationship. These conclusions can guide manufacturers but also distributors in
choosing a BtoB distribution model.
Regarding the limits of the research, emotional commitment is not very present in the
interviews of our respondents. Actions could be considered that could increase this
commitment within the mixed network, which could be beneficial to the normative and
calculated commitment. This constitutes a line of research for the future study. It would also
be interesting to compare the weight of affective commitment within a mixed network versus
partners who do not belong to this type of network. Would the affective side be useless in any
mixed network? Another limit is the size of the sample, which can be explained by interviews
with BtoB partners within the same network. Then, another research perspective, it would be
to study different mixed networks, and potentially in different sectors of activity. This would
make it possible to generalize the results and to know whether the conclusions obtained in our
qualitative study apply to all mixed networks, whatever the sector of activity. In addition, it
would be interesting to compare mixed networks with other types of networks according to
their stage of development.
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Appendix A: Interview guide
Theme n°1: Definition and perception of the network
Sub-themes: Type of distributor; Length of relationship; Nature of relations; Perception
of the relationship (perceived value); Membership of the group (date, reasons).
Theme n°2: Influences of the network on BtoB commitment
Sub-themes: Definition of commitment; Perception of its commitment; Type of
commitment; Degree of commitment; Expectations; Needs ; Intention to continue the
relationship.
Theme n°3: Effects of BtoB commitment within a network
Sub-themes: Evolution of the relationship and the exchanges; Co-creation/Co-design and
Co-construction; Improvements and developments envisaged; Changes in trust, loyalty and
level of satisfaction; Long-term outlook.
Appendix B: Sample of respondents
(Respondents are classified according to the chronology of the interviews)
Id

Gender Position at the time of the study Integrated/independant

E1

M

General manager

Integrated

E2

M

Regional sales manager

Integrated

E3

M

Operational manager

Integrated

E4

F

Regional sales manager

Integrated

E5

M

Sales manager

Independent

E6

M

Distributor manager

Independent

E7

M

Agency manager

Independent

E8

M

Regional sales manager

Integrated

E9

M

Distributor manager

Independent

E10

F

Sales manager

Integrated
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Abstract
Adventure tourism is one of the relatively new fields of tourism, which has undergone a higher dynamic than the
field in general. This study highlights the important factors taken into account by young people when they decide
to choose a tourist destination so as to practice one form or another of adventure tourism. The paper completes
the previous research done by specialists, synthesizing the factors that characterize adventure tourism. They were
identified following a qualitative research, based on in-depth interviews with young people from 32 countries,
interested in practicing this form of tourism. The research undertaken determined 16 centralizing factors, which
will be used later in a quantitative research, to be validated and to support the design of a statistical-mathematical
model for characterizing adventure tourism. Many researchers have described adventure tourism in terms of the
unique physical characteristics of the locations where it is practiced. The added value of the current research is
the identification of 16 motivational factors that characterize adventure tourism, from the perspective of those
who want to practice this relatively new form of tourism. In addition to the motivational factors, the paper also
outlines a typical profile of the user of adventure tourism services.
Keywords: Adventure tourism, young travelers, qualitative research, motivational factors, profile.
JEL classification: C35, L83, M31, Z32.

1. Introduction
The purpose of this article is to examine the fascinating niche of Adventure Tourism
(AT). The qualitative data analysis outlined the attitude of young people towards AT and led
to the identification of the factors that matter in the option for AT (Janowski et al., 2021).
Furthermore, when taking into consideration the socio-economic changes (Peacock et al.,
2017), starting with the early access to the economic resources of young people in peak physical
shape, with the instant communication (Skinner et al., 2018) and sharing of videos on social
media as well as the activity of influencers, AT has a development potential well above the
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industry average (Gross and Sand, 2020). From this perspective, our study proposes a way to
assess the interest for AT, based on the perception of the individual in the cultural context,
developed to the level of motivation, and subsequently to manifest behavior. The psychological
profile of young people interested in TA is also important to achieve and integrate into a wider
cultural context.
Understanding that motivating factors for young travelers to engage in adventure tourism
activities are continually changing we must study them with a higher time frequency. Research
can be redesigned to better capture the shifting attitudes of young millennials, as we observe
facts and confirm their stability in time. The classic method of succeeding a quantitative
research after a qualitative one and then resuming the cycle again with a qualitative research,
is the best way to update and capture all the changes included in the behavior of the user of
tourist services in general and of those enjoying adventure tourism in particular. Through indepth interviews, we captured those unique elements that will form the basis of further complex
quantitative research. We first set the scene by providing an overview of the adventure tourism
activities and meanings. Next, we present our research methodology and findings. We conclude
with discussion about what we have learned and what we are thinking doing afterwards with
the 16 identified motivational factors. We consider and hope that our research will be useful
for managers and policy makers, who may apply its findings to various target markets,
personalize the services, and stratify the interest for AT and, at the same time, help the
marketers focus their relationship marketing efforts.
2. Literature background
Adventure tourism is an opportunity for regional and national economic development
due to its great potential of attractiveness (Wengel, 2021). However, a bibliometric study
conducted by Cheng, Edwards, Darcy and Redfern in 2016 indicates an academic immaturity
of research in the field of adventure tourism, as compared to other types of tourism. The
approach to the adventure tourism experience is different in Eastern specialized literature, for
example in Chinese literature, where the approach is inclined towards learning by doing
(Cheng, 2017).
The specialized literature identifies as essential for the marketing of adventure tourism
the development of products and services which focus on the experience of this type of tourism
and the use of communication materials that induce the desire for action and originality and
the display of impressive natural scenery. There are also geographical areas where adventure
tourism can have a predominantly urban dimension, as is the case in South Africa (McKay,
2017) or Zambia (Rogerson, 2004). However, nature appears as the preferred setting of the
adventure tourism experience, regardless of the tourist profile (Ponte et al., 2021). An eloquent
example of activity focused on the natural environment is forest bathing, which combines the
attachment to a specific natural place, social and physical activity, the discovery of unique and
wild places or, in some cases, the need for loneliness and silence (Kil et al., 2021, Cloke and
Perkins, 1998).
Janowski et al. (2021) identify 22 dimensions of adventure tourism, the ones specifically
defining this type of tourism, as compared to other types of tourism, as being: danger, the
natural environment, adrenaline, enthusiasm, challenge and physical activity. Diversifying the
range of tourist services by including adventure tourism implies the support of bottom-up
initiatives, developing the infrastructure needed for this type of tourism, creating dedicated
sports clubs and developing safety standards and norms (Wengel, 2021). Another aspect
highlighted in the specialized literature is that of excluding minorities and people with modest
incomes from this type of tourism (Dietsch et al., 2021).
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Tourists who visited, in an adventure tourism experiment, a famous rock formation in
Norway, highlighted the desire to live the sublime as perceived in places that are distant,
untouched by human activity and difficult to access. Despite the fact that tourists were
inexperienced in hiking, the remoteness, inaccessibility and wildness of the place directly
attracted the participants in the study. The lack of experience of the group of participants
became visible in the fact that, despite their young age and good physical condition, and despite
good weather conditions, the hike was perceived as physically difficult, some participants
requesting the assistance of companions, and other participants having given up before the end
of the activity (Mykletun et al., 2021). Earlier research on the specific case of Norwegian
adventure tourism concluded that the commitment and happiness experienced during the
activity accurately predicted the intention of the tourists to revisit and recommend the service
(Vittersø et al., 2017).
A prerequisite for the success of the adventure tourism industry is met by the existence
of safety parameters and rules and codes of good practice meant to avoid accidents. A study
conducted since 2007 by Bentley and Page on the adventure tourism market in New Zealand
identifies the need for established safety rules, especially for the age group between 18 and 40
years old, favoring a division of activities, depending on the practitioners. Male practitioners
are particularly susceptible to accidents in the field of surfing, mountain biking and
snowboarding, while female practitioners are susceptible to accidents in the field of equestrian
practice.
Adventure tourism can be used as an opportunity to make tourism in general more
sustainable and to help the process of building the awareness of the adventure tourism
consumers about the ecological and biodiversity issues facing the visited areas(Langseth and
Vyff, 2021, Rosenberg et al., 2021, Marcuta et al., 2020, Umarella et al., 2020, Knowles, 2019,
Ponte et al., 2018, Peacock et al., 2017, Steynberg and Grundling, 2005, Zurick, 1992). For this
purpose, cross-disciplinary exchanges are advisable in this field (Gross and Sand, 2020). The
impact on the environment must be taken into account for this type of activity (Ye and
Tkaczynski, 2017), in order that it may result in a mutual gain of the tourist and of the locals.
Hung and Wu (2021) identified a number of physical and psychological benefits that
increase the overall well-being of adventure tourism practitioners who engage in activities such
as gliding, paragliding, rafting and surfing. This is mainly due to the fact that practitioners are
looking for challenges rather than risks. Also, the activity proved to be beneficial for removing
psychological barriers, such as embarrassment, fear, shame, apathy, etc. of the participants over
the age of 50 years old, regardless of whether they had physical constraints or not. Leaving the
comfort zone causes countless positive psychological consequences in this industry (Passafaro
et al., 2021), the experience of the state of "flow" being especially interesting in the context of
today's society (Taylor and Carr, 2021, Liu and Csikszentmihalyi, 2020).
The personality of tourists also plays an important role in choosing this type of tourism,
because it determines the psychological constraints in relation to the tourist activity (Vespestad
and Mehmetoglu, 2017). In conclusion, an abundance of details must be provided to the
clientele in order to address these constraints and persuade them to practice this type of tourism.
Zatori and Beardsley (2017) point out that on-site experiences of tourists are as important as
reliving the tourist experience from memory, when considering the co-created value and the
impact on the quality of life. Adventure tourism has also been interpreted as a game of reality
on the border between lived experience, freedom, identity, authenticity and social status (van
Nuenen, 2015, Kane, 2012, Kane and Tucker, 2004).
Positioning adventure tourism as a learning, self-development and self-realization
experience is preferred by the female audience. They are especially looking for intrinsic values,
and a connection buddy-system for women adventurers would prove fruitful (Clarke et al.,
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2021). The risk aspect and the playful aspect can be combined in more accessible forms of
adventure tourism, such as hiking tourism or walking-holiday, which achieves an implicit
process of maturation of the body by walking, by improving body skills, kinesthetics and the
development of orientation knowledge in a changing social and spatial context (Rabbiosi,
2021).
In an attempt to differentiate between authentic and mass tourism experience, researchers
have established as defining the degree of authenticity and the concern to experience authentic
cultural interactions (Kontogeorgopoulos, 2003). The tourist away from the womb perceives
what is mundane or common in the place visited as something new and unique that (s)he is
attracted to (Jørgensen, 2020). Therefore, observing everyday existence in the places visited,
together with the authentic cultural contact, can complete the adventure tourism offers. The
way in which the tourist relates to the consumption of food and drink and to the social context
of their consumption, is also analyzed as an additional factor of attractiveness and connection
(Bezzola and Lugosi, 2018).
Technological development and access to technological applications, as well as to social
networks is another potential impact factor on the tourism sector (Garcia et al., 2019, FemeniaSerra et al., 2019, Zatori and Beardsley, 2017, Di Pietro et al., 2012, Peres et al., 2011). A
conclusive example is the case of geo-catchers (Skinner et al., 2018, Ihamäki, 2012). Adventure
then becomes the central element of online communication tools such as travel blogs,
documentaries, and professional travel sites in search of impressiveness and authenticity
(Duffy, 2019, Iordanova and Stainton, 2019). Adventure tourism also appears in the debate on
re-exoticizing family tourism and including in the family experience a discovery for the whole
family of distant lands and continents, including young children joining the learning,
development experience, and the discovery of other cultures. The combination of family values
with adventure tourism, but also the presence of neo-colonial elements of interaction with the
visited societies, are visible in this case (Mattsson, 2021).
Studies conducted on the Romanian adventure tourism market highlight the potential of
mountain adventure tourism that combines hiking, caving, fishing, archery and horseback
riding (Andreiana et al., 2017). Similar offers for adventure tourism in the natural environment
of rivers and streams are explored by researchers for countries that want to develop this market,
such as Croatia, Cuba and Portugal etc. (Wang and Yang, 2021, Filipe et al., 2019, Bosnić et
al., 2018). Such concrete plans include precise service offerings and logistical considerations
may be the subject of research on adventure tourism, when it is put at the service of the regional
development of an area (Alfonso Dovale et al., 2021).
3. Research methodology
The qualitative research was performed using in-depth interview technique, to discover
the attitude towards AT and to capture the definition and meanings assigned to AT by the
interviewees. Using a semi-structured interview guide, the research was made in two stages.
The first one was in February 2019, in New York with United Nation Youth Delegates
participating in the 75th UNGA. Delegates have been selected in their country of origin to
represent young people internationally, so they are relevant to youths in their country. The
second stage took place in March 2019, in Washington DC, USA, at a youth conference, where
100 young leaders around the world were selected to discuss about actual issues concerning
the sustainable development. A total of 32 subjects were interviewed in both events. The
respondents were 20 to 35 years old, and came from the following countries: Australia, Austria,
Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, China, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Hungary,
India, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Jordan, Kenya, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Nigeria,
Poland, Russia, Turkey, Sri Lanka, South Africa, the Netherlands, Uganda, Ukraine, the USA.
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All subjects participated in conferences in USA following a trust vote given by colleagues and
representatives of the Ministries of Youth and universities from their countries.
The interviews lasted an average of 52 minutes and took place during breaks between
conference sessions. Respondents were asked about the development of AT in their countries,
about how acquainted they are with this concept, and whether investments in this area have
been made. Furthermore, they were asked whether they practice AT. The respondents who
answered affirmatively were then asked whether they preferred to practice AT in their country
of origin or abroad. The respondents who responded negatively were asked whether they would
like to try it in the near future. Finally, the factors influencing the attitude of millennials towards
AT were identified by formulating questions such as: What does it matter to you when you
think of AT? What other factors can be considered? A list was then presented and a question
was asked about which of the factors could be associated with AT? What factors have
influenced your decision so far in choosing AT? The interviewees expressed their own views
on the practice of AT, as well as the attitude of their community towards it as a component of
a cultural dimension (Huang and Crotts, 2019, Williams et al., 2017).
The first research objective was to identify from an open list starting with 64 generic
factors to take into consideration when one opts for a tourist destination, those factors that lead
to choosing a destination where adventure tourism is practiced. As the interviews progressed,
the list grew to 86 factors mentioned by the interviewees. Towards the end of the interviews,
the subjects were asked to assign a grade from 5 to 1 (5 = very important, 1 = very unimportant),
depending on the importance, to each of the factors that in their opinion are the most likely to
be taken into account when booking a holiday in a place where one can practice activities
specific to adventure tourism. The second research objective was to outline the psychological
profile of the adventure tourism user. The profile was based on the cultural dimensions
developed by Geert Hofstede (de Mooij and Hofstede, 2010, Hofstede, 2011, Jackson, 2020).
At the end of the interviews, questions were asked about the socio-demographic characteristics
of the participants but also of the generic users of adventure tourism services in the country of
origin of each interviewee.
4. Findings
Initially, the authors assumed that there would be a correlation between the natural
potential of countries for adventure tourism and the desire of the residents to engage in such
activities. However, the results showed that the presence of adventure tourism opportunities in
a certain location is not directly proportional to the attitude of the inhabitants towards it. One
of the reasons why locals are not attracted to local adventure activities is the lack of novelty
and surprise. For those accustomed to living in the vicinity of wildlife, it is no longer an
attraction to see it constantly, but rather a habit. Respondents in countries with high potential
for adventure tourism consider the practice of such activities as common everyday actions and
no longer appreciate their special character. Adventure tourism is also more expensive than
traditional tourism, as it requires specialized assistance and diversified technical equipment. In
the countries where adventure tourism is practiced, which have a lower degree of general
development, the interest of the locals will be lower for these activities, due to the high costs.
The reciprocal of this phenomenon is also valid. In developed countries, citizens are eager to
practice AT even if the area they live in does not facilitate it. So, they are regular customers in
abroad areas that offer unprecedented, exciting, and even extreme AT specific experiences.
Going further, the answers given by the respondents supported the idea that activities are
to be considered adventurous not because they represented a real physical risk, but rather a
perceived risk, such as the viewing of the northern lights, going on a safari in Kenya, sleeping
under the stars in the desert, or zip lining. To highlight this issue, respondents were exposed to
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images showing several activities and asked whether or not they could be considered
adventures. Persons who had already experienced AT and had in-depth experience of a
particular sport category, only considered as AT activities that involved physical effort, e.g.,
diving, climbing, mountain-biking. Respondents, who hadn’t practiced a regular sport,
classified the physically demanding activities as AT and, in addition, they considered AT to
include spectacular actions with no imposed risk, but only with voluntary risk, such as reaching
a mountain peak with the cable lift, proximity to a polar bear found in captivity, observation of
corals while snorkeling. Taking all aspects into account, we conclude that the voluntary risk
has the same personal impact as the real risk.
A place becomes a tourist destination because it entices the interest of a group of people
and meets one or more categories of needs, tangible (mountain, seaside) or intangible (cultural,
spiritual). The elements conducive to tourism development are gastronomy (Turkey), history
(Egypt), art (Florence), culture (Japan), cultural authenticity (Cambodia), nature (Iceland),
technology (Shenzhen), smart-city (Singapore), future-city (Masdar). A tourist destination
coverage focuses on spectacular and unique items. Again, respondents were exposed to offers
of various travel agencies from countries selected at random from all the continents, and have
analyzed the different images and activities in order to discover a common feature. Thus, a
holiday offer in Kenya will include photos of wild animals and safaris, and a Chinese trip
invites travelers to discover the tradition of tea. In Jordan, tourists are invited to ‘snowboard’
on sand dunes and sleep under the stars in the desert. In California, they are invited to surf,
whereas for Australia there are underwater photographs, which motivate people towards
diving. In Romania, the dark legend of Dracula incites visits to the Bran castle. Opposed to
this, Romania was surnamed the Garden of the Mother of God, being sprinkled with churches
and monasteries throughout its territory, some of them at considerable heights, accessible by
difficult roads even during the warm season, whereas others are located underground in the
mountains, in caves, at considerable depths, and can be reached by difficult access routes.
These activities are, in essence, elements of AT and are all connected to national landmarks
and national symbols, as perceived by both visitors and local residents alike. Consequently, we
conclude that adventure tourism is considered a component of the country brand. Respondents
were able to identify the country of each destination presented.
From the list built together with the interviewees, the factors that were identified as
having the greatest importance are: stress decreasing, stress relief, disconnection,
extravagance, self-awareness, free from daily routine activities, self-reliance, curiosity, novelty
seeking, intellectual stimulation, knowledge, self-discovery, social interaction, cooperation,
release of physical energy and, socialization. Out of the total of 86 factors, the first 16 were
chosen based on the degree of importance assigned by the interviewees through the grades
given. The demarcation limit was established where the first major difference was found
between the total score calculated for each factor assessed by the respondents. Thus, having
the list of motivational factors for adventure tourism, organized in the order of the importance
assigned, after the first 16 factors, between which the differences were somewhat minor, a first
major difference was noticed. Thus, from the 17th factor to the last, the scores decreased a lot
and, consequently, these factors were considered to have a reduced capacity to influence
adventure tourism. Through this separation, only the factors mentioned above that line were
retained, about which it is believed that they are essential in choosing adventure tourist
services.
From the questions about the socio-demographic characteristics of the participants and
of the generic users of adventure tourism services from the respondents' country of origin, the
profile of the adventure tourism user was outlined. Therefore, among the young people, those
who mainly opt for choosing a destination where adventure tourism activities are practiced, are
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those who have primarily a predominantly individualistic behavior. Another specific feature of
them is the very good resistance to stress, regardless of the context. These young people also
show a high level of disobedience to the authorities, or, in other words, they want to make all
the important decisions for themselves, almost ignoring any recommendations from outside
their person. These three characteristics are specific to the millennial generation (Benckendorff
et al., 2010, Kane, 2019), which means that adventure tourism fits the millennials like a glove
(IJspeert and Hernandez-Maskivker, 2020).
5. Discussion
Adventure tourism is a globally expanding phenomenon, which occupies an increasingly
important position every year, on the one hand, among research conducted in tourism and, on
the other hand, among investments made in tourism objectives. AT represents a potential for
economic growth for some developing countries and is an essential source of income for
underdeveloped rural areas. AT plays an important role in the activities of protecting natural
areas and is an element / factor of personal development increasingly sought after by new
generations.
The present research shows that the existence of facilities for the practice of adventure
activities in a certain country does not change the preference of the country's inhabitants
towards the practice of these activities. There is the situation in which the locals are also the
most active practitioners, but also the situation in which the locals are almost not interested in
the activities involved in adventure tourism. However, it is worth noting that in most of the
destinations recognized for adventure tourism there are tourists who come mainly from the
same countries. Americans, residents of New Zealand, the United Kingdom and Germany are
always present in large numbers in areas where adventure tourism is practiced.
Another element highlighted by the current study is the shaping of perception of the
young people related to adventure tourism. At first glance, adventure tourism is often
associated with extreme tourism and is considered very dangerous and difficult to access for a
wide range of users. However, at a second glance, we also identify the defining aspects that
differentiate adventure tourism from extreme tourism. Adventure tourism does involve a
degree of risk. The risk can be real, a risk that endangers the safety, health and integrity of the
person, or it can only be perceived, a risk that is actually a psychological obstacle that the
practitioner must overcome by carrying out the activity. From the answers obtained from the
discussions, it is observed that the perceived risk has a more substantial impact on potential
adventure tourism practitioners than the real risk has. For this reason, it is found that adventure
tourism is not associated with a real danger or a threat, but respondents associate it more with
unique and memorable experiences. Young people also associate adventure with trying to adapt
to a certain local culture, discovering new things and interacting with elements of the natural
environment. Mountain people believe that it would be an adventure to meet wild, large
animals in their natural environment, or to practice aquatic activities. In contrast, people in the
tropics find the experience of polar nights, watching the northern lights and crossing
mountainous terrains adventurous, without the need to add to these experiences any other
elements of risk.
We consider that the 16 motivational factors identified with regard to the involvement of
young people in activities specific to adventure tourism can be grouped into four categories,
formed on the basis of similar characteristics. Quantitative research is needed in order to
confirm the stability of the factors and to quantify the importance of each. Once the importance
of these factors is confirmed, tour operators can compile tourist packages based on the
characteristics of each destination, where tourists can practice activities specific to adventure
tourism. Destinations differ and cannot equally meet the needs of all AT users. Through an
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appropriate scientific promotion, based on the 16 factors, tourists can be guided to destinations
that fully meet their adventure needs.
6. Conclusions
Studying the field of adventure tourism, we consider that it is advisable to do it with an
increased frequency, as the new generations have an increasingly fast pace of life and are
constantly looking for new activities that they have not practiced before. Technological
development has largely contributed to the creation of this alert lifestyle. At the same time, this
type of tourism is required to benefit from a marketing communication, which can clarify and
discriminate the content of these activities from other types of tourism, as well as to reduce the
perceived risk, with a strong subjective load. The marketing communication process would
require the involvement of travel offices, practitioners of this form of tourism - and among
them - influencers -, non-governmental organizations involved in environmental protection and
even government agencies, responsible for tourism development - in general -. Consequently,
the options in choosing a tourist destination will vary greatly from one period to another. The
present study manages to capture the opinion of young people belonging to the generation of
millennials from 32 countries, about the adventure tourism. The added value of the paper and
the original contribution of the authors is given by the identification of 16 motivating factors
for young travelers to engage in adventure tourism activities and the shaping of the profile of
the typical user of AT services. In view of these factors, economic and political decisionmakers may, knowingly, take measures to develop the economic environment in areas prone
to this type of tourism.
7. Research limits and further studies
In-depth interviews present the generally accepted limitation consisting in that the results
do not directly reflect the experience of the respondents, but provide indirect representations
of the perceptions about the experiences lived or imagined by the respondents. A limitation
strictly related to the current study is the period of the interviews, in the sense that they took
place in the very year of the outbreak of the pandemic, before the imposition of traffic
restrictions. The resumption of the study at present would increase the importance of other
factors in the decision to choose a destination where adventure tourism can be practiced.
Factors such as the need for sanitation or even other new factors related to traffic restrictions
could be identified. Regarding the continuation and extension of the study, a main future
research direction considered is to deepen the field through a quantitative research that could
substantiate a statistical-mathematical model applicable in the field of adventure tourism. A
secondary direction of research in the future, starting from the profile of the outlined adventure
tourism service user, would be to characterize this profile in the light of the cultural dimensions
developed by the Hofstede model.
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